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ÁBS*TRACT'

The use of mass concrete in dams includes special considerations for controlting the

thermal behaviour of the concrete, particularly at the construction stage of a project. Heat

generated by the hydration of cement causes thermally induced stresses and may result in severe

cracking and poor performance of a completed structure. For the purpose of accurately

predicting the transient thermal behaviour of the concrete at a young age, a finite element

modelling algorithm is developed for incrementally constructed dams. The variable and dynamic

construction factors influencing tle ttrermal response of a structure such as the sizes of constituent

lifts, use of multiple types of concrete, the placing schedule and prevailing ambient conditions

at a project site are systematically accounted for in the algorithm. A case study of a recently

constructed typical mass concrete dam with records of in situ temperatures is ca¡ried out to test

the developed algorithm. The dam was constructed over a 2 ye"ar period in an a¡ea of severe

climatic conditions. Results indicate that the algorithm is effective in predicting the behaviour

of a mass concrete dam. The general purpose finite element program ANSYS is utilized as the

numerical tool for the work. A series of simple steady state and transient thermal problems are

solved to check the individual components of the program. A generic "pilot model" is used to

desiga the algorithmic details.
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n.l General

Concrete used in the construction of dams, large bridge piers, structure foundations and

the like is often referred to as 'mass concrete". Mass concrete is differentiated from other kinds

of concrete in civil engineering by its thermal behaviour. American Concrete Institute (ACÐ

Committee 116[1] defines m¿ìss concrete as "any volume of concrete with dimensions large

enough to require that measures be taken to cope with generation of he¿t from hydration of the

cement and attendant volume change to minimize cracking. " In Ma¡itoba, mass concrete is used

primarily for the construction of dams.

Because of the large physical dimensions typical of most concrete dams, tlre most

practical approach to construction is to build a structure incrementally from many smaller

concrete pours, or "liffs". Large Iift dimensions and sizable volumes of concrete may still be

required for the individual lifu that make up a dam. A consequence of large individual lifu is

that the heat produced by cement hydration can result in thermally induced stresses. As concrete

is a poor conductor of heat, the lifu of a dam may set with the inte¡ior at an elevated temperature

due to cement hydration and the periphery at some lower temperature due to exposure to

prevailing ambient conditions. Stresses may be generated by rætrained shrinkage of the warmer

core of the dam with cooling that takes place slowly over time. The severity of these stresses

va¡ies according to several factors, such as the total amount of the temperature drop during

cooling, the rate and timing of cooling, the amount of restraint offered to shrinkage, tïe concrete

material properties, and so on. Consequently, it is possible that significant stress levels can be

present ir a concrete dam even before the structure is placed into service. Should thermal



stresses not be controlled, a variety of problems can result, particularly cracking and loss of

structural integrity, and remediations are typically expensive.

As a result, ttre design and construction of concrete dams i¡çludes attempting to control

the temperature reached inside the concrete due to cement hydration. Prediction of thermally

induced stresses in a dam would allow for an evaluation of the degree to which the structure

should be designed to tolerate the stresses and the effort that should go into controlling the

temperature reached within the concrete during construction. Thus, there is a requirement for

a procedure capable of reliably predicting thermal strqsses in concrete dams. Since most thermal

stræs problems originate with the heat of hydration, the procedure would have to focus on the

early thermal behaviour of a dam; that is, the construction period and the frrst few weeks and

months following completion of a structure.

The literature contains many suggestions for ways to cffry out a stress analysis of this

type, and most are based on the finite element method. A possible approach to this problem

would be to carry out finite element modelling of a mæs concrete dam in two steps by æsuming

that the nature of heat flow and thermal stresses are independent. The first step would be

prediction of the early thermal history of a dam according to assumed construction conditions

such as concrete mix designs, the lift placing schedule, lift dimensions, weather conditions, etc.

The second step would be calculation of the corresponding stress history of the structure based

on the predicted thermal history of step one. The stress history could ultimately be extended to

incorporate effects of service loads as well. This thesis is concerned with: i) developing a finite

element modelling algorithm for the first of thæe two steps for analyzing thermal stresses in

concrete dams, prediction of the early thermal history of a structure; ii) identifuing the level of

detail necessary to accurately trace temperature evolution in a young concrete dam; iii) assessing

the dominant parameters and factors that contribute to the actual temperafure distributions in



concrete dams; and iv) addressing the reliability of the current methodology used in designing

these structures.

I"2 Ohjecúive

The objective of this thesis is to develop and verify a finite element modelling algorithm

for the prediction of early thermal behaviour of incrementally constructed mass concrete dams.

A commercially available f,rnite element engineering analysis program is utilized for this task.

The degree of detail required for this type of analysis and the parameters and factors contributing

to actual temperature distributions in young concrete dams a¡e evaluated qualitatively.

1.3 Scope

It is fundamental to this type of problem that the effects of time on the thermal behaviour

of a dam are accounted for. Therefore, a t¡ansient thermal analysis forms the basis of this work.

For simplicity, t twodimensional procedure is developed, but the principles and routines

presented here would be identical for the general threedimensional case.

The factors that determine temperature patterns in a concrete dam at a young age are

essential to this work, and have been included in the developed algorithm. They consist of the

following:

Ð A time span to be modelled in an analysis is selected such that the period of thermal

activity of interest can be observed. The analysis begins at a point in time preceding

placement of the first lift of concrete in a dam in order to initiate a temperature

distribution in the underlying foundation. This is important since foundation temperature

conditions influence the thermal response of the f,rrst few lifu of concrete in a strucfure.

Analysis takes place through the period of lift placement in a dam allowing the thermal



behaviour a¡d interactions between the va¡ious concrete lifts to be observed. The

analysis is ended once the period of interest has been modelled.

Proper account is taken of the changing geometry of a dam over time due to lifls of

concrete being added during the construction procæs. The developed algorithm presents

procedures to ensure that the historical evolution of tÌìe temperature distribution in a dam

is cumulative throughout the time span modelled.

Consistent with a Ú¡nsient analysis forming the bæis of this work, changing thermal

boundary conditions over time a¡e included æ well. The boundary conditions applied

are specified nodal temperature values, varying rates of intemal heat generation, and

convections to varying ambient conditions during the modelling period. The effects of

eafihfill materials placed against a dam are included as well. Tbese are all incorporated

into the modelling algorithm with proper account t¿ken of changing geometry through

time to predict the cumulative thermal response of a young concrete dam.

The organization of this thesis reflects the general series of steps that were followed in

carrying out the work. Chapter 2 contains a review of the various factors influencing thermal

effects and cracking in mass concrete stn¡ctures as reported in the open literature. Techniques

for modelling important pa-rameters of a thermal analysis of these types of strucfures is also

described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the developed modelling algorithm, and describes the

finite element program and its particular features utilized in analysis execution and for carrying

out a case study. In Chapter 4, proceduræ for formulating a typical finite element model are

explained, including a description of æsumptions and simplifications. A case study to test the

algorithm is presented in Chapter 5. The structure anal,yzed was constructed over 2 years in an

area of severe ambient conditions. Descriptions of the structure, boundary conditions, applied

iÐ
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loading, and a compa¡ison of analysis results with in situ data a¡e included. It is demonstrated

that the developed algorithm is successful in reproducing observed trends in the structure's

behaviour. Finally, a series of conclusions are drawn from the work and recommendations for

further effort in this area are identified and documented in Chapter 6.

A number of appendices contain supplementary information related to the work.

Development of the detailed procedure for carrying out an analysis is described in Appendix A.

A simple finite element "pilot model" with the same characteristics as ar incrementally

constructed concrete dam is utilized. Verification of the solution capabilities of the finite element

program is ca¡ried out through use of several steady state and tra¡sient thermal problems with

analytical solutions in Appendix B. Appendix C is a summary of relevant specification

requirements for construction of the case study structure, while construction data for the structure

is presented in Appendix D. A dæcription of memory rnanagement a¡d file handling operations

included as pärt of modelling the case study is contained in Appendix E. Appendix F is a listing

of the program code for the analysis, while Appendix G is a brief explanation of the method used

to produce the code. A presentation of comparisons between model results and in situ data for

all concrete lifu in the case study strucfure is made in Appendix H. Finally, a variety of thermal

contour plots from the case study analysis a¡e included æ Appendix I.
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2.1 nntnoduction

Concrete used for the construction of dams does not have high cement contents. Leaner

concrete mixes are possible because of the large dimensions involved, and because applied loads

on dams may be at least partially resisted by the weight of the concrete elements of the structure.

Concrete strength, a¡d thus cement content, may instead be governed by serviceability and

durability requirements of a dam.

The large volume of concrete used in the construction of dams stitl requires control of

the thermal behaviour and cracking tendencies. The cracking behaviour of a dam is influenced

by concrete properties such as the modulus of elæticity, Poisson's ratio, tensile strength, strain

capacity, cræp, volume change tendencies, thermal properties and permeabilityt2l. Various

consequences of the cracking of concrete dams are possible, including unacceptable amounts of

Ieakage, and the formation of starting points for deterioration of concrete by freeze-thaw damage.

Thermally induced cyclic deformations and accompanying frost penetration have an important

influence on the deterioration of eoncrete strength, particularly for dams in northern

regions[3]. The extreme situation is that cracking may cause behaviour different than that

intended in design and ultimately threaten the integrity and stability of a dam.

Since most cracking problems in dams are related to the heat of hydration released after

concrete placement, it is important to have a general underst¿nding of the heat generation

mechanism in concrete. The following section provides a brief introduction to the mechanism

as it relates to concrete used in the construction of dams.



2.2 Eãeaú Generation

The source of he¿t genentú, within mass concrete is hydration of cementing materials

in the mixes, traditionally ordinary Portland cement and, in some cases, materials known as

pozzolans. Pozzolans are finely divided siliceous or siliceous and aluminous materials that are

not themselves cementitious, but re¿ct at ordinary temperatures with moisture and calcium

hydroxide produced during the hydration of Portland cement to form strong, stable cementitious

compounds. Common pozzolans are fly ash, produced by the burning of coal, and blast furnace

slag, produced in the manufacture of steel and iron.

2.2.X Cherilistry of Cement

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is comprised of four main compounds that are

commonly written with shorthand abbreviations. The compounds a¡e shown in Table 1. Minor

amounts of other compounds such as magnesia (MgO) and lime (CaO) are also present.

Compound Chemical Formula Shorthand
Abbreviation

Typical OPC
Composition (%l

trícalcium silicate
dicalcium silicate
tricalcium aluminate

3CaO.SiO,
2CaO'SiO,
3CaO'AlrO.

C.S
C,S
CrA

c4AF

55
15
10
Btetracalc¡um aluminoferrite 4CaO'AlrO..FerO.

TABLE I - Main Compounds in Ordinary Portland Cement

Through exothermic processes

produce complex hydrates and

can be summarized as[5]:

and at different ratæ,

calcium hydroxide[4].

thæe compounds react with water to

The main hydration reactions of OPCs



2 (3CaO.SiOJ + 6HrO * 3CaO.2SiOz.3HzO + 3Ca(OH),

2 (2CaO.SiO) + 4H2A-* 3CaO.2SiOz'3H2O + Ca(OH),

2 (3CaO.AIrOr) * 3CaO.AIrOr.3CaSOo.32H2O + 4H2O-n

3 (3CaO.AlrOr. CaSOo. lZHzO)

3CaO'AI'O, + Ca(OH), + IZH.O -* 4CaO.Al2O3.l3H2O

4Cao'Alror'F%o, + aCa(oH)z + 22H2o -* 4Cao'Al2o3'13Hzo + 4cao'Fqo3.13H2o

The hydration processes of Portland cement are influenced by the different phases and

trace components present in the cement[6]. It is thought that the setting of OPC corresponds

to the start of CrS hydration.

The chemical composition and tlerefore the heat generation characteristics of OpCs vary

according to local manufacturing processes and materials. However, to give an impression of

the relative confributions of the compounds to the heat generated by an OPC, a heat generation

pattern of the primary compounds of OPC is shown in Table 2[7].

Heat Evolved at 21"C (cal/g)
Compound

3 days 28 days 90 days 1 year

58 53 90 104 117CrS
CrS
C.A

coAF

12
212
69

10
372
118

25 42 54
329 31 1

118 98
279
90

TABLE 2 - Heat Evolution Pattern of Main Compounds in Ordinary Porrland Cement

Cements have been measured as continuing to generate heat for years, but as shown in

the t¿ble above, the majority of the total amount is produced in the first few days[8].

The heat of hydration cha¡acteristics of a cement depend on the relative proportions of

the constituent compounds[9]. Type 10 cement is named normal Portland cement, and is used

for general construction purposes. Limitations on the composition of this cement are the least



restrictive of all cement qpes, and thus these cements can have widely variable heat generation

characteristics. Type}0 cement is known as moderate Portland cement and is limited to a

maximum CrA content of 7 .5% by Canadian Standards Association (CSA) standard CAN/CSA-

A5-M88. This cement is dæigned to have moderate sulfate resistance and a low heat of

hydration, and is intended for use in mass concrete structures where temperature control is

important. Type 40 cement is low heat of hydration Portland cement also intended for mass

structures, and is limited to a maximum CrA content of 55% by the CSA standard. Type 30

cement is high early-strength Portland cement and is not suitable for use in the construction of

mass cÐncrete dams. Cements of a particular type can vary much in the amount of heat they

produce.

The chemistry of OPC hæ been found to be different today compared to 50 years ago,

particularly with respect to qS and C"S components. It has been reported that cement now tends

to produce heat at a rate that is approximately three timæ what it once was, and that the total

temperature rise of in-place concrete appeffs to be slightly higher[lO]. It has also been

reported that increased fineness and strengths of cements in the last 30 years has resulted in

variable heat generation cha¡acteristics of cements I I I ].

The heat generation pattern of a cement va¡iæ according to the conditions under which

hydration takes place. Increasing the hydration temperature within ordinary ranges increases heat

generation at an early age, but hæ a negligible effect on the total amount of heat produced by ttre

time hydration approaches completion. A reduction in the water-cement ratio of a mix also

inereases the rate of initial heat generation, but appears to have little effect on the tot¿l amount

of heat produced as well[l2]. Cement fineness influences heat generation rates more than

the total amount of heat produced, with finer cements producing greater amounts of heat at an

early age[13].



2"2.2 ConereÉe Mixæ

Many factors affect both the rate and total amount of heat generated within concrete used

in the construction of dams. A direct influence on both of these actions is the type and amount

of cement used in the mixes. The total amount of heat produced is directly proportional to the

amount of cement or the equivalent cement content (cement plus pozzolan) in a mix. The

properties of pozzolans vary according to material type and source, but they are typically

consideredto generate about4Æ%-50% of theheatthattheequivalentamountof Portland cement

would generate. The contribution of apozzolan to the amount of heat produced in a concrete

generally increases with the age of the concrete, fineness of the pozzolut in compæison to

cement, and with lower heat producing cements[l4]. For a concrete containing a pozzolan,

early heat generation is primarily from cement hydration, with little contribution from the

pazzolan. At later agæ, the pozzolan is an increased contributor ûo heat generation.

Ûther factors that affect heat generation a¡e admixture use, batching temperature and

temperature during hydration. Water reducing and set retarding agents typically affect the

temperature rise characteristics of a concrete during the first 12 to 16 hours after mixing, the time

that these admixtures have the greatest effect re¿ction processes. There does not tend to be an

effect beyond' 24 hours[l5]. As the rate of reaction of cement with mixing water is faster

at a higher temperature, the greater the mixing temperature the fæter the cement hydration

process and the greater the amount of heat produced at an early age[16]. The temperature

during hydration depends on the placing temperature of the concrete and the rate of heat loss

from a structure.
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2"3 Cor¡c¡'ete &fasses

23"n MLx Ðesigns

The goal of proportioning mæs concrete mixes is to obtain designs that are economical,

meet strength, durability and impermeability objectives, and provide adequate workabiliry and

the lowest practical temperature rise after placement using available materials[17].

Admixtures a¡e used to improve workability and control setting, bleeding, segregation and slump

loss of a mix while in the plastic state. For hardened concrete, the benefits of admixtures a.e

reduced heat generation, improved strength, durability a¡d ab¡æion resistance, and decreased

permeability[18]. The temperafure control æpect of mix designs can take many forms, and

some of these a¡e explained in more detail in Section 2.5.

2"3.2 T'herrnal Fropenties

There is rarely any flexibility in determining the thermal properties of mass concretes

because the majority of the materials for concrete production are usually determined according

to local availability. The main factor governing all thermal properties is the mineralogical

composition of the aggtegate, as aggregate typically makes up 70% to 80% of the volume of a

concrete[19]. The conduction coefficient k" of concrete is onty slightly dependent on the

hydration rate of the cement[2O]. Conductivity of normal to heavyweight concrete is nearly

independent of density, and is little affected by changæ in temperature. However, void and

especially air content, and water contained in a concrete tend to lower the conductivity

value[2l]. In opposition to this, it has also been reported ttrat the value of conductivity of

a concrete depends on the density and temperature of the concrete[22]. The specific heat Ç

of concrete also only slightly depends on the hydration rate of the cement[23]. The specific

heat value generally varies directly with changes in temperafure[24]. The specific heat of a
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concrete has also been reported æ tending to vary only slightly with aggregate characteristics,

temperature and other parameters[25].

The i¡cre¿se in temperature of a concrete due to hydration of cementing materials under

conditions of no heat gain or loss from tle surrounding environment is known as the adiabatic

temperature rise of the concrete. The adiabatic temperature rise is a function of mix

proportioning, the specific heat of the mix ingredients, and the heat of hydration characteristics

of the cementing materials[26]. The adiabatic temperature rise of a concrete mix will

incre¿se for a mix with a lower overall specific heat value, and for higher heat of hydration

cementing materials.

The composition of the aggregate in a concrete is also the primary factor affecting the

coefficient of thermal expansion of a mæs concrete. The cement paste tends to have a higher

value of the coefficient, and is particularly sensitive to its moisture content. The value of the

expansion coefficient is æsentially constant through the normal temperature range, but tends to

increase with cement content a¡d decrease with age[27).

The reader is directed to reference [28] for a more thorough description of the

properties of mass concrete.

2.3.3 Thermal Eehaviour

There are many influencæ on the thermal behaviour of mass concrete. Factors include

the size of a member, the properties of the concrete, heat generation and ambient conditions

during construction, and long term thermal conditions.

The construction stage of most concrete dams is the most intense period of thermal

activity. Higher lift heighs during construction results in fewer construction joints in a dam, but

also a lower proportion of generated heat being lost through lift surfaces before the addition of
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subsequent lifts. Lower Iift heights mean more construction joints and a greater proportion of

heat lost before placement of the next liftÍ291. It is possible that natural cooling of some

concrete dams to long term temperature conditions may take yeffs.

Once constn¡ction temperatures dissipate, a regular periodic temperature pattern gradually

emerges in many dams[3O]. The pattern is a function of a¡¡ual temperature cycles, solar

radiation input to exposed surfaces, and water temperafure patrerns for the forebay and tailrace

of a dam. A daily temperature pattern would be superimposed over the annual pattern.

Signif,rcant tensile stresses ca¡ result.

Because mass concrete is a poor conductor of heat, there tends to be a delay between

changes in thermal boundary conditions and the response of concrete temperatures. The depth

within a concrete mass where responses to changing boundary conditions appear increæes with

an incre¿se in the cycle time of the boundary condition. This is typical of the thermal behaviour

of mæs concrete structures.

2.4 Cracking Eehaviour of &{ass Conerete Ðarns

The most general dæcription of the cause of cracking of mass concrete is that it is

initiated by restrained volume changes of the concrete. Rest¡aint that produces tensile stresses

in concrete is of concern since this may result in cracking. A uniform volume change will not

produce cracking if the change is relatively free to take place in all directions. However, this

rarely happens for mass concrete structures such æ dams[31]. Some of the causes of volume

changæ and the nafure of restraint on mass concrete struchlres a¡e discussed briefly below.
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2.4"n Vol¡¡rne Change

2.4.!.1 Shrinkage due to ÐissipaÉion of Consfruetion T'ernperatures

The largest volume change a mass concrete dam experiences is typically the

shrinkage of concrete that accompanies the cooling of a dam with dissipation of hydration

heat from construction. Changes in temperature gradients after concrete begins to

acquire elastic properties causes restrained volume changes in a mass and tensile and

compressive stresses. In general, the tendency for concrete to crack is lower when the

temperature that the concrete begins to behave elæticatly is lower[32]. Factors

influencing tensile stress development during cooling are temperature differentials and

rate of temperature change, the modulus of elasticity and coefficient of thermal

expansion, and the degree of restraint[33]. The effects of high temperatures after the

setting of concrete are usually mitigated by a low elætic modulus and high creep rates

of concrete at eatly ages.

Form removal can cause a thermal shock to surface concrete. Restraint from

interior concrete would resulting in tensile stresses at the surface if the ambient

temperature is much less than the concrete temperature when the forms are removed.

2.4.1.2 Annual Ther¡nal Eoundary Condition Fatterns

Volume changes and thermal stresses in mæs concrete dams can also develop

from periodic cycles of ambient thermal boundary conditions. Dams in northern regions

can have exposed faces subject to significant tensile stresses as a result of annual patterns

of temperature distributions in the dam[34]. Daily temperature cycles can produce

surface cracking that tends to be shallow in nature. Surface cracks are not a structural

tlreat, but do serve as a starting point for damage by freeze-thaw action.
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2.4.1.3 Ðrying Shrinkage

The drying of mass concrete also causæ a volume change and, as fa¡ as tensile

stresses ¿ue concerned, the effect is simila¡ to that caused by a temperarure reduction.

However, drying shrinkage kkes place extremely slowly and is governed by the drying

path length and therefore tends to only affect concrete near exposed surfaces. Drying

shrinkage cracks also tend to be shallow, and form a random pattern on a concrete

surface. Shrinkage is affected by the type of aggregate in the concrete, with low

shrinkage concretes tending to cont¿in quartz,limestone, dolomite, granite or feldspar.

High shrinkage concretes often have sa¡dstone, slate, or basalt aggregate[35]. Creep

tends to reduce the severity of stresses caused by drying shrinkage because of the amount

of time involved in the development of the volume change.

2.4.2 Rætraint

Restraint to changes in volume of a concrete element ca¡ be internal - from the concrete

itself, or external - from the foundation of a structure or adjoining structures. Continuous

external restraint exists along contact surfaces between concrete and any material that the concrete

has been cæt against. A concrete member with a uniform tendency to contract but continuously

rest¡ained along its base will tend to crack beginning at the bæe in the area where the restraint

is greatest[36]. Formation of cracks causes redistributions of the stresses within a concrete

member.

Internal restraint within a mass concrete member occurs when a non-uniform volume

change takes place, particularly when interior temperafures are greater than surface temperatures

of a block of concrete. The amount of differential volume changes determines the degree of
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internal restraint, with the effects adding to those that result from external restraint, but not

exceúing the effects of complete external constraint[37].

2.4.3 Control of Cracking

Measures implemented to control cracking of a mæs concrete strucrure are largely

dependent on the cost of the me¿sures and the consequences of the crackingt3Sl. Primary

techniques for reducing the likelihood of thermal cracking of mass concrete are controlling

volume changes by reducing the maximum internal temperature the concrete reaches, managing

the rate of cooling after placement, and improving the tensile strength of the concrete. The

restraint mechanism can be modified, and reinforcing can be used to distribute and control crack

widths.

2.4,3.1, Volume Cllanges

The main technique for controlling the change in volume of a mæs conmete dam

is by reducing the amount of the temperature drop between the peak temperature and the

long term operating temperature. For reinforced concrete elements, the temperature

change that needs consideration is that from the peak temperature due to hydration during

construction to the minimum temperature that the element will be subjected to while in

service[39]. Insulating surfaces after placement of concrete can be done to reduce

thermal gradients within a mass from the interior to the surfaces.

2.4"3"2 Restraint

Controlling the restraint to volume change of a mass concrete dam is done

through the installation of contraction joints and by controlling the Íate at which a volume
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change takes place. The restrained lengths of a concrete element can be reduced and thus

the tendency to cracking lowered by breaking large blocks into smaller blocks with

strategically located contraction joints.

2.4.3.3 R.einforcing

Reinforcing can be used to control cracking by distributing cracks and controlling

crack widths. Benefits of controlling crack widths are corrosion protection for

reinforcing, Ieakage prevention and aesthetics[40].

2,5 Methods of T'emperature Control

Temperature control on a mass concrete project is primarily done by four means: control

of the cementitious materials in the mixes (cement contents and types), precooling concrete

ingredients, postcooling in-place concrete, and controlling construction procedures[4l]. The

following paragraphs dæcribe each of these means in more detail.

2.5.1, Mix Ðesigns

The most direct way to reduce internal temperatures reached inside mass concrete after

placement is to lower the cement content of a mix or replace some of the cement by apozzolan.

Poorer concrete workability characteristics that result from lower cement contents can be

improved by air entraining and chemical admixtures. Use of pozzolans in a mass concrete mix

has adva¡tages of lowering the temperature rise, reducing permeability, improving workability

and sometimes increasing later age strength of a concrete[42]. They have been used to help

control the interaction between reåctive aggregates and high-alkali cements[43]. Along with

a reduction in heat generation at a young age, however, there is a corræponding reduction in the
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early strength of a concrete with apozznlan compared to a concrete without one. .At later ages,

strength may be adequate for design loadings, but ca-re is required to ensure that necessary

strength for construction loads and early thermal stresses is provided.

2"5.2 Frecooling

Cooling coarse a*gregate and replacing a portion of the mixing water with ice a¡e

practical and effective means of reducing the placing temperature of mass concrete. Lowering

the placing temperature of concrete directly lowers the peak temperature reached after placement,

but has little effect on the amount of the temperature rise after placing[44]. There is a benefrt

to long-term strength a¡d durability of mass concretes batched and placed at low temperatures,

as long as early strength requirements are not affected[45].

The temperature of batched concrete is influenced by the initial temperature a-nd specific

he¿t of the constituent materials, and the proportion of each in the concrete. Controlling the

temperature of the aggregate hæ the greåtest influence on the temperature of a concrete because

aggregate occupies the largest volume in a concrete mix. Techniques for temperature control

include shading of aggregate piles and chilling coarse aggregate in refrigerated water or by

sprinkling. Immersing aggregate into chilled water is effective for cooling, while sprinkling with

chilled water hæ limited benefits. Fine aggregate can be cooled by using chilled water for the

classification procæs[46]. A problem with using water for cooling aggregates is that it

introduces the potential for va¡iations in batching characteristics due to residual water from the

cooling process[47]. Alternative procedures are chilled air or forced evaporative chilling

aggregates.

Lowering the temperature of water

lowering the temperafure of the cement or

is more effective on a per unit weight basis than

aggregates. The use of ice for a portion of the
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batching water is an efficient means of lowering the placing temperafure of concrete because of

the heat required to melt ice[48]. Substituting crushed ice for all or a portion of the mixing

water is common as a means of reducing tbe placing temperature of a concrete.

Cooling of cement is diffrcult and has little impact on concrete temperature[a9][50].

Ûther cooling means are usually sufficient, and it is normally not necessary to reduce the cement

temperature in order to achieve placing temperature targetsls1].

2"5.3 FosÊcooling

Postcooling of mæs concrete involves removing heat from concrete after placement. It

is done by embedding pipes within the concrete and circulating cooling water through the system.

The most critical time for applying cooling techniques to placed concrete is the first seven days

after placement, since this is the period when the most heat is produced[52]. ACI

recommends that in the time period before the concrete reaches its peak temperature, postcooling

be carried out at a rate equal to the capacity of the cooling system. After this point, cooling

sbould be done until either the rate of coolilg of the concrete reaches the maximum recommended

rate (about 0.6'C per day), the concrete temperature drops about 17"C below peak, or the

temperature reaches the long term average temperature expected for the structure[53].

Postcooling rates should be reduced at læer ages because of higher values of the modulus of

elasticity as concrete ages[54].

2.5.4 Construction Procedures

Elements of the construction process for a mass concrete dam may be designed to

contribute to temperature control of the structure at a young age. Allowable lift thicknesses and

delay times between lifu influence the cumulative thermal behaviour of a dam. The amount of
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heat lost through the top surface of a lift becomes a decreasing percentage of the total amount

generated after placement for lift thicknesses greåter than about 3 m. Internal temperatures for

deep lifu a¡e therefore not significa¡tly affected by the delay time between liffst55l.

Curing procedures can also contribute to temperature control of placed concrete. Use of

steel forms for conduction purposes can increase early heat losses, and spraying forms with cool

water and shading placed concrete may assist as well[56]. Procedures implemented for a

project depend on the consequences of the behaviour being controlled, and cost and schedule

implications of me.æuræ to reduce thermal effects.

2.6 T-hermal Frocesses

The processes that transport thermal energy are conduction, convection and radiation.

The following paragraphs briefly describe each of these procæses and the equations tïat govern

their respective effects.

2.6.I F{eat Transfer Mechanisms

To begin, conduction heat transfer within a solid takæ place whenever a temperature

gradient exists. Fourier's Law of Conduction applies:

Q = -krA AT

Ax

where q is the rate of heat transfer, k. is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of the material,

A the area of heat flow, and ðTlôx the temperature gradient at the point in the solid under

consideration. Of course, heat flow occurs in the direction of decreæing temperature.

(1)
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Convective heat transfer from the surface of a material takes place when the material is

exposed to a moving fluid at a temperafure different than that of the material. In the case of a

concrete dam under construction, the fluid is air that is usually at prevailing ambient conditions.

Convection is govenred by Newton's Law of Cooling:

e"=-h"A(T"-T)

where å. is the convection heat transfer coefficient, A the area of convection, f the temperature

of the surrounding fluid, and d the surface temperatu¡e of the material. For concrete structures,

the value of ft" varies according to factors such as wind speed, surface roughness and shape of

a structurel57].

Radiation effects on concrete dams can be considered in two paß. The first part is sola¡

radiation that reaches the surface of a dam. It is comprised of three components: i) beam

radiation, or radiation reaching a dam surface directly from the sun, ii) sky difürse radiation,

radiation reaching a dam face after scattering by the aünosphere, and iii) ground difñ.rse radiation,

radiation reaching a dam after reflection by the ground. Ground cover has a large influence on

ground diffrrse rardiation, particularly for dams in northern regions[58]. Radiation heat input

to a dam surface from sola¡ energy d is given by:

8"=aAÍ,

where ø is the solar absorptivity of the surface (the proportion of the energy absorbed) and I the

area exposed. The second part is emission of thermal radiation, which is given by the Stefan-

Bolømann Law of Thermal Radiation:

(4)

a)

(3)

4,=-êoA(4-r5
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where e is the emissivity of the surface (0 < e < l), o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

independent of the surface, medium and temperature, and is equal to 5.6fl97 x 1t8 W/mz."1g¡a,

A is uea, and T^ and 4 a-re temperatures of the surrounding air and surface in absolute terms,

respectively.

2.6.2 Governing Eãeat Transfer Equation

The governing classical heat transfer equation is derived from consideration of a control

volume in three dimensions. By maintaining heat flow equilibrium and including a term for the

storage of heat within the control volume, the following equation is obtained:

pco{æ = *F'#). &F,#). &F,u*). '

where p is the material density, Ç thr specific heat, t the time, Z the temperature at a point

having Cartesian coordinates x, !, z, q the rate of heat generation within the control volume, and

the conductivity values lc,.,lq, Içreflect an anisotropic material. Conditions to be satisfied at the

surfaces of a body are:

Tlsr=T¡,

(5)

(6)

and

þ'X . o, # . o,#)l 
,,= n' 0)
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where ,St and Sr a¡e surfaces on the body, Zo is the temperature on ^1,, and d is the heat flow

input on ,Sr.

The finite element method is an effective tool for predicting temperatures within

structures t}rat have complex geometry and boundary conditions[59]. Converting the

governing equation into matrix form for solution by the finite element method and including the

effects of heat transfer mechanisms producæ the so-called semidiscrete statement:

t c I { f i * t N I t r i = { õ } ,

where [Q is the specific heat matrix, [K] the effective conductivity matrix, {4 the matrix of

nodal temperature values, and {t} the time derivative of {4. The marrix {õ} ir the effective

heat flux vector, and is given by:

{q} = {4,} * {q} " {e,} * {q}

where {0.} is the applied heat flux vector, lQ"} thte convective heat transfer vector, {Ø} the

radiation vector md {O'} the vector of internal heat generation rates. Neglecting radiation allows

{q} to be evaluated independently of the unknown temperatures[60].

2.1 Modelling Techniques

A finite element thermal analysis of a concrete dam requires proper attention to the

cha¡aeteristics of the dam and the thermal processes governing the temperature distributions

within a structure. The following sections briefly describe the important elements of an analysis

for realistic modelling of a dam to be carried out.

(8)

(e)
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2.7.n ConsÉiÉuent TFrermal Frocesses

It is essential that thermal processes influencing the temperature distributions in mass

concrete dams during construction are incorporated into an analysis. Fundamental to this is that

the physical characteristics of a dam and its environment are built into an analysis so that accurate

results can be obtained. The physical nature of a dam is known from initial steps in the design

process or from the drawings of an existing structure. The environment that a dam exists in

while under construction is reflected by convection coeffrcient values, ambient air temperatures

a¡d sola¡ radiation conditions. Other important factors for thermal modelling are the concrete

thermal properties, adiabatic temperature rise characteristics, placing temperatures, structural

dimensions and lift thicknesses, and curing[61]. It is also imporrant that initial foundation

temperatures and the placing rates (i.e. ttre construction schedule) are properly accounted

lorí621.

2.7.2 Internal F[eat Generation

2.7.2.1 Adiabafic Conditions

The most important factor to modelling the thermal behaviour of mass concrete

is the internal heat generated from hydration of cementing materials after

placement[63]. Mass concrete placed in liffs of 1.5 m or greater with lateral

dimensions of about 3 m produces conditions within the centre of a lift where the

concrete is essentially adiabatic for a brief period[64]. Using an adiabatic procedure

to experimentally meâsure heat evolution within a concrete, such as by adiabatic

calorimeter, simulates quite closely the temperature conditio¡s inside the core of large

concrete masses where conditions may remain nearly adiabatic for the first few days after

placement[65].
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The heat of hydration generated in concrete is not only time dependent but also

temperature dependent, and strictly speaking should be treated as such in a thermal study.

However, in analyzing mass concrete structures, use of data from an adiabatic test of the

heat of hydration of a cement provides for re¿sonably accurate temperature distribution

predictions[66]. It has been recommended that for temperature studies of mass

structures actual heat generation patterns of the concretes be obtained from laboratory

tests a¡d that the tests use actual materials for the project being studiedt6T]. It

should be noted that applying a pattern of adiabatic temperature rise in the prediction of

temperature distributions in a structure may not be suitable in all cæes. This is

particularly true when small structurss are involved where the interior conditions are not

close to adiabatic[68].

2.7.2.2 Function

ln the thermal study of mass structures, the adiabatic temperature rise of ttre

concrete hæ traditiona.lly been given according to the empirical equation:

T(r) = K(l - e-') (10)

where K is a coefficient reflecting the final amount of the adiabatic temperafure rise, and

a reflects the rate of the temperature rise[69]. The effects of the two coefficients on

the temperature rise given by the equation are independent.

The rate of heat generation for concrete under adiabatic conditions and therefore

the parameter values for the equation depend on the cement type used, the unit cement

content of a mix, and the initial temperature of the materials[70]. The Japanese

Concrete Institute (JCÐ Committee on Thermal Stress of Mæsive Concreie measured heaÍ
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of hydration for cements on the Japanese ma¡ket and calculated values of these two

parameters for each concrete measured[71]I721. Testing included OPC and was

done at three different mixing temperatures. Graphs of coefficient values for the OpC

meâsurements are reproduced here in Figure 1 f¡om reference[73]. Values of a are

in units of l/days. As can be seen on the Figure, there is a large variation in the values

of both K a¡d cy even with approximately equal placing temperatures and cement

contents. It is apparent that it is important to obtain concrete-specific adiabatic

temperature rise characteristics for use in a thermal analysis.

The effect of placing temperature of the concrete can be reflected in the values

of the coefficients to the equation. In general, æ the placing temperature rises, K

decreases and a increases. The coefficient K does not signif,rcantly affect the time to

reach the peak temperature in a lift, while a has a significant impact ot this response[74].
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It has been reported that this empirical equation is not accurate for mass

structures at early ages[75]. These authors instead developed their own equations

from observations of the behaviour of the acfual structure under construction.

2"7.3 Eoundany CondiÉions

Heat is transferred through the boundaries of a concrete dam by conduction at the

foundation and by convection and radiation to air and water at exposed surfaces. Because heat

transfer into the foundation of a dam begins once concrete is placed, it is important that the initial

foundation temperature distribution is estimated as part of a thermal analysis for a structure.

Heat transfer between a dam and the surrounding air depends on temperatures of the air

and concrete, wind speed aad sola¡ radiation conditions[76]. The convection coeffrcient

between a structure and ambient conditions is very important in obtaining an accurate temperature

estimate for a dam. An approximate equation suggested to obtain values of the convection

coefficient h"from a wind blowing parallel to a flat surfaces is[77]:

hr=3.8v+5.7 (t 1)

where lz" hæ units of W/m2"K and v is the wind speed in m/s. In modelling thermal effects on

concrete bridges, empirical equations have been utilized to calculate values of the convective heat

transfer coefficient for different exposed surfaces of a bridge as a function of wind

speed[78][79]. Values of the coefficient can be obtained experimentally, or a constant

value assumed throughout the duration of an anaiysis. To specify lhe temperarure of the fluid

that the convection takes place to, it is cornmon to develop periodic ambient temperafure patterns

according to prevailing weather at a project site.
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Formal treatment of radiation boundary conditions in a transient thermal analysis requires

an iterativeprocess. The radiation equation requires a knowledge of the surface temperature to

calculate Q,, aurd is thus nonlinear. However, it is possible to account for radiation through the

convective loading on a dam by increasing the temperature of the concrete-air interface, or by

modif ing the value of the convection coefficient. For a transient analysis and considering the

temperature differences that typically occur between concrete dams and surrounding air, it is

reasonable to modify the radiation equation so that the effects of radiation can be combined with

convection, and both heat tra¡rsfer mechanisms treated together. Equation 4 can be written

as[80]:

Q,= -hrA(Tr-T) (12)

where

h,=@o(t*t)(T,*To) (13)

and is determined approximately by using previously calculated values of { and ?l in absolute

terms[81]. It has been reported that the value of å, is on.ly slightly temperarure dependent,

and thus the requirement for iterations can be avoided in calculating the temperafure solution at

each time step in an analysis[82]. The convective and radiative heat transfer mecha¡isms can

then be evaluated by:

8r*r=-(h"*h)A(T"-T) (14)
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2.8 Freviot¡s Work

Thermal and thermal-stress analyses of concrete dams a¡e important in the design process

for estimation of tensile and cyclic strqsses in a structure. There are many examples of thermal

and thermal-stress analysæ solved by the finite element method dæcribed in the literature. r#hile

the objectives of an analysis may be straightforward, it is possible to approach parts of t¡e

thermal portion of an analysis using different techniquæ according to the circumstances of each

analysis. In this section, some of thæe different approaches a¡e noted.

2.8.1 Maúerial Fropertim

The values of the concrete thermal material properties used during analyses have been

reported as assumed to be constant for the temperature ranges encountered during a

study[83], and as time dependent in value[84]. The adopted treatment of the material

property values would depend on the implications of the range in values expected and the

available computer resources to carry out an analysis.

2"8.2 FoundaÉion Conditions

There are two components to the thermal conditions in the foundation portion of a model.

The first is the conventional assumption of a consta¡t, uniform temperature value for the invert

of the foundation as a bounda¡y condition for the entire duration of an analysis. A measured

temperafure value can be æsigned if available. Without actual data, it is reasonable to adopt a

temperature value equal to the mean annual temperature for the project site of a structure being

nalyzed' This wæ done in the study reported in Reference 1851. The depth of foundation

that is included in a thermal model must be consistent with the assumption of a constant

temperature existing throughout the time frame of an analysis.
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The second component important for these analyses is that temperature conditions in the

foundation at the time of first concrete reflect a transient response to the paftern of ambient

temperatures at the project site. For example, a period of thermal loading exceeding one year

(to remove any starting influences) on the exposed surface of the foundation for a mæs concrete

structure was used to establish an initial condition for concrete placement in Reference [86].

In another study, the foundation temperarure was determined for ttre time period prior to

placement of the first lift of concrete by exposing the rock surface to a changing ambient

temperature for a time period of 2 to 3 years before concrete placement[87].

2.8.3 ConvecÉive Boundary Cor¡diÉlons and ,4dlabatic Surfaees

The nvo parameters of the convective boundary conditions that require consideration in

defining an analysis are the ambient (fluid) temperarure and convection coefficient. There are

different approaches to determining values of both of these items.

It is possible to use a constant ambient temperature value for tÏe convective fluid

temperafure when only a slight variation in value is evident at a project site through the time

period of an analysis. This was the cæe in the study described in Reference [88]. When

ambient temperatures vary through the duration of an analysis, it is often convenient to use a

daily or monthly mean temperafure for the project site as a means of avoiding anticipating daily

ambient temperature variations and having an excessive number of time steps in an analysis.

Examples of these approaches a¡e Reference [89] where the daily median temperature for the

project site was used, and Reference [90] where the mean monthly air temperature variations

were used for ambient conditions.

There a-re many approaches evident in the treatment of the value of the convection

coefficient. The simplest is the assumption of a uniform, constant value based on previous
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experience or the average prevailing wind speed at a project site. The coefficient has been

determined as a function of evaporativeheat losses based on the effects of curing processes on

the surfaces of a concrete block[9l]. In this case, the evaporative losses were estimated by

a relationship that included the effects of wind and moisture conditions in the atmosphere.

A refinement in the treatment of the convection coefficient is incorporation of the effects

of formwork on heat losses from the surfaces of new concrete. This has been done in

References [92] and [93]. In those sfudies, the insulating effect of plywood forms was

incorporated into the convection coefficient of vertical surfaces for the first 2 days after

placement, and of horizontal surfaces (for example, the roof forms for enclosed voids in a

structures) for a period of 7 days to simulate what is likely to occur during construction. After

this period, the coeffrcient was determined according to wind speed. Because of the variability

of its value through time, an average wind speed was used for external surfacæ.

Heat losses ttrrough enclosed voids in a strucflire can be simulated by assuming a wind

speed that is much reduced from that outside of a structure. This normally requires engineering

judgement to determine a reasonable æsumption. Once frrlly enclosed in concrete,

Reference [94] treated structural voids through the use of air elements and un¡ealistically high

values of the conduction coeffrcient as a means of simulating the combined effect of convection

and conduction.

It may be possible to assume that some surfaces of a model do not have heat flow across

them during an analysis. For insta¡ce, it is common to assume no horizontal heat flow through

vertical bounda¡ies of the foundation portion of a model. In modelling a symmetric structure,

boundary conditions along the plane of symmetry and on the outside faces of the foundation

portion of the model can be left æ "adiabatic surfacas", æ done in Reference t951.
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2"8.4 Solar Radiation

There a¡e va¡ious techniques for the treatment of sola¡ radiation as a boundary condition

during an analysis, thesimplestbeingto neglect it. This may be justified if solarradiation is felt

to be a minor contributor to the thermal response of a particular structure under consideration.

If not, incorporation of solar radiation can be estimated as a function of sun height at a project

site as wæ done in Referencqs t96l nd t971.

An alternate treahnent sometimes adopted is to modify the ambient temperature values

used for specifying convections to reflect the estimated effect of radiation loading. For instance,

the temperature of the surrounding air was increased by 1.7"c during a thermal analysis of a

roller compacted concrete ßCC) dam to account for the effect of radiation in the study described

in Reference [98]. It must be recognized, of course, that radiation hæ a greater effect during

sunny days than on cloudy days and at night, and thus some error is introduced with this

approach.

2.8.5 InÉernal F{eat GeneraÉion Iæadíng

It is most reliable to determine functions describing the rates of internal heat generation

of concrete by laboratory testing trial mixes of the actual concretes to be used during

construction. In one study[99], laboratory testing wæ carried out on a mix having a lower

cement content and the results prorated for actual cement contents of the mixes for the analysis.

Without available data, functions can be adopted from previous experience or empirical methods,

but with reduced reliability.

In carrying out design sfudies, internal heat generation loadings and other boundary

conditions are typically applied to elements that begin their thermal response from the average

placing temperature expected during a nroject.
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2.8.6 Tirne Steps and Meshes

Defining the sizes of time steps taken during execution of a thermal analysis is norrnally

related to the minimum size of the finite elements. For commercial finite element programs,

there is typically a guideline provided in the form of an equation that is recommended by the

software authors to relate the two items. It is important to also consider the lift placement pattern

used or anticipated to be used during constn¡ction. Where lift thicknesses are indistinct because

of construction procedures, for instance in the construction of RCC dams, a possible approach

is to consider the daily average thickness of material placed during construction in setting the

element tiickness in a model. In the study described in [lm], one element equalled the

thickness of RCC placed in one day.

It can be convenient, from a computational point of view, to vary the time step size

according to the expected intensity of thermal activity and loading during an analysis. In

References [101] and ü021, the time steps used varied between the period immediately

after placement of a new lift (short time steps) to after the lift had been in place for a few days

(longer time steps). This can be utilized as a method of reducing the execution time required to

carry out an analysis.

2.8.7 Applieation of Therr¡ral Analysis R.esults

Typically, the output from a mass concrete thermal analysis is the time history of

temperatures at all nodæ in a structure. A benefit to solution of temperatures by the finite

element method is that the model mesh and ræulting temperature distributions can be applied

directly to a structural analysis for calculation of the corræponding stress distributions[l03].

Calculated element temperatures were used to determine maturiry values of concrete for deriving
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mechanical material property values as paÍ of the subsequent stress analysis in the study reported

in Reference IiOa].

z.E.E BenefrÉs of lnerenlentaX T'ypæ of Analyses

An approach to designing for thermal stresses in mæs concrete dams is the application

of an assumed temperature difference within a structure that is judged to simulate the effect of

heat of hydration thermal stresses. Finite element models that incorporate incremental

construction procedures have been found to better estimate stresses ttrat result from the

construction process than simpler analysis methodsl105].
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3 ANAT-VS{S.ALGORIT'F{M

3.Ï. Ger¡enal

It is best to meet the objectiveof this thesis with as realistic a modelling algorithm as is

practical in order to obt¿in useful information from a thermal model of a young mass concrete

dam. In very broad terms, the essence of the developed algorithm is the solution of the classical

heat transfer equation @quation 5) while satisfying applied boundary conditions and thermal loads

for a dam under construction. The modelling algorithm takes proper account of the factors that

affect the early thermal behaviour of these kinds of structures. The usefulness of the procedure

is improved by utilizing a finite element program that allows convenient specification of model

geometry, dynamic boundary conditions and systematic interpretation of analysis results. For this

work the commercially available finite element engineering analysis program ANSYS is utilízed

as a basis for this role.

3.2 Analysis AÉÉributes

Several specific influences unique to the thermal behaviour of mass concrete dams are

incorporated into the analysis algorithm. The following sections describe these influences.

3"2.I Transient Tnerement¿l Procedure

The most fundamental attribute of the algorithm is that account is made of the effect of

time on the tiermal responses and temperature patterns in a dam, and the influences of the

incremental nature of the construction process for a dam are properly modelled. This is essential

because the cumulative thermal behaviour of a dam is highly influenced by the effects of

construction in terms of i) tJre ambient conditions, ii) the olacing schedule, and iii) lift sizes,
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among other issues to be discussed in subsequent sections. These are inco¡porated into the

algorithm at a detailed level in order that realistic results can be obtained f¡om an analysis.

As a start to modelling these effects, the algorithm includes estimation of the initial

foundation temperature conditions at the time the first lift of concrete is placed, since this

influences the temperature ræponse of the first lifu in a dam. Thus an analysis begins at a point

in time far enough in advance of the fust concrete lift to allow a reasonable initial foundation

temperature distribution to be determined. The remainder of an analysis takes proper account

of the incremental nature of construction to produce cumulative internal thermal interactions

between successive lifu of concrete.

3,2.2 lnÉerr¡al F{eat Generation Raûes

Another fundamental attribute of the analysis algorithm is that realistic, time-dependent

internal concrete heat generation rates can be specified as an integral part of the variable forcing

functions' Mass concrete dams may consist of several different types of concrete to meet

strength, durability, availability and economic objectives. Therefore, there may be several

different heat generation pafterns for the concretes of a particula¡ dam. There are also a series

of different ages of the concretes since lifu a¡e placed at different times in the construction

sequence. The algorithm hæ been developed with the ability to identify every individual concrete

type uniquely for assignment of a specific internal heat generation rate at each load step of an

alalysis.

3.2.3 Constituent Eoundary Conditions

Since the goal of the modelling process is the prediction of the thermal behaviour of a

dam at a young age, the level of detail for the specification of boundary conditions is consistent
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with this goal. Boundary conditions incorporated into the algorithm in order to achieve a

reasonable degree of accuracy for this type of analysis are as follows.

3.2.3"X Fixed T'emperature aÉ Ðepth in Four¡daÉion

A specific temperature at depth in the foundation is defined as a continuous

boundary condition throughout an analysis. This reflects an assumed isothermal reference

plane present beneath a dam, and is a common form of boundary condition for these

types of analysæ. This is a physically admissible condition since there will exist a depth

in the foundation of a dam which will be unaffected by the presence of the structure.

3.2.3"2 Convective and Adiabatic Surfaces

To model the effects of prevailing ambient conditions on a dam, the aJgorithm

includes specification of detailed convective boundary conditions on the exposed portions

of a dam through time. Related to this, the algorithm allows for no heat Ioss or gain to

be specified to occur across other surfaces in a model, as the simulation being carried out

waffants.

Two factors that vary with time are incorporated into the definitions of convective

boundary conditions and adiabatic surfaces. The first is that the specific surfaces of a

model which are convective to ambient or are adiabatic vary at different points in time

as construction progresses. Changes in the convective surfaces occur as new Iifu of

concrete are added to a dam. Assuming surfaces with earthfrll placed against them to

behave adiabatically, these surfaces also vary over time as material is placed against

existing lifis in the dam. Surfaces of a model which have concrete lifu placed against

them a¡e able to be convective for the times that they are exposed to ambient condltions,
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but then become part of a continuous temperature freld for times after concrete

placement.

The second factor that va¡ies with time involves changes in the parameters of the

rate eguation governing convection, Newton's Law of Cooling @quation 2). Variations

in weather conditions at tÏe site of a dam are incorporated into the specification of

convections by utilizing ambient temperatures as the fluid temperature, f, and daily

average wind speeds in determining the value of the convection coefFlci ent, h". These

parâmeters both vary over time according to either observed or anticipated weather

conditions during construction.

If the level of detail in the modelling process warrants, the algorithm could be

modiñed to accornmodate the assignment of different convective loads to different

surfaces of a model at the same point in time in the modelling process. This could be

done to recognize the differences in the rates of heat loss between completely exposed

concrete surfacæ and those ttrat may have forms in place against them. Accurate

modelling may also require the specification of convective boundary conditions in detail

of the level of daily or hourly prevailing conditions. The algorithm could accommodate

this approach as well. The practical extent that this could be ca¡ried out would depend

on the computer resources available to run an analysis.

3.2.33 TemperaÉure Initialization of New Ï-ifts

Part of the process of modelling the incremental construction of a dam is

recognition that new lifu of the structure begin their thermal behaviour at an initial

temperature value equal to the placing temperature. The algorithm therefore allows new

lifu of concrete in a model to begin their responses to the va¡ious applied boundary
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conditions a¡d thermal loads from specified temperatures equal to their initial average

placing temperatures. Since the effect of initializing the temperature of new Iiffs is only

required for the i¡stant in time that each lift is added (i.e. placed) to a model in an

analysis, an initializing temperature boundary condition has no further effect on

temperature values in the time beyond the instant the lift is added to a model.

3.3 Ðet¿iled Analysis AlgoniÉhm

A flowchart illustrating the steps of the algorithm to carry out an incremental thermal

analysis is presented in Figure 2. In the Figure, boxes along the right hand side of the flowchart

identi$ locations in the modelling algorithm where structure-specific information is supplied to

an analysis, and shaded boxes where boundary conditions and thermal loading are speciñed. The

various steps are introduced in the following paragraphs, elaborated on in Chapter 4, and

demonstrated with the case study in Chapter 5.

3.3.1 SÉep X.

The first step in the algorithm is taken to minimize memory demands during an analysis

by suppressing redundant output f,rles generated during execution by the finite element program.

This can be done because the program issues nodal temperature solution information to more than

one output file during execution, and it is only necessary to save one source of this data for later

post-processing.
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1, ISSUE COMMANDS TO SUPPRESS
REDUNDANI OUTPUI FILES
GENERATED DURING ANALYSIS.

B. SPECIFY MATERIAL PROPERTES KC, CP, P:
. FOUNDATION MATERIALS J

. CONCRETES IN A STRUCruRE- DEFINE A DATA
SET OF PROPERTY VALUES UNIOUE TO EACH
TYPE OF CONCRETE USED.

CONCRETE AND FOUNDA'IìON
THERMAL MA'IERIAL
PROPERNES

C, DEFINE MODEL GEOMETRY:

. APPROPRIATE MESH PATTERN

. EACH MODEL SIGMENT DEFINED TO BE
GEOMETRICALLY ¡NDEPENDENT OF THE OTHERS
(ie. NODES ARE COMMON TO ONLY ONE MODE
SEGMEN r).

. ELEMENIS OF EACH TYPT OF CONCRETI IN A
STRUCTURE DEFINED USING UNIQUE MATERIAL
PROPERTY DATA SET REFERENCE NUMBERS

. SURFACES (UNES) OF A MODEL DEflNED WITH
UNIOUE REFERENCE NUMBERS

UFl PATTERN

FOR COùISÌRUCTON

2. IN NUMERICAL ALGORITHM PRE-PROCESSING

A. SPECIFY EXECU'IION PARAME'IERS:
. ANALYSTS TYPE (THIRMAL)
. ELEMENT TYPE(S)
. REFERENCE TEMPERATURES
. BOUNDARY CONDITION APPLICATION

PARAMETERS

NOIE MODEL TOPOLOGY:
. BoTToM NODES 0F FOUNDAION (FoR USt rN

s'iEP 2E)
. ONT NODT FROM EACH

(FOR STEPS 2F, 5A)
. SETS OF L¡NE NUMBERS

CONVECTVE SURFACES

UFT IN A STRUCTURE

CONSTITUTING

ON A MODEL FOR

FIGURE 2 - Finite Element Modelling Algorithm for Transienr Thermal Analysis of
Inc¡ementally constructed Mæs concrete Dams @age r of 4)
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EACH STAGE 0F CONSTRUCTION (FOR STEPS
2G, 5C)
MATCHING NODES ALONG BEDROCK-CONCRETE
INTERFACES AND CONSTRUCTION JOINTS IN
A MODEL (FOR STEP sB)

G. IDENTIFY CONVECTIVE SURFACE ON FOUNDATION:
. FLAG THE SET OF LINES DEFINING THE

FOUNDATION SURFACE EXPOSED TO AMBIENT

I. DELETE ACTIVE CONVECTIONS ON MODEL AT
END OF DEFINING LOAD STEP SERIES.

Finite Element Modelling Algorithm for Transient
Incrementally Constructed Mæs Concrete Dams @age 2

Thermal Analysis
of a)

of

E. DEFINE ISOTHERMAL BOUNDARY CONDITION
IN FOUNDATION:
. ASSIGN TEMPERATURES FOR DURATON OF

AN ANALYSIS

F. DEFINT CONCRETE LIFT TIMPTRATURE INITIAL-
IZATON BOUNDARY CONDITONS:
. ASSIGN NODAL TEMPERATURES REFLECTNG

PLACING TEMPERATURE TO ONE NODE OF
EACH UFT OF A STRUCTURE

!,Çpé.!¡,:rE*lIERêTTIRE:iiBÆñEi_ã8..r;:àð;,0,.NÞlh.oÁf .çii

CONCRETE PLACING

TEMPERAruRE

DAÏA

H. DEFINE A SERIES OF LOAD STEPS ON THE
FOUNDATON FOR ANALYSIS:
. BEGIN AT TIME PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF

FIRST CONCRETE LIFT
. END AT TME OF FIRST UFT PLACEMTNT

FIGURE 2 -
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3. SUBMIT THIS SERIES OF LOAD STEPS FOR
SOLUTION 0F TEMPERATURES (SOLUTìON pHASt):
. IN]TIAL TEMPERATURE CONDITION IN FOUNDAT-

ION CALCULATED UP TO THE TME THE FIRST
UFT OF CONCRETE IS PLACED IN A
STRUCÏURE

. INDIVIDUAL CONCRETE LIFTS ]NITALIZED TO
PLACING TEMPERATURES

4. SAVE POST-DATA FILE FOR LATER REVIEW,

AMBIENT 'IEMPERAruRE
AND WND
DATA

CONCRT]E HEAT
GENERATON
DATA

5. RETURN TO NUMERICAL ALGORITHM PRE-PRO-
CESSING PHASE:

A. DEr=tT_E_TEMPERATURI tNIT|AL|ZAT|ON BoUNDARY
CONDIÏON OF NEW UFT:
. TO AVOID INFLUENCING A STRUCTURE'S

RESPONSE TO SUBSEQUENT LOAD STEPS

B. ADD NEW LIFT OF CONCRETE:
. COUPLE MATCHING NODES ALONG FOUNDATON

-CONCRETE OR CONSTRUCTON JOINT
SURFACES TOGETHER FOR REMAINDER OF

ANALYSIS

C. ¡DTNTIFY CONVECTIVT SURFACE ON NTW
CONFIGURATON OF STRUCTURE:
. FLAG THE SET OF LINES DEFINING THE

FOUNDATION AND STRUCTURT SURFACES
EXPOSED TO AMBIENT

D. DEFINE A SERIES OF LOAD STEPS ON THE NEW
CONFIGURAIION OF A STRUCTURE FOR
ANALYSIS:
. BEGIN AT TIME OF PLACEMENT OF NEW LIFT
. END AT TIME OF PLACEMENT OF NEXT LIFT

OR WHTN PERIOD OF INTEREST HAS BEEN
M ODELLED

FIGURE 2 - Finite Element Modelling Algorithm for Transient Thermal Analysis of
Incrementally Constructed Mæs Concrete Dams @age 3 of 4)
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. HEAT GENERA-IION PATTIRN UNIQUE TO

CONCRE TE

EACH

E. DELETE ACTIVE CONVECTONS ON MODEL AT
END OF DENNING LOAD STEP SERIES,

FIGURE 2 - Finite Element Modelling Atgorithm for Tra¡sient Thermal Analysis of
Incrementally Constructed Mass Concrete Dams (page 4 of 4)

CONSÏRUCTON
SCHEDUTE

6. SUBMIT THIS SERIES OF LOAD STEPS FOR
SOLUT]ON OF STRUCruRE TEMPERATURES
(solulor.r enasr):
. RESPONSE TO NEW UFT AND AMBIENT

CONDIT]ONS CALCULATED

HAS STRUCTURE
REACHED

FINAL DIMENSIONS?

7. EXAMINE RESULTS (POST-PROCESSING PHASE)
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3.3"2 Step 2

The second step is the definition of execution parameters, material properties, model

geometry, and initial boundary conditions. The bounda¡y conditions defined in this step are those

for the isothermal plane assumed in the foundation, for initializing the concrete lifu of a model

to their placing temperatures , and a series of consecutive ambient convection boundary conditions

that act on the exposed foundation in the time period prior to the first lift of concrete being

placed. Each of these components of the second step are described as follows.

Specification of execution parameters (step 2A on Figure 2) consists of identifying the

type of finite element analysis to be performed as thermal, selecting the type of element(s) to be

used for a model, and setting some internal switches for application of the boundary conditions

and thermal loads on the dam. More details about the internal switches are exptained in

Chapter 4.

The thermal material properties (step 2B) of the foundation materiat(s) and each different

type of concrete in a dam being analyzeÅ a¡e def,rned next using either known or assumed

properry values. The properties needing definition for a transient thermal analysis are the

conductivity coefficient ft", specific hezrt Co, and mæs density p. Specifrcation of material

properfy values in the finite element program is done through the definition of an array consisting

of a reference number and set of property values for the different types of materials in a model.

Material properties for a dam being analyzed with the developed algorithm must be defined so

that the foundation material and each type of concrete (i.e. each individual combination of

strengttr and placing date) have unique material property data set reference numbers, regardless

of whether the property valuæ themselves are identical to other foundation materials or concretes

in the dam. The reason for this is explained below.
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Definition of model geometry is step 2C of the modelling algorithm. The mesh pattern

adopted for each Iift of concrete must be appropriate for reasonable response of a model to the

applied boundary conditions and loads þarticularly convections) and the time steps to be taken

during execution. An essential fe¿ture of the mesh is that each segment of a model (i.e. the

foundation and each lift of concrete in a dam) is def,rned to be "self-contained" with respect to

its nodes and elements. This means that model nodes cannot belong to elements of more than

one segment of a model, but nodes along bedrock and lift surfaces that concrete is placed against

may be defined to have coincident locations. This independence of the finite elements of each

segment of a model is important for the process of adding new lifu of concrete to a model at the

time they are placed in a dam being modelled.

A component of defining model segments to be self-contained is that model "lines"

bounding the va¡ious model segments a¡e themselves identifiable by unique reference numbers.

Reference numbers are assigned to lines as part of the geometry defrnition for a model mesh.

These a¡e later utilized as pafi of the process of æsigning convective boundary conditions to the

dam.

All elements corræponding to each foundation material and concrete type in each Iift of

a dam must be assigned material properties during mesh definition using one of the unique

material property data set reference numbers. The reæon for this is also explained below.

Once the complete model mesh has been defined, it is necessary to note the numbering

of particular model nodes and lines (step 2D). Node numbers along the invert of the foundation

segment of a model are required for æsignment of the isothermal boundary condition, and it is

necessary to know one node number from each lift of concrete in a model for assigning a nodal

temperature boundary condition to initialize the temperature of each lift of concrete to its known

or assumed placing temperature. Sets of line numbers used in the model geometry definition that
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make up exposed surfaces of a dam at each stage of construction must be noted for use in the

assignment of convections at each stage of the construction process. Finally, node numbers along

surfaces of a model tlat have concrete placed against them (i.e. foundation contacts and

constn¡ction joints) are required for adding new lifu of concrete to a model, and they must be

noted for use later in the algorirhm.

Assignment of the initial set of boundary conditions on a dam begins with specification

of temperatures for nodes along the invert of the foundation segment of a model in step 2E. This

boundary condition is left in place for the duration of an analysis, reflecting the isothermal

condition assumed at depth. ln step 2F, individual node numbers noted f¡om each concrete lift

in a dam are used to specify nodal temperature boundary conditions reflecting the known or

assumed placing temperatures for the concrete.

The final set of boundary conditions defined as part of step 2 are a series of consecutive

load steps for a period of time before the first lift of concrete is placed in a dam. In a transient

thermal analysis, a load step is a configuration of thermal boundary conditions and loads acting

on a model at a discrete point in time. For the series of load steps acting on the foundation

segment of a model, each load step consists of a convective boundary condition based on known

or assumed ambient conditions. Load steps begin at a point in time that allows the temperature

distribution in the foundation when the first lift of concrete is placed to reflect a reasonable

t¡ansient response to the load steps defined over that time period. The load steps end at the point

in time the first Iift of concrete is placed.

Defining these load steps begins in step 2G with commands to flag the set of model line

numbers that constitutes the exposed foundation surface. Line numbers defined as part of mesh

creation for the bedrock segment of a model a¡e used here. The set of flagged line numbers is

left intact until all load steps with convections acting on this surface have been defined. The
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definition of a load step consists of a comma¡d to specify the time that the configuration of

boundary conditions and loads acts, corlmands to speci$ing the boundary conditions and loads

(in this case, a convection on the exposed foundation surface), and a command to end definition

of the load step. Once all load steps are defined, the convective boundary condition is deleted

from a model and all flagged lines "un-flagged" in step2l. This is doneso that a model is left

without remnant convective boundary conditions and no flagged lines for the start of definition

of the next series of load steps.

3.3.3 SÉep 3

The initial set of boundary conditions and the series of load steps acting on the foundation

segment of a model are submitted for solution up to the time of the læt load step specified. The

transient response of the foundation temperatures is calculated up to the time the fust lift of

concrete is placed. The individual lifu of concrete in a dam a¡e also initialized to their placing

temperafures upon solution of the f,rrst load step, since t}le nodal temperature boundary condition

assigned to tle single node of e¿ch lift is the only boundary condition on each lift, and the liffs

are numerically isolated from all other segments of a model.

3.3.4 Step 4

During execution, temperature solutions are wriffen to a post{ata file. On execution of

subsequent series of load steps for other configurations of the dam while under construction,

temperature solutions would be written to the same postdata file. Therefore, to avoid the

solution results from being overwritten and becoming unavailable for later review, the postdata

ñle must be saved either through being renamed or copied to anotrrer fire.
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3.3.5 Step 5

After solution of the series of load steps acting on the foundation, the first lift of concrete

is added to a model and load steps actíng on that configuration of the dam are defined. The first

step to this process is the deletion of the nodal temperature boundary condition used to initialize

the temperature of the first lift of concrete to is placing temperature (step 5A). This is done to

remove any further influence of this boundary condition from the thermal response of the Iift to

subsequent applied loadings. The new lift is added to a model in step 5B by coupling degree of

freedom values for nodes along the surface of the lift to corresponding nodes of model segments

that the concrete is placed against. This forces the temperature values of foundation and concrete

nodes along the foundation contact to have identical values for the rest of an analysis. The

temperature field then becomes continuous across the boundaries of the different model segments

that are coupled together.

Load steps for this configuration of the dam are specified beginning at step 5C. The set

of model mesh definition lines that constitutes the exposed surface of a model with the first lift

of concrete in place are f)agged. Load steps of boundary conditions and thermal Ioads on the

dam for the time period between placement of this lift and the next lift are specified next in

step 5D. With concrete placed in the dam, each load step now includes rates of internal heat

generation for the concrete æ well as a convection to ambient conditions on the exposed surface

of the dam. The internal heat generation rate is assigned to specifîc elements representing a type

of concrete by flagging elements according to the material properry data set reference number

before issuing a command to specify the heat generation rate. Finally, after defining all load

steps for this series, the convection on the dam surface is deleted and all lines un-flagged to set

up the def,rnition of the next se¡ies of load steps (step 5E).
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3"3.6 SÉep 6

This series of load steps for the dam is submitted for solution of internal

up to the time of the last defined load step. Temperature solutions within the dam

period are written to the post-datå file for later reference.

temperatures

for this time

Steps 4 to 6 of the analysis algorithm are repeated until the dam being analyzed has

reached final dimensions or the time period of interest to the analyst has been covered. Once an

analysis is complete, results can be examined through a post-processing routine utilizing the post-

data files generated during an analysis.

The detailed steps of the algorithm were developed through a series of trial analysis runs

using a typical "pilot model" to simulate a dam to be analyzed. This series of pilot runs is

explained in detail in Appendix A.

A number of features of the finite element program make it convenient to execute several

of the steps of the analysis algorithm. The next section briefly introduces the program, identifies

the particular features, and describes how they are utilized.

3.4 Fìnite element program

The general purpose finite element engineering analysis program ANSYS is used to

execute the analysis algorithm and carry out the case study to test the procedure. A very general

description of the program is outlined in the following paragraphs.
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3.4.X Genenal Capabilities

The program is capable of solving several different rypes of engineering analysis

problems (e.g. static, modal, transient dynamic, magnetic, fluid, etc.) for Iinear and non-linea¡

structures. To state the obvious, úre thermal capabilities of the program are used for this work.

There are three main phææ of the program that a¡e typically utilized in defining and

solving most problems: pre-processing, solution and post-processing. All three of these are used

at different points in the modelling algorithm and in canying out the case study. ,{ brief

description of the use of these phææ for this work is as follows[106].

Ð The pre-processing phase is where element fypes, material properties, model geometry,

load options and configurations of boundary conditions a¡e defined for an analysis.

steps 2 and 5 are performed using the pre-processing phæe of the program.

iÐ The solution phæe of the program is used to assemble and solve the simultaneous

equations (according to what was defined in the pre-processing phase) to advance the

solution in time. A frontal equation solver is used to simultaneously æsemble and solve

the global set of simultaneous equationstl0Tl. The process includes back

substitution to determine the values of the degrees of f¡eedom of the problem. This is

done in steps 3 and 6.

Finally, the post-procæsing phase is used to examine particular items from the set of full

analysis ræults. Plots can be created of analysis results over time or at discrete points

in time in the tra¡sient analysis. Step 7 utilizæ the program's post-processing

capabilities.

The thermal capabilities of the program allow for conduction, convection and radiation

to take place within a model. There are 14 diffe¡ent element tSpes whose sole degree of freedom

i ii)
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is temperafure that are available to be used in carrying out a thermal analysis. Of these, six a¡e

twodimensional elements. Use of non-linea¡ (i.e. temperature dependent) and non-isotropic

material properties are possible in the program, as are tbe effects of phase changes.

Thermal boundary conditions fhat can be specified are nodal temperatures, heat flow

ratss, convections and heat generation ratas[108]. Either specifred tenrperatures, heat flow

rates, or convections can be specified on a model boundary. The program allows the deletion

of boundary conditions at intermediate points within an analysis.

A transient thermal analysis can have an unlimited number of load steps def,rned through

time for which solutions can be calculated. Within each defined load step, solutions of the

problem can be computed at intermediate points in time between the current and the preceding

load steps. These solutions are known as "iterations". The use of iterations in the modelling

algorithm is described in Chapter 4.

Examining the ræults of a transient thermal analysis can be done with two different post-

processing phases of the progr¿ì.m. The first, POSTI , allows for result listings, displays, and

mathematical operations to be carried out at discrete points in time of an analysis. The other,

POST26, allows for listings and displays of results as they vary over time for an analysis.

In order to ensure reliability of the frnite element program, a progressive series of six

simple one-dimensional thermal problems were solved analytically and by the finite element

method using ANSYS, and the solutions compared. These problems are described in

Appendix B.
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3.4.2 Featuræ LIÉilized in fhe Algorithm

This finite element program includes many features that make defining, solving and

examining results for finite element analysæ convenient. Briefly, the particular features utilized

in the developed algorithm are as follows.

3.4.2.n SoHd &€odelling

The "solid modelling" capabilities of the program allow for automated generation

and numbering of model nodes, elements, line segments, etc. needed for a model mesh.

Included in the model geometry definition process is assignment of material properties

and element types through the use of unique data set reference numbers. These details

for model definition are utilized for the æsignment of boundary conditions in defining

load steps on a dam in steps 2H and 5D.

It is not necessary to specify units of me¿surement anywhere in the material

property or loading det¿ils for a¡ analysis, æ the program assumes the use of a consistent

set of units by the analyst.

3.4,2.2 Element Type

This work uses the trvodimensional, isoparametric, four-node quadrilateral

thermal solid element (ANSYS ST|F55). The element has rhe ability ro have an

æsigned average internal heat generation rate, and atl element surfaces have convection

capabilities.
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3.4"23 Selecúion Capabilities

The finite element program has model attribute selection capabilities that allow

the user to flag subsets of full model populations of various components for particular

modelling operations. For example, sets of lines within a model are selected for

assignment of convective boundary conditions in steps 2G and 5C, and material properËy

reference numbers are used to select specifrc elements of a model to specify internal heat

generation rates in each load step in step 5D. It is possible to modify the particular set

of model attributes that a¡e flagged if required. This is done at va¡ious points in time in

the modelling algorithm to account for changing model geometry and other effects

(steps 2I, 5D and 5E).

3.4.2.4 E oad Step and IÉeration ConÉrols

The finite element program's allowance of an unlimited number of load steps and

the ability to control the number of iterations to be executed for each load step are

utilized in different ways in the modelling algorithm æ described in Chapter 4. The first

load step of an analysis is solved as a steady state problem according to defined boundary

conditions at that load step. Subsequent load steps have varying numbers of iterations

according to the requirements of the process being modelled. All load steps and iteration

solutions after the first of an analysis include the tra¡lsient effects of the various boundary

conditions defined for the load steps.
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3"4.2.5 Ðeletlon of Boundary Conditions

The algorithm allows for the deletion of boundary conditions at certain times

during an analysis, and this is utilized in steps 2I and 5E to account for varying model

geometry with the addition of new lifis of concrete to a dam.

3.4,2.6 Coupling of Ðegree of Freedom \¡alues

It is possible with the finite element program to specify the value of a particular

degree of freedom in a model to be a function of another degree of freedom elsewhere

in a model. This capability is used in ttre coupling operation of step 58 as part of the

process of adding new lifu of concrele to a dam for further analysis. Coupled nodal

temperature values are forced to be identical but can respond to additional applied loads

in the rest of an analysis. This degree of freedom coupling capability forms the basis for

the algorithm being able to produce results that a¡e cumulative throughout an incremental

analysis.

3.4.2.7 ^Analysis R.esÉarts

Restarting an analysis for additional load steps after temporarily halting execution

at a particular point in time in a transient problem is possible with the program. This

feature is also utilized as part of adding new lifu of concrete to a model for further

analysis.

3,4.2.8 AdiabaÉie Surfaces

It is convenient that the finite element program numerically treats surfaces

without specified boundary conditions æ adiabatic. An adiabatic surface has no heat flow
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âcross it. This is used for vertical surfaces of the foundation segment of a model, and

as a means of reflecting an assumed insulating effect of earthfill placed against a dam

during construction.

3.4"2"9 Rarnping of Eoundary Condition Farar¡reters

Boundary conditions for the solution of iterations between load steps can be

interpolated or 'ramped" between the two defined sets of conditions for the load steps.

This is also a convenient feature for this type of analysis as it is utilized to simulate an

assumed continuous change in ambient weather conditions from one day to another as

part of convective boundary conditions, and the continuously varying rates of internal

heat generation. This feature determines some of the command details of adding a new

Iift of concrete to the active portion of a model.

3.4.2.!t Post-Ðata Control

The algorithm allows the user detailed control over which results obtained f¡om

iteration and load step solutions of an analysis a¡e written to the cumulative results file.

This capabiliry is used to manage the total memory requirements necessary for execution

of an analysis by reducing the number of iteration and load step solutions that are written

to the postdata file.

Detailed procedures for the proper definition of a finite element model to carry out a

thermal analysis of a dam using the algorithm are outrined in chapter 4.
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4 MOÐEI, F'ORft4U},AWON

Formulation of a model of a mass concrete dam using the developed algorithm involves

special consideration of many components of tle modelling process. This chapter is a detailed

description of the components tåat require attention in order for the atgorithm to provide useful

results.

4.1 AssumpÉions and Simptif,rcations

It is not possible to ca¡ry out an analysis of this type without assumptions to simpliff the

work. The following sections describe the assumptions and simplifications involved in the

algorithm for analyzing a dam.

4.1.1 MaÉerial pnoperties

It is necessa¡y in defining an analysis to assume values for the thermal properties A, p

and q of the materials in a model. The finite element program is capable of incorporating

temperature dependent (i.e. non-linear) material properties in the solution procedures. In this

algorithm, it hæ been æsumed that the thermal properties of the constituent materials are constant

with time and temperature and are isotropic. Furthermore, concrete property values in the cæe

study have had no direct account taken of any particular mix additives, and they are assumed to

be the same for all types of concretes used in the structure. This is not quite correct, as concrete

properties typically vary to a degree depending on mix ingredients and proportioning.

It is important that actual values of material properties be used where available from

material-specifrc laboratory test results, since there can be some range in values according to the

cha¡acteristics of the materialsli09]. Should proÞerties for site-specific materials not be
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available, what are felt to be representative values (i.e. valuæ for materials closest to those

known to be used in construction of a dam being smdied) should be used. It must then be

remembered that some degree of va¡iation in the true behaviour of a dam from the results of an

analysis is likely to occur.

It must be ensured that whatever form the units for the material property values take, that

they are uniform and consistent throughout for correct use in the finite element program.

4.1,.2 SÉructure Geometry

The algorithm is based upon adoption of a two{imensional analysis of a dam. This

simplifies the modelling effort and reduces computer resources necessary to carry out an analysis

when prediction of the behaviour being investigated is not unreasonably compromised. Of

course, an error is introduced with a twodimensional analysis for threedimensional behaviour.

4.L.2.L FoundaÉion

It would usually be required to make assumptions, to some extent, about the

geometry of the foundation material beneath a dam, æpecially if it is an excavated

bedrock surface. This is done as part of the case study to test the algorithm. Foundation

surfaces may not get constructed æ designed due to inherent variations in the material

found in the field when construction work is cæried out. Furthermore, the in situ

foundation geometry may never be recorded in great detail once excavation is completed.

For these reasons it would usually be necessary to simpliff the foundation geometry into

a set of straight lines.

As part of defining the foundation geometry, horÞontal and vertical limits to the

extent of the foundation material included in a model must be adopted. The verfical limit
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has an assumed isothermal boundary condition assigned to it, and thus must be set at a

depth that makes such a boundary condition re¿sonable. The horizont¿l limits must be

set such that the thermal behaviour of the dam being modelled is not unreasonably

affeetú by the adopted foundation boundaries, but also so that the scope of the model

geometry does not become impractical. The vertical surfaces of the foundation segment

are assumed to be Ieft without any assigned boundary conditions, and therefore are

treated numerically as adiabatic surfaces. This is a reasonable assumption for such

surfaces in this kind of model.

4.1.2.2 Concrete

If construction procedures require several small preliminary lifu at the beginning

of the placing sequence before a standa¡d lift thickness can be adopted, it may be

necessary to combine some or all of the preliminary lifls into a single Iift in a finite

element model. This is a reasonable simplification if the extent of the preliminary liffs

cannot be predicted until construction of the foundation surfaces is completed, or the

preliminary Iifu a¡e not well defined from when a dam was built. WitI this kind of

assumption is likely to be some element of a threedimensional effect, since not all

preliminary lifu may coincide with the location of the plane of a two-dimensional model.

It is possible that the algorithm could be used to specifically examine the effects of

preliminary Iifu on the temperatures inside a dam early in the construction process. In

this case, the geometry of these initial lifts could be assumed to be something comparable

to what may be encountered in the field.

There may be several different types of concrete used in the construction of a

dam being modelled. In reality, the exact locations of the particulil mixes will vary
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somewhat from designed locations because of placing methods used during construction.

The line of separation between different concrete types in a lift will never be straight.

Therefore, it is necessa¡y to assume idealizeÅ locations within the va¡ious lifu of concrete

in a dam for where the different concrete mixes are in place.

4.1.3 Enternal E{eat GeneraÊion Etates

Because of variations in cement cha¡acteristics and the variety of types of coarse a¡d fine

aggregates, there is a rmtge to the pattems of internal heat generation rates for mass concretes.

Strictly speaking, the heat generated in concrete due to cement hydration is a function of both

time since batching and the prevailing temperature at the location within the concrete. For this

work, the heat generation rate pattems have been æsumed to be a function of time only, and do

not include consideration of the temperature in the concrete either initially or during the time

period of heat generation. This is a conventional æsumption made in these types of thermal

studies.

The form of equation used in the a.lgorithm as a bæis for internal heat generation rates

is that shown as Equation t0 in Chapter Z. lt is repeated here:

T\t) = K(l - ¿-") (15)

Adoption of this equation as a basis for developing internal heat generation rates automatically

assumes that use of an adiabatic function of temperature rise is a reasonable means of describing

this function for modelling mæs concrete dams. Because the equation describes the total

temperafure rise over time within a concrete under adiabatic conditions, it must be modified into

a form giving the unit rate of heat generation under adiabatic conditions. This is done by

multiplying by (C;ù to get the total a-mount of heat generated per unit volume,
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Ør) = Cro?\t) = KCpp Q - u-") (16)

and then differentiating with respect to time to get the rate of heat generation:

R(r) a.KCope-"t (17)

This is the form of equation æsumed in the algorithm for estimation of the internal heat

generation rates for concretes placed during the construction of a dam. With the presence of Ç
and p in the equation, it becomes important for the realistic specification of this function that

actual property values for particular concretes ofa dam be used ifthey a¡e available. Therefore,

accurate modelling requirements may justify a laboratory testing program specifically to obtain

thermal material property values a¡d heat generation data for use in an analysis.

The finite element program requires that an internal heat generation rate be specifìcally

deleted when it is no longer needed as a load on a model. Thus in the def,rnition of load steps

in the algorithm, the internal heat generation rate load for a concrete must be deleted once the

equation describing the rate of heat generation reaches a point in time where R = 0.

=@=
ôt

4.1.4 Boundary Cond!Éions

It would not be possible to

conditions for an analysis. Several

described below.

avoid assumptions æsociated with defining the boundary

have been made specifically for this work, and they are
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4.1.4.1 R.adiaÉion

For convenience purposes, the effects of radiation as a transfer mechanism for

thermal energy has been neglected in the algorithm. There are no solar effects, no

account of clouds, hours of sunlight, and so on included. The decision to include or

exclude radiation in ar analysis would depend on the degree to which this type of

boundary condition wæ felt to contribute to the early thermal behaviour of a dam. It is

possible that some studies of mass concrete dams would require inclusion of this rype of

boundary condition in the thermal loading applied. If this wæ the case, acfual data from

the site of a dam should be utilized in defining the loading.

4.î.4.2 Specified TemperaÉures

There are two forms of specified temperature boundary conditions utilized in the

algorithm. The first is the æsignment of fhe constant, uniform temperature at depth in

the foundation of a model to simulate an isothermal condition. For this assumed

condition to as realistic as possible, the temperature value used should be reflective of

a foundation's long term mea¡ temperature at depth, a¡d should remain æsigned to the

bottom nodes of a model throughout an analysis.

The second use of specified temperafures is for the initialization of each lift of

concrete making up a dam to its placíng temperature for the instant that each lift is

added, or placed, to a model. This boundary condition ensures that each concrete Iift

begins its thermal response to applied loadings at a suitable initial temperature condition.

The boundary condition is deleted as part of the process of adding a new lift to a model

to allow free response of nodes in a Iift to the forcing functions and boundary conditions

of an analysis in subsequent load steps. This lift initialization creates the assumption that
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each entire lift of a dam starts its thermal behaviour at the temperature value used to

reflect the average placing temperature. In reality, the concrete placing temperature is

likely to vary within a lift due to the weather and construction factors such æ equipment

capabilities and performance, other placing operations ongoing at a project site, etc. As

well, since placement of concrete for one lift can proceed over several hours or even

days, and since internal heat generation begim when the concrete is batched, this

temperature initialization assumes each entire lift begins thermal response at a single

discrete point in time in an analysis. This is, of course, not the case in prototype dams.

4.X.43 Convective and Adiabatic Surfacs

For this work, there have been several simplifications made in the specification

of convective boundary conditions on exposed portions of a dam in an analysis. The first

is that the insulating effect of formwork on concrete is ignored. As well, the influence

ofconcrete curing proceduræ on the rateofheat loss from concrete surfaces is neglected.

In reality, the extent and effect of curing may not be well known in advance or be

suitably documented in project records. The i¡sulating effect of snow on the top or

against the sides of a dam is neglected altogether as this condition is difficult to define

or is even unknown during the construction of a dam.

No convections are specified along the vertical edges of the foundation segment

of a model in this algorithm, since this would not be a realistic condition for these

surfaces. Thus, these boundaries are æsumed to be and are numerically treated as

adiabatic surfaces.

While loading the dam during the time when it has not reached final dimensions

and thermal service conditions, some assumptions are likely necessary to define the extent
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of a model exposed to the prevailing convective boundary conditions for each load step.

This is particularly necessary when construction of the dam involves placement of

effthfill materials against the concrete. The top portion of a model exposed to a

convection is easy to identify æ it is simply the top surface of the most recently placed

lift of concrete. Should ongoing eårthfill placement be involved in the construction

process' the algorithm requires a¡ æsumed average earthfitl elevation reached for each

time span covered by a series of load steps applied to a model. If available, information

on earthfill progress through time at the locations of all faces of a dam should be utilized

for identiffing the exposed poftion of concrete in a model. Selection of model lines

meking up the exposed concrete surfaces of a dam for assignment of convections (lines

above the assumed level of earthfill) leaves unselected lines as being assumed to act as

adiabatic surfaces. The earthfill material is therefore æsumed to be a perfect insulator.

The extent of the error introduced with this assumption will vary with the fill material

used i¡ construction of a dam. For example, tle assumption is more reasonable for

impervious materials, but less so for granurar or rockfill materials.

,{nother assumption made in this work is that it is reasonable to utilize daily

median air temperatures at a project site as the fluid temperafure for the assigned

convective boundary conditions. If warra¡ted, the level of detail of the convections could

be increased such that both the daily low and high temperatures, or even temperatures

in between, could be used in separate load steps to define the convective boundary

conditions. It is possible wittr the finite element program to specifu convections in as fine

a detail as desired. By using only the daily median temperâture, it is æsumed that the

ambient convective conditions acting on a dam can be adequately simulated in a model

through use of this one daily temperature value.
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The value of t}re convection coefficient h" is assumed to be reasonably determined

through the use of an empirical equation relating h" and a wind speed valuetllgl.

The relationship is of the form

h"=hn*h, (18)

where, for concrete surfaces, the average value of ft, can be taken as ho = 6 w/(m2. . c),

and the value of ftt is related to the wind speed v approximat ely æ hç = 3.7 v (v in units

of m/sec). For increased accuracy of an analysis, wind data specific to a project site

should be utilized here. It is assumed in the algorithm that the equation can be applied

to bedrock foundation surfaces as well.

The case study utilizes the daily average wind speed in calculating a value of å.

that is assumed to apply uniformly for an entire day's convective heat losses. This

implies that the convection coefficient for heat loss from a dam's surfaces is constant for

the span of time covered by each load step. It is furtIer æsumed that the calculated

value of å. applies equally well to all exposed surfaces of a model - vertical, horizontal

or sloping - and that wind direction hæ no effect on the value of h., as it hæ been

neglected in the algorithm. AIso ignored is any effect neighbouring structures at a

project site may have on either sheltering or chamelling wind on a dam being studied.

It is possible that some of these æsumptions and simplifications for convective

boundary conditions could be eliminated through more rigorous treatment of convections

in a more detailed version of this algorithm.
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4"1.4.4 Ã,oad Steps

The pattern of load steps assumed in the modelling algorithm directly affects the

Ievel of det¿il in the thermal loading on a model of a mass concrete dam. A complete

analysis requires a number of series of consecutive toad steps to def,ine the forcing

functions and thermal boundary conditions acting on a dam through the time span of

interest to the analyst. A load step may consist of any combination of internal heat

generation rates and boundary conditions including specified nodal temperatures,

convections, and heat flow rates. The following paragraphs describe the assumptions and

simplifications involved in specifying load steps to carry out an analysis using the

algorithm. A conceptual presentation of load step and iteration use in the algorithm is

shown as Figure 3.

The fust load step in an analysis is for a single iteration and is at a specified time

of 0.0 time units. Using a time value of 0.0 causes the finite element program to

calculate a steady state solution according to the boundary conditions in effect for the

load step. A different starting procedure not suitable for beginning an analysis of this

type would be followed should the time value be greater than 0.0.

The fust load step must include the lift initializing nodal temperature boundary

conditions. Includingtheseæpartofttrefirstloadstepcausesall nodesinalifttoadopt

the assumed placing temperature value since the nodal temperature boundary condition

is the onJy thermal load on each Iift of concrete for this load step.

Remaining load steps in an analysis are defined sequentially at discrete points in

time after the start time of the analysis. In this algorithm, it is assumed that the first

series of load steps æe those that apply thermal loads to the foundation of a dam prior

to any lifu of concrete being placed. The particular time span to be covered widr these
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load steps depends on the construction sequence being modelled. Two factors to be

considered in selecting a time frame are the timing of foundation construction and the

pattern of ambient weather conditions at the site of a dam. The total number of load

steps used in carrying out foundation loading can be reduced by adopting a pattern of

varying time intervals between specified load steps. The pattern used would depend on

the construction conditions of a modelled dam, the level of døail required from the

modelling process, and the computational resources available. Engineering judgement

is required to come up with an approach that produces reasonable results.

Once concrete placement begins and thermal activity in a structure is most

intense, the algorithm utilizes a uniform time spacing of the load steps. The particular

spacing adopted for a dam should account for the intensify of the applied thermal loads,

and the same factors as are considered in determining the time intervals between load

steps on the foundation. Again, engineering judgement is required to determine a

sensible approach to the load step pattern.

The algorithm requires that load steps on a dam be deñned in sets, where each

set begins at the time a lift is placed and continues to the point in time that the next lift

is added to a model. The geometry of a model is thus constånt through the time covered

by a series of load steps. Solution of the problem is stopped at points in time

corresponding to when lifu are placed so that commands necessary for a new Iift to be

incorporated into a model can be executed. The analysis is then restarted with the new

lift in place for the next series of load steps.

For an application of the modelling algorithm whe¡e the period of interest of

thermal behaviour extends beyond the times of lift placement a¡d intense thermal activity

due to heat of hydration, a time stepping pattern that uses increæed time intervals
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between load steps may be re-adopted. This decision once again requires engineering

judgement to determine a re¿sonable pattern, and should take account of the objectives

of an analysis being carried out.

4.1.4.5 Ïterations

The finite element program can be told to compute a single solution of the

assigned boundary conditions at the time specified for each load step in an analysis, or

it can be made to calculate intermediate iteration solutions at times between load steps,

as well æ the solution at the specified time of a load step. Both single and multiple

iteration solutions for load steps are used in the developed algorithm.

The single iteration per load step approach to solutions of model temperatures

must be used in two instances. One already described is that for the f,rst load step in an

analysis to accommodate a steâdy state solution. The second use is for the first load step

defined immediately after a new Iift of concrete is added to a model. This is done for

the following re¿son.

It is reasonable for the types of thermal loads involved in this kind of analysis to

assume that internal heat generation rates and bounda¡y condition parameters change

Iinearly between load steps. This can be imagined æ reflecting continuous changæ in

ambient temperatures and the rates of internal heat generation of the concrete. The

modelling a-lgorithm thus incorporates the interpolation of boundary condition pa-rameters

for iterations solved between load steps. For this to occur properly, solution of each load

step requires the previous load step's boundary condition parameter values. When

execution of an analysis is restarted after the addition of a new lift of concrete, the

program uses zero as one of ttre interpolation points should more than one iteration be
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specified for the first load step after the restart. To avoid this inconsistency with the

other load steps of an analysis, the first load step after a restart must be specified to be

for one iteration only. The load step must include the same internal heat generation rates

and boundary conditions ¿ìs were specified for the last load step before an analysis was

suspended, æ well as any new heat generation rates that come with the new lift of

concrete in a model. The convection to ambient conditions should be applied to the new

configuration of exposed surfaces to account for the new model geometry. Intermediate

iterations of the second load step after the rest¿rt will then interpolate properly between

values of boundary condition pa-rameters. The f,rnite element program does not

interpolate the value of the convection coeffrcient å" for iterations between load steps, but

rather uses the specified value for the load step for all intermediate iterations as well.

There are also particular requirements for the value of time specified for the first

load step after restarting an analysis. Since this load step must incorporate internal heat

generation ratæ and boundary conditions from the tast load step before suspending

execution to add a new lift, it is most realistic to set the value of ti¡ne to the same value

used in the last load step before execution wæ stopped. However, the finite element

program would then solve tlis first load step as a steady state problem (see Appendix A)

and lose the temperature patterns calculated to that point in an analysis. This is avoided

in the algorithm by assuming a time for this load step that is slightly greater than the time

of the last load step before execution wæ suspended. This way, the error introduced by

not using the same time as the læt load step is minimized and analysis results are

cumulative through the restarting procedure. More details about the assumptions and

procedures of adding new lifu of concrete to a model are explained in the nexf section.
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Multiple iterations can be used for all other load steps in the algorithm. The

number of iterations per load step in an analysis is ultimately determined by engineering

judgement. Factors involved in determining a number to use include the behaviour being

modelled, the number of load steps and time interval between them, the degree of

accuracy desired of the solution, and the available computer resources to carry out an

analysis.

To reduce solution time for transient or non-linear problems, the f,rnite element

program has a time-step optimization capability that can be used to minimize the number

of iterations for each load step according to user-specified parameters. The routine is not

activated in the algorithm, however, since the nature of this problem - analyzing a dam

through a given time span with known or assumed configurations of internal heat

generation rates and boundary conditions (e.g. ambient temperatures) - makes it desirable

to calculate solutions at regularly spaced, discrete points in time rather than letting the

program increase ttre time steps during periods of reduced thermal activity in a model.

4.1.5 New Lifts of Co¡icrete

Between each set of load steps making up an analysis, the commands to add a new lift

of concrete to a model are executed. There are several simplifications and æsumptions involved

with this process æ well. They are dæcribed in the next few paragraphs.

The steps to include a new concrete lift in a model take place at a single, discrete point

in time in an analysis. This creates the assumption that a model's placing operation for the

concrete of that lift takes place instantaneously, where in reality placement may proceed over

several hours or even days should the lifis of a dam be so large. It is thus necessary when
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defining an analysis to select discrete points in time to be used as the assumed placing time for

each lift.

If desired, the geometry of individual concrete lifis in a dam could be defined in multiple

segments that could be added to a model in a pattern that simulates the progress of the placing

operations. However, this would involve a more tedious model defrnition and analysis, but

would be possible to carry out, if required.

The operation at the heart of the process to add a new lift of concrete to a model is

coupling of the temperature degree of freedom values of nodes on the edges of the lift being

added to those of the supporting material for that lift in a model. Coupled nodes are free to

respond to the various internal heat generation rates and bounda¡y conditions applied to a dam

in subsequent load steps, but they are just forced to have identical values for the rest of an

analysis. This is reasonable behaviour to impose on interface nodes of a model since it is simila¡

to what occurs in reality when new concrete is placed on top of another material. In following

the modelling algorithm, it is assumed that node numbers for nodes along coupled surfaces of a

model a¡e known in advance of specifying the commands for an analysis. This is necessary so

that the coupling of nodes can take place using proper sets of node numbers.

Upon execution of a coupling command, the finite element program assigns the nodes

being coupled a temperature value equal to the average of the temperature values of the nodes

immediately before the coupling operation (again, refer to Appendix A). This procedure

duplicates what can be assumed to occur in reality when concretes at different temperafures are

connected. This is convenient for the modelling algorithm since it replaces what would have been

assumed in the behaviour of the nodal temperatures upon coupling had tle command not worked

this way.
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4.2 Finise E}emenÉ Model ÐeflrniÉion

There a¡e several features of the finite element mesh that are required for the algorithm

to be implemented properly. The following sections describe these requirements.

4.2.t GeomeÉrically Independer¡t Model Components

It is essential for the developed algorithm that the finite element model of a dam being

analyzeÅ has the foundation material and each lift of concrete making up the dam defined such

that each is geometrically independent of the others. That is, all nodes in a model are co,nmon

to f,rnite elements in only one segment of a modelled dam. Nodes along surfaces of a model at

locations of construction joints or foundation interfaces can be coincident, however. Since these

nodes do not belong to elements in more than one model segment, there is no interaction between

segments until the coupling of nodal degree of freedom values takes place at the time

corresponding to placement of the lifu in a model.

This geometrical independence and the coupling operation is what permits the applied

boundary conditions to act on only a portion of the total number of segments that make up a

model of a mass concrete dam.

4.2.2 lVflesh Fattern

The mesh pattern used in a model must be suited to the boundary conditions that are

applied in carrying out an analysis. In this algorithm, nodal temperature boundary conditions are

minor considerations in selecting a mæh pattern because of their particular role in an analysis

(bottom nodes of the foundation portion of a model and lift temperature initializations). The

mesh pattern is therefore created primarily to accornmodate ræponses to applied convective

boundary conditions and the coupling operations for adding new lifts of concrete, with
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consideration of the suitability for internal heat generation rates as well. A part of this, of

course, is the additional factor of an analysis being transient, and the time steps taken between

solutions of temperatures in a model.

4.22.n Surfaces Exposed to Convections

The basis for developing the mesh pattern is an equation presented by the finite

element program authors that is recommended as a guideline to matching minimum

element sizes for areas where the greatest thermal gradient acts and the time steps for

solution of transient problems[111]. The equation is of the form

(1e)

where 17S is the integration time step, ô is the conducting length of an element in the

are¿ where the largest gradient acts and, in this case, o is the thermal diffusivity of the

material. The equation is therefore used here to relate the size of elements adjacent to

ambiently exposed surfaces in a model and the time steps taken between iteration

solutions. Both temporarily exposed surfaces, such as the top of lifu ttrat get poured-

back, and permanently exposed surfaces are E-eated equally for this aìgorithm.

Selecting an element size and corresponding 17S value again requires an account

of the intensity of applied boundary conditions, the det¿il of behaviour sought in an

analysis, and the computer resources available to solve the problem. Engineering

judgement is needed to select a reasonable combination of values.

Once a time step and minimum element size is selected, the complexity of a mesh

can be simplified by adopting an element patiern ihat decreases in density æ the distance

r¡s={
4a,
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from exposed surfaces on a model increasæ. The element size at the exposed surfaces

would be that given by the above equation. An example paffern for a 3 m thick concrete

lift exposed on three sides is shown in Figure 4. The mesh pattern is capable of

accommodating the convective boundary conditions applied to model surfaces during an

analysis period but also reduces the ¡ot¿l number of elements in a model. The element

pattern along exposed surfaces of a model is especially important for cases where severe

ambient conditions may act on a dam being modelled.

If an analysis being undertaken warrants, the analyst may carry out an exercise

to compare finite element solutions to a problem using a variety of element mesh patterns

to solutions obtained by anatytical means. A problem that could be used is a semi-

infinite solid convectively exposed to either a step change or periodic variation in fluid

temperature. The pattern that produces the minimum error in the solution can be adopted

for the exposed surfaces of a mæs concrete model.

4"2,2.2 Surfaces for Coupllng

A new lift of concrete in a model may have an initial temperature quite different

from that of the surface nodes of the supporting materials, and the materials may

therefore experience a thermal shock upon placement. Where the surface of one of the

materials has previously been exposed to ambient convections and thus hæ had a mesh

defined according to those requirements, the mesh pattern is assumed to be adequate to

respond to the nodal temperature coupling during placement of a new lift. Surfaces that

have not previously been exposed to ambient convections require a similar but less acute

mesh pattern to that of convectively exposed surfaces. The bottom surface of the

material shown in Figure 4 is an example of a mesh for this purpose. The exact mesh
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adopted again requires engineering judgement to select a pattern suitable for the problem

being examined.

The corresponding nodes of different segments of a model that lie along a surface

to be coupled must have identical locations. This ensures that the coupling operation

between nodes of a new lift and those in supporting segments of a model is realistic in

that coupled nodes are at common geometrical locations. This applies to both foundation

and concrete nodal patterns.

4.2.3 Frovisions for Assignment of Thermal E¿ads

It is assumed in the algorithm that the finite element model of a dam is defined using the

finite element program's solid modelling capabilities. The mesh for a model is automatically

generated according to particular "ke5ryoints", model line segments, two{imensional areas

bounded by keypoints or line segments, material property data sets and so on, all as defined by

the analyst. These items are assigned unique reference numbers during mesh definition that make

specifying the internal heat generation ratæ and boundary conditions in the load steps of an

analysis extremely convenient. The next sections describe requirements of the frnite element

model for assignment of the thermal loads in the algorithm.

4.2"3.X Specified Temperatures

Specific node and element numbers of a finite element model can be used for the

assignment of thermal loads in an analysis. Node numbers ¿ue used in two instances in

the algorithm. The first is to assign the isothermal boundary condition to nodes in the

foundation segment of a model, and the second is the use of a single specific node

number from each concrete lift for the placing temperature boundary condition as
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described in Section 4.1.4.2. All other thermal loads are assigned through fhe use of the

solid modelling parameter reference numbers æ follows.

4,2.3.2 Conveetions

Line numbers from the mesh defrnition for a model are used in the process of

defining convections on exposed surfaces of a dam. Immediately before defining a series

of load steps on a model, Iine selection commands are executed to flag a subset of the

total lines present in a model for additional operations. In this case, the additional

operation is the assignment of a convection to ALL selected lines as part of the boundary

conditions of each load step. This avoids commands to assign convections to individual

element faces that are exposed to ambient conditions for each load step of an analysis.

The set of flagged lines is Ieft intact until all load steps for a series are defined, when

they are then unselected ("un-flagged") so that line selection for the next series of load

steps begins without any lines flagged. By defining each segment of a dam to be

geometrically independent, any of the surfaces of the foundation or concrete lifu can be

used for specifying convections during the construction process. It is necessary for the

alalyst to know the sets of line numbers that make up the different configurations of

convective surfaces in advance of defrning the load steps in an alalysis.

4.2.3.3 Internal Etreat Generation Rates

The æsignment of internal heat generation rates to elements is also done utilizing

a model parameter selection routine. The finite element program allows a subset of total

model elements to be selected according to a variety of parameters related to element

definitions (e.g. coordinate values, element types, etc.). In the algorithm, elements are
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selected according to the material property data set reference numbers used in defining

a model mesh. Since there may be many concretes in a dam generating heat at tìe same

time, the algorithm requires that elements representing each fype of concrete in each lift

of a dam be defrned using a unique material properry reference number. This must be

done even if property values are assumed to be the same for more that one type of

concrete in a model.

The elements of a concrete generating heat at the time of each load step are

flagged according to the material property reference number. The paficular heat

generation rate for that concrete is assigned to ALL selected elements, and then the

elements are unselected to allow the next internal heat rate to be def,rned. The selection,

heat assignment and un-selection command pattern must be repeated for each concrete

producing heat in each load step. This routine avoids commands to assign a heat

generation rate to the individual elements making up each concrete for each load step of

an analysis.

AII of these procedures for formulating and carrying out an analysis of a mass concrete

dam are demonstrated in detail in defining and executing the case study. Chapter 5 is the

documentation of this portion of the work.
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5 CASE ST'{JÐV

This chapter presents a cåse study carried out to test the modelling algorithm. Some

background information about the modelled dam is described and the development of the frnite

element model is explained. At the end of the chapter, the predicted thermal behaviour f¡om the

model is compared to measured in situ data from the project site.

5.1. Froject

The mass concrete dam modelled in the case study is a component structure of the

Limestone Generating Station on the Nelson River in nortlern Manitoba. The generating station

is owned by Manitoba Hydro. Construction of this dam took place between 1985 and 1992. The

site for the generating station is in a zone of sub-arctic climate, where the daily maximum

temperatures in summer can be above 35'C and the daily minimum temperatures in winter can

be below -50'C. There are approximately 100 frost-free days per year at this location.

The generating station is a low head, high discharge, runof-river type plant comprising

gravity strucn¡res. The width of the river at the axis of the dam is approximately 1040 m, and

the riverbanks are high (over 30 m) and steep. The river is spanned with a combination of

concrete and earthfill structures. Most concrete placement for the project took place during the

non-winter months (April to october) of the years 1986, 1987 and 1988. Beginaing in the winte¡

of 1988-1989, concrete placement was possible during the winter months inside a partially

completed portion of ttre powerhouse. Most of the mass concrete work, however, was carried

out between 1986 and 1988.
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5.2 StrucÉure Modelled

The component of the generating station selected for the case study is a non-overflow,

gravity section called the "north tra¡sition structure." It is located between the service bay of

the generating station and the north earthfill dam connecting the concrete structures to the north

bank of the river. The north ft-ansition consists of two adjacent graviry blocks, each 23 m in

length and separated by a contraction joint, and is shown in Figure 5. The block farthest f¡om

the service bay is denoted as north trensition-l, or ,'NTl", 
and the other block NT2. The case

study specifrcally models the NT2 block. The structure includes a small room inset into the

downstream face of NT2 for chlorine storage and a gallery at the upstream end of the base of the

structure for foundation grouting, drainage and inspection purposes. There is a roadway at deck

level.

As the north transition acts as a termination point for the north dam, there a¡e earthfill

materials in place against both the upstream and downstream faces of the strucfure. On the

downstream side, the earthf,ll forms part of a "transmission tower spurn, which supports

transmission line towers, some operation and maintenance facilities, and a parking lot. Earthfill

placement against the structure was carried out concurrent with, but trailing behind, concrete

placement in the north transition. Photograph I shows progress on the two blocks of the north

transition, the service bay and effthfill placement for the north dam from the upstreåm side of

the dam.

5.2.1 Selection R.aÉionale

NT2 wæ selected for the cæe study for several reasons. The first is that the north

transition has the simplest cross-sectional geometry of the component structures making up the

generâting station. It is thus a suitable starting point to begin testing the modelling algorithm.
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which were read and recorded on aperiodic basis. Because of the thermocouple use, there is a

record of in situ temperafure readings for the different lifts of NT2, beginning with the day each

lift was placed.

5.2"2 Ðesign

The north transition was designed considering the va¡ious loads that act on the

structure[l12]. The cases evaluated involved load combinations of the structure's self

weight, forebay r.vater pressures, tailrace water pressures, upstreåm horizontal ice loads, and

hydrosøtic uplift pressures. A series of parameters were computed at the foundation level and

particular intermediate points in the structure to ensure adequate stability. These included the

vertical stress at the upstream face, stress at the downstream face parallel to the slope of the

structure, location of the ræultant force acting on the structure, and sliding, shear friction and

floatation factors of safety. As the north transition hæ unbalanced lateral earth loads, these

parâmeters were again evaluated with earthf,rll effects included. A series of limiting criteria for

the parameters were adopted for evaluating the design of the structure. The design was carried

out to meet the requirements of ACI Sta¡da¡d 318-71, and the Canadian Standards Association

(CSA) Standard CAN3-423 .3-M77 .

For design purposes, concrete for the structure was assumed to have a compressive

strength of 20 MPa, but several different types of concrete were used in the construction of the

strucftlre.

5.2.3 ConcreËes and Lifts

Manitoba Hydro specifred the mix designs used for construction of the north transition

and all other component structures of the project. A variety of clæses of concrete were defined
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for use in different a¡eas of the structures according to prevailing service conditions. Mix classes

generally included designs that ranged f¡om mass concrete mixes with 80 mm maximum size

aggteg te (MSA) for un¡einforced sections, to mixes with 20 mm MSA for heavily reinforced

sections. The principle classes of concrete used on the project a¡e shown in Table 3t1131.

Concrete
Class

Use
Criteria

Approximate
Cement
Content

Specified
28 Dav

Compressive
Strength

(MPa)

MSA
(mm)

Areas subjected to severe
exposure conditions in
service.
Areas subjected to freezing
and thawing in a saturated
or near-saturated condition
except where required to be
class A.
Water passage surfaces
w¡th¡n the ¡ntake and
powerhouse; interior
structural concretes.
lnterior reinforced mass
concrete not required to be
class C.
lnterior non-reinforced mass
concrete.

240-285

20, 40, B0 200-240

/m3)

270-320 35

180-200

150

20,40,90

20,40,80

40, B0

80

30

25

20

15

c

D

TABLE 3 - Concrete Mix Classes for Cæe Srudy Project Construction

The objective of defining many different mix designs was to be able to utilize economical

and durable concretes that met the dæigner's strength requirements for the va¡ious structures

making up the generating station. Figure 6 shows the "as-built" mix clæses used in construction

of the north transition according to the above mix use criteria.

Concrete placement in NTZ took place over fwo years, 1986 and 1987, with the structure

left exposed to ambient conditions through the winter in between. The individual concrete lifu

that were placed in the construction of NT2 are shown below in Table 4.
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Lift Number Batched Volume Elevation From Elevation To

NT2-1c
NT2-1b
NT2-1a
NT2-1
NT2-2

NT2-3a/b
NT2-4
NT2-5
NT2-6
NT2.7

NT2-8a
NT2-8b
NT2-9

NT2-10-r
NT2-10-2
NT2-10-3
NT2-11
N-r2-12
NT2-13
NT2-14
NT2-15

NT2-16a/b
(curbs)

25.O
55.0

203.O
813.0

1 546.0
1 685.0
852.0

1 644.0
1 483,5
1 365.0
606.0
562.0
985.0
240.0
221.O
437.O
825.0
750.0
664.0
606.0
360.0
10.0

Rock surface
Rock surface
Rock surface

45.50
48.50
50.60
53.60
55.00
s8.00
61.00
64.00
65,50
67.00
70.00
70.75
71.50
73.00
76.00
79,00
82.00
85.00
87.00

45.50
46.25
47.OA
48.50
50.60
53.60
5s,00
58.00
61.00
64.O0
65.50
67.00
70.00
70.75
71.50
73.00
76.00
79.00
82.00
85.00
87.00
87.20

TABLE 4 - Concrete Lifu Placed During Construction of Case Study Structure

Specifrcation requirements for the manufacture and placement of concrete in the structure

L, ,u*-t'u:ú, in Appendix C. Additional data related to the construction of NTZ, including

information about e¿¡thfill placement progress for the north dam, is provided in Appendix D.

5.3 In Situ Concrete TemperaÉure Surveillance

Thermocouple wires were embedded in the concrete of each lift of NT2 beginning with

the first regular lift after the shallow lifu at the foundation level. A 'hot wire" was placed at the

approximate centre of each lift to allow monitoring of the core temperature, and a "cold wire"

was placed at a location within about 15 cm of the forms, typically in a corner of the lift, to

-^---?L 
_-.^_:1-_:_ _ -1 Lt - apeiniit monlforlng of the near-surtace concrete temperafure. The hot wires were continuaiiy
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extended up through tbe structure as new lifu of concrete were placed, and eventually reached

deck level. This allowed the interior in siru concrete temperature of any lift to be obtained at àny

time after installation of the thermocouple. The approximate locations of most hot wires installed

in NT2 are shown in Figure 7$141. The locations are approximate since the thermocouple

positions were not surveyed during construction.

5.3.X ÞloniÉoring Frograrn

Cold wires installed in each lift were typically monitored on a daily basis for a period of

only about one week after placement and were then abandoned. There are two reæons why

monitoring of these thermocouples did not extend for a longer period of time[115]. One

is that cold wires were used to obtain a measure of the maximum temperature difference between

the core of a lift and the surface, and this generally occurred within one week of placement of

a lift. The second reason is that in the spring and fall when ambient temperatures were low, the

cold wire temperature value was used to ensure that specification requirements for maintaining

concrete temperatures after placement were being met. These requirements ale explained in

Appendix C.

The hot wi¡es for each Iift were incorporated into a site-wide program of periodic in situ

temperature measurements that continued at intervals tiat varied with the age of each lift.

Monitoring was done on a daily bæis for anywhere from two weeks to two months after

placement, after which the wires were read on a weekly bæis. As construction activities at the

site wound down, the reading frequency became monthly. Data was collected up to

approximately September,7992- This work relies solely on the informarion collected from these

hot wires to compare with the model results later in this chapter.
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5.3.2 Ten'lperaúure ûbservations

A st¡mmary of the data collected from the hot wires of each Iift of NT2 is shown in

Table 5[i16]. The location of the thermocouple is listed in terms of the concrete in which

the wire is embedded, where the letter denotes the mix class, and the number the MSA of the mix

used. The location of the thermocouple wire for lift NT2-9 is in conflict with what is shown in

Figure 7. Both sources of this information have equal weight, and it was not possible to

determine which is correct.

Lifr
Number

Thermo- Average Measured Measured Measured
couple Placing peak Temperature Days to peak

Location Temperature Temperature Rise Temperature
(mix type) ("C) ("C) ("C)

NT2-1
NT2-2

NT2-3a/b
NT2-4
NT2-5
NT2-6
NT2-7

NT2-Ba
NT2-Bb
NT2.9

NT2-10-1
NT2-10-2
NT2-10-3
NT2-11
NT2-12
NT2-13
NT2-14
NT2-15

E-80
E-80
E-80
E-80
E-80
E-80
E-80
E-80
E-BO
B-BO
E-BO

E-80
E-BO

E-80
E-80
E-80
B-80
B-80

10
14
I
12
12
13
11
12
11
o

12
13
11
11

10
10
7
12

28
3B
36
27
38
38
40
1B
22
35
17
14
24
37
40
41
51
53

18
24
27
15
26
25
29
6

11
26
5
1

13
26
30
31
44
41

2.5
3.0
4.5
2.5
3.5
3.5
4.O
1.5
3.0
3.0
1.0
2.5
2.O
6,5
5.0
5.0
3.0
3.5

TABLE 5 - Summary of Measured Thermocouple Data for Constituent Lifu of NT2

The internal temperatures recorded for lifu of NT2 placed in i986 are plotted in

Figure 8, and those for 19871iffs in Figure 9. The influence of placement of subsequent lifts on

the internal temperatures of underlying Iifu can be seen in the Figures.
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5"33 Thern¡ccor.¡ple RealiÉiæ

The extent of the information collected f¡om some of the different thermocouples is

limited and some readings in the records may be in error possibly due to any of an assortment

of reasons. There can sometimes be problems encountered witl the site tlermocouples due to

va¡ious activities and procedures that take place during construction. Occasionally, wires may

get severed by beilg hit with aggregate during concrete placement, or they may get damaged

accidentally during preparations for subsequent Iift placement. The multiple splices required to

extend the wires to deck level introduce opportïnities for the thermocouples to become

dysfunctional. The size of the project site presents the potential for damage due to vandalism.

The interpreting device used to obtain readings cån sometimes give erroneous readings.

Generally, however, data collected from the thermocouples provides a reasonable indication of

the temperature conditions at the locations of the thermocouples. The data plotted in Figures I
and 9 have had only the obvious errors in the readings corrected to what is estimated to be more

Iikely values.

5.4 Finite Element Model

For the purpose of defining the finite element model for the analysis, the geometry, liffs,

and concrete locations for the structure are assumed to be æ shown in Figure 10. The following

paragraphs explain more about each component of the f,rnite element model.

5.4.1 Foundation Geometry

Two assumptions about the foundation of NT2 a¡e reflected in the case study. First, the

bedrock geometry hæ been simplified into a series of straight lines, and there are no surface
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irregularities invariably present in a real excavation included in the model. The second is that

the excavation of the foundation material is assumed to have been completed in the fall of the

year before concrete placement began in NT2. The surface of the foundation is thus assumed to

have been exposed to ambient conditions from the fall of 1985 through to the spring of 1986.

The bottom of the foundation portion of the finite element model was selected to be

el. 40 m, seven meters below the æsumed invert of the excavation. This depth was judged to

be a reasonable spacing between the bedrock surface and its exposure to convective boundary

conditions through the winter, and the isothermal plane assumed to exist in the foundation. The

upstream limit of the foundation was set 5.4 m from the most upstream edge of concrete in the

dam, and the downstream limit 5 m beyond the downstream edge of the foundation excavation.

These distances were estimated to be suitable spacings between the adiabatic vertical faces of the

bedrock porrion of the model and sloping surfacæ of ttr¿ foundation excavation.

5.4.2 SÉrucÉure Geometry

Some assumptions have been made with respect to the geometry of NT2 in formulating

the finite element model. To begin, the first four concrete liffs of the structure have been

combined into a single Lift 1. This hæ been done for several reasons. The three lifu prior to

Iift NT2-1 are small (see Table 4) a::d not well defined in tleir locations. These lifu also likely

lie at least partially off the plane of the model. There is an error introduced because of this since

three liffs have been merged into a fourth, and because of the two{imensional treatment when

the lifts may include a third dimensional effect in reality.

The locations within the strudure for where the different concretes are located have been

assumed to be those shown in Figure 10. Actual locations rvill generally be close to that æsumed
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here, but may be quite different in local a¡eas due to placing procedures and construction

conditions at the time of placing the different liffs.

Two additional general simplifications of the rnodel geometry have been made for the

case study. The chlorine room present in the downstream face of the structure at el. 67 m lies

slightly off tÏe plane of the model and is therefore neglected in the analysis. This introduces a

slight error, but it is generally a local effect that is missed. Finally, for simplicity's sake, the

curbs of the roadway at deck level are also neglected in defining and carrying out the analysis.

5.4.3 MaÉerialtrroperÉies

To accommodate the requirement for a consistent set of units, the base units

measutement for both material properties and degree of freedom values for the case study are

shown in Table 6.

Ouan Units of Measurement

of

as

Heat
Mass
Time

Temperature
Distance

kcal
kg

days
"c

meters

TABLE 6 - Base Units of Measurement for Cæe Study Analysis

In defrning the cæe study, actual values for thermal material properties were used where

available. Otherwise, what were felt to be representative values (i.e. values for materials closest

to those of the case study) were adopted in their place. The values for mass densities of the

bedrock and the different concretes used in the structure were obtained from project exploration

programs[117] and rhe concrete laboratory resring programtllglIll9],
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respectively. Values for conduction and specific heat for the foundation and the concretes were

not measured at the project site, and have therefore been extracted from the literature for this

analysis. The values for the material properties are shown in Table 7. The material property

data set reference numbers used to later select specific concretes in the model for internal heat

generation rate assignment are included in the table as well. These numbers are also shown on

Figure 10.

5.4.4 Mesh ÐefiniÉion

To def,rne the geometry and mesh of the model, the origin of the coordinate system was

set at the intersection of sea level and the axis of the dam. Positive y is up, and positive x is

in the downstream di¡ection. This is a convenient selection since concrete lifts are designated in

terms of elevations, a¡d dimensions of the st¡ucture are typically measured with respect to the

axis of the dam.

An exercise was ca¡ried out using a problem with an anat¡ical solution to relate the mesh

pattern for exposed surfaces to the time-step size, while satisffing tÏe ANSYS guideline equation

shown previously æ Equation 19. From this came a general mesh pattern for the direction

perpendicula¡ to exposed surfaces that is used for the one meter thickness of material adjacent

to exposed surfaces. This pattern is the 'general purpose" pattern for temporarily and

permanently exposed concrete surfaees in the model.

For surfaces along which coupling takes place, a similar but less dense perpendicular

mesh pattern is adopted to accommodate the shock loading that results from the coupling process.

This is applied to the one metet thickness of material along those concrete surfaces of the model

that are not exposed to ambient but have to respond to a coupling operation. This pattern was

also used as the primary pattern for the mæh along the exposed surfaces of the foundation
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Model
Segment

Concrete
Class

Property Set
Reference
Number

Conductivity k"
(kcal/m.day'" C)

Specif ic
Heat Co

Mass
Density p

(kcal/ko'" C)

Bedrock
Lifr NT2-1
Lift NT2-2

Lift NT2-3a/b

L¡f-r NT2-4

L¡ft NT2-5

Lifr NT2-6

Lifr NT2-7

Lift NT2-Ba

Lifr NT2-8b

Lifr NT2-9

Lift NT2-10-1

Lifr NT2-10-2

Lifr NT2-10-3

Lift NT2-11

Lifr NT2-12

L¡fr NT2-13

Lifr NT2-14
Lift NT2-15

o.22
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
0.225
o.225
0.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
o.225
0.225
o.225

E

E

D

c
E

D

E

D
E

D
E

D

E

D
E

D

E

D
E

D
B

E

D

B

E

D
B

E

D

B

E

D
B

E

D
B

E

B

B

B

A

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

55.2
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4
62.4

2650
2319
2319
2324
2298
2319
2324
2262
2284
2262
2284
2276
2285
2276
2285
2276
2285
2276
2285
2276
2285
2291
2258
2285
2303
2258
2285
2303
2258
2285
2303
2258
2285
2303
2258
2285
2303
2264
2317
2317
2305
2331

TABLE 7 - Material Properties for Cæe Study Finite Element Model
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bedrock. This was used instead of the paffern for the exposed surfaces of the concretes since the

foundation's exposure to ambient conditions is limited, convection on the foundation is not as

critical as with the concrete elements, a¡d this served to reduce the total number of elements in

the model. The pattern also forms the bæis for the mesh along the walls of the gallery. Lifu

shallower than the regular 3 m thick¡ess were meshed using the above pattern modified to suit

the thick¡ess of the lifts.

In order to have corresponding nodæ along coupled surfaces at coincident locations for

realistic coupling, nodal patterns on matching surfaces are defi¡ed to be identical. This has been

done along the bedrock surfaces as well as concrete surfaces. A re¿sonable range ofaspect ratios

for the elements wæ maintained in selecting the number of elements along the tops and bottoms

of lifls of concrete.

When the number of elements along the bottom of a lift differed from tìat along the top

of the lift due to the tapering of the thickness of the dam with increasing elevation, the I m core

of each of the 3 m thick lifu of the dam was used as the a¡ea where the mesh was adjusted.

Thus, the interiors of the Iifls typically consist of both triargular and quadrilateral elements ¿rs

a transition from the nodal pattern at the bottom of a lift to that of the top of the lift. The typical

mesh pattern applied to two lifts of the structure is shown in Figure 11, and the full model mesh

for the câse study is shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the model nodes, and Figure 14 the

various lines defined as part of creating the model mæh shown in Figure 12. There are 450

keypoints, 685 lines, 255 areas,2177 nodæ and 1798 elements in the model. Note that it is not

possible to distinguish surfaces where coupling takes place since nodes at these locations are

defined to be coincident.

After definition of the mesh for the finite element model, a reordering of element

numbers is executed in the ydirection to reduce the size of the solution wavef¡ont ard thereby
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FIGURE 11 - Typical Mesh Pattern of Two Concrete Lifts for Case Study Finite Element Mesh
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FIGURE 12 - Full Model Finite Elemenr Mesh for case study Analysis
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FIGURE 13 - Case Study Analysis Finite Element Model Nodes
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decrease computational time requirements to perform the analysis. Also after defrnition of the

mesh, one node number from each lift of the structure wæ identified for the initializing nodal

temperature boundary condition, and coincident node numbers along coupled surfaces were

determined so the proper coupling c¿n be assigned during the analysis. Nearly all the coupling

that happens in the case study involves pairs of nodes, but there are four instances where three

nodes form a coupled set. This happens where the intersection of the top of one concrete lift and

the bottom of another lies against the foundation bedrock. Three such occurrences are along the

upstream slope of the foundation (Lifts NT2-1 and NT2-2, NT2-2 and NT2-3a/b, and NTZ-3a/b

and NT2-4) and one on the downstream slope (Lifts Nï2-1 and NT2-2).

All elernents in the case study are ANSYS element type ST|FS5, the thermal two-

dimensional isoparametric solid element.

5.5 XnÉernal E{e¿t Generation Rates

Adiabatic heat of hydration data for a sample of the Type 10 cement used to batch

concrete for the project wæ used as the basis for defining the internal heat generation rates in the

case study. The data is shown in Table D. 1. This information was utilized to determine values

of the two coefficients K and a in Equation 10 for each concrete in the structure. For each data

point of heat generation for the cement sample, a corresponding adiabatic temperature rise for

the concrete was calculated according to its material properties shown in Table 7. The

temperature rise is calculated by:

H ' C '0.23901x10-3 = T (At1
ceP (20)
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where ill is the heat generated to a particular point in time (J/g) and C is the cement content of

the concrete mix (kg/m3). Values for K and a were determined by trial and error according tothe

criteria of minimizing the sum of the errors squared between the temperature rises calculated

from the heat generation data and that predicted from Equation 10 using different assumed values

of K and a. Parameter values for the heat generation rate equations used for the cæe study are

shown in Table 8. Mix labels include a version specifier for each particular concrete. The

values of a a¡e nearly identical for all concretes because the shape of the heat generation data

curve figure D. 1) is common to all concretes. Example plots of the adiabatic temperature rise

of some of the concretes using the above parameter values are shown as Figure 15.

Lift 15 Closs A Concrete

Lift9ClossBConcrete

1 Closs f Concrete

Time (Ooys)

FIGURE 15 - Example Adiabatic Temperature Rise Curvæ for Case Study Analysis Concretes
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Lift
Number

Concrete
Mix

Cement
Content
(ksim3)

150
150
180
205

50
80
50
75

150
175
155
180
155
180
155
180
155
180
155
180
235
155
185
250
155
185
250
155
185
250
155
185
250
155
185
250
160
260
260
255
308

(Avg,¡

o
(1/days)

K
(" c)

NT2-1
NT2-2

NT2-3a/b

NT2-4

NT2-5

NT2-6

NT2-7

NT2-Ba

NT2-Bb

NT2-9

NT2-10-1

NT2-10-2

NT2-10-3

NT2-11

NT2-12

NT2-13

NT2-14
NT2-15

E-80-01
E-80-01
D-80-01
c-80-01
E-80-01
D-80-01
E-80-02
D-80-02
E-80-02
D-80-02
E-80-03
D-80-03
E-80-03
D-80-03
E-80-03
D-80-03
E-80-03
D-80-03
E-80-03
D-80-03
B-80-00
E-80-04
D-80-04
B-80-01
E-80-04
D-80-04
B-80-01
E-80-04
D-80-04
B-80-01
E-80-04
D-80-04
B-80-01
E-80-04
D-80-04
B-80-01
E-80-0s
B-80-02
B-80-02
B-80-03

A-80-02 and
A-40-04

23.5
23.5
28.2
32.4
23.5
28.2
24.1
27.9
24.1
27.9
24.8
28.7
24.8
28.7
24.8
28.7
24.8
28.7
24.8
28.7
37.3
25.0
29.5
39.5
25.0
29.5
39.5
25.0
29.5
39.5
25.O
29.5
39.s
25.O
29.5
39,s
25.7
40.9
40,9
40.3
48.0

0.66
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.65
0.66
0,6s
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.66
0.65
0,66
0.66
0.65
0,66
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.66
0,65
0.65

0.655
0.66

TABLE I - Heat Generation Rate Equation Parameter Values for Case Study Analysis
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5.6 Applied Eoundary Conditions

Thermal loading applied as boundary conditions during the analysis, and rhe basis for

thei¡ definition, a¡e as follows.

5"6.n R.adiation

The effect of radiation on the case study structure hæ been æsumed to be negligible, and

so is left out entirely of the analysis.

5"6"2 Speaified Sempera8uræ

The nodes along the bottom of the foundation segment of the model are assigned a

temperature of 2'C for the entire length of time anùyzú in the cæe srudy[120]. The only

other specified temperatures used as boundary conditions are for initializing each lift of eoncrete

in the dam to its placing temperature. The temperafure values used are those shown in Table D.2

of Appendix D.

5.6"3 ConveeÉions

Each load step in the analysis includes a convection assigned to the exposed surfacæ of

the model. Two types of weather data collected either at or neã the project sire during

construction are incorporated into the specification of convective boundary conditions. The daily

median temperature as calculated from daily low and high temperatures meæured by Manitoba

Hydro at the site during construction is used as the fluid temperature. The median temperatures

for the time period of the cæe study analysis a¡e shown plotted in Figure 16.

The convection coefficient for each load step was derived using wind data collected by

Environment Canada at a weather station at Gillam, Manitoba 56 km southwest of the proiect
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FIGURE 16 - Median Ambient Temperatures Used for Cæe Study Convective Boundary Condition Definitions
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site, and the empirical relationship shown as Equation 18. This weather station was the closest

location with measured wind data, as this information was not recorded at the construction site.

The data is in the form of an average wind speed on a daily basis. Values for the period of the

analysis a¡e shown plotted in Figure 17. Some of the data in the Environment Canada listing was

coded as "missing," typically on the last day of the month for months that have 3l days, and

occasionally on other days as well. When this is encountered, a wind speed is assumed that

results in a convection coefftcient value of 240 kcal/m2.day."C. This converts to a wind speed

of approximately 5.5 km/hr. This particula¡ value of ft" hæ been used in other thermal studies

of mass concrete structures as a constant convection coefficient throughout the entire time span

of an analysis. No account of ttre direction of the wind or the effects of neighbouring structures

has been taken in the case study analysis in any way.

5.6.4 Adiabatic Surfaces

Adiabatic surfaces are built into the model along the vertical edges of the foundation

segment of the model, and also where earthfill is placed during progress on concrete work on the

dam. Eafihfill placement data shown in Appendix D was utilized to adopt an "average earthfill

elevation reached" for each series of load steps on the model. The earthfill elevation was

determined by interpolating between the known data points of earthfill progress, and then

rounding to a discrete model line number from the mesh definition. At the location of the plane

of the model (assumed to be the centre of the NT2 block), the maximum elevation of earthfill is

approximately el 68.1 m. Adopting an average elevation was done to simplify the configuration

of convective surfaces in effect on the model during each series of load steps. A slight error is

introduced because of this simplification since material placement may be ongoing during the time

covered by a load step series. However, the impact of this is minor because the time spans
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involved are typically short. The assumed elevations of earthfill placement for each portion of

the case srudy are shown in Table 9. A small error is introduced because the face of the earthfill

material along the north transition is in fact on a slope. This has also been neglected in ttris cæe

study.

Newest
Segment

Average Earthfill
Elevatíon Reached

Earthfíll Elevation
Used on Model

_ of Model (ml (m)

Bedrock
NT2.1
NT2.2

f,JT2-3a/b
NT2-4
NT2-5
NT2-6
NT2-7

NT2-8a
NT2-Bb
NT2-9

NT2-10-1
NT2-10-2
NT2-10-3
NT2-11
NT2-12
NT2-13
NT2-14
NT2-15

s+.-os
63.75
65.83
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
68.1

0
0
0
o
0
o
0

54
64
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
68

TABLE 9 - Earr¡fill Elevations Reached for l¡ad Step Series on the Case Study Structure

There is only one other occurrence of adiabatic lines in the case study model, and that

is the surfaces of the gallery in lift NT2-3alb after lift NT2-4 is placed. It is possible that the

gallery may or may not have been exposed to air temperafures close to ambient at various timæ,

or the forms may have been left in place inside the gallery for an extended period of time, and

so on. During the winter of 1986-i987, the gallery was unventilated and air temperafures

followed the that of the adjacent concretelI2\. No other reasonable information was
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available about the prevailing ambient conditions inside the gallery to use for defining

convections. Neglecting convection on the gallery also simplifies the number of convections that

are specified for each load step.

Convective boundary conditions are deleted at the end of each series of load steps so that

definition of the next series can be st¿rted with no convective loads existing on the model.

Illustrations of the boundary condition configurations on the model for six different series of load

steps afe shown on node plots in Figures 18 to 23 for Iifu NT2-1, NT2-3a/b, NT2-7, NT2-g,

NT2-11 and NT2-15, respectively. On the ftgures, triangles a¡e shown where nodal temperature

boundary conditions are assigned a¡d lines where convections are applied. Specified internal heat

generation rates are not shown. The præence of earthfill materials can be seen beginning with

Iift NT2-7 Sigure 20). Lift initializing nodal temperafure boundary condirions are applied to

boffom nodes of each concrete lift a¡d so appeil to coincide with the convective surface.

5.7 n oad Steps and IÉeraÉions

The case study starts with a series of load steps on the foundation portion of the model

to establish a temperature distribution in the bedrock for the time the first lift of concrete is

placed. Time 0.0 is taken to be October 1, 1985, so that the foundation can be loaded through

the winter prior to the start of concrete placement. The first load step includes the foundation

isothermal and Iift temperature initializing boundary conditions, and a convective load on the

bedrock to an ambient temperature of 0'C. The measured median ambient temperature on this

date wæ 5'C, but 0'C is used since it is felt that the 5'C value would result in an artifrcially

warm foundation to begin ttre analysis. The frequency of load steps during foundation loading

varies as a way of reducing execution time, and is æ shown in Table 10. In all cases during

foundation loading, there a¡e four iteration solutions of temperatures in the model per load step.
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FIGURE 18 - Boundary Condition Configuration for Cæe Study Analysis Load Step Series With l-ift NT2-l in place
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FIGURE 19 - Boundary Condition Confrguration for Case Study Analysis l-oad Step Series With Lift NT2-3a/b in Place
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FIGURE 20 - tsoundary Condition Configuration for Case Study Analysis Load Step Series Wirh Lift NT2-7 in Place
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FIGURE 21 - Boundary Condition Configuration for Case Study Analysis Load Step Series With l-ift NTZ-9 in place
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FIGURE 22 - Boundary Condition Configuration for Case Study Analysis Load Step Series With Lift NT2-11 in place
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Time Period Frequency
of Load Steps

october 1, 1985 ro April 22, 1986
April 26, 1986 to May 20, 1986
May 22, 1986 to June 1 1, 1986
June 1 2, 1 986 to June 1 6, 1 986

One per week
One every four days
One every two days

One per day

TABLE 10 - Frequency of Load Steps for Foundation Loading During the Case Study
Analysis

The remainder of tle case study consists daily load steps defined with four iterations per

load step. This, of course, translates into the calculation of a temperature solution for the dam

every six hours through the two summers of construction activity and the intervening winter. The

only exception to this load step and iteration pattern occurs when the analysis is stopped to add

a new lift of concrete, and the first load step after the restart is specified at 0.1 days later than

the previous load step to ensure that interpolation of boundary condition parameters takes place

properly. This load step is solved for only one iteration.

The assumed placing dates for lifu of concrete in the case study are shown in Table 1 1.

These times are selected as being those closest to the centroid of the placing operations as shown

in Table D.2 of Appendix D.

5.8 Execution and Output ConÉrol

The case study includes two commands inserted nea¡ the start of the code defining the

analysis to avoid the occurrence of an ANSYS "Class 3" error. This type of error causes

numerical variations in calculation results, but is non-fatal to analysis execution. The two

comma¡ds used to avoid the error are recommended by tïe authors of the finite element program.

They are TREF for assigning a reference temperature for model calculations, and ïUNIF for
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Model Time Placed Model Date Placed
ldqys from Ebt 001) (yyMMDD), (days ftorn 851

L¡ft

NT2-1
NT2-2

NT2-3a/b
NT2-4
NT2-5
NT2-6
NT2-7

IrlT2-8a
NT2-8b
NT2.9

NT2-10-1
NT2-10-2
NT2-10-3
NT2-11
NT2-12
f,JT2-13
NT2-14
NT2-15

86061 6
860625
860707
860729
860805
86081 3
860820
861 004
861 008
861 023
870417
870422
870429
870512
870521
870529
870603
870617

258
267
279
301
308
316
323
368
372
387
563
568
575
588
597
605
610
624

TABLE 11 - Lift Placement Dates Assumed for Case Study Analysis

assigning a uniform temperafure to model nodes. These commands are not required as part of

ar analysis and, other than avoiding the Class 3 error, have no effect on the thermal loading on

the structure.

As a means of reducing total memory requirements to run the analysis, only selected

iteration solutions are written to the postdata hle, file1Z.dat, for later reference. In general,

beginning with load step seriæ on concrete lifu of the structure, the frrst load step solution is

written to the file, and then the fourth iteration solution of every second load step is also written

to file. The solution to the last iteration of the last load step in a series is also written to

filel2.dat to be available for later reference during post-procæsing. A detailed description of

the memory management and postdata file handling operations ca¡ried out as part of the case

sfudy is presented in Appendix E.
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A complete listing of the program code that definæ, executes and post-processes results

of the case study analysis is contained in Appendix F. A very brief explanation of the method

used to efFrciently cÍeate the analysis file is described in Appendix G.

5.9 Analysis Results

Results of the analysis âre presented here in two forms. The first is comparison of

measured in situ temperatures in the dam to temperatures calculated for particular nodes in the

model through time. The second form is presentation of model temperature patterns through

thermal contour plots at discrete points in time in the aaalysis. Si¡ce the comparisons to in situ

data are most valuable for testing the reliability of the algorithm, this form of the analysis results

is presented first. Some observations about the model behaviour and results are made in

Section 5.10.

5.9.1 Ccmparison to In SiÉu Ðata

For each lift of concrete in the model, interior and exterior nodes were selected for the

creation of temperature Iistings through time after completion of the analysis. The nodes used

are shown in Figure 24. Two exterior nodes were identified from each lift, a node on the top

surface and at either the upstream or downstream face of each lift, and a nea¡-surface node from

the same element as the surface node but diagonally opposite the surface node. The temperature

values of the surface nodes can be expected to follow ambient temperatures until the time that the

next concrete lift is placed or ea¡thfill materials are placed against the dam. The near-surface

nodes should also follow ambient temperatures, but will vary slightly by being set back from the

surface of the conc¡ete lift.
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Interior nodes that were judged to be i¡ approximately the same locations as the site

thermocouples were also identified for the creation of temperafure listings. These nodes are

shown in Figure 24 as well. It was not important to obtain a precise correlation between model

nodes and the thermocouple locations in the dam. This is because t}te thermocouple locations are

not known in exact tenns, and because tbere is some range in the horizontal direction of locations

within the cores of the lifu where thermal behaviour is uniform at early ages. Temperature

listings for lifu that are 3 m thick were made for nodes at heights in the lifts of 1 m and 2 m,

since the model has no nodes at the mid-height of these lifls. Other lifu were done in a similar

rlanner if mid-height nodes are not present in the lifls. For Iift NT2-9, teroperature listings were

made for nodæ both in the core class E concrete and the class B concrete along the dowûstream

face because of the uncertainty in the location of the thermocouple for this lift.

Comparisons between the meæured in situ dat¿ and the calculated model temperatures

for selected lifu of the dam a¡e shown in Figures 25 to 32. A complete set of comparisons for

atl lifts is contained in Appendix H. A plot of the core temperatures for all Iifu placed in 1986

is shown in Figure 33, and for Iifu placed in 1987 in Figure 34. The patrerns of internal

temperatures in Figures 33 and 34 can be compared to those of the thermocouples shown in

Figures 8 and 9.

5.9.2 T'hermal Confour Flots

A series of thermal contour plots were created at discrete points in time in the analysis

to illustrate temperature conditions within the dam during construction. A variety of these plots

a¡e included here as Figures 35 to 56. On the Figures, assorted information is Iisted along the

right side of the plot as follows. The parameters STEP, ITER and TIME indicate the particular

load step and iteration number, and analysis time that the plot is created from. The minimum

r22
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FIGURE 45 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870130 (99 Days After placement of Lift
N12_9)
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FIGURE 46 - Thermal Contour
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FIGURE 48 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Conesponding to 870515 (3 Days After placement of Lift
NT2-11)
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FIGURE 49 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870525 (4 Days After Placement of Lift
NT2-12)
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FIGURE 50 - Thermal Contour
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FIGURE 53 - Thermal
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FIGURE 55 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870703 (16 Days After Placement of Lift
NT2-15)
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FIGURE 56 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870926 (101 Days After Placement of Lift
NT2-1s)
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and maximum temperatures in the model for each plot are listed as SMN and SMX,

respectively, and thei¡ locations shown on the plot by the labels MN and MX. The contour

intervals (in degrees Celsius) for the plot are also shown. At the bottom of each plot is a title

reflecting the most recent lift of concrete placed in the dam and the date that the plot corræponds

to. Only those concrete elements of the model tiat have been placed at the time of each plot are

included in the Figures. A more complete æray of themal contour plots is included as

Appendix I.

5.X.0 l\AodeX Behaviour

Some general observations about the behaviour of the case study analysis can be made

from the Figures comparing temperafures at model nodes to the measured in situ data. First, the

core temperatures of each Iift successfully reproduce trends in internal temperatures demonst¡ated

by the measured thermocouple values. These trends typicatly have an internal temperature rise

that is a result of cement hydration in the lift just placed, followed by subsequent increases in

temperature that reflect placement of succeeding lifu above. All liffs except lift NT2-9, the last

Iift placed in the first year of construction of the dam, demonstrate this pattern. Perhaps the most

prominent illustrations of this behaviour from the model a¡e lifu NT2-8b @igure 29) and NT2-

10-2 (Figure 31). In Figure 29,the influenceof theplacement of lift NT2-9 is apparenr, and in

Figure 31, the effects of placement of lifls NT2-10-3 and NT2-11 are evident.

The second observation made is that the temperature patterns of the surface and nea¡-

surface nodes are simila¡ to ambient temperatures in the times before placement of subsequent

concrete Iifu or earthf,rll materials against the dam. For lift NT2-1 @igure 25), the effect of

placement of lift NT2-2 is shown by the lack of influence of daily ambient temperafure va¡iations

on the temperature response of the surface and near-surface nodes after about analysis time267.
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In lifis NT2-6 and NT2-7, the insulating effect æsumed for the earthfill materials is clearly

visibleon the temperatures of the surface and nea¡-surface nodes @igure 26 ar;ld27).

The thermal contour plots illustrate various elements of the dam's tiermal behaviour.

Figure 35 shows the temperature condition in tle foundation at the time of first concrete in the

model. The depth of frost penetration into the bedrock appears to be un¡ealistic, likely a result

of the starting procedure at time 0.0, assuming excavation work as being completed in the fall

before the st¿rt of construction, and neglecting the insulating influence of snow cover at the

surface. These effects contribute to the f,rrst concrete lift's temperatures being lower than if the

foundation condition was more reasonable. In Figure 36, the effect of the richer concrete in the

gallery floor is apparent, as is the larger Iift dimension at the downstream end of lift NT2-2. The

typical temperature patterns within new liffs and their effect on underlying lifls is shown in

Figures 37 through 42 for the placement of liffs NT2-6 and NT2-7. In Figure 43, rhe richer

class B concrete along the downstream face of the dam in lift NT2-9 appears as an are¿ of

warmer temperatures than the rest of the lift. The effect of the insulating earthfill materials

against the dam is shown in Figures 44 and 45. Figures 48 to 50 all show the richer concretes

along the upstre¿ì.m and downstream faces æ being the warmest areas of the liffs. The

temperafure patterns due to the addition of the Iæt lift of the dam are shown in Figures 51 to 55.

Finally, the temperature distribution in the dam on the last day of the case study analysis is

presented in Figure 56.

The behaviour of the model is not precisely consistent with data collected from the

thermocouples. There a¡e several factors that contributeto this. The thermal material properties

Ç -d k" are assumed from the literature since actual values for the concretes used in the dam

were not measured. The preliminary concrete lifu at the foundation level in the dam were

combined into a single Iift (NT2-1) to begin the analysis, and thus their effect as in tfie prototype
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dam was not reflected ín the model. This in combination with an unreasonable initial foundation

condition at the time of first concrete affects the temperature response of the frrst lifu in the

model.

A major contributor to model behaviour is the parameter values for the heat generation

equations. With the source heat generation data for the cement only covering a period of one

week, the le¿st squâ¡es parameter fitting exercise generated va-lues that reflected one week of heat

generation. In reality, heat generation continues in mass concrete for well beyond one week.

This effect appears in the core temperatures of nearly every lift, wittr peak model temperarures

being consistently lower than that shown by the thermocouples. It would be best to have heat

generation data that is bæed on measurements taken on the concretes themselves for extended

periods, rather than just the cement used in the mixes for a short period.

Assumptions involving the application of boundary conditions also contribute to the

behaviour shown in the model. There is little uncertainfy involve.d with the nodal temperature

boundary conditions. However, neglecting curing effects would tend to make the model warmer,

and ignoring radiation loading would tend to make the model colder, particularly during suülmer

daylight hours. Approximations incoqporated into the application of convections on the dam (e.g.

adiabatic surfaces) and the placing times for the lifu also affect the model temperature response.

Finally, the comparisons between the model noda.l temperatures a¡d that of the

thermocouples must be kept in perspective. Model nodes do not exactly coincide with

thermocouple locations, and thermocouple locations are not known in precise terms. For 3 m

thick lifu, the two nodes selected for the core temperature listings may not be at locations that

capture the maximum temperature reached rvithin the liffs, assuming that this occurs at the mid-

height of the lifu. However, it is clear from the results of the case study analysis that the

modelling algorithm is reliable when definition of a finite element thermal model of a dam using
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project-specific dat¿ (e.g. structure geometry, construction sequence and schedule, material

properties, heat generation data and ambient conditions) is undertaken.
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6 CONCI,{JSNTNS .4NÐ RECTMII,{ENÐ,4T'ÏONS

It is concluded from this work that the developed modelling algorithm can be used to

reliably predict the thermal behaviour of incrementally constructed mass concrete dams. Factors

influencing the thermal response of a dam under construction are properly incorporated into the

algorithm. These include the effects of time and changing structure geometry on temperature

patterns, and time-va¡ying thermal loads and boundary conditions. Best results can be obtained

using project-specific information for the formulation of a model for analysis. It has been

demonstrated tlat the algorithm is effective over long time periods and under severe ambient

conditions.

It is recommended that this work be followed by the development of a companion

algorithm for thermal stress analysis of inc¡ementally constructed mass concrete dams using the

developed algorithm as the basis for establishing the thermal history of a structure.

It is possible to refine the modelling algorithm, particularly with respect to the treatment

of surfaces of a dam exposed to ambient conditions. The effects of earthfill materials, formwork

and curing procedures on heat lossæ can be improved to better approximate acfual behaviour.

The algorithm could be modified to include the definition of convections specific to different

surfaces of a dam, as well as radiation loading should it be necessary. An analysis can be

extended for the prediction of thermal behaviour for time periods beyond the construction of a

dam. Using the developed algorithm and the finite element program, the level of detail possible

in a finite element model of this kind is only limited by computational resources available to

execute an analysis.

There are several potential benefits to the appropriate application of the developed

algorithm. Studies can be carried out togetler with the future companion thermal stress algorithm
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to investigate opporrunities to either relax or enhance speciflrcation constraints to construction

procedures. For example, construction scheduling and thus project cost benefits would result

from elimination of the requirements for limited lift heights at the foundation level or after long

delay times between lifls. Such concrete lifls are expensive and time consuming for contractors.

Lift thicknæs rules ean be examined and det¿ils refined to account for specific structure

dimensions, concretes, placing schedules and project sites. There is potential for savings in costs

should it be found that some preliminary or intermediate shallow liffs in a dam could be

eliminated from the construction sequence. The impact of va¡iations in waiting periods between

lifu can be evaluated, Ðd possibly a more aggressive placing schedule made possible.

Investigations can be made into the feasibility of a.llowing higher maximum concrete placing

temperatures. More confident design and construction procedures have the benefit of reduced

long term costs as well.

Finally, interactions between thermal factors affecting the construction of a dam, and the

potential behaviour of a dam for a particula¡ combination of factors could be evaluated directly

and in real terms, rather than empirically or strictly by engineering judgement.
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To establish the detaíled procedure for cærying out the incremental thermal analysis, a

series of seven preliminary thermal "pilot runs" were developed. The pilot runs incorporate all

characteristics of a fr¡ll modet analysis, and thus allow the routine established on the pilot model

to be directly trânsferred to a fi¡ll scale analysis of a mass concrete dam. The following sections

a¡e a description of the pilot model used for the runs, the thermal loadings involved and the seven

pilot runs themselves. Expla-nations are provided æ to the objective of e¿ch run, the results

obtained, and why each rnodel behaves the way it doæ.

.d.1 FiloÉ lVÃodel

The pilot model is a simple onedimensional band of material consisting of four individual

segments: an underlying foundation segment and three segments above rE)resenting separate lifu

of concrete. The general form of the model and the material properties assigaed to each segment

are shown in Figure 4.1.

A.1.L Finite Element Model

The finite element form of the model is defined using the ANSYS nvodimensional, four

node, isoparametric thermal solid element ST|FS5. This is the same element type used in

construction of tle case study model to test the developed algorithm. The model is defined and

loaded to behave as a simple, onedimensional thermal structure. It is one element wide by

twenty elements tall, the foundation segment being eight elements ta-ll and each concrete segment

four elements tatl. The program code to define the model is æ follows. Note that throughout

the appendix listings of program code, lines of text that begin at the margin with a "$" cha¡acter
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are system-level commands.

$ansys44a
/preP7
/tit[E,PILOT RUNS' MæEL DEFINITION

kan, -1 Set,1,55 $tYPe,1
np,kxx,1,2.ó glp,dens,1,2300 $np,c,1,0-24 * I'ift 1 concrete
np,kxx,2,2.6 $np,dens,2,2300 $irp,c,2,0-24 * I'ift 2 concrete
np,kxx,3,?.6 $lç,dens,3,2300 $np,c,3,0-24 * I'ift 3 concrete
np,kxx,/n,2.3 &ip,d€fls,4,2ó40 $irp,c,4,0-20 * bedrock

mat,/t$n,1 9n,9,0,2 gfitt$ngen,2,30,1 ,9r'l ,0.25 6e,1 ,31 ,32,2 $egen,8,1,1
måt, 1 Sn, 1 0,0,29n,14,0,39f i I tSngen,2,30,10,11,1 ,0.259e,1 0,40, /r1 , 1 l$egen ,4,1 ,9
mât,2$n, 1 5,0,39n, 19,0,49f i I t$ngen,2,30, 15,19,1,0.25$e,1 5,45,4ó, 1 ó$egen,4,1 ,13
mat,39n.20,0,46n,24,0,56fit1.$ngen,2,30,20,21,1,0.25$e,20,50,51 ,215e9en,4,1 ,17
finish
/ eof

Figure 4.2 shows a picture of the pilot model with elements of each segment numbered

according to the material property data set reference number used for model definition.

Figure 4.3 is a plot showing the node numbers of the model. Some nodes are shown as

overlapping because segments of the model (foundation and concrete lifts) are defined to be "self-

contained" with respect to their geometry and material properties. Geometrically, nodes on the

upper a¡d lower faces of top and bottom elements, respectively, of each segment belong to

elements of that segment only. However, nodes at points of contact between segments of the

model a¡e defined to have the same locations. This makes it possible to isolate different segments

(lifts of concrete) of the model from the thermally active portion of the model until the point in

time corresponding to placement of that lift of concrete. Nodes at the bottom of a newly placed

lift can then be coupled to the corresponding nodes at the top of the underlying segment of the

model, to incorporâte the new lift into the active portion of the model.

Each segment of the model is assigned its own thermal material property values with a

unique material property data set reference number even though the actual material property

values of a segment of the model may be identical to those of another segment of the model.
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This allows the elements corresponding to e¿ch lift of concrete to be uniquely identified for

assignment of the internal heat generation rates. This is demonstrated in detail in pilot run seven.

A.'A..2 Thern'ral l-oadÍng

The thermal loading on the pilot model consists of internal heat generation rates and the

boundary conditions identified in Chapter 3 as being those important for an aaalysis of this type.

The first form of boundary condition is the assignment of a fixed temperarure value to bottom

nodes of the foundation segment of the model to reflect an isothermal plale assumed to be present

at depth. This boundary condition is common to all pilot runs - the bottom two nodes of the

bottom foundation element are set equal to a temperaturc of 2" for the entire duration of each of

the runs. In later pilot runs, specific nodal temperature boundary conditions a¡e used to initialize

the temperatures of different concrete lifu of the model prior to their placement in the

construction process. In these cæes, the boundary condition is deleted just before the start of

loading on that segment of the model, leaving the nodal temperafures free to respond to the

Ioading as applied in subsequent load steps.

The second type of boundary condition included in the pilot runs is transient convective

loading applied to exposed surfaces of the model. In thæe pilot runs, the convective load is

applied to the top surface of the top element of the highest active segnent of the model. The heat

transfer coefficient is Ieft const¿nt, and the fluid temperafure is va¡ied to simulate a changing

ambient temperature condition.

Finally, internal heat generation rates are applied on a per unit volume basis to elements

in the concrete segments of the model in the last pilot run. It is the specification of this load

which is made convenient by being able to identify elements of the different segments of the

model by the unique material property data set reference numbers.
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Side surfaces of all elements in the model a¡e left unloaded, which the finite element

program treats as adiabatic surfaces. The pilot model is thus onedimensional in its thermal

behaviour. The different features of tïe transient incremental thermaì analysis developed in each

of tÌ¡e separate pilot runs are described in the paragraphs that follow.

4.2 trilot Run I

The fi¡st pilot run was carried out with the time-varying convective boundary condition

applied to fte top surface of the foundation segment of the model. For the moment, the three

segments of the model ûrat simulate lifu of concrete are "left out" of the active portion of the

model. This run was completed to establish a reference thermal behaviour of the foundation for

pilot runs two, three and four which develop the detailed procedure for restarting a transient

thermal analysis after stopping execution at a certain point in time to add a new lift of concrete

to the model. The code to carry out pilot run one is as follows.

$ansys44a
/prep7
/titIe,PILOT RUN 1 - CONVECTIVE LOADING ON BEDROCK, HO RESTART

kan,-1 9et, 1,55 $type,1
np,kxx,1,2.ó $np,dens,1,2300 Snp,c,1,0.24 * tift 1 concrete
np,kxx,2,2.ó $rp,dens,2,2300 $np,c,2,0.24 * tift 2 conc¡ete
np,kxx,3,2.6 $np,dens,3,2300 $np,c,3,0.24 * Líft 3 concrete
np,kxx,4,2.3 $np,dens,4,2ó40 $np,c,4,0.20 * bedrock

mat,4$n,1 $n,9,0,2 9f iL[$ngen,2,30,1,9,1 ,0.25 $e,1 ,31 ,32,? $egen,8,1,1

nnt, 1$n, I 0,0,2$n, 14,0,3$f i [ [$ngen,2,30, 10,14,1,0.25$e, 10,40,41, 1 1$egen,4, 1 ,9
nøt,2$n, 1 5,0,3$n, 19,0,4$f i [ [$ngen,2,30, 15 ,19 ,1,0.25$e, 15 ,45 ,46,16$egen,4, 1 , 13

mat,39n,20,0,4$n.24,0,5$f i L l.$ngen,2,30,¿0,21 ,1 ,0.259e,20,50,51 ,21$egen ,4,1 ,17
c********#***** ************************È*************************************

kbc,0 gktenp,-1 9tref,20 $tunif,20 $nt,1,tenp,2,,31,30
time, 0 $iter,1,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 7.5 $tL,rite * Ld'step 1

tirre, 12 $iter,6,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 0.5 Stw¡ite * Ld.step 2

tiÍe, 24 $iter,6,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 15.0 $turite * Ld.step 3

time, 3ó $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, ó.0 9twrite * Ld-step 4

tirne, /r8 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 26-0 $twrite * Ld.step 5

time, óO $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 2'5 9lsrite * Ld.step ó

time, 72 9iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 13.5 $tr¡rite * Ld-step 7

afwrite 9finish
/input,27 $fínish
/ eof
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The responses of selected nodes in tle model a¡e shown in Figure 4.4. Nodes 1 to 9

belong to foundation elements and react to the changing fluid temperarure of the convective

boundary condition. Node 10, one of the two bottom nodes of the bottom element of the first

lift of concrete above the foundation, remains at 0" throughout the duration of the analysis since

this segment of the model has been left uncoupled f¡om the active foundation portion of the

model. Node 1, at the bottom of the foundation, remains at the specifiú 2" temperature value

throughout the run as specifred by the boundary condition.

The finite element program requiræ that the ñrst load step of a transient thermal analysis

be for one iteration only. The program will calculate a steådy state solution for this load step if

the vatue of time is specified to be zero. Thus the ternperatures shown in tìe Figure at time = 0

are steady state values for the convective boundary condition in the fust load step. Subsequent

iterations and load steps after this time a¡e solved with the transient behaviour incorporated. This

response pattern is evident in the plot of results for this run.

.A.3 Filot Run 2

For a full incremental thermal analysis to be carried out properly, it is necessary to stop

the analysis at points in time when new liffs of concrete are placed so that new segments of the

model corresponding to liffs of concrete can be coupled into the active portion of the model.

Thus, a procedure for restarting the analysis without loosing the existing temperature distribution

must be established. The second pilot run was carried out to test a possible command sequence

for restarting a thermal analysis that has been suspended.

The transient loading applied to the pilot model in the first run is again applied to the

model for the second pilot run, wittr the exception that the analysis is stopped and then restarted

at a time equal to 36 time units. It is desirable to have ttre times before and after the restart be
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the same so that the interpolation of the fluid temperature value of the convective boundary

condition for iterations between load steps takes place properly. The code for this pilot run is

shown below. The last few commands combine output files from the two separate execution steps

carried out into a single output file to do post-processing of results from.

$ansys44a
/prep7
,/titte,PIL0T RUN 2 - CONVECTIVE LOADING 0ìl BEDR0CK WITH RESTART AT TIME = 3ó
kan,-1 $et, 1,55 Stype,l
np,kxx,1,2.ó $fip,dens,1,2300 $np,c,1,0.24 ú tift 1 concnete
nq,kxx,Z,2.6 $np,dens,2,2300 $op,c,2,0.24 * [ift 2 concnete
np,kxx,3,2.ó $np,dens,3,2300 $np,c,3,0.24 * Lift 3 concrete
np,kxx,4 12.3 $np,dens,4r2640 Çtrprc,1,0.20 * bedrock
mat,49n,1 9n,9,0,2 9fitt$ngen,2,30,1,9,1,0.25 $e,1,31,32,2 $egen,8,1,1
nat, 19n, 1 0,0,29n,14,0,39f i t [9n9en,2,30,10,14,1,0.25$e, 10,40,11 ,1 1$egen,4,1 ,9
mat,2$n,15,0,3$n,19,0,4$fitt$ngen,2,3A,15,19,1,0.25$e,15,/+5,/16,16$egen,1,1 ,13
mat,39n,20,0,49n,21,0,59fittSngen,2,30,20,24,1,0.259e,20,50,51,21$egen,1,1,17
c************
kbc,0 $kterç,-1 $tref,20 $tunif,20 $nt,1,tenp,2,,31,30
tine, 0 9iter,1,,'l $cv,9,39,10, 7.5 $twrite * Ld.step 1

tirne, 12 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 0.5 9tHrite * Ld'step 2

tirne, 2/r $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 15.0 9twrite * Ld.step 3
tinr,e, 3ó 9iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, ó'0 $twrite * Ld.step 4
afurite 9finish
/inryt,27 $finish
/eof
$nename f i te12.dat f i Le39.dat
$ansys/+4a

lprep7 $nesr¡ne $krstrt,4
tine, 3ó $iter',1,,1 $cv,9,39,10, ó.0 $t¡¿nite * Ld.step 5

tinre, 48 9iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 26.0 $twrite * Ld.step ó
time, ó0 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 2'5 9[urite * Ld.step 7

tine, 72 $iter,ó,,1 ûcv,9,39,10, 13.5 $lwrite * Ld.step 8

afwrite 9finish
/input,27 $finish
/ eof
$rename f i te12.dat f i Le40.dat
$ansys44a
/interrno
/aux1 $copY,39,12 9coPY,40, 12

finish
/eof

The plot of temperature responses over time for some of the nodes in the model is shown

in Figure 4.5. Again, nodes I to 9 begin from a steady state solution of the first load step at

time = 0 and then respond to the varying convective load on the top of the foundation. Node 10
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remains at 0' throughout the analysis since it belongs to an inactive segment of the model, and

node I remains at the nodal remperature boundary condition value of 2'. However, the

temperature distribution in the model obtained from solution of the load steps up to time 36 is

lost upon restarting the analysis. The nodal temperatures at the time of the restart again begin

from a steady state condition. Thus, this particular restafi command sequence in essence

produces two sequential independent transient thermal analysæ, botl starting from a steady state

condition, on the same model. The reason for this is that a restart of a trensient analysis that uses

the KRSTRT command must have the value of time for the first load step specified after the

restafr be greater than the last load step time prior to the stopping the analysis. The effect of this

detail can be seen in the resuls of the third pilot run.

A.4 triloÉ Run 3

The third pilot run is exactly identical to the second, except thæ the time for the first

specified load step after the restårt is 36.1,0.1 time units later than the lasttime specified prior

to stopping the analysis. All other commands are the same as for pilot run tì.vo. The program

code for this run is shown below.

$ansys44a
/preP7
/titte,PlLOT RUN 3 - CONVECTM LOADING 0N BEDROCK t{lTH RESTART AT TIME = 36-1
kan,-1 $et,1,55 $type,1
np,kxx,'t ,2.ó $np,dens,1.2300 *rp,c,1 ,0.24 * Lift 1 concrete
np,kxx,2,2.6 $np,dens,2,2300 $rç,c,2,0.24 * Lift 2 concrete
np,kxx,3,2.6 $np,dens,3,2300 $rp,c,3,0.24 * tift 3 concrete
np,kxx,4,2.3 $np,dens,4,2ó40 $*p,c,4,0.20 * bedrock
mat,4$n,1 $n,9,0,2 $fitt$ngen,2,30,1 ,9,1 ,0.25 9e,1 ,31 ,32,2 $egen,8,1,1
mat,1$n,10,0,2$n,14,0,39fittsngen,2,30,10,1/r,1,0.259e,10,40,41,11$egen,4,1,9
rnat,29n, 1 5,0,39n,19,0,4$f i t [$ngen ,2,30,15 ,19 ,1 ,0.25$e,15 ,45 ,16,16$egen,4,1 ,13
mat,39n,20,0,4$n,24,0,5$fitt$ngen,2,30,20,24,1,0.25$e,20,50,51,21$e9en,4,1,17
c * * * ** * * * * * * * * ** **** Ê * *** **É** ** * ***** ** * * ** * * * * ******* * * * **** * ** * ** * ***?* * * **

kbc,0 $ktenp,-1 stref,20 9twrif ,20 $nt,1,terp,2,,31,30
time, 0 $iter,1,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 7.5 $twnite * Ld.step 1

time, 12 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 0.5 $Lll¡ite * Ld.step 2

time, 24 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 15.0 9turite * Ld.step 3

time, 3ó $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, ó'0 $[write * Ld.step 4
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afwnite $finish
/ino¡t,27 9finish
/ eof
grename f i Le12.dat f i ie39'dat
Sansys/+4a

/prep7 9resr¡ne $krstrt,4
time,36.19itet,1,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 6.0 9twrite *
time, 48 $iter,6,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 26.0 $twrite *
tirne, 60 $iter,6,,1 9cv,9,39,10, 2.5 $twrite *

time, 72 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 13.5 $t¡¿rite *
afwrite 9finish
/input,27 $finish
/eoÍ
$rename f i te12.dat f i te40.dat
9ansys44a
/ i nter, no

/aux1 $copy,39, 12 $copY,40,12
finish
/ eof

Ld.step 5

Ld,step 6
Ld.step 7

Ld.step I

The plot of nodal temperature responses is shown as Figure 4.6. This time the

temperature distribution in the model obt¿ined up to the time of the restart is retained for

continuation into the restårted portion of fhe analysis. A comparison of this plot of temperature

responses with that obtained from the fust pilot run reveals only a slight difference in the

temperature of the highest node plotted in the foundation segment of the model in the time

immediately after the restart. This difference is due to the short time step required at the

beginning of the second series of load steps in the analysis, before the regular time step pattern

can be resumed.

The load step that begins the second part of the analysis is only for one iteration, and

specifically consists of the same applied boundary conditions as the last load step before the

restart. This is done to ensure that bounda¡y condition parameters for iterations within the

second load step after the restaÍ are interpolated between the correct specified values. This

makes the treatment of boundary condition parameters for iterations within load steps consistent

at all times of the analysis.
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It is worthwhile to verify the behaviour of the model in the third pilot run by carrying

out an identical analysis without the resta¡t. Pilot run four is used to do this.

A..5 triloÉ R.un 4

The fourth pilot run is a non-restarted form of the third pilot run, with the same load

steps from the third run and a single iteration load step at time 36.1. The code for this run is:

$ansys/+4a

/prep7
,/titte,PIL0T RUN 4 - BEDROCK LOADED, N0 RESTART, LOAD STEP AT TIHÊ = 3ó.1
kan,-1 $et,1,55 9type,1
np,kxx,1,2.6 $np,dens,1,2300 $rp,c,1,0.2/+ * [ift 1 concrete
np,kxx,2,2.6 $ttp,dens,2,2300 $np,c,2,0.2/r * [ift 2 concrete
np,kxx,3,2.6 $rp,dens,3,2300 $np,c,3,0.24 * tift 3 concrete
np,kxx,4,2.3 $np,dens,4,2610 9np,c,4,0.20 * bedrock
mat,/+$n,1 9n,9,0,2 9f ilt$ngen,2,30,1 ,9,1 ,0.25 9e,1 ,31 ,32,2 $egen,8,1,1
mat, 19n,1 0,0,2$n, 14,0,3$f í [ [9ngen,2,30,10,14,1,0.25$e,1 0,40,41 , 1 1$egen,4,1 ,9
mat,29n,1 5,0,39n, 19,0,49f i t t9ngen,2,30,15 ,19,1 ,0.259e,15 ,15 ,46, 16segen,4, 1 , 13

mat,3$n,20,0,49n,24,0,59fitt9ngen,2,30,20,24,1,0.25$e,20,50,51,21$egen,4,1,17
c** **** * ** ** * * lk** * *** * ** *** ** ****** ** É***** * ****É* ** * * * * **** * * * * ******* * * *****

kbc,0 $ktenp,-1 $tref,20 $tunif,20 $nt,1,tenp,2,,31,30
tire, 0 $iter,1,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 7.5 $tprite * Ld.step 1

tinre, f2 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 0.5 $twrite * Ld.step 2

tine, 24 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 15.0 $twrite * Ld.step 3

time, 36 $iter,6,,1 gcv,9,39,10, ó.0 $l.Hrite * Ld.step 4

tirne,3ó.1Siter,1,,1 $cv,9,39,10, ó.0 $[write * Ld.step 5

tirne, 48 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10,26.0 $tHrite * Ld.step ó
tirne, 60 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 2.5 $tulrite Ê Ld.step 7

tine, 72 $iter,ó,,1 9cv,9,59,10, 13.5 $tr¡rite * Ld,step 8

afwrite 9finish
/inryt,27 $finish
/ eof

Figure 4.7 shows that the results of pilot run four are identical to those obtained in pilot

run three. Therefore, the restarted analysis can produce the same results as a non-restarted

analysis with similar load steps at similar times.
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A'.6 Filot Run 5

In the fifth pilot run, the correct thermal analysis restart command sequence obtained

from pilot run three is used to incorporate the segment of the model representing the first

concrete lift into the model, coupling it to the underlying active foundation segment of the model.

The analysis is stopped after the first series of load steps, the convective boundary condition on

top of the foundation is deleted, the new segment of the model is coupled to the previously active

portion of the model, and the analysis is then restarted with subsequent convective boundary

conditions applied to the top surface of the new lift of concrete. The coupling of nodes at the

bottom of the new segment to the top of the previously active segment forces the two segments

to respond together to applied loading æ a single structure. The code to caüy this out is æ

follows.

$ansys44a
/prep7
/titIe,PILOT RUN 5 - SINGLE RESTART, HATERIAL CCIJPLING, CONVECTIVE LOAD CHANGE

kan,-1 $et,1,55 $type,1
rnp,kXX,1,2.ó Srp,dens,1,2300 $np,c,1,0.24 * tift 1 concrete
np,kxx,2,2.6 $np,dens,2,2300 $np,c,2,0.24 * tift 2 concrete
rp,kxx,3,2.ó $+rp,dens,3,2300 9np,c,3,0.24 * tift 3 concrete
np,kxx,4,2.3 $np,dens,4,2ó40 $np,c,4,0.20 t bed¡ock
nat,4$n,1 $n,9,0,2 $f i t [$ngen,2,30,1,9,1,0.25 $e,1 ,31 ,32,2 $egen,8,1,1
mat, 1$n, 1 0,0,2$n, 14,0,3$f i [ [9n9en,2,30,1 0,14, 1 ,0.25$e, 10,10,41, 1 1$egen,4, 1 ,9
mat,2$n,15,0,3$n,19,0,4$fitt$ngen,2,30,15,19,1,0.25$e,15,45,46,169e9en,4,1,13
mat,3$n,20,0,49n,2/+,0,5$fit[$ngen,2,30,20,21,1,0.259e,20,50,51,215e9en,4,1,17
c* * *** * ** *** * ** ** * ****** * * ** * * ** ** *** * * È*********** ********* * * ***** * * * ** *** ** *

kbc,0 $ktørp,-1 $tref,20 $tunif,20 9nt,1,tenp,2,,31,30
time, 0 $iter,1,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 7,5 $[write * Ld-step 1

time, 12 9iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 0.5 $txrite * Ld'step 2

tine, 24 $iter,ó,,1 Ècv,9,39,10, 15'0 $[t'¿¡ite * Ld'step 3

tine, 3ó 9iter,ó,,1 ücv,9,39,10, ó.0 $lu¿rite * Ld'step 4

afwrite $finish
/inryt,27 9finish
/ eof
$renarre f i tel2.dat f i te39.dat
$ansys44a
/ pr ep7 $resr-¡ne $knstrt,4
cvdete,9,39 $cp,1,terp,9,10 $cp,2,tenp,39,/+0
time,3ó.1$íter,1,,1 9cv,11,44,10, 6.0 $[urite * Ld.step 5

time, /+8 9íter,ó,,1 $cv,11 ,14,10,2ó.0 $tt¡rite * Ld'step 6

tíme, ó0 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,11,44,10, 2.5 9tr¡rite * Ld'step 7

tine, 72 9iter,ó,,1 $cv,14,44,10, 13.5 $LHrite * Ld,step I
afç.¿rite $finish
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/inryt,?7 9finish
/eof
$rename f i te12.dat f i Le40.dat
9ansys44a
/ i nter, no

/aux1 9copy,39, 12 9copy,l+0,12
finish
/eof

The plot of temperature responses for this run is shown in Figure A. 8. On the Figure,

the temperatu¡es of nodes 5, 7 and I show that the temperature distribution in the foundation

portion of the model is carried forwa¡d inûo the restarted portion of the analysis. The

temperature of the foundation surface node 9 follows tle transient convective boundary condition

for the time prior to the analysis restart and is then averaged with the temperature of node 10 (0")

at the restart time of 36.1 when the two nodes are coupled together. This averaging of

temperature values for a pair of nodes upon coupling is quite convenient for the purpose of this

type of thermal analysis, as a similar physical behaviour can be assumed to occur when new

concrete is placed on top of an existing material.

Perhaps tïe most prominent nodal temperature responses shown in the Figure are those

of nodes belonging to elements in the new segment of the model after the coupling operation and

restarting of the analysis. Nodes 12, 13 and 14 belong to elements in the first Iift of concrete

above the foundation. Prior to time 36, their temperatures are equal to 0' as this segment is

independentof the activeportionof the model. After coupling and the restart, they can be seen

to begin their response to the tra¡sient convective loading from 0'. This occurs because nodal

temperanlre values for inactive segments of the model remain at 0' until they are either set to

a¡lother value by a boundary condition or are coupled into the model and can respond to the

thermal loading. Node 15, meanwhile, is one of the bottom nodes of the bottom element of the

second Iiftof concrete, and its temperature remains at 0' because that segment of the model is

yet to be cor-rpied into the active portion of the model.
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,4.7 Filot R.un 6

In the sixth pilot run, the restart and coupling command sequence is repeated three times,

to bring all segments of the model active by the last restart. With this run however, nodal

temperarures of inactive segments of the model are initialized to arbitrary temperature values to

reflect some sort of placing temperature of the concrete. Temperature initialvation is done in

the very frrst load step of the analysis through nodal temperature boundary condition commands

applied to one node from each segment of the model. All nodes of a segment of the model will

then adopt the specified temperature value because this is the only boundary condition on each

segment for the load step that is solved as a steady state problem. No other boundary conditions

are applied until a seguent is coupled into the active portion of the model. Thus, tìe entire lift

gets initialized to a uniform temperature that can represent a lift's placing temperature.

The nodal temperature boundary condition for each concrete segment is deleted upon

coupling of that segment to the rest of the model just prior to applying additional thermal loads.

This leaves the nodes in the new segment free to respond to applied boundary conditions, but to

begin their reactions from the temperature æsigned through the initializing nodal temperature

boundary condition.

In this sixth run, each of the three concrete segments of the model were assigned different

temperatures: the fust lift was set to 10', the second lift to l1', and the third to I2'. This

allows the nodal temperatures plotted for each individual lift in the model to be observed

individually throughout ttre analysis. The following program code dehnes and carries out the

sixth run.

$ansys44a
/prep7
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/titte,PILOT RUN ó - HULTIPLE RESTARTS, l'¿T Co{4MÀND USED FoR INACTIVE LIFTS

kan,-1 $et,1,55 $type,1
np,kxx,1,2.ó &rp,dens,1,2300 9'rq,c,1,0.24 * [ift 1 concrete
np,kxx,2,2.6 $irp,dens,2,2300 Sip,c,2,0.24 " Iift Z concrete
rp,kxx,3,2.6 $ttp,dens,3,2300 krp,c,3,0'24 * tift 3 concrete
np,kxx,4,2.3 $rp,dens,4,2ó40 Slp,c,4,0'20 * bedrock
mat,4$n,1 9n,9,0,2 $f i1|.Sngen,2,30,1,9,1,0.25 $e,1 ,31 ,32,2 9e9en,8,1,1
mat,1 $n,1 0,0,29n,14,0,3$f i t 19n9en,2,30,10,14,1,0 - 25$e, 10,40,41, 1 1 $egen,4, 1 ,9
mãt,z$n, 1 5,0,39n,19,0,4$f i L LSngen ,2,30,15 ,19 ,1 ,0.259e,15 ,15 ,46,1 ó$egen,4, 1 , 13

mat,3$n,20,0,49n,21 ,0,59fitt9reen,2,30,20,21 ,1,0.259e,20,50,51 ,Z1$egen,4,1 ,17
c********É******************ÉÈ*****.É*********** *********************É*********
kbc,0 gktenp,-'l 9tref ,20 $tunif ,20 $nt,'1,terp,2,,31,30
nt, 10,tenp, 10 $flt, 15,tenp,11 $nt,20,te[p,12
tine, 0 9iter,1,,1 gcv,9,39,1O, 7.5 $[crite * Ld.step 1

tine, 12 $iter,6,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 0.5 $tu¡ite * Ld-step 2

tine, 24 $iter,ó,,1 gcv,9,39,10, 15.0 $ts¡ite * Ld.step 3

time, 3ó $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, ó.0 9twrite * Ld,step 4

cvde I e,9,39
afw¡'i te $f inish
/ ingtt ,27 $f i ni sh

/ eof
$rename f i te12.dat f i Le34.dat
$ansys44a
lprep7 $resure $krstrt,4 $ntdete, 10,tenp
cp, 1, teäp,9, 10 $cp,2,tenp,39,10
time,3ó.1$iter,1,,1 $cv,14,44,10, 6.0 $twrite * Ld'step 5

time, 48 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,14,44,1ø, 26.0 $twrite * Ld.steP 6

tinre, ó0 9iter,ó,,1 9cv,11 ,11 ,10, 2,5 $l.urite * Ld.step 7

tine, 72 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,14,41 ,10, 13.5 9twrite * Ld'step 8

cvdet e,1 4,44
afwrite 9finish
/ìnryt,27 9finish
/eof
$¡ename f i te12.dat f i Le35.dat
$ansys44a
/prep7 $reswe $krstrt,8 $ntdete, 15,tefip
cp,3, tenp,14 ,15 9cp,4,tanp,41 ,45
tine,72.1$iter,1,,1 $cv,19,19,10, 13.5 $[urite * Ld.step 9

tirÉ, 84 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,19,49,10,23.0 $l.write * Ld.step 10

tine,9ó 9iter,6,,1 $cv, 19,49,10, 17.5 $l.write * Ld'step 11

time,108 9iter,6,,1 $cv,19,49,10,28.5 9Lsrite * Ld.step 12

cvdete,19,49
afwrite $finísh
/inV.tt,?7 9finish
/eoÍ
$renarne f i tel2.dat f i te3ó.dat
9ansys44a
/prep7 $resure $krstrt, 12 9ntdeLe, 20, terp
cp, 5, teirp, 19,?0 $cp, 6,tenp, /+9, 50
time,108.1$iter,1,,1$cv,24,54,10, 28.5 9lwrite * Ld.step 13

time,120 $iter,6, ,1 $cv,24,54,10, 1ó.0 $turite * Ld.step 14

tíme,132 $iter,ó,,1 gcv,24,54,10,22.5 $tprite * Ld.step 15

time,144 9iter,6, ,1 ùcv,24,51,10, 18.5 $twrite * Ld'step 1ó

cvdele,24,54
afwrite 9finish
/inryt,27 $finish
/ eof
$rename fi te12.dat fiteST.dat
$ansys/+4a

/ i nter, no

/aux1 $copy, 34, 12 Ècopy,35, 12 $copy,36, 12 $copy,37' 12
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finish
/eof

The plot of nodal temperatures for this run is shown in Figure 4.9. Nodes of the

foundation (6, 8 and 9) respond to the applied transient convective boundary conditions until time

36 when tÏe first concrete segment is coupled to the foundation. At that time, the temperature

of node 9 is averaged with the temperature of node 10 since these two nodes become a coupled

pair, and the two nodæ then continue at common temperatures for the rest of the analysis.

Nodes 13 and 14 belong to elements of the first concrete segment. Their temperatures remain

at the assigned value of l0' until time 36, when the initial nodal temperarure boundary condition

on that lift is deleted. This segment of the model is then coupled to the foundation and the

convective loads are applied to the top of the lift. This remains as the active portion of the model

until time 7? when the same procedure is applied to the second segment of the model,

representing the second lift of concrete placed. This time, the plot shows nodes 18 and 19 to

begin their response to the applied thermal loads from their assigned initial temperature of 11'.

Finally, the procæs is repeated one last time when the top Iift of mncrete is coupled into the

model. The nodal temperature boundary condition on this segment of the model is deleted, and

the transient convective loads a¡e applied to the top surface of this last lift of concrete.

The Figure clearly shows that nodal temperatures of individual lifu can be isolated from

active portions of the model, and can be held at predetermined temperature values until the time

comes to incorporate each lift into the rest of the model. After this point, nodal temperature

response begins from the initialized temperature values, and the temperature distribution present

in the remainder of the model is carried forward into the rest of the analysis.
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,.&.8 PiloÉ R.un 7

The seventh and f,rnal pilot run is a repeat of the sixth run, with the addition of an

arbitrary pattern of internal heat generation rates being applied æ an additional thermal load.

This heat generation loading is intended to simulate the hydration of cement in a concrete mix

after placement, and is the final type of load required to be incorporated to produce realistic

thermal loading on a model simulating a mass concrete dam.

For proper modelling of internal heat generation, a command sequence must be possible

that allows either no heat generation rate to be æsigned to a group of elements, as in the case of

the foundation material, or, since the lifts of concrete are placed at different points in time,

va¡ious heat generation rates to be assigned in any single given load step. By default, no heat

generation is assumed to occur unless specified, which takes ca¡e of the foundation situation. To

assign specific rates to different concretes in different lifls of the model in the same load step,

subsets of atl the elements in the model are flagged, or selected, individually. In this type of

modelling, it is convenient to do this element selection on the basis of the material property data

set reference numbers assigned to sets of elements in the model definition portion of the code.

It is for tìis reason that all elements of a particular segment of the model were assigned their own

material property data set reference number, even though the material property values may have

been identical to those of other segments of the model.

The pattern of heat generation rates over time wæ applied to all elements of each

concrete segment of the model beginning at the time each lift was placed. The full listing of the

code for this pilot run is shown below.

$ansys44a
/prep7
/titIe,PILOT RUN 7 - MULTIPLE RESTARTS T,ITH

kan,-1 $et,1,55 $type,1
np,kxx, 1,2.ó $np,dens.-1,2300 $trp,c,1,0 -24

INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION LOADING

* Lift 1 concrete
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rp,kxx,2,2.6 $np,dens,2,2300 $ap,c,2,0.24 É tift 2 concrete
np,kxx,3,2.ó $np,dens,3,2300 $np,c,3,0.24 * Lift 3 concrete
nç,kxx,4,2.3 9np,dens,4,2610 Srl.p,c,1,0-20 * bedrock

mat,4$n,1 $n,9,0,2 9f itLSngen,2,30,1 ,9,1 ,0.25 $e,1,31 ,32,2 '6e9en,8,1,1

mat, 1Sn,1 0,0,2$n, 14,0,3$f i 1 1.$ngen,2,30,10,14,1 ,0 ' 259e, 10,40,41 ,119e9en,4 ,1 ,9
mat,2$n,1 5,0,39n, 19,0,49f i L l.$ngen,2,30, 1 5, 19, 1 ,0.25$e, 15 ,4, ,46,1 6$egen, /+, 1 , 13

rnt,3$n,20,0,49n,24,0,59fit[$ngen,2,30,20,24,1 ,0.25$e,20,50,51,21$egen,4,1,17
c***** *** ******* ** *** * * * **** ******* ****** ******** *** ***** *** * *lt * *** * *** ***** **

kbc,0 $ktenp,-1 $tref,20 $tunif,20 $nt,1,teilp,2,,31,30
nt,'l0,terp,10 $nt, 15,tenp,1 1 $nt,20,tenp, 12

tifiÌe, 0 9iter,1,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 7.5 $twrite * Ld.step 1

tine, 12 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 0.5 9Lurite * Ld'step 2

tirræ, 24 9iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 15.0 9twrite * Ld.step 3

tifi€, 3ó 9iter,ó,,1 $cv,9,39,10, 6.0 $twrite * Ld.step 4

cvdeIer9,39
afcrite 9finish
/irptt,27 $finish
/eot
$rename f i Le12.dat f i te34.dat
9ansys44a
lprep7 $resune $krstrt,4 $ntdete, 10,terp
cp, 1, tenp,9, 10 $cp,2, tenp,39,40
tine,3ó,1$iter,1,,1 9cv,14,44,10, ó.0 $ese[,nrat,1 $qe,a[ [,100 $eaI t

lwrite * Ld.step 5

tine, /r8 $iter,ó,,1 lBcv, 14,44,10, 2ó'0 $ese[,nÌat,1 $qe,att, 70 $eatI
lt'¿rite * Ld.step 6

tine, ó0 $iter,6,,1 $cv,14,44,10, 2.5 $ese[,nat,1 $qe,att, 40 $eatt
lwrite * Ld.steP 7

tine, 72 $iter,ó,,1 $cv,14,14,10,13'5 $eset,nrat,1 $qe,att, 30 $eatI
t!¡rite * Ld.step 8

cvde t e, 1 /r, 44

afçrite $finish
/ irg.tt ,ZT 9f i ni sh

/eof
$rmane f i Lel2.dat f i te35.dat
9ansys4/+a

/prep7 $resune $krstrt,8 $ntdete,'15, tenp
cp,3, tenp, 14 ,15 9cp,4,tarq,44,45
tinre,72.1$itet,1,,1 $cv,19,49,10, 13.5 $eset,mat,1 9qe,a[[, 15 $eal l

eset,mat,2 9qe,att,100 $eatt $l¡¿rite * Ld.step 9

tine, 84 $iter,ó, ,1 Ècv,19,49,10, 23.0 $eset,mat,l $qe,att, 5 $eatt
ese[,rnt,2 $qe,att, 70 gea[[ $twrite * Ld.steP 10

tine, 9ó $iter,ó,,1 $cv, 19,49,10, 17.5 $esel',mat,1 $qedete,a[[ $eatt
eset,mat,2 $qe,att, 40 $eat[ $lxrite * Ld'step 11

tinre, 108 9iter,ó,, 1 $cv, 19,19,1A, 28.5 $eset,rnat,2 $qe,at t, 30 $eal I
lsrite * Ld.steP 12

cvdele,19,49
afcrite 9finish
/irptt,27 $f inish
/ eof
$rename f i te12.dat f i Le36.dat
$ansys44a
/prep7 grest¡ne $krstrt, 12 $ntdete, 20, tenp
cp, 5, tenp, 19,20 9cp,6,tetp,49, 50

tinre, 108, 1$iter, 1,, 1$cv,24,51,10, 28.5 $eset,nuat, 2 $qe,aI t, 15 $ea[ [

eset,mat,3 $qe,att,100 $eatt Str¿rite * Ld.step 13

tinre,120 $iter,ó,,1 Ècv,?1 ,51 ,10, 1ó.0 $eset,nnt,2 $qe,att, 5 $ealt
eset,mat,3 $qe,att, 70 $eat[ 9twrite * Ld.step 14

tine,132 $iter,ó,,1 ãcv,21 ,5t*,10, 22.5 $eset,nat,2 $qedete,at[ $eatI
eset,mat,3 $qe,att, /+0 geaL[ $twrite * Ld.steP 15

tine,144 $iter,ó, ,1 ãcv,24,54,10, 18.5 $ese[,rnat,3 $qe,aIt, 30 $eatt
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tsrite * Ld,step 1ó

cvdele,21 ,51
af¡¿rite $finish
/irWt,27 $finish
/eof
$renane f i te12.dat f i Le37.dat
$ansys44a
/inter, no

/aux1 $copy, 34, 12 Ècopy,35, 1 2 $copy, 3ó, 12 9copy,37, 12

finish
leot

The resulting plot of nodal temperatures versus time is shown in Figure 4.10. The

response pattern is somewhat sirnila¡ to that obtained from pilot run six, but of æurse differs by

the effects of the internal heat generation rate loading applied to the elements.

This seventh pilot run simulates all necessa¡y applied loading and boundary condition

effec-ts and modelling features that are needed for realistic thermal modelling of an incrementally

constructed dam. The command pattern utilized for this final pilot run forms the basis for the

developed algorithm as presented in Figure 2 of Chapter 3, and for carrying out the case study

to test ttre algorithm.
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The reliability of the finite element program was tested through the solution of a series

of six progressive simple onedimensional thermal problems. Analytical solutions were used to

compare with the finite element solutions of the problems. The process begins with the simple

case of steady state cotrduction in a solid, and progress to a transient analysis of conduction with

internal heat generation in a solid.

8.1 Thermal Model

The thermal material properties of the solid used for this exercise a¡e arbitra¡y in their

value and units of meåsurement. The properry values are shown in Table 8.1.

Property Value

Conductivity, k.
Mass density, p
Specific heat, Co

Convection coefficient, h

5
700

2
15

TABLE 8.1 - Material Properties for Softwæe Verifrcation Problems

The geometry of the finite element model was defined in two dimensions as shown in

Figure 8.1 by the following program code.

$ansys/r4a

/prep7
,/titl.e,THERl'lAL VERIFICATI0N RUNS - l'{ODEL DEFINITI0N
kan,-l $et,1,55 $type,1
np,kxx, 1,5 $rp,dens, 1,700 $rP,c,1,2
nnt,1 $n,1 $nr25,,10 SfiItrr,,,,,,0.1 $ngen,2,30r1,30,1,0.15
e,1 ,31 ,32,2 $egen,24,1,1
finish
!eof
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The two side surfaces of the model a¡e Ieft unloaded for all of these problems (i.e., no

boundary conditions are assigned) and therefore aretreateÃ as adiabatic surfaces. The model can

then be loaded to behave one{imensionally and results ca¡ be compared to analytical solutions

that a¡e onedimensional in their derivation.

The width of the model was arbitrarily set, while the height was checked to ensure that

the model could be considered as a semi-infinite solid, since some of the verification problems

utilize analytical solutions that were derived for semi-infinite solids. K.reithflZZl suggests

that a plate of thickness L canbe considered to be semi-infinite if

Fo = ut ol.O
¿z

(8.1)

where a is the material thermal diffirsivity, and r is time. For the material properties shown in

TableB.l and anarbitraryheightof themodelof l0distanceunits, itisbecalculatedthatthe

finite element model can be considered to be semi-infinite to a time of t = 28 000 time units.

This is more than adequate for the transient problems used æ part of this verification series.

The mesh pattern has element sizes decre¿sing approaching the top surface of the model

to better respond to boundary conditions applied at that location. Figure 8.2 shows the enlarged

nodal panern and node numbers for elements nea¡ the top surface of the model. The nodes along

the left side of the model, their y-coordinates æ defined by the above program code, and their

depths below the top surface of the model are listed in Table 8.2. It is these nodal locations that

a¡e used for computing analytical solutions for the different problems considered, so that a direct

comparison between anal5'tical a¡d finite element results can be made.

Several of the anatytical solutions require evaluation of the Gauss error function, erf(x).

The strict defrnition of the function is:
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Node Y-Coordinate Depth
(x)

Y-Coordinate Depth
(x)

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
12
13

0,0000
1.0474
1.9950
2.8524
3,6281
4.3298
4.9648
5.5392
6.0589
6.5291
6.9545
7.3394
7.6876

10.0000
8,9526
8.0050
7.1476
6.3719
5.6702
5.0352
4.4608
3.9411
3.4709
3.0455
2.6606
2.3124

8.OO27
8.2877
8.5456
8.7789
8.9900
9.1 81 0
9.3538
9.5101
9.6515
9.7795
9.89s3
10,0000

.9973

.7123

.4544

.2211

.0100
0.8190
o.6462
0.4899
0,3485
o.2205
o.1047
0.0000

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

TABLE 8.2 Nodal Locations for Software Verification Problem Model

erf (x) =
-ntôrl (8.2)

For this work, the function is calculated by the rational approximation[123]

erflx) = I - ( ørt + a2t2 + egt3 + aqt4 + asf ) e-P * e(x) (8.3)

where

le(x)l s 1.5x10-7 ,

2ft
-I 

e
,/-n to

I
c--:-, r+px

and
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p = 0.3275911
at = 0.2548295y2

az = -0'28M96736
as = í.â,2I4I374L

4a = -1.453L52027

øs = LA61445429 .

W,2 SÉeady SÉaÊe Frobterns

W.2.n Conduction

The first problem solved to begin the software verification process is the simple siruation

of steady state conduction in a solid. For this problem, the general heat conduction equation

@quation 5 in Chapter 2) reduces to

t! =g
^adx"

(8.4)

and the analytical solution is a straight Iine distribution of temperatures between the two specified

temperatures in the solid. The boundary conditions applied for this problem are a temperarure

of 5 temperature units at the bottom of the solid and 80 at the top.

The finite element form of the problem is defined with the same specified temperatures

assigned to the pairs of nodes at the top and bottom of the model. The code used to define the

model, apply the boundary conditions, and submit this problem for solution is shown below.
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$ansys44a
/prep7
/titte,THERF{AL VERTFICATION RUN 1 - STATIC CONDUCTI0N

kan,-1 $et,1,55 9tYpe,1
np,kxx,l r5 $nP,dens, 1,700 $nP,c,'l r2
mat,1 $n,1 9n,25,,10 9fitt,,,,,,,,0.1 $ngenr2,30,1,30,1,0.15
e,1 ,31 ,32,? $egen,24,1,1
c* * **** *** * ********* **#** ** ** * ** * * ****** *** * ** * **** ** * * *** * * * * * * *

tref,5 gtunif,5 $nt,1,tarp,5,,31,30 $nt,25,tenp,80,,55,30
afwrite $finish
/inryt,27 $finish
/eof

The analytical and finite element solutions are compared in Table 8.3.

Analytical
Solution

Finite
Element
Solution

Node
Analytical
Solution

Finite
Element
Solution

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
12
13

5.0000
12.8555
19.9625
26.3930
32.2108
37.4735
42.2360
46.5440
50.4418
53,9682
57.1 588
60.0455
62,6570

5.0000
12.8555
19.9627
26.3928
32.2104
37.4738
42.2357
46.5440
50.4419
53.9684
57.1 590
60.0457
62.6573

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

65.0202
67.1578
69.0920
70.8418
72.4250
73.8575
75.1 535
76.3258
77.3862
78.3462
79.2148
80.0000

65.0202
67.1 580
69,0921
70.8419
72.4251
73.8574
75.1 533
76.3257
77.3865
78.3462
79.2144
80.0000

TABLE 8.3 - Analytical and Finite Element Solutions for Steady State Conduction Problem

It is clear that the solutions for this problem are the same for the analytical and finite

element procedures.

W.2.2 Conduction with ConvecÉion

The second problem solved is that of steady state conduction in a solid with the top

surface convective to a fluid at a known temperature. The boundary conditions for this problem
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are a specified temperature of 5 at the bottom of the solid and the convection to a fluid with a

temperafure of 80 at the top surface. The convection coefficient å. is 15.

The analytical solution of this problem is calculated through setting the rate of heat flow

in the solid by conduction equal to the rate of heat loss from the surface of the solid by convec-

tion. The conduction heat flow rate is given by Equation I and the convection heat loss rate by

Equation 2 (Chapter 2).

The finite element form of the problem is def,rned witl a nodal temperature boundary

condition applied to the bottom two nodes of the model, and the convection on the top surface.

The code for this problem is:

$ansys44a
lprepT
/títte,THERMAL VERIFICATI0N RUN 2 - STATIC COHDUCTI0N t{lTH CONVECTION

kan, -1 9et,1,55 $type,1
np,kxx, 1,5 $rp,dens, 1,700 $np,c, 1,2
mat,1 $n,1 9n,25, ,10 $fi t [,, , , r, , ,0.1 $ngen,2,30,1,30,1,0.15
e,1 ,31 ,32,? $egen,24,1.1
c* ******* * * * * * *** ** * * ** *** * *** **** ** ** ** *** * ** *** ** ** * * ** * * * * f* *t*

tref,5 $tunif,5 $nt,1,teflF,5,,31,30 $cv,25,55,15,80
afwrite 9finish
/ ingtt ,27 $f i ní sh

/eof

The two forms of the solution are compared in Table 8.4, and again, the results are the

same for both solution procedures of the problem.

W.2.3 Conduction with [ntennal E{eat Generation

The steady state, onedimensional problem of a solid of finite thickness with specifred

surface temperatures and a uniform internal heat generation rate was examined next. Heat

generation is assumed to occur uniformly at all locations in the solid, and the thermal

conductivity is taken to be constant. The surface temperatures are taken to be 5 and 80
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Node
Analytical
Solution

Finite
Element
Solution

Node
Analytical
Solution

Finite
Element
Solution

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11
12
13

5.0000
12.6021
19.4798
25.7029
31.3330
36.4260
41.0348
45.2039
48.9759
52,3886
55.4762
58.2698
60.7971

5.0000
12.6021
19.4801
25.7028
31.3327
36.4262
41.0346
45.2039
48.9760
52.3888
55.4765
58.2700
60.7974

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

63.0841
65.1527
67.0245
68.7178
70.2500
71.6363
72.8905
74.0249
75.O512
75.9802
76.8207
77.5806

63.0841
65.1 529
67,0246
68.7180
70.2501
71.6362
72.8903
74.0249
75.0514
75.9802
76.8204
77.5806

TABLE 8.4 - Anal¡ical and Finite Element Solutions for Steady State Conduction with
Convection Problem

temperature units, and the rate of internal heat generation is uken to be 40 heat units per unit

volume per unit time.

The analytical solution is derived by simplifying the general heat conduction equation for

one dimension into

(B.s)

The general solution of the temperature distribution within the solid is given asll24l

t!*!=o
6*z k,

-ryi:i; (;)'l .
qL'
2k,

(Tz *Tr (B.6)
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where 2"is the temperature at a depth x from fhe surface, I is tle thickness of the solid, q is the

rate of internal heat generation, Ã. the material conductivity vâJue, and f, and T, the surface

temperatures of the solid.

The finite element form of the problem consists of the specified nodal temperature

boundary conditions at the surfaces of the solid, and the internal heat generation rate boundary

condition for the elements of the solid. The program code for this problem looks like:

$ansys44a
/PreP7
/titte,THER!'{AL VERIFICATI0N RUR 3 - STATIC CoHDUCTI0}¿ l/trH I¡,¡TERHAL HEAT

kan, - 1 9et,1 ,55 $type, I
np,kxxr l,5 $ttp,dens,1 ,700 9nE,c,1 ,2
mat,1 $n,1 $nr25,,10 19fitt,,,,,,,,0.1 $ngen,2,30,1,30,1,0.15
e ,1 ,31 ,32,2 $egen, 24, 1 , 1

C****rt************************t**************t*******************
tref , 5 $tuni f , 5 $ktelrp, - 1 $nt, 1, teirp, 5,, 31,30 $nt, 25, tenp,80,, 55,30
eset,mat,l \e, a[ [,40 $ea[ [
afwrite $finish
/ingtt,27 $finish
/eof

The two solution methods a.re conpared in Table B.5. Again, the alal¡ical and finite

element solutions are the same. The next step in the verification process was to examine similar

transient problems.

8.3 Transient Problems

8.3.1 Conduction

The first transient problem solved is the response of a semi-infinite solid to a step-change

in surface temperature. The solid begins at a uniform temperature of 5 at time zero, and is then

subjected to a forced change in surface temperature to 80 temperarure units for all time greater

than zero.

The general conduction equation simpliftes to:
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Node
Analytical
Solution

Finite
Element
Solution

Node
Analytical
Solution

Finite
Element
Solution

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13

5,0000
50.3633
83.8424
107.9443
124.6823
135.6768
142.2310
145.3810
145.9567
144.6157
141.8785
1 38.1 543
133.7642

5.0000
50,3635
83.8434
107.9438
124.6815
135.6773
142.2308
145.381 1

145.9566
144.6155
141 .8781
1 38.1 540
133,7636

128.9554
123.9219
1 18.8069
113.7214
108.7446
103.9344
99.3312
94.9617
90.8404
86.9718
83.3589
80.0000

128.9555
123.9213
1 18.8067
113.7209
108.7444
103.9348
99.3319
94.9618
90.8395
86.9721
83,3602
8O.0000

14
15
16
17
18
19
2A
21
22
23
24
25

TABLE 8.5 - Analytical and Finite Element Solutions for Steady State Conduction with Internal
Heat Generation Problem

@.7)

where a is the thermal diffusivity of the material. The analytical solution is given as[125]

&T=Lar
¿z a, At

(8.8)

where T(x,t) is the temperature at a depttr of x at time /, f," is the initial temperafure of the solid

and 4 the surface temperature for time gre3ter than zero.

The finite element form of the problem is shown below.

$ansys44a
/prep7
,/title,THERI.{AL VERIFICATI0N RUN 4 - TRANSIENT CONDUCT!0N

WÐ_T"="rf( ,\
To-T, 'lzrf-o;)
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kan,-1 $et,1,55 $type,1
np,kxx, 1,5 $np,dens, 1,700 $nP,c, 1,2
mat,1 $n,1 9n,25,,10 9fi1t,,,,,,,,0.1 $ngen,2,30,1,30,1,0.15
e ,1 ,31 ,32 ,2 9egen,24 ,1 ,1
c************************
kbc,1 $tref,5 $tunif,5 $nt,1,tenp,5,,31,30
tinre,0 9iter,1,,1 $nt,25rte[p,5,,55,30 $twrite
time,300 $iter,ó00,,1 $nt,25,tenp,80,,55,30 9twrite
afurite $finish
/ inolt ,27 9f i ni sh

/eof

The two sets of results are plotted together for comparison on Figure 8.3, where it can

be seen that the solutions are the same.

W"3.2 Conduction with ConvecÉion

The second transient problem in the series is calculation of the response of a semi-infinite

solid to a step-change in overlying fluid temperature. At time zero, the solid and fluid both have

temperatures of 5 temperature units. For all time greater thal zero, the fluid temperarure is held

at 80 as a boundary condition. The convection coefficienth.at the surface is 15.

The solution of the general heat conduction equation for this case yields the equationl126]

ry+= I - ern,, -[:{ç . v)]l' - "o[, . T)] ." e,

where

The code that defines and solves the f,rnite element form of ttris problem is:
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9ansYs/*4a
/PreP7
/titte,THERMAL VERIFICATI0H RUN 5 - TRAI¡SIENT COÈIDUCTI0N HITH C0NVECTIOT{

kan,-1 Set,1,55 $type,1
trp,kxx,1,5 $np,densr1r700 $rp,c,1,2
nntrl $nr1 $n,25,,10 9fi1t,,,,,,,,0.1 $ngen,2,30,1r30r1r0.15
e, 1,31,3?,2 $egen, 24, 1, 1

kbc,1 $tref ,5 $tunif,5 $nt,1,tenp,5,,31,30
time,0 9iter,1,r1 9cv,25,55r15,5 $[write
tirne,300 9iter,ó00,,f $cv,25,55,15,80 $twrite
afwrite 9finish
/inryt,27 $finish
/eof

The two forms of the solution are plotted together on Figure 8.4, where again the

solutions are the same.

8.3.3 Conduetion wifh lnÉerr¡al E{eat Generation

The final problem solved in the software verification process is that of the transient

response of a semi-infinite solid with internal heat generation. When one dimension is

considered, the general heat conduction equation becomes

tr _ tôT = _q 1n.10)Af aõt k"

One form of analytical solution[127] derived for a semi-infinite solid with an initial

temperature distribution equal to a + åx, internal heat produced at a uniform unit rate of qo for

all time greåter zero, and a surface temperature equal to zero degrees for all time greater than

zero is:
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For this problem, the solid has a temperature distribution at time zero given by ø = 5 and

b = L5, giving a surface temperature of 5 temperature units and a temperature of 20 at a depth

of 10. As required by the form of solution for this problem, for time greater than zero, the

surface temperature equals zero. The uniform internal heat generation rate is 40 heat units per

unit volume per unit time.

In finite element form, the problem looks like:

9ansys44a

/prep7
/titte,THERHAL VERIFICATIo},t RUN 6 - TRAHSIENT CoNDUCTION TJIIH I¡¡TERNAL HEAT

kan,-1 $et,1,55 $type,1
np,kxx, 1,5 9rp,dens, 1,700 $rp,c,1,2
matrl $n,1 $n,25,,10 $fitt,r,,,,,,0.1 9n9en,2,30,1,30,1,0.15
e,1 ,31 ,32,? $egen,24,1,1
6*******************r********************************************
kbc,1 $tref,5 $tunif,5
tine,0 $iter, 1,, 1 $nt,25, tenp,5,,55,30 $nt, 1,tenp,20,,31,30 $t¡¿rite
tirÉ,300 9iter,ó00,, 1 $nt,25, tenp,0,,55,30

eset,mat,l $qe,att,40 $eat[ $twrite
afr¡rite $finish
/ingtt,27 $finish
/ eof

The analytical and finite element solutions are plotted together for selected nodal locations

in Figure 8.5. These solutions are also the same for both approaches to this problem.

It is clea¡ from the comparisons of analytical solutions to the solutions obtained through

the f,inite element program that the finite element process provides acceptable results. It is thus

reasonable to rely on the numerical procedures of the package to solve an analysis of an

incrementally constructed mæs concrete dam.
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C CASÐ ST'LIÐV PRCþ"TECT CTNST'RL]CTNON SPECTMCÀT'XON RE4ÞLI{REMEMTS

The construction specifications for the project included detailed requirements for concrete

production and placement in all structures of the generating station[128]. This covered

materials and storage, concrete composition, testing, batching and mixing, conveying, placing,

compaction, surface preparation, requirements for winter and summer concreting, f,rnishing,

curing, embedded parts, and so on. Those portions of the specification for concrete work that

provide background information for this thesis a¡e briefly outlined below.

C.l Concrete h{aterials

The materials specified to be used in the manufacture of concrete for the structures

consisted of the following. All concrete mixes were to utilizeType 10 Normal Portland cement

and two chemical admixtures. The first admixh¡re w¿ìs an air-entraining agent conforming to

CSA Standard CAN3-4266.1-M78 to improve workability and enhance the freeze-thaw durability

of in-place concrete for severe service conditions. The second was a water reducing chemical

admixture of Type WR (set retarding water reducing admixfure) or SR (set retarding strength

increasing admixture) æ specifred in CSA Standa¡d CAN3-4266.2-M78. The specification called

for the water for processing of aggregates, and batching and curing of concrete to meet the

requirements of Clause 4 of CSA Standard CAN3-423.1-M77 .

In general, fine and coarse aggregates had to meet the requirements of Clause 5 of CSA

Standard CAN3-423.1-M77. Fine aggregate had to be a natural sa¡d from an approved local

source, and was tested in accorda¡ce with CSA Standard CAN3-423.2-M77 at different stages

of production. The coarse aggregate was specified to be sound granitic rock from the excavations

for the structures or an approved local quarry. Several poorer quality rock types present at the
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project site were not allowed to be used as coarse aggregate. Routine control tests and analysæ

were carried out at different stages of processing operations, and all coarse aggregate was to be

washed upon entering the batch plant and re-screened to ensure it met the specified gradations.

Concrete material storage (aggregates and water) was specified to be such that the materials could

be heated during cold weather and cooled during hot weather. Aggregates were to be stored to

maintain uniformity a¡d avoid contamination.

C.2 trlaeing Frocedures

The procedures which were allowed for placing concrete were generally based on

principals required to achieve an acceptable degree of quality of the work, and to have some

control of the thermal behaviour of the in-place concrete. This section describes the requirements

as they relate to temperature control in the concrete, and aspects of the placing operations that

have an influence on the developed modelling algorithm.

C,Z.N Ï-ift Thicknessæ

The horizontal lifu of concrete in the structures typically did not exceed 3 m in thickness,

but shallower lifu were required to be placed for generally non-reinforced concrete in a number

of particular situations. When a new block of a structure was started offthe foundation bedrock,

a minimum of two 0.75 m thick lifts were required until at least two-thirds of the surface area

of the foundation wæ covered. Following this, there was required to be one lift not more that

1.5 m tlick before the standard 3 m lift thickness could be adopted. There was a maximum time

interval specified between the sha-llow lifts of 14 days. This panern of initial Iifts was intended

to reduce or avoid problems with restraint offered by tlre foundation bedrock when ttrick lifts are

placeÀ1129). Thick liffs rvould produce warm concrete for later cooling and cracking. This
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requirement had a direct effect on the lift divisions and placing schedule of NT2. Similar

procedures have been reported for other projects[i3O].

For the same general reason, shallow lifis were also necessary when placing fresh

concrete on concrete that wæ between 15 and 30 days old. In this situation, the first two lifts

had to be not more than 1.5 m thick, and tle time interval between them not more than 14 days.

Placing fresh concrete on concrete that was more than 30 days old required the f,rrst rwo Iifu to

be 0.75 m thick, followed by one lift not greater than 1.5 m thick. These lifu had to be placed

within a time interval not greater than 14 days.

The general time intervals between successive liffs of concrete in the structures was

specified to be not less than 3 days after 0.75 m thick lifls,5 days after 1.5 m lifts, and 7 days

after lifls of greater thickness. These requirements also had a direct effect on the construction

of NT2.

C.2.2 Concrete Placing

A number of rules governed the actual placing operations used to complete a lift as well.

During placement, concrete was to be deposited in horizontal layers of thickness generally not

greater than 0.5 m, and placing was to be carried out such that the exposed area of fresh concrete

would be at a practical minimum at all times. Also, depending on prevailing weather conditions

at the time of placement, each layer of concrete within a lift was specified to be covered within

45 minutes to an hour. As much as possible, each lift was to be placed in one continuous

operation until the work was completed.

When more than one type of concrete was used in the same lift, the different concretes

were specified to be placed as close to simulu¡eously as possible, so the different mixes would
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merge together in a plastic state and form a uniform, consistent material. All of this had

application in work on the large volume lifu of NT2.

C."2.3 Flacing Temperaturæ

The concrete was specified to be at a temperature befween 5'C and 15'C at the time of

placing. The lower bound of this temperature range was to avoid potential problems with

freezing of the concrete, and the upper bound to help control the peak temperâtures reached in

fhe concrete after placement.

For periods of hot weâther, several methods were suggested in the specification for

keeping the placing temperature below 15'C. They included the cooling of coarse aggregate with

refrigerated water, cooling of batching water, substiruting flaked or crushed ice for a portion of

the mixing water, minimizing mixing and conveying time for the concretes, and keeping fresh

concrete from exposure to hot and/or dry weather conditions.

For concrete placement in cold weåther, provisions had to be taken to protect the concrete

from any possibiliry of damage due to freezing. Surfaces against which new concrete was to be

placed had to have a temperature of at least 5'C prior to the start of placing. New concrete

surfaces after placing were to be maintained at a temperature between 5 " C and 25" C for at least

3 days after placement, and then for an additiona.l 4 days at a temperature above freezing. After

this, the air temperature surrounding the concrete was allowed to fall to the point where the

concrete's surface temperature equalled ambient air temperature, but at a rate not greater tlìan

10'C every 24 hours.

In all cases, Iifu had to be approved by Manitoba Hydro before permission to begin

placing operations would be granted.
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C,2"4 Concnete Curing

Part of concrete placement at the project site is the curing process, and the specifications

called for concrete surfaces to be kept continuously moist by water curing for at least 7 days after

placement. Therefore, all horizontal construction joints were required to be kept moist until

either the next lift of concrete wæ placed, or until curing wæ discontinued because placement

of the next lift took place after more than 7 days. Xn this case, curing had to resume at least

24 hours before placement of the next lift in order to improve the bond between liffs.
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Ð CÛNST'R{JCT'TTNq ÐATA F'OR CASÐ ST'{JÐV ST'R.{JCTTIR.E

Ð.1 Concrete MaÉerials

The local materials used in producing concrete for the project strucfures included fine

aggregate of natural sand comprised primarily of limestone, quartz and granitics, with small

traces of several other minerals present as well[3l]. The coarse ag$egate was more tlan

90 percent by mass granodiorite, and tle remainder made up of minor traces of other rock

types[132]. Nelson River water was generally used for the batching of concrete.

A sample of the cement used for the project was tested for heat of hydration by Ontario

Hydro in a conduction calorimeter[133]. The results of the test are listed in TableD.l and

shown in Figure D.1.

Time
(days)

Heat of
Hydration

(J/s)

Time Heat of
(days) Hydration

(J/s)

Time Heat of
(days) Hydration

(J/s)

0.00
o.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25

0
23
90
147
187
209 3.75
224 4.OO
236 4.25
247
257

2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50

4.50
4.75

268
277
286
294
301
307
313
317
322
326

5.00 329
5.25 332
5.50 335
5.75 338
6.00 340
6.25 342
6.50 344
6.75 346
7.O0 348

TABLE D. I Heat of Hydration Data for Cæe Srudy Structure Type 10 Cement
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FIGURE D.1 Heat of Hydration for Type 10 Cement Used for Case Study Project

Ð.2 Concrete Tæting

Throughout the construction process a laboratory program of tests wæ ca¡ried out on a

continuous basis to determine propertiæ of fresh and hardened concrete in accordance with CSA

Standard CAN3-423 .2-M77[134]. Properties routinely tested for included slump, air

content, wetdensity, and temperature of fresh concrete. Cylinders were frequently cast for

strength testing, and some advanced tests were car¡ied out off-site. Using the results of the

testing program, mix designs were revised and adjusted both from time to time to improve the

economy of the mixes, and on a daily bæis to improve placing cha¡acteristics of the mixes.
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Ð.3 trlaeing Froceduræ

Ð.3.n Lift T'hieknæsm

The lift pattern used in construction of NT2 was determined based on the specifrcation

criteria outlined in Section C.2.1. Several preliminary "mud slab" pours were necessary to cover

the foundation bedrock before the standard lift thicknæses could be adopted. At two points

during construction of the structure it wæ necessary to breâk regular lifts into more than one

shallower lift due to the time intervals between liffs. The frrst instance was the result of a delay

in the placement of lift NT2-8, while the second was the resumption of work after suspending

operations for the winter season following lift NT2-9. Table D.2 shows the lift-by-lift

construction schedule, including placement dates and times, concrete volumes, and the average

placing temperatures.

Ð.3.2 Flacing Operations

The placing temperature of the concrete typically varied to a degree during each lift

depending on the weather, the particular mixes in use, equipment capabilities for batching and

placing, time that mixes spent waiting in trucks, number of placing operations ongoing at once,

and so on. The temperature of the concrete arriving at a pour would be checked periodically by

a placing inspector so that the batch plant could be advised to adjust the mixes to keep

temperatures within specification Iimits. In some extreme cases when there was a limitation on

the capability of the batch plant to produce cool mixes once a lift was started (for example,

because of equipment problems), priority for temperature control was given to higher strengfh

mixes in use on site at the time, as they have a higher expected temperature rise after placement.
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Volume
(mt)

Date, Time
Started

Date, T¡me
Ended

860605, 03:35
860610, 00:35
860612, 04:1Q
86061 7 , 01:4O
860625, 22:18
860708, 11:2O
860729, 13:15
860806,08:15
860814, 03:30
860821 , 07:25
861004, 11:00
861009, 04:50
861024,08:45
870417,14:15
870422, 12:'15
870429, 1B:50
870512, 23:5O
870521, 21:3O
870529, 17:55
870604,05:35
870618, 01:35

Average Placing
Temperature (" C)

10
14
I
12
12
13
11
't2
11

I

NT2-1c
NT2-1b
NT2-1a
NT2-1
NT2-2

IrlT2-3a/b
NT2-4
NT2-5
NT2-6
NT2-7
NT2-8a
NT2-8b
NT2.9

NT2-10-1
NT2-10-2
NT2-10-3
NT2-11
NT2-12
NT2-13
NT2-14
NT2-15

NT2-16a/b

25.O
55,0

203.0
813.0

1 546.0
1 685.0
852.0

1 644.0
1 483.5
1 365.0
606.0
562.0
985.0
240.O
221.O
437.O
82s.0
750.0
664.0
606.0
360.0
10.0

860605, 03:00
860609, 23:20
860612, 00:55
860616, 1 1:05
860624,21:4O
860707, 05:30
860728,21:15
860805, 10:55
860813, 04:55
860820, 11:55
861004, 01 :40
861008, 12:20
861023,13:15
870417, O9:2O
870422,0B:05
870429, 13:10
870512, 14:20
87A521, 11:25
870529, O7:2O
870603, '17:00

870617, 12:2O
87A620, 15:30 870620, 17:30

2
3
1

11
10
10
7
12

TABLE D.2 - Lift Statistics for Construction of the Case Study Structure

Ð.4 Earthf'rll Flaeen¡ent

Materials making up the north dam were placed against the north transition as concrete

construction progressed. The final extent of earthfill placement around the structure is shown as

part of Figure 5. Progress on earthfill placement was recorded at the project site in the form of

a series of dates and the corresponding elevations reåched at a variefy of locations along the axis

of the north dam, including the immediate area of the north transition[135]. The data points

fortheareaofthenorthtra¡sitionareshowninTableD.3. Thisinformationisplottedtogether

with the concrete placing information from Table D.2 in Figure D.2, giving a graphical

representation of progress made in construction of the structure.
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Date

Elevation
Reached
at North

Transition
Comment

860821
86091 5
86091 I
860924
860927
861 003
861 01 0
861 01 I
861 025
870704
870713
8707',t8
870725
870801
870812

47.7
55.0
56.6
60.0
62.1
63.1
64.5
66.2
66.7
72.O
76.1
81.2
85.3
87.5
88.0

Start of earthfill placement adjacent to north transition

End of earthfill placement for 1986; resumed 870ô29

North dam complete at north transition

TABLE D.3 - Earthfill Placement Progress in the Area of the North Trensition

The earthfill elevations reached are æsumed to be the same on the upstream and

downstream sides of the structure, as the information about earthfill height versus time did not

identify if there were any differencæ.
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E CASE ST-{JÐV MBMOR,V MANAGÐh{EMI' .ANÐ POST.ÐAT'A F'{I-E F{ANÐLTNG

The size and complexity of executing an incremental thermal analysis of a mass concrete

dam makes it necessary to have control of memory requirements and post-data information during

an analysis. The following paragraphs describe the controls included for execution of tle cæe

study.

Ð.t h4emony&{anagement

The case study analysis includes several provisions to keep computer memory

requirements to a reasonable level. This is important because of the size of the finite element

model (19 separate segments) and the length of time covered in the construction process (two

years).

8.L.1 Suppression of fileÛ4.dat

The first provision is the suppression of an output file normally generated by the finite

element program during execution of a transient thermal analysis. The program usually creates

fileo4.dat to contain cumulative temperature results within an analysis. The generation of this

file is suppressed as the first command of the analysis. No information is lost by doing this, as

the same data written to fileO4.dat can be retrieved from another ouþut file generated by the

program, filel 2.dat . Filel2.dat is the primary postdata fi.le for examining the results of any

analysis using the finite element program.
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used in t¡e case study are typical of what is required as part of any modelling done using the

developed algorithm.

Solution of each series of load steps in an analysis generates tie primary postdata file

file12.dat. As a sequence of load step series is required to completely analyze the thermal

behaviour of a dam, it is necessa¡y to preserve the ccntents of each filel2,dat generated from

a load step series so that results do not get overwritten during execution of the following series

of load steps. One way to do this would be to renâme the file from each series of load steps to

a unique fiIe name before beginning execution of the next series of load steps. Examination of

results of an analysis would then have to be done from a variety of post{ata results files.

A different sequence of operations is followed to accumulate postdata results from all

load step series into a single file of complete analysis results for the case study. This is a

preferred arrangement as it is the most convenient meåns of command execution to create listings

and plots of analysis results spanning several different series of load steps.

The particular command sequence utilized accommodates certain peculiarities of the way

ANSYS executes the file copy commands used to compile the resuls in a single file. The

following a¡e the steps caffied out.

Ð For each series of load steps in the analysis, the program writes solution results to the

default postdata file, file12.dal. After execution of the first series of load steps, the

contents of filel2,dat are copied to an unused available non-overwritten file, file3S.dat.

. tCo*n.n¿s of the first serÍes of toad stePs)

/ auxl
copy,12,35
finish

. (Cor¡rnands of the second series of load steps)
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This avoids the contents of the post{ata frle being overwritten by execution of the second

series of load steps.

ii) The second series of load steps are executed, with solution results again written to

file12.dat. Immediately after frnishing this series of load steps and before starting the

next, two copy operations a¡e executed. The first copies the contents of the first non-

overwritten file, file35.dat, to a second unused non-overwritten file, file36.dat. The

next copy operation then appends the contents of filel2.dat from the just-completed

series of load steps to the end of the contents of the second non-overwritten ftle,

file36.dat. File35.dat caû then be deleted, as file36.dat contains a cumulative listing

of atl results obtained to the end of the just-completed series of load steps. Execution of

the third series of load steps can then proceed writing solution results to filel2,dat

without overwriting any previously obtained results to ttrat point in the analysis.

. <co*'l"nAs of the secord se¡ies of Load steps)

/aux1
copy,35,36 $copy, 1 2, 3ó
finish
/detete,fi Ie35,dat

. <ro***s of the thi¡d series of Load steps)

A single copy operation to append the results of the just-completed series of load steps

to the end of the first non-overwritten file cannot be used as the program will only

append data to atarget file beginning with the second copy operation.
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iii) At the end of execution of the next series of Ioad steps, this pattern of copying files is

repeared, but using file3S.dat as the tugetfúe for the two copy operations. File36.dat

can then be deleted after the copying is complete.

. (Conuìârds of the previous series of load steps)

l"rol
copy,3ó,35 $copy, 12,35
finish
/delete,fi Ie3ó,dat

. tro"*"*s of the next series of Load steps)

This pattern of postdata frle handling is repeated after each series of load steps involved

in the analysis, alternating between target frles for the copying operations. By tåe end of

execution of the complete analysis, a cumulative listing of all results exists on a single file that

is used for convenient post-processing operations.
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F' CASÐ ST'UÐV ANA,I-YSTS COMMA-TqÐ F'{}-Ð T.TST'XNG

* -----.--.--.... CASE STUDY INCREMENTAL THERI4ÂL A¡{ALYSIS

* version Hanp = NT921222.nÐd
* Date = 12-22-1992 Tire = 22:26:53

ù ------------ H@EL DEFINITIoN c@,ít4.ÀNDS - - Revision 921209

lfdeLe,tt,1 * Detete fiteo4,dat (nodal terperatures) - do not save
/fdele,l?,-1 * Save fil.e1Z.dat (post-data) as external
/fdete,1ó,-1 È Save fitel6,dat (pre-processing) as external
/fdete,35,-1 * Save fil.e35.dat (post-data copy fite) as external
/fde|e,36,-1 * Save fite36.dat (post-data copy fite) as externat
/prep7
/titte,CASE STUÐY H@EL DEFI¡¿lTI0N C0í*'${ANDS

kan,-1 $et,1,55 $kbc,0 9tref.5 $tunif,5 $ktalp,-1 $csys,0 $type,1
* --- MATERIAL PROPERTIES

bk=55.2 9bc=0.22 $bd=2ó50 * Bedrock property pârameters (k, Cp, dens)
ck42.1 9cc=0.225 * concrete property pararrEters (k, cp)
np,kxx,1,bk $np,c,1,bc $np,dens,1,M * Bedrock
np,kxx,2rck $lp,c,2,cc $np,dens,2,2319 * Lift 1 - Ctass E

np,kxx,3,ck 9np,c,3,cc $np,dens,3,2319 * Lift 2 - Ctass E

np,kxx,10,ck $np,c,f0,cc 9np,dens,10,2262 * Lift 5 - Class E

ry,kxx,11,ck $np,c,11,cc $np,dens,11 ,2281 * Ctass D

np,kxx,1Z,ck $rp,c,12,cc *rp,dens,12,2276 * Lift ó - Ctass E

np, kxx, 13,ck $np,c, 13,cc $rp,dens, 13,2285 * Ctass D

rp,kxx,14,ck $q¡,c,1/r,cc *rp,dens,14,2276 * Lift 7 - Ctass E

rp,k,15,ck $np,c,15,cc $np,dens,15,2285 * Ctass D

mp,k,1ó,ck $rp,c,1ó,cc $rp,dens,16,2276 * Lift 8A - Ctass E

np,kxx, 17,ck $rp,c,17,cc $np,dens,17,2285 * Ctass D

np,kxx,18,ck 9rp,c,18,cc $np,dens,18,2276 * Lift 88 - Ctass E

np,kxxr4,ck $rp,c,4,cc $rip,dens,4,2324
n4r,kxx,5,ck $np,c,5,cc $nprdens,5r2298
np,kxx,órck $np,c,6,cc $np,dens,ó,2319
nprkxx,Trck *t:p,c,7,cc $nprdensr712324
np,kxx,8,ck $nprcrSrcc $nprdensr8,22ó2
np,kxx,9,ck $np,c,9,cc $np,dens,9,2284

np,kxx,3órck $nprc,3ó,cc $np,dens,36,2285 *

np,kxx,37,ck $mp,c,37,cc $np,dens,37r2303 *

* Ctass D

* Class C
* Lift 3AlB - Ctass E
* Ctass D
* Lift 4 - ctass E

* Ctass D

Ctass D

Ctass E

Ctass D

Ctass B

10-1 - Ctass E

Ctass D

Ltd>s Þ

* Ctass D

* Class B
* Lift f0-2 - Ctass E

* Class D

* Ctass B

np,kxx,l9rck Snp,c,19,cc $np,dens,19,2285 *
rp,kxx,20,ck $np,c,20,cc 9np,dens,20,2276 * Lift 9 -

np,kxx,21,ck $np,c,21,cc $np,dens,21,2285 *
np,kxx,22, ck $rp, c, 22, cc $trp, dens, 22, 2291 *
np,kxx.23,ck $np,c,23,cc $np,dens,23,2258 * Lift
np, kxx, 24, ck $np, c, 2/+, cc $ttp, dens, 24, 2285

rp, kxx,25,ck $trprcr25,cc $np,dens,25,2303
np,kxx,2ó,ck $rp,c,2ó,cc $np,dens,26,2258
np,kxx,27,ck $np,c,27,cc $np,dens,27,2285
np, kxx, 28, ck $np, c, 28, cc $rç,dens, 28, 2303

np,kxx,29,ck $np,c,29,cc $ap,dens,29,2258 * Lift 10-3 ' Ctass E

np,kxx,30,ck $np,c,30,cc $np,dens,3O,2285 * Class D

np,kxx,31,ck $np,c,31,cc $np,dens,31 ,2303 * Ctass B

np,kxx,32,ck $rp,c,32,cc $np,dens,32,2258 * Lìft l1 - Ctass E

np,kxx,33,ck $nprc,33,cc $p,dens,33,2285 * Ctass D

np,kxx,34,ck $np,c,54,cc 9np,dens,34,2303 * Ctass B

np,kxx,35,ck $np,c,35,cc $np,dens,35,2258 * Lift 12 - Ctass E
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np,kxx,38,ck $rp,c,38,cc $ttp,dens,38,22ó4 * Lift 13 - Ctass E

np,kxx,39,ck 9rç,c,39,cc 9np,dens,39,2317 * Ctass B

np,kxx,40,ck 9rç,c,40,cc 9np,dens,4O,2317 * Lift 14 - ctass B

rp,kxx,41,ck 9rç,c,/.1 ,cc $np,dens,41 ,2305 * Lif t 15 - Ctass B

np,kxx,42,ck furp,c,12,cc kç,dens,42,2331 * Class A
* ------ GEæETRY
* --. LIFT 15

k, 1, -3,5,87 $k,3, -1.5,87 Skf i I t 9kgen,2, 1,3, 1,5,8 $kgen,3, 1,6,1,, -1
[,1,7 $t,2,8 $t,3,9 9t,4,10 $t,5,11 91,6,12 $t,13,7 St,14,g $t,15,9 $t,1ó,10
L,17,11 9t,18,12 $t,1,2 $t,2,3 $t,5,/+ 9t,ó,5 9t,7,8 9t,8,9 $t,11,10 $t,12,11
t,13,14 $t,14,15 $t,17,1ó $t,19,17 9t,3,/+ $[,9,10 $t,15,16
lsset,, 1,6, 1 $[sase1,,13,21,4 $tsaset,,16,24,4 $tdvs, aI t,,3, 2 $lsa[ [
Isset,,7, 12, 1 9[dvs,aLl,,2,3 $[sa[ [ 9[sse1,,25,?7,1 9tdvs,at t,,2 9[sa[ [
Isset,, 14,22,4 9tsaset,,15,23,4 $tdvs,aI t,, 1 9tsa[ [ 9etsi 2e.99,,2
nøt,1? $a,1 ,2,8,7 $atesh,1 9a,2,319,8 $ariæsh,2 $a,3,1110r9 $amesh,3

a,4,5,11 ,10 $arnesh,4 $a,5,ó,12,11 $anesh,5
måt,41 $ã, 7, 8,14,13 $amesh, 6 $a,8,9, 15, 14 $anesh, 7 9a,9, 10, 1ó, 15 $amesh,8

a, 10, 1 1, 17, 16 $aresh,9 $a, 1 1, 12, 18, 17 $amesh, 10
& --- LIFTS 14 T0 11

k, 19, -3.5,85 $k,37, -3.ó5, 82 $kf i [ [,,,2 9k9en,3,19,37,6,1,,,1
k,?2,2.3,85 $k,40,3.26,82 Skfitt,,,2 $kgen,3,22,40,6,1,,,1
1,19,25 9l ,20,26 9l ,21 ,27 $l.,25,31 91 ,26,32 gl ,27,33 9t,37,51 $t,39,32 $t,3g,33
1,19,20 $1 ,25,26 $t,31 ,32 g[,37,39 $t,20,21 91 ,26,27 $t,32,33 gt,3g,3g
tsse[,,28,30, 1 9tsaset,,37,40,1 9tdvs,al [,,3,2 $tsa[ [ $tsset,,31,36,1
tdvs,att,,2,3 $[sal[ $tsse[,,31,53,1 $tsaset,,41,44,l 9tdvs,aLt,,1 $tsatI
19en,1,28,14,1 , -0.15 , -3, ,?4 * Generates U,/S Lines for lifts 13 to 11

1,22,28 91 ,23,29 St,24,30 $t,28,34 $t,29,35 C|.,30,3ó 91 ,10,34 $1.,41,35 $t,42,3ó
1,22,23 91 ,28,29 91.,34,35 $1.,40,41 $1 ,?4,23 $t,30,29 9t,36,35 gl ,12,11
Isset,,9ó,98,1 9[sase[,,109,112,1 9tdvs,att,,3,2 $tsat[ 9tsset,,102,104,1
ldvs,aIt,,2,3 $tsatt Stsset,,99,101,1 $tsaset,,105,108,1 gtdvs,at[,,1 $tsatI
t gen,4,96, 112,1 ,0.96, -3, ,24 * Generates D/S Lines for lifts 13 to 11

1,21 ,22 9l ,27,28 $t,33,34 $t,39,40 9L,tþ5,16 $t,51,52 S1,57,58 Sl ,63,64
1,69,70 $t,75,7ó $[,91,82 $[,g7,gg $t,93,94 $t,gg,l00 $t,105,106 $t,111,112
tsset,,164,165,1 $tdvs,att,,2 $tsa[[ $[sset,,166,169,1 $tdvs,aIt,,3 $tsatI
Isset,,170,173,1 $tdvs,att,,4 $tsalt $tsset,,'171,177,1 $tdvs,att,,5 $tsatt
Isse1,,178,179,1 9tdvs,aÌ [,,ó $tsa[ [
mat, 40 $a, 19,20,26,25 $aresh, 1 1 $a, 20, 21, 27, 2ó $amesh, 12 $a,21,22,28,27

arcsh, 13 9a,2?,23,29,28 $amesh, 14 9a,23,?4,30,29 9anesh, 1 5 5a,25,26,32,31
an¡esh, 16 9a,26,?7,33,32 $amesh, 1 7 $etsi ze, 1 $a,27,28,34,33 $amesh, 1 8
elsize,99,,? 9a,28,29,35,34 6amesh,19 $a,29,30,3ó,35 $anresh,20
a,31 ,32,38,37 $amesh,21 $a,32,33,39.38 9ari¡esh,22 $a.33,3/.,/+0,39 $amesh,23
a,34,35, 41, 40 $anresh, 2 4 9a,35,36, 42, 41 $amesh, 25

mat, 39 9a, 43, 41,50,49 $amesh, 2ó 9a,11, 45,51, 50 $amesh, 27 $a, 49, 50, 56, 55

alresh,28 $a,50,51,57,5ó $amesh,29 $a,55,56,62,61 $anesh,30 îa,56,57,63,62
amesh,31 $a,46,47,53,52 $amesh,32 9a,47,48,51 ,53 Sanesh,33 $a,52,53,59,58
arnesh,34 6a,53,51 ,60,59 $aroesh,35 9a,58,59,65,61 $anesh,3ó $a,59,60,66,65
anesh ,37

mat,38 9a,45,46,52,51 $amesh,38 $etsi ze, 1 $a,51,52, 58,57 $anesh,39
etsize,99, ,2 $a,57,58,64,63 $amesh,40 $flât,3ó 9a,67,8,71 ,23 $amesh,41
a,68,69,75,71 $anrash,42 9a,73,74,80,79 $amesh,43 9a,74,75,81,80 $amesh,44
a,79, 80, 86, 85 $arnesh, /r5 $a, 80, 81, 87, 8ó $amesh, /+6

mat, 35 9a, ó9,70,76,75 $amesh, 47 $etsi ze, 1 $a,75,76,8?, 81 9amesh, 48
eIsi2e,99,, 2 $a,81,82,88,87 $arnesh,49

mat,37 5a,70,71, 7/, 7ó $amesh, 50 $a, 71,72,78,71 $amesh, 5 1 9a,76,77,83,82
amesh,52 9a,77,78,81,83 $amesh,53 $a,82,83,89,88 $arnesh,54 9a,83,84,90,89
amesh,55

nnt,33 $a,91 ,92,98,97 $amesh,5ó $a,9?,93,99,98 $amesh,57 $a,97,98,104,103
amesh, 58 $a, 98, 99, 1 05, 1 04 $amesh, 59 $a, 1 03, 1 04, 1 1 0, 1 09 $a¡resh, ó0
a,104,105,1 1 1, 1 10 $amesh,ó1

rnat,32 $a,93,91,100,99 $amesh, ó2 $etsi ze, 1 $a,99, 100, 10ó, 105 $amesh, ó3
etsize,99,,2 $a,105,106,112,111 $amesh,ó4
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mât,34 $a,94,95,101,100 $anesh,65 9a,95,96,10?,101 Sanresh,ó6 $a,f 00,101 ,107,106
amesh, ó7 9a, 1 01, 102, 108, 1 07 $amesh, ó8 $a, 1 0ó, 107, 1 13, 1 1 2 $anesh, ó9
a,107,1O8,1 14, 1 13 $amesh,70

* --- LIFT 10-3
k,115,-4.1 ,Zi $k,121 ,-4.15,72 9k,1?7,-4.175,71 .5 $kgen,3,115,1?7,6,1 ,,,1
k,118,6.'14,73 6k,124,6.46,72 $k,130,6.62,71.5 9kgen,5, 118,130,6,1,,,1
1,115,121 St,î16, 12¿ CL ,117,123 St,115,11ó Sl.,12l ,122 gl ,127,128 gl ,116,117
1,122,123 91 ,128,129 gl ,127,121 $1,,128,122 gl ,129,123 $t,118, 121 $1 ,119,125
1,120,126 9t,118,,l19 $t,124,12' St.,130,131 $t,120,119 $[,126,125 $1.,132,131
t, 130,121 $t, 131, 125 S[, 132,126 $t, 1 17, 1 18 $1., 123,124 $t, 129, 130

Isset,,180.185,1 9tsaset,,192,194,1 9tsaset,,198,200,1 9tdvs,att,,3,2 $tsatI
lsset,,18ó,188,1 9tsaset,,195,197,1 9tdvs,aIt,,1 Stsat[ 9tsset,,189,191,1
Isaset,,201,203,1 9tdvs,at[,,2,2 9tsatt 9tsset,,204,206,1 $tdvs,aIt,,ó 9tsatI
mat, 30 9a, 1 1 5, 1 16, 122,121 $anresh, 71 $a, 116,117, 123, 122 $anesh, 72

a, 121, 122, 128, I 27 $aresh,T3 $a, 12?, 123, 129, 1?8 $aresh, 74
mat, 29 $a, I 1 7, 1 18, 124, 123 $anesh, 75 9a, 123,'124, 130, 1 29 $anresh, 7ó
mat, 31 9a, 1 18, 1 19, 125,124 $anesh, Z/ 9a, 1 19,120, 12ó, 1 25 $eunesh, 78

a, 1?4, 125, 131, I 30 $arnesh, 79 9a, 125, 126, 132, 131 $anesh, 80
* --- LTFTS 10-2 & 10-1

k, 133, - 4.175, 71 .5 9k, 139, - 4.2125,70. 75 $kgen, 3, 133,139, 6,1,,, 1

k,136,6.62,71.5 $k,142,6.86,70.75 $kgen,3,13ó,112,6,1,,,1
t,133,f39 $t,134,140 $1.,135,141 $t,133,134 St,139,11+0 $t,134,135 S1.,140,141
Isset,,207,209, f 9ldvs, a[ [,,3, - 1 .5 $tsat t $tdvs,210,, 3,2 $tdrs, 211,,3,2
Idvs,212,,1 $ldvs,2l5,,l 9tgen,2,207,?13,1,-0.0375, -0.75,,12 ú Generate
1,136,142 $t,137,143 $t,138,144 91,136,137 91,14?,143 $[,138,137 91,144,143
lsse[,,221,223,1 $tdvs,aIt,,3,-1.5 $l,sat[ $tdvs,22ó,,3,2 $tdvs,227,,3,2
|dvs,224,,1 $(dvs,225,,1 $tgen,2,221,2?7,1,0.¿4,'0.75,,12 * Generate
[,135,136 91,141 ,14? 5l'.,147,1/+8 $1.,153,154 $tsset,,235,?58,1 9tdvs,aIt,,6
tsat L

røt,27 $a, 133, 134, 140, 139 $anesh,81 $a, 134, 135, 111, 140 $anresh, 82
mat,2ó $a, 135, 13ó, 142,111 $anesh,83
nnt, 28 $a, 13ó, 137, 143,142 $anesh, 84 $a, 137, 138, 144, 143 $anresh, 85

nat, 24 $a, 145, 146, 152, 151 $anesh, 8ó $a,146, 147, 1 53, 1 52 $aresh,87
mat, 23 9a,117, 148,154,153 $anesh,88
mat, 25 $a, l/+8, 119, 15r, 154 $amesh, 89 $a, 1 /r9, 1 50, 156, 155 $anesh. 90
* .-. LIFT 9

k, 157, - 4,25,7O Sk, 175, - 4.4,67 Skf i [ [,,, 2 9kgen, 3, 157, 175, 6, 1,,, 1

k,160,7.1,70 9k,178,9.2,67 $kfitl,,,2 $kgen,3,160,178,6,1,,,1
1,157,163 9[,158,1ó4 9[,159,165 $t,157,158 $t,1ó3,1ó4 $1,1ó9,170 51,175,176
[,163,1ó9 9t,1&],170 St,1ó5,171 9t,158,159 $t,1ó4,165 S1,,170,171 91,176,177
1,175,169 9t1 ,176,170 $l ,1Tf ,171 $t,1ó0,16ó 9t,1ó1 ,167 $1.,162,1æ 9l ,162,161
1.,1æ,167 gl ,174,173 91 ,180,179 $t,1óó,172 94,167,173 9t,1ó8,174 $1.,160,',161
1,,'16,167 9l ,172,173 9l ,178,179 9t,178,17? 9t,179,173 91 ,180,174 S[,159,1ó0
1,165,1# St, 171,172 91,177,178
tsset,,239,245,1 9tsaset,,256,262,1 9tdvs,att,,3,2 $tsatt 9[sset,,246,2r2,1
tsaset, ,263,269,1 9tdvs,att,,1 $tsat[ 9tsset, ,253,255,1 9[sase[ ,,270,272,1
Idvs,aIt,,2,3 $tsatt $tsset,,2T3,?71,1 $tdvs,aIt,,6 $tsatt $tsset,,275,276,1
ldvs,alt,,8 9tsatI
mat, 21 $a, 157, 158, 164, 163 $anesh, 91 9a, I 58, 159, 165, 164 $anresh, 92

a,163,161 ,170,169 9arnesh,93 îa,164,165,171 ,170 $anesh,94 $a,169,170,176,175
amesh,95 9a,170,171,177,176 $arnesh,96

mêt,20 $a,159,1ó0,1ú,161 $anesh,97 $etsize,1 $a,1ó5,166,172,171 $amesh,98
etsize,99, ,2 9a,171 ,172,178,1n $arnesh,99

r¡at,22 $a, 1 ó0, 1ó1, 167, 166 $amesh, I 00 9a, 161, 162, 1æ, 1ó7 $atesh, 1 01

a, 1 66, 1 67, 173, 172 $aresh, 1 02 9a, 1 67, 1 68, 174, 173 $aresh, 1 03
a,172,173,179,178 $arnesh, 104 9a, 173,174,180,179 $amesh,105

* --- LIFTS 8b & 8a

k,181 ,-4.4,67 9k,187,-4.45,6ó $k,193,-1.175,6r.5 9k9en,3,181 ,193,6,1 ,,,1
k,184,9.2,67 $k,190,9.9,óó $k,19ó,10,25,ó5.5 $kgen,3,181,196,6,1,,,1
[, 181, 187 St, 182, 188 St, 183, 189 9t, 193, 187 $1., 194, 188 $1, 195, 189

1., 181, 182 :Èt, 187, 188 $t, 193,194 $t, 182, 183 $t, 188, 189 $t, 194, 195
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Lssel ,,277,279,1 9[saset,,283,285,1 9tdvs,att,,3,2 9tsat[ $tsset,o2æ,288,1
Idvs,a[1,,1 9l.sal.l 9tsse1,,280,282,1 $tdvs,att,,2,2 $tsatI
19en,2,277,288, 1, -0.0ñ, - I .5,, 18 * Generates U/S lines of Lift 8-A
1,184,190 $t,185,191 St,18ó,192 9t,196,190 9t,197,191 9t,198,192
[,184,185 $t,190,191 9t,19ó,197 9t,18ó,185 Si,192,191 9t,198,197
tsset,,301,303,1 $tsaset,,310,312,1 9tdvs,att,,3,2 9[sat[ 9tsset,,307,309,1
tdvs,a[[,,1 9tsat[ 6tsse[,,304,3A6,1 $tdvs,att,,2,2 $tsatI
[gen,2,301,312,1,1.05, -1.5,, l8 * Generates D/S lines of tift 8-A
[, 183, 184 9t, 189, 190 $1., 195,196 S[, 201, 202 $t, 207, 208 $1,213,211
l'sset,,325,330,1 9[dvs,at t,,8 $tsa[ [
mat, 19 9a, 181, 1 82, 188, 187 $anesh, l0ó $a, 182, 183, 189,'188 $ainesh, 1 07

e, 1 87, 1 88, I 94, 1 93 $a*esh, 1 08 9a, 1 88, 1 89, 1 95, 1 94 $aresh, 1 09
mat, 18 $a, 183, 184, 190, 189 $aresh, 1 10 9a, 189, 190, 196, 195 $amesh, 1 1 1

mât, 19 9a, 184, 185, 191, 190 $aresh, 1 12 $a, 185, 18ó,192,191 $anesh, 1 13

a,190,191,197,196 $enresh, 114 9a,191,192,198,197 $aresh, 115

mat, 1 7 $a, 194,?00,?06,2A5 $ariesh,'l 1 ó $a, 200, 201,?07,206 $arnesh, 1 1 7
a,?05,?06,212, 21 1 $a.uresh, 1 18 9a,?06,?07,?13,?12 $anesh, I 1 9

mat,'l ó 9a,201,202, 208,207 $anesh, 120 9a,207,208,?1 4,213 $arnesh, 1 21

mat, 1 7 $a,20?,203,209,2æ $amesh, 1?? $a, 203, 204,210,209 $arnesh, 1 23

a,?08,209,215, 2 1 4 $¡æsh, 124 9a,?09,?10,21 6,?15 $amesh, 1 25
* --- LIFTS 7 T0 5

k,217,' 4.55,64 $k, 235, -4.7,61 9kf i t t,,, 2 Skgen,3, 217,235,6,1,,, 1 Sk,¿89,1 .r,56
k,220,'11.3,61 19k,238,13.1 ,61 $kfitt,,,2 9k9en,3,220,238,6,1 ,,,1 9k,290,1.5,55
I ,217 ,223 SL ,218,224 Sl ,¿19 ,225 9l ,2¿3 ,229 9L ,221 ,230 9L ,2?5 ,231 9l ,235 ,2?9
1,236,?30 gl ,237 ,231 gl ,217 ,218 9l ,223,?21 Sl ,?29,230 gL,235,236 gL ,?18,219
1,224,225 $t,230,231 91 ,?36,237
Isset,,331,333,1 9tsaset,,340,343,1 $tdvs,att,,3,2 9tsat[ 9tsset,,331,336,1
tsaset,,344,317,1 $tdvs,att,,1 $[salt $tsset,,337,339,1 lBtdvs,at[,,2,3 $tsalI
[gen,3,331,347,1, -0.15,'3,,24 * Generates U./S lines of Lifts 6 & 5

1,220,226 91 ,221 ,?27 çl ,222,228 9l ,226,23? 91 ,227,233 $1 ,228,234 91 ,¿38,232
1,239,233 $l ,240,234 61 ,220,221 9l ,226,227 9l ,232,233 51 ,238,239 9l ,222,2?1
1,228,227 $1 ,234,233 9l ,240,239
Isset,,582,384,1 $tsaset,,395,398,1 $tdvs,att,,3,2 9[sa[[ $[sset,,385,387,1
tsaset,,391,391,1 $[dvs,att,,1 9tsalt $tsse[,,388,390,1 $[dvs,a[[,,2,3 $tsatI
tgen,3,382,398,1,2.1, -3,,24 * Generates D/S tines of Lifts 6 & 5

I ,219 ,220 Sl ,225,226 9l ,¿31 ,232 gl ,237 ,238 SL ,213,244 9l ,249,250 $l ,255 ,256
1,261 ,262 5l'.,267,268 91 ,273,274 9t,289,280 9l ,290,?86 $1 ,279,?89 gl ,285,290
l,2go,2gg
tsset,,433,43lr,1 $tdvs,att,,8 $tsat[ 9tsset,,135,438,1 9[dvs,aIt,,10 $tsa[[
tsset,,439,442,1 $tdvs,at[,,12 $tsat[ 9[sset,,443,444,1 $tdvs,a[[,,10 $tsatI
Isset,,4/t5,4/ró,1 $tdvs,att,,3 9tsal.t $1dvs,447,,2,3
mat, 1 5 $a,217,218,?¿4,2¿3 $amesh, 126 9a,?18,219,225,2?4 $amesh, 1 27

a,223,221,230, 229 $anesh,'128 9a,224,225,231,230 $anesh, 1 29

a,229,230,?3ó, 235 $aaesh, 1 30 $a, 230, 231,237,236 $amesh, 13 1

mat, 1/r 9a,219,220,226,2?5 $amesh,'132 $et s i ze, 1 $a,225,226,232,231 $arnesh, 133

e I s i 2e,99, ,2 $a,231 ,23¿,238,237 $amesh, 13lr

mat, 1 5 9a,2?0,?21,227,226 $amesh, 135 9a,221,222,2?8,227 $arnesh, 15ó

a ,226 ,2?7 ,233 , 232 $aresh ,137 9a ,227 ,228 ,234 ,233 9anesh , 1 38
a, 232,233,239, 258 $arnesh, 119 Sa, 233,?31,240,239 Saresh, 1 40

mât, 1 3 $a,241,212,218,217 $amesh, 1 11 9a,242,213,249,218 $amesh, 1 /r2

a, ?47, 248, 254, 253 $anesh, 1 13 9a, 248, 249, 255, 25 1 $anesh, 1 /+4

a,?53,251, 260, 259 $anesh, 1 45 $a,254,255,261,260 $arnesh, 1 4ó
nat, 1 2 $a,213,?11,?50,219 $arnesh,'147 lÈe Is i ze, 1 $a,249,?50,25ó, 255 $aresh, 148

e I s i ze, 99,,2 9a,255,256, 262,261 $arnesh, f 49

mat, 13 $a,214,?15,25 1, 250 $amesh, 150 9a,215,216,25?,251 $amesh, 1 5 1

a,250,251,257,?5 6 $aresh, 152 $a,?51,?52,?58,?57 $arnesh, 1 53

a,256,?57,263, 2ó2 $anresh, 154 9a,257,?58,261,263 $anesh, 1 55

nnt, 1 1 $a, 2ó5,?66,272,271 $amesh, 156 9a,266,267,273,272 9amesh, 1 57
a, 27 1, ?72, 278, 2ZZ $anesh, 158 $ a, 272,273, 279, 27 I $amesh, 1 59
a, 277, 278,284, 283 $anresh, 1 60 9a,278,279,285,284 $amesh, 1 ó1

mat, 1 0 $a,267,268,27 4,273 $amesh, 1 62 $e I s i ze, 1 9al, 442, 119, 443, 445,370
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amesh, 1 ó3 9e t s i ze, 99,,2 $a,289,280,286, 290 $amesh, 1 64

mat, 1 1 $a, 2ó8,269,275,274 $amesh, 165 $a,269,270,276,275 9anesh, 1ó6

a,274,275,281, 280 $anesh, 167 9a,275,276,282,281 $anesh, 168

a,280,281,287,2æ $amesh, 1ó9 $a, 281,28¿,288,287 $amesh, 1 70

mat, 10 9a,279,289,ú0,285 9anesh, 171
* --- LIFÍ 4

k,291 ,-6.6,55 $k,301 ,-6-34,53.6 9k,296,-6.414,51 9k9en,2,291 ,301 ,5,1, , ,1
k,293, 17.6,55 9k,303, 18. 58, 53.ó Sk, 298, 18. 3, 54 9kgen, 3, 293, 303,5, 1,,, 1

k,306,-5,55 $k,307,-4,55 Sk,308,-3,55 $k,309,1.5,55 $k9en,2,307,309,1 ,,-1,,3
kgen,2,310,311 ,1 ,,-0.4,,3 Sk,3f 5, -?,r3,6 9k,31ó,0.25,53.6 9k,317,1.5,53.6
1,291 ,296 91 ,292,æ7 $t,307,310 $1,308,311 $[,309,312 $l ,293,299 51 ,?94,299
t,295,300 $t,301,29ó $1,302.,297 $t,313,310 $[,314,311 $[,317,312 St,303,299
1,304,299 $t,305,300 9l ,291 ,292 gl ,296,297 $[,301,302 gl ,292,306 $t,30ó,307
1,297,314 $t,302,313 $t,307,308 $t,310,311 91,313,314 $t,309,309 $t,311,312
1,315,314 $t,315,316 $t,316,317 $t,309,293 9l ,31?,298 $t,317,303 9l ,293,294
1,298,?99 I [,303,304 91,295,294 St,500, 299 $t,305, 304
I sset,,448,/r55, f $tdvs,all,,3,Z $tsa [ [ 9tsse1,,456,463,1 $tdvs, a[ [,, 2, 2 $tsat I

tsset,,4ó4,4óó, 1 $tdvs, a11.,,2,3 $[sat [ 9tsse1,,185,487,1 $[dvs, a[ [,,3, 2 9[sa[ [

|dvs,167,,1 $ldvs,($$,,3,2 Stsset,,469,473,1 $tdvs,att,,1 $tsa[[ $ldvs,474,,3
[dvs,475,,3 $tdvs,476,,2,? 91dvs,477,,1 lÊtdvs,478,,2,2 9[sset,,479,481 ,1
Idvs,at[,,10 Stsatt $tsse[,,482,4M,1 9ldvs,att,,1 $lsatI
rnat, 9 Sa, 291,292,297,86 $amesh, I 72 $e [s i ze, 2 $al, 467, 468, 450, 469, 149

amesh,173 9etsize,99,,2 9a,307,308,311,310 $arnesh,174 $a,308,309,312,311
smesh, 1 75

mat,8 9a,309 ,293 ,298,31? $airesh, 1 76

mat , 9 $a, 293 ,291 ,2W ,298 $amesh , 177 9a ,?91 ,295 ,300 ,299 $anesh , 1 78
a,296,297,302,301 $acesh, 179 $a,297,31 0, 3 1 3, 302 $arnesh,'l 80
a, 31 0, 31 1,31 1,313 $anesh, 1 81 $e I s i ze, 2 9al, 475, 460, 178, 477, 176, 159
aniesh, 182 9eIsi2e,99,,2

mat , 8 $a, 31 2 ,?98 ,303 ,317 $amesh , 183

mat, 9 $a, 298,?99,344,303 $anesh, 184 9a,299,300, 305, 304 $anresh, 1 85
* --- LIFT 3alb

k,318, -6.34,53.6 9k,345, -5.79,50.6 $kf i L L,,,2 $kgen, 2,318,315,9,1,,,'l
k,320,-3,53.6 9k,347,-3,50.ó $kfitL,,,2 $kgen,2,320,347,9,1,,,1
k,322,0.25,53.6 $k,349,0.25,50.ó Skfil. l.,,,2 9k9en,2,322,349,9,1.?5,,,1
k,324,18.58,53.6 9k,351 ,20.36,51 .06 9k,326,20.58,53.6 $k,353,22.05,51.5
kÍi11,324,351,2 $kfiLL,32ó,353,2 $kfitt,324,32ó,1 $kfitt,333,335,1
kf i11,312,344,1 $kf iu.,351,353,1 6k,354,-4,53.6 9k,555, -4,52.6
k,55ó, 18.6,51.ó $k,357, 18.6,50.ó
1,318,3?7 $t,319,328 $t,354,355 9t,320,329 $t,321,330 9l ,322,331 gl ,323,33?
1,324,333 $1.,325,334 9t,32ó,355 9l,327,336 $t,328,337 9t,329,338 $t,330,339
[,331,340 9t,532,341 9l ,333,342 9l ,334,313 91 ,335,344 9t,345,336 Sl ,346,337
1,317,338 $t,348,339 91 ,349,340 $1,350,341 $t,357,356 $t,351,3/+2 Sl ,352,343
I ,353,344 $t,318,319 gl ,3¿7 ,328 $t,33ó,337 $l ,345,346 $t,319,354 $t,328,355
1,337,338 Sl,316,317 9t,354,320 $t,355,329 $t,321,320 S1,330,329 $l',339,338
1,348,347 9l ,32?,323 $t,331,332 $t,340,541 9t,349,350 91 ,3?3,324 51 ,332,333
1,341 ,356 $1.,350,357 5t,356,342 $t,357,351 91 ,324,325 $l,,333,334 $1,3/r2,343
[,351,352 91 ,326,3?5 $[,335,33/+ Sl ,311 ,313 S1.,353,352
Isset,,488,497,1 $tdvs,all,,3,? $tsatt $tsse1,,498,506,1 $[dvs,aIt,,1 $tsatI
tsset,,507,520,1 9tdvs,all,,¿,3 $tsal[ $tsse|'.,,521,526,1 9tdvs,att,,1 $tsatI
Isset,, 527,534, 1 $tdvs, al 1,,2,¿ $tsa t [ $tdvs, 535,, 10 9tdvs, 53ó,, 1 0

Idvs,537,, 10 $[dvs, 538,, 10 9tdvs, 539,, 1 $tdvs,540,, 1 $tsse1,,541,544, 1

ldvs,att,,1 $tsat[ $tsset,,515,548,1 $tdvs,att,,3,2 $[satI
mat, ó 9a, 31 8,319,328,327 $anesh, 1 8ó $a, 31 9, 35 1,355,328 $amesh, 1 87

a,354,320,329,355 9anresh, 1 88 $a, 327, 328,337,336 $amesh, I 89 $e I s i ze, 2
aL,522,526,500,523, 499 $anesh, 1 90 $e t s i ze, 99,,2 9a,336,337,346,345
anesh, 191 9a,337 ,338 ,347 ,316 $amesh , 192

nnt, 7 $a, 320,3?1,330,329 $anesh, 193 $a,329,330, 339, 538 $amesh, 1 94
a,338,339,348, 347 Saresh, 195 5a,322,323,332,331 $amesh, 1 9ó
a,331 ,332,341 ,3/r0 $arnesh ,197 $a,310,311 ,350,319 9amesh,198

mat, ó $a, 323,3?1,333,33? $amesh, 199 $e Is i ze, 2 $a [, 53ó, 504, 539,537,503
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arnesh,200 $etsize,99, ,2 6a,341 ,356,357,350 $amesh,201 9a,356,312,351 ,357
arnesh,202

nat,7 9a,324,325,334,333 $anesh, 203 9a,333,331,343,3t+2 $arnesh, 204

a ,312 ,313 ,352,351 $amesh ,205 9a ,325 ,326 ,335 ,331 Samash , 20ó

a,334 ,335 ,344,343 $amesh ,207 9a ,343 ,344 ,353 ,352 $anesh , 208
* --- LIFT 2

k,358, -5.79,50.ó $k,3ó0, -5.6t9,49.6 $k, 362,'5.41, 18.5 $kgen, 2, 358, 3 62,?, 1,,, 1

k,364,-3,50.6 $k,368,'3,t+9.6 $kgen,2,3ó4,368,4,1 ,,,1 9k9en,2,365,369,4,2.25,,,1
kgen,2,36ó,370,4,1.25,,,1 9k,372,25.5,51.5 5k,374,24.5,50.,9k,376,23.6,49.6
k,378,?2.5,48.5 $kgen,2,372,378,2,1,,,1 9k,380 ,18.6,50.6 Sk,381,20.3ó,51.06
k,383,2?.05,51.5 gkfi [ [,,, I 9k,384,18.6,19.6 Sk,385,20.75,50.5
k,386,22.0r,50. 5 9k,387, 18.6,48.5 9k,388, 1 .5, 48. 5
[,358,3ó0 St,359,3ó1 9t,3ó4,3ó8 $t,3ó5,3ó9 $t,3óó,370 61,367,371 $t,380,384
[,38'1,385 $t,383,38ó 91,372,374 Sl',3r5,375 9t,362,360 9[,3ó3,3ó1 $t,398,371
1,397,394 91 ,378,376 $l ,379,377 $t,358,359 9t,360,361 $1 ,362,363 $l ,359,36t*
[,3ó1,3óg $t,3ó5,3ó4 $[,369,3ó8 gl ,366,367 S1,,370,371 gl ,365,36ó St,3ó9,370
[,3ó3,388 9t,367,380 9t,371,384 $t,388,387 $[,380,381 $t,384,385 $t,384,376
1,397,378 St,382,381 $[,383,382 $t,385,38ó $t,383,372 9t,58ó,374 91,373,372
1,375,374 gl ,377,376 $t,379,378 gl ,37¿+,376 91 ,375,377
l.sset,,549,559,1 $ldvs,all,,3o? $[sat[ $[sset,,5ó0,5ó8,1 $tdvs,aIt,,2,3 9tsatI
Idvs,569,, 1 $tdvs,570,, 1 $[dvs,571,,2,2 9tdvs,573,,2,2 9tdvs,572,, 1

I dvs, 574,, 1 $ ldvs, 575,, 1 91dvs,576,, 1 9lùvs,577,, 3 $tsset,,578,580, 1

ldvs, a[ [,, l0 9[saI t $tdvs,581,, 1 9tdvs, 582,, 1 $tdvs,583,,2 9Lóvs,584,,?
ldvs, 585,, I 9tdvs,58ó,,3, 2 9tórs, 587,, 1 9[dvs, 588,, 2 91dvs,589,,2
Isset,,590,593,1 $tdvs,at[,,2,3 $tsatI
l'dvs,594,, 1 $tdvs,595,, 1

mat, 3 9a, 358,359,361,360 $amesh, 209 $a, 359, 364, 368, 361 $amash, 21 0

mat,5 $a,3ó5,366,370,369 $amesh, 21 1 $etsi ze, 2
mat,4 9a,3ó4,365,369,368 $anesh,212 $a,366,367,371 ,370 $arnesh,213 l$etsize,99,,2
mat,3 $a,3ó0,36'l ,363,36? $anresh,214 $etsize,2 9al ,570,572,576,574,562,577,561

arnesh,215 $etsize,99,,2 9a,367,380,38Á,371 9arnesh,21ó $a,371 ,384,387,388
anesh,217 $a,380,381,385,3& $amesh,218 9etsí2e,2 $a1,582,587,589,594,583
amesh, 2 1 9 9e[ s i ze, 99,,2 9a,3&,376,378,387 $amesh, 220 $a,37 4,375,377,376
amesh, 22 1 $a,376,377,379, 378 $ainesh, 222 Se t s i ze, 2

mat,4 $at,585,5tt6,557,587,55ó $anesh,223 9etsize,99,,2 9a,383,372,374,386
amesh, 224 5a,372,373,375,32r $aniesh,225

* --- LI FT 1 ---
k,389,-5.41,48,5 9k,391 ,-5.2?5,47.5 $k,393,-5.13,47 9k9en,2,389,393,?,1,,,1
k, 395, 1 .5, 48.5 $k,39ó, I .5, 17.' 9k,397, 1 .5, 47 9k,398, 1 8.ó, 48. 5

k,399, 18. 6, 17. 932 9k, 400, 18. 6, 47 . 648 9k, 401, 22.5, 48.5 gk, 102,?3. 5, 48. 5

k,406,23,t g 9k,405,22,47.92 Skfi [ [,401,405, 1 $kf i L L,402,406,1
1.,389,391 $t,390,392 $t,395,39ó 9t,398,399 $1.,/r01,403 $t,402,404 $1,393,391
L,3g4,3gZ 9l ,397,396 $t,400,399 $t,405,403 91 ,406,404 9l',389,390 9l ,391 ,392
1,393,394 $t,390,395 $t,392,39ó 91,394,397 9t,395,398 $1.,39ó,399 $1,397,400
t,398,401 $t,399,403 $[,400,405 $t,402,401 9t,404,403 9t,40ó,405
Isset,,59ó,ó01,1 $tdvs,all,,3,2 $tsatt 9tsse1,,602,610,1 $ldvs,att,,2,3 $tsatI
Isset,,ó11,613,1 $tdvs,att,,3 $tsa[[ $[sset,,614,616,1 9tdvs,att,,10 $tsatI
Isset,,ó17,ó19,1 9tdvs,att,,2 $tsat[ $tsset,,620,622,1 $tdvs,atl,,2,3 $tsatt
mat, 2 9a, 389,390,392,391 $anesh, 22ó $a, 390, 395, 396,392 $amesh, 227

a, 395, 398. 399, 39ó $amesh, 2?8 9a,398, 401, 403,399 $anesh, 229

a, 401, 402, 404, 403 $anesh, 230 9a, 391,39?,394,393 $amesh, 23 1

a,392 ,396 ,397,39/r $amesh ,232 9a,396 ,399 ,400 ,397 Sanesh , 233

a,399, 403, 105, 400 $amesh, 231 $a, 403, 404, 406, 405 $aresh, 235
* --- BEDROCK

k, 407, - 12,55 9k, 408,' 7. ó, 55 9k, /.09,'6.6,55 $k, 41 0,' 12,53. 6 $k, 4'l 1, -7.31'53 -6
k,412,-6.111,51 9k,413,-6.34,53.6 $k,41ó, -5.79,50.6 $kf i I t,,,2
k, 417, -5 . 609,19 .6 Sk, 418, -5.41, 48.5 $k, 419, -5.223, 47 .5 gk, 420, -5 . 13, 17
k,421 ,-12,50 $k,t¿2,-6.79,50.6 Sk,4?3,-12,10 $k,4?1,-6.13,16 $k,425,-4.13,47
k,426,-4.13,46 $k,4?7,-4.13,40 $k,428,',| .5,17 5k,129,1.5,16 $k,430,1.5,40
k, 431, 1 8. 6, 47 . 618 Sk, 132, 1 8. 6, 46. 6 $k, 433, 18. 6, 40 $k, 13 4, 22, 47 .92 $k, 435, ?3, 48
k,437,23.5,18.5 $kfiLl ,,,1 5k,440,26.5,51 .5 $k,138,24.6,49.6 5k,441 ,24,47
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k, 442,35, ¿oO $k, 443,27 .5,51'5 gk, 444,35, 49 9k, 445,29,54 gk, 416,30,5t*
k, 447,35,54 9k, 448,30,55 9k,449, 31, 55 $k, 450,35,55 gk, 139,25, 5, 50. 5

t,409,408 St,413,411 91,416,422 91,420,424 91,425,426 $1,428,429 91,431,432
1,435,441 $l ,110,443 91 ,445,446 9l',418,449 gl't+18,115 $l ,119,116 91 ,450'417
1,408,407 gl ,111 ,410 $l ,422,t+¿1 91 ,121 ,423 gl ,126'4?7 gl ,429,130 gl ,432,t+33
1,411,412 $1,443,444 91,446,447 91,149,450 91,407,410 91.,408,411 $[,409,412
1,113,412 9l ,410,t+21 51 ,411 ,tr22 gL'113'414 $1,414,415 gL'416'415 6L'4?1 ,423
l,1z?,424 91 ,416,417 $t,418,417 9t,418,419 5l ,420,419 91 ,423,427 91 ,121 ,t226
1,420,t025 9|,,427,430 9l,426,4?9 6L'425,1¿8 $1,428,431 gl,429,132 9[,430,433
1,431,434 91,432,441 91,433,442 $1,435,434 51,435,436 91,437,436 g[,437,438
1,438,439 9l ,140,439 $t,443,441 $l ,4t+4,44? 9l ,445,440 9l ,446,443 9L,t+47,&44
tsset,,ó23,ó36,1 $tdvs,att,,2,3 9tsat( 9tsse1,,637,647,1 $t&s,att,,3,1.5
Isa[ [ 9tdvs,648,,2,¿ 9tdvs,649,,2,2 9tdvs,650,,3,2 9tdvs ,651 ,,2,2
ldvs,ó52,,2,1.5 $tdvs,613,,2,1.5 9tdvs,654,,3,2 9tdvs,655,,l $tdvs,656,,2,3
tdvs,ó57,, 2 $tdvs, 658,, 2 9tdvs,659,,3, 2 $tdvs,æÐ,,?,3 9tdvs, 6ó1,, 3, 2
ldvs, 6ó2,, 2,3 $tdvs, 6ó3,, 1 Stdvs,óó4,, I $tdvs,665,, 2, 3 $tdvs,óóó,, I
tdvs,óó7,,3 $ldvs,6ó8,,3 $tdrs,6ó9,,10 $tdvs,ó70,,10 $tdvs,671,,2 $tdvs,672,,2
tdvs, ó73,,2 9lèvs, 674,, 2 $tdvs, ó75,, 2, 3 $[dvs, ó76,,2,3 9lèvs,677,,3,2
ldvs, ó78,, 2, 3 $ ldvs, 679,, 1 $tdrs, 680,,3,2 9tdvs, 681,, 2 $[dvs, 682,, 2

tsse[,,ó83,ó85,1 $tdvs,att,,2,1.5 9tsatI
mat, 1 9a, 407, 408, 41 1, 4 1 0 Sanash, 236 9e t s i ze, 2 9al, 623, 650, 651, 624, 649

êrnesh, 237 $ets i ze, 99,,2 9a,410,111,422, 421 $amesh, 238 $eI si ze, 2

al, 624, 654, 655, 656, 625, 653 9anesh, 239 $ets i ze, 99,,2 $a, 421, 122, 424, 1?3
anesh, 240 9e[ s i ze, 2 9al, Q5, 659, 660, 661, ú2, 626, 658 9anesh, 24 1

e I s i ze, 99,,2 9a, 124, 426, 427, 423 $amesh, 242 9e[ s i ze, 2 9a, 120, 125, 126, 4¿4
arnesh, 243 9e I s i ze, 99,,2 9a, 425, 428, 429, 4?6 $anesh, 244 9e I s i ze, 2
a, 426, 4?9, 130, /+27 $anesh, 245 $e I si 2e,99,,? $a, 428, 431, 432, 429
anresh,24ó 9etsize,2 9a,4?9,432,433,430 $amesh,247 9aL,672,675,630,673,629
anesh, 248 9al, 676, 677, 678, 679, æ0, 631, æ1, ó30 $anesh, 249 6elsi 2e,99,,2
a, 432, 141, 442, 133 $anesh, 250 $a, 441, 443, 444, 442 $arnesh, 25 1

a, 415, 446, 443, 440 $anesh,252 9a, 416, 417, 414, 443 $aresh, 253

a, 448, l+19, t+46, 445 $amesh, ?5 1 9a, 449, 450, 417, 4l+6 $anesh, 255
* --- IIIITIALIZE TEMPERATURES

nt,1998,tenp,2,,2025,27 $nt,2041,tenp,2,,2078,37 ú constant 2c tenperature
nt,2081,tenp,Z,,2142,61 $nt,2145,tenp,2 * atong bottofl of npdel.
nt, /r5 , ten'p, 12 $nt , 123, tefip,7
nt,172,tenp, 10 $nl,259,terp, 10

nt,353, teÍp, 1 1 $nt,449,tenp, 11

nt,523, tenp, 13 $nt,583,tenp, 12

nt,óó4,tenp,9 $nt,770,tefip,11
nt,872, teirp, 12 $nt,979, tanp,'l 1

nt, 1'l 04, tenp, 13 $nt, 1243, terp, 12

nt,1478, tenp,12
nt, 1509, tenp,9 $nt, 1555,tenp,9
nt, 1óZZ, tenp, 14 $nt, 1832, tenp, 10

* Lifts 15 & 11 ptacing teflperatures
* Lifts 13 & 12 placing tenperatures
* Lifts 11 & 10-3 ptacing te{rperatures
È Lifts 10-2 & 10-1 ptacing tenperatures
t Lifts 9 & 88 ptacing tefiperatures
* Lifts 8A & 7 pl.acing tenperatures
* Lifts ó & 5 pl,acing tefipelatures
* Lift 4 placing tenperature
* Lift 3AlB ptacing tenperature (2 parts)
* Lifts 2 & 1 ptacing teqf,erãtures

HSOrt ry
*
* ---------- ANALYSIS Cofit'tANDS
*

/titte,(¡¡T921222.ffpd) CASE STIÐY ' Excavated Bedrock
tsse,,ó37 $[sas,,ó23 $tsas,,650 $[sas,,ó51 9tsas,,ó5lt $tsas,,655 $tsas, ,65ó
tsas,,ó59 9tsas,,óó0 $tsas,,óó1 $tsas,,óó2 9[sas,,óó5 9tsas,,óó8 $tsas, ,6ó9
lsas,,ó72 $tsas,,675 $tsas,,ó7ó $tsas, ,óZl 9tsas,,678 $tsas,,ó79 9tsas, ,ó80
Isas,,ó83 $[sas,,ó34 $tsas,,ó33 $tsas,,ó47
iter, 1 $podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

time, 0.0 $tcvsf,altL,272, 0.0 $lwrite * 85100'l / # 1

iter,4 $podisp, -l $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time, 7.0 $tcvsf,all, 421, '4.3 $twrite * 851008 / # 2

time, 14.0 $tcvsf,atl, ó33, -5.3 $twrite * 851015 / # 3

time, 21,0 $tcvsf,atl,, 421, 7.0 $twrite * 851022 / # 4

time, 28.0 $tcvsf,atl., 760, 0.3 $turite * 851029 / # 5
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tine, 35.0 9tcvsf,all, 399,'1.0
time, 42.0 $tcvsf,atL, 27?,'17.5
tinre, 49.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 315,-21.0
tinre, 5ó.0 lBlcvsf ,at l, 399,'23.5
time, ó3.0 9tcvsf,att, 399,-19.0
time, 70.0 $tcvsf,att, 357,-18.0
tire., 77.0 $tcvsf ,all, 569,-21 .3
time, 84.0 $tcvsf,atl, 612,-23.8
tirne, 91,0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 210,-2r.8
tinre, 98.0 $tcvsf ,att, 548,-25.3
tire,105.0 $tcvsf ,aIt, 378,-16.0
tire, 112,0 $[cvsf ,a[ [, 590, -20.0
tine,119.0 $tcvsf,att, 315, -20.3
tire,126.0 $tcvsf,at 1., 378,-11.3
tine,133.0 9tcvsf ,aI t, 357, -20.8
tine, 140.0 $[cvsf ,aI t, 315, -30,3
tine, 147.0 9tcvsf ,a[ [, 399, -18.8
tire,154.0 $tcvsf ,aIt, 336,-21.8
tinÊ, 1ó1.0 $tcvsf,at[, 230,-25.0
tine, 168.0 9tcvsf,att, 442,-23.8
tire, 175.0 9tcvsf ,a[ [, 293, -15.0
tire,182.0 !9tcvsf,att, 399, -4.0
time,189.0 $tcvsf,att, 421, -3.0
tine,19ó.0 $tcvsf,att, 230,-11.5
time,203.0 $tcvsf,att, 315, 3.8
tire,207.0 9tcvsf,att, 421, 1.8
time,211.0 $tcvsf,att, 633, -7.3
tine,215.0 $tcvsf,att, 548, 1.5
tine,219.0 9tcvsf,att, 357, -2.0
time,223.0 $tcvsf.att, 33ó, 7.0
tilne,227.0 $tcvsf,att, 548, 0,8
tinre,231.0 $tcvsf ,aIt, 315, 16,3
time,233.0 9tcvsf,att, 399, 17.5
tire,235.0 9[cvsf,at[, 187, 18.5
tire,237.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 357, 12.5
time,239,0 $tcvsf,at I, 399, ?1.3
time,241.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 421 , 2.3
tire,245.0 $[cvsf,att, 599, 8.0
time,245.0 9tcvsf,atl, 633, 8.0
time,2/r7.0 $tcvsf,atl, 272, 7.8
tima,249.0 9tcvsf,att, 8ó6, 3.3
tirne,251.0 $tcvsf,all, 527, 0.3
tire,253.0 9tcvsf,all, 378, 9.8
tire,254.0 $tcvsf,atl, 654, 9.0
tine,255.0 l9tcvsf,aIt, ó9ó, 5,0
tine,256.0 $tcvsf,att, ó54, 7.8
tire,257,0 9lcvsf,atl, 675, 7.5
iter,4, ,4
tine,258.0 $tcvsf,all,, 399, 5.8
sbcdete, Icvsf ,att $tsaI I $afsrite
finish
/inryt,27
finish
/aux1
copy,12,35
finish
/prep7

$twrite*851105/# 6
$twrite*851112/# 7
$lwrite*851119/# I
$twrite*851126/# I
stwrite*851203/# 10

$twrite*851210/# 11

$twrite*851217/# 12

9lwrìte*851221/# 13

$tsrite"851231/# 1t+

$twrite*tt60107/# 15

$tsritetÍ360114/# 16
$tsriteùt160121/# 17
$twrite*860128/# 18

$twrite*86A204/# 19
$twrite*tM0211 /# 20
$twrite*860218/# 21

$tsrite*8602?r/# 22
$tcrite"860304/# 23
$twrite*860311/# 24
gtwrite*8603181# 25
$tprite"tl60325/# 26
$tw¡itet1360401/# 27
gtr¡rite'860408/# 28
Stsríte"8604151# 29
$txrite*t#0422 l# 30
$tsrite*860426/# 31

$lwrite*860430/# 32
$tsrite*8ó050/+ /# 33
$twrite*8ó0508/# 34
$twrite*ú0512/# 35
$tr¿¡ite*860516/# 3ó
$t¡irite*860520/# 37
$tgrite*8605?2/# 38
$turite"860524/# 39
$lwrite*860526/# 10
$twrite*8605?8/# 11

$ts¡ite*860530/# 42
$lw¡ite*860601/# 43
$t¡¿riteù860603/# 14
gtwrite*860605/# 45

$tcrite*t160607/# 46
$lwrite*860609/# 17
$l¡¡rite*t160611 /# 48
$twrite*860612/# 49
$turite*860613/# 50
$twrite*860611/# 51

$twriteù860615/# 52

$tç,rite*860616/# 53

resurne $krstrt, 53

,/titte,(N'[92122¿.nwd) CASE STUDY - Lift 1 Ptaced
ntdete,1832,teÍp $cp, 1,tenp,1832,2008 $cp, 2,terp,1904,2111
cp, 3,tenp,1838,200ó Scp, 4,tenp,1840,2009 $cp, 5,terç,18/+1,2010
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cp, ó,tenp,1906,2109 9cp, 7,tenp,1907,?11? 9cp, 8,tenp,1908,2113
cp, 9,terp, 191?,2028 $cp, 10, tenp,1914,2004 $cp, 11,turp,1915,?029
cp, 1 2, tenp, 1916,2007 $cp, 13, tenp,1918,2032 9cp, 1/r, terp, 1920, 2033

cp, 1 5, tmp, 19?1,2031 Scp, 1ó, tenp, 1924,2018 $cp, 1 7, tenp, 1926,2Q49
cp, 18, terp,1927,2050 $cp, 19,tenp, 1928,2051 $cp, 20,terp,1929,2052
cp, 21, tenp, 1930, 2053 9cp, 22, terp,1931,2054 $cp, 23, tenp, 1932, 2055
cp, 24, tarp, 1 933, 205ó $cp, 25, tenp, 1931,2057 $cp, 2ó, tenp, 1944,2099
cp, 27,tenp,1946,?100 $cp, 28,tenp,1944,2101 9cp, 29,terp,1949,2110
cp, 30, tenp,1950,2102
Isse, ,637 9tsas,,ó23 9tsas,,650 9[sas,,651 $tsas,,ó54 9tsas,,ó55 9tsas,,ó5ó
Isas,,659 $tsas,,6ó0 $[sas,,ó08 $tsas,,611 $tsas,,614 $tsas,,ó17 $tsas,,620
Isas,,ó78 $tsas,,ó79 $tsas,,ó80 $tsas,,683 9tsas,,ó34 $[sas,,ó33 9tsas,,ó47
i ter,1, ,1
tinre,258.l $tcvsf,atl, 399, 5.8

eset,mat, 2 $qe,a[], 7576 $-eal.t $l.write * 860616 / # 5t
iter,4, ,4
tire,259.0 9[cvsf,att,272, 1'l .8

eset,mat, 2 $qe,atl., 4183 $eatL Sl.write * 860617 / # 55
podisp,-1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-l
time,260.0 9tcvsf ,att, 399, 16.5

eset,mat, 2 $qe,atl, 2162 $ea[[ $twrite * 860618 / # 56
iter ,4, ,4
time,2óf .0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 357, 12.8

eset,mat, 2 $qe,att, 1117 $eal.t $l,write * 860619 / # ,7
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

time,2ó2.0 9tcvsf,att, 399, 19.8
eset,mat, 2 $qe,att, 578 $eatt $twrite * 8606?0 / # 58

íter ,4, ,4
tire,263.0 $tcvsf ,att, 399, 20.8

eset,mat, 2 $qe,att, 298 9eat[ $twrite * 8606?1 / # 59
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
time,2ó4.0 lStcvsf,att, 718, 16.0

eset,mat, 2 $qe,att, 154 $eatt $Lwrite * 86062? / # ó0
iter ,4, ,4
time,2ó5.0 $[cvsf,att, 315, 7.8

esel,mat, 2 Sqe,at[, 80 $eat[ $twríte * 860623 / # 61

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
time,2óó.0 $tcvsf ,att. 378, 13.3

eset,mat, 2 $qe,alt, 41 $eaL[ $turite * 860621 / # 62
iter,4, ,4
tirle,267.0 $tcvsf,at[, 315, 13.0

eset,nat, 2 $qe,a[[, 21 geatl $twrite * 860625 / # 63

sbcdete, Icvsf,aI l, 9tsat [ $afwrite
finish
/ ingtt,27
f ini sh

/ auxl
copy,35,36 Ècopy, 12,36
finish
/detete,fi te35,dat
/prep7
resune $krstrt, ó3

/titte,(!1T921222.n'od) CASE STUDY - Lift 2 Ptaced
ntdete, 1óZl,teqr $cp, 31,tenp, 1ó7, 1984 $cp, 32,tenp, 1683,2011
cp, 33, tenp, 1685, 2013 9cp, 34, tenp, 1ó8ó,201 4 $cp, 35, teñp, 1 714, 1833

cp, 36,terp, 1 71 7, 1 834 $cp, 37, tenp, 1 71 8, 201 2 $cp, 38, terlp,'l 720, 18/+4

cp, 39,terp, 1722,1815 $cp, /r0,teirp,1723,1846 $cp, 4l ,t6¡rp,1766,1856
cp, 42,tanp,1768,1857 $cp, /+3, tenp ,1769,1858 $cp, 44, tenp ,1n0,1859
cp, /r5, terp, 1771, 1860 $cp, /+6, tetp, 1772, 1861 $cp, 47, tenp,1T73, 1862
cp, 48, terp, 1774,1 8ó3 $cp, 49,terp, 1775, 1864 $cp, 50, tenp, 1 Zó, 18ó5

cp, 1,terp,1716 $cp, 51,tenp,1797,1897 $cp, 52,tenp,1799,2116
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cp, 53,tefip,1801,2114 $cp, 5/+,tenp,1804,2115 $cp, 2,telp,1803
cp, 55,tenp, 1 826, 21 1 7 $cp, 56, tenp, 1828, 21 1 8 $cp, 57, telrp, 1829,21 19

cp, 58,tørp,1795,189ó $cp, 59, tenp,1805, 1905

Isse,,ó37 $tsas,,ó23 $tsas,,ó50 9tsas,,ó51 $tsas,,ó54'9[sas,,ó55 9tsas,,ó5ó
lsas,,5óó $tsas,,5ó9 $tsas,,571 $tsas,,575 9tsas,,573 $tsas,,578 9[sas,,581
Isas,,585 $tsas,,586 9tsas,,588 9tsas,,590 9tsas,,683 $tsas,,634 9tsas,,ó33
tsas, r647
iter,1,,1
tine,267.1 $tcvsf,alL, 315, 13,0

esel,mat, 5 $qe,att,10350 $eatt
eset,rrat, 4 $qe,alt, 8982 $eatI
eset,mat, 3 $qe,a[t, 7576 $eatI
eset,nat, 2 $,qe,att, 20 $eat[ $tcrite * 860625 / # 6t+

iter,4 $podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tine,268.0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 378, 14.5

eset,nnt, 5 $qe,att, 5715 $eatt
esel,mat, 4 9qe,atl., 5004 $eatt
eset,mat, 3 $qe,att, 4183 $eatL
eset,mat, 2 $qe,at[, 11 geal.l. $turite * 860626 / # 65

iter ,4, ,4
tirne,269.0 9tcvsf,aI L, 4U, 12.5

eset,mat, 5 $qe,att, 2954 $eal.L

eset,mat, 4 $qe,at[, 2ó12 $eatI
eset,mât, 3 $qe,at[, 21ó2 $eatI
eset,mat,2$qe,att, 6$eatt $ts¡ite* 860627 I # 66

podisp,-1 $æstr,-1 $porf,-1
tine,270.0 9[cvsf,atl, 651, 6.3

eset,mât, 5 $qe,att, 1527 $eatL
eset,mât, 4 $qe,att, 13ó4 $eatI
eset,måt, 3 $qe,at[, 1117 $eatI
eset,mat, 2 $qe,atL, 3 $eatt $tu¡rite * 8ó0628 / # 67

iter ,4, ,4
tinre,271 .0 $[cvsf ,aI L, 421 , 1?.8

esel,net, 5 9qe,a[t, 789 $eatt
eset,mat, 4 $qe,att, 712 $eatt
ese[,mat, 3 9qe,att, 578 $eatL
eset,mat, 2 $qe,att, 2 $ea[[ $tsrite * 8606?9 / # ó8

podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
tire,272.0 9[cvsf,atl., 399, 10.3

eset,mat, 5 $qeratt, 408 $eal.L

eset,mat, /+ $qe,att, 372 $eatt
eset,mat,3 l$qe,att, 298 $ealL
eset,mat,2$qe,at[, 1 $eaLt $turite*860630 /# 69

iter,4, ,4
tine,2Z3.0 9tcvsf,aIL, 50ó, 10.5

eset,mat,5 $qe,a[t, 211 $eatt
eset,mat, /r $qe,att, 194 $eal'L
eset,mat,3 $qe,att, 151 $eatl.
eset,mat, 2 $qedete,at[ $ea[[ $twrite * 860701 / # 70

@isp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

tin¡e,274.0 $tcvsf,a[[, 33ó, 13.3
ese[,mât, 5 9qe,att, 109 $eaLL

ese[,mat, 4 $qe,att, 101 $eatl.
eset,nat, 3 $qe,att, 80 $eat[ $twrite * 860702 / # 71

iter ,4, ,4
tine,275.0 $tcvsf ,aIl, 421, 15.3

eselrmât, 5 $qe,a[t, 5ó $eatl,
eset,nat,4 $qe,att, 53 $eaLt
eset,mat, 3 $qe,att, 41 $eaL[ $lwrite * 860703 / # 72

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $pot'f , -1

tine,276.0 $tcvsf ,aIt, 527, 10.3
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eset,aat, 5 $qe,att, 29 $eatt
eset,nnt, 4 $qe.atL, 28 $eatt
eset,mat, 3 $qe,aLL, 21 $eatt $Lwrite * 860704 / # 73

iter ,4, ,4
tire,?Tl .0 $tcvsf,atL, 569, 12.5

eset,mat, 5 9ge,att, 15 $eaLL

esel,mat,4 $qe,a[[, 14 $eaLt
ese[,ßat, 3 $qe,att, 11 $eal[ $twrite " 860705 / # 74

podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tire,278.0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 802, 11 .5

eset,mat, 5 $qe,att, 8 $eal.t
eset,mat, 4 $qe,a[ [, 8 $ea[ [
eset,mat,3$qe,at[, ó$eat[ $twrite" 860706 / # 75

iter ,4, ,4
tine,279.0 9[cvsf,att, 7,l8, 9.5

eset,mat, 5 $qe,a[ [, 4 $eat t
eset,nat,4 $qe,att, 4 $eatL
eset,mat,3$qe,at[, 3$ea[[ $lr¿rite* 860707 / # 76

sbcdete, tcvsf ,aI t 9l.sat l. 9afwrite
finish
/írgut,27
finish
/atu.1
copy,36,35 $copy, 12,35
finish
/detete,fi Ie3ó,dat
/prep7
resune $krstrt, 7ó
/titte,(NT92'l222.nrod) cAsE STUÐY - Lift 3alb Ptaced
ntdete,1555,tenp $ntdete,1509,tenp $cp, 60,tenp,1509,19ó6 9cp, ó1,terp,1515,1988
cp, ó2, terp, 1517, 1989 $cp, ó3, tenp, 15 18, 1990 $cp, 6/r, tenp, 1530, 198ó
cp, 65,tenp, 1133,1678 9cp, &,terç,153ó, 1679 9cp, ó7,tenp, 1537, 1987

cp, 68, teñ'p, 1539, 1689 $cp, ó9, tenp, 1551, 1ó93 Scp, 70, tenp,1553, 1701
cp, 71, te{rp, 1 570, 1 704 $cp, 72, tanp, 1572, 1 694 $cp, 73, terp,1573, 1705
cp, 74, tenp, 1 627,1'726 $cp, 75, tenp, 1629, 1727 9cp, 76,terp, 1ó30, 1 728

cp, T7,terrp,1631 ,17¿9 $cp, 78, terp,1ó32,1730 $cp, 79,terry,1633,1731
cp, 80, terp, 1 634, 1732 $cp, 81, tenp, 1ó35, 1733 9cp, 82, terp, 1636, 1734

cp, 83,tenp, 1637,1735 $cp, 84,terp,1617,1786 $cp, 85,tenp,1651,1807
cp, t36,terp, 1671, 1808 $cp, 87, terp, 1ó73, 181 1 $cp, 88, terp, 1671,1812
cp,31,terp,1535
Isse, ,637 $tsas,,ó23 $tsas,,ó50 $tsas,,ó51 $tsas,,517 $tsas,,521 $tsas,,525
Isas,,527 $tsas,,492 9tsas,,501 9tsas,,510 $tsas,,575 9tsas,,51 1 $tsas,,502
tsas,,493 9[sas,,531 9tsas,,535 9tsas,,541 $tsas, r545 $tsas,,497 $tsas,,50ó
lsas,,51ó $tsas,,588 9tsas,,590 $tsas,,ó83 9tsas,,ó34 $tsas,,ó33 $tsas,,ó47
i ter,1,,1
titre,279.1 9tcvsf ,aI l, 718, 9.5

eset,mat, 7 9qe,att, 8982 9eatt
eset,måt, ó $qe,att, 757ó $eatI
eset,nnt, 5 $qe,att, 4 $ealI
esetrnnt, 4 $qe,att, /+ $eatt
eset,mat, 3 $qe,att, 5 $eal.l. $tt¡rite " 860707 / # n

iter,4 $podisp,-1 $æstr, -1 $porf ,-1
tine,280.0 $tcvsf,atl, 163, 11.0

eset,mt, 7 $qe,att, 5004 $eaLt
eset,mât, ó $qe,atL,4183 $eatI
eset,mât, 5 $qe,a[t, 2 $ea[[
esetrmat, 4 $qe,alt, 2 $eatI
eset,mat, 3 $qe,att, 2 $eatt $twrite * 860708 / # 78

iter,1, ,4
tinre,281,0 $[cvsf,att, 230, 12.0

ese[,mat, 7 $qe,alt, 2ó12 $eatt
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eset,mat, ó $qe,att, 21ó2 $eal t

eset,nrat,5 $qe,att, 1 $eatt
esel,mat,4 $qe,att, 1 $eatt
eset,mat,3$qe,att, 1 $eaLl. $lwríte*860709 /# 79

podisp, -1 Spostr,-1 $porf ,-1
time,282,0 9[cvsf,att, 315, 14,3

esel,måt, 7 $qe,att, 1364 $eatt
esel,måt, ó $qe,att, 1I17 $eatt
eset,mat, 5 $qe,at[, 1 $eatt
eset,mat, 4 $qe,att, 1 $eatl.
eset,n'rat, 3 gqedele,alt $eatt $twrite * &60710 / # 80

iter ,4, ,4
time,283.0 $tcvsf,a[1, 399, 18,3

esel,nat, 7 $qe,att, 712 $eatt
eset,ant, ó $qe,a[t, 578 $eatL
eset,mat, 5 9qede[e,atL $eaLL
eset,mat, 4 $qedele,att $eatl $tsrite " 860711 / # 81

podisp,-1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,284.0 $tcvsf,alL,42'l , 18.8

eset,mat, 7 $qe,att, 372 $eatt
eset,mat, ó $qe,at[, 298 $eat[ $turite * 86071¿ / # 82

iter ,4, ,4
time,285.0 $tcvsf,atl, 357, 18.5

eset,nnt, 7 $qe,att, 194 $eall,
eset,mat, ó $qe,att, 151 $eal.[ $lurite * 860713 / # 83

podisp, -1 9postr, -f $porf , -1

tirne,28ó.0 $tcvsf,att, 315, 19.8
ese[,mat, 7 $qe,att, 101 $eal.t
esel,rnat, 6 $qe,att, 80 $eal.t $lsrite * 86071t+ / # 84

iter ,4, ,4
time,287.0 $tcvsf,att, 293, 18.8

eset,mat, 7 $qe,a[ [, 53 $eat t
eset,mat, ó $qe,att, 41 $eal,[ $twrite * Ít60715 / # 85

podisp,-1 9postr,-1 $porf,-l
tine,288.0 9[cvsf,a[1., 5ó9, 13.5

eset,nnt, 7 $qe,att, 28 $eaLl
eset,mat, 6 $qe,a[[, 21 $eat[ $twrite * 860716 / # 86

ìter,4, ,4
tinre,289.0 $lcvsf,atl, 399, 12.5

eset,nnt, 7 $qe,att, 14 $eatL
eset,røt, ó $qe,att, 11 $eat[ $twrite " 860717 / # 87

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

tìme,290.0 $tcvsf,al[, 378, 13.0
eset,nnt, 7 $qe, a[ [, I $eal. L

eset,mat, ó $qe,att, ó $eatl. $twríte * 860718 / # 88
i ter,4 , ,4
tirre,291.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 590, 10.3

eset,nnt, 7 $qe,att, 4 $eatl.
eset,mat, ó$qe,att, 3$eatt $twrite* Í3ó0719 / # 89

podisp, -1 $,postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tínre,292.0 $tcvsf,atL, 1U, 13.3

ese[,mat, 7 $qe,att, 2 $eatl
eset,nat, ó$qe,al.l., 2$eat[ $twrite* 8607?0 / # 90

iter ,4, ,4
tine,293.0 $tcvsf,all, 739, 11.0

eset,nnt, 7 $qe,att, 1 $eatl,
eset,mat, ó$qe,att, 1 $eat[ $twrite*860721 / # 91

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-l
tinre,294.0 9tcvsf,att, 357, 15,8

eset,mat, 7$qe,att, 1 $ea[[
eset,nrat, ó $qedete,al[ $eat[ $Lurite * 860722 / # 92
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iter ,4, ,4
tírne,295.0 $lcvsf .a[ L, 5?7, 15.0

eset,mat, 7 fiedete,at[ $eatt $lsríte * t#07?3 / # 93

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf,'1
tine,29ó.0 $tcvsf,a[], 654, 6.5 $lsrite " 860T21 / # 91

iter ,4, ,4
tine,297.0 $[cvsf,atL, 378, 12.3 $tw¡íte " 860 25 / # 95
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tinre,298.0 $tcvsf,all,336, 12.3 $tcrite a 860726 / # 96
iter ,4, ,1
tinre,299.0 $tcvsf,atl,357, 14.5 $turite * l%0727 / # 97
podísp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

tine,300.0 gtcvsf,att,315, 10.3 gtwrite ù æ0728 / # 98
iter ,4, ,4
tine,301.0 $tcvsf,atl, 293, 13.0 $twrite " 860729 / # 99
sbcdeIe, Icvsf,aI L 9tsat [ $afl¡rite
finish
/ inptt,27
finish
/aux1
copy,35,36 6copy,12,36
finish
/detete,fi te35,dat
/prep7
resuire $krstrt, 99

/titte,(NT921?27.nßd) CASE STUDY - Lift 4 Ptaced
ntde I e, 1 478, tanp $cp, 89, terp, 1368, 1964 $cp, 90, teirp, 1374, 19æ
cp, 91,te:rrp, 1376,1970 $cp, 92,tenp,1377,1971 $cp, 93,tenp,1464,1510
cp, 94, tenp, 1467, 1511 Scp, 95, tenp, 14æ, 1969 $cp, 9ó, tørqr, 1470, 1521

cp, 97, terp, 1472, 1525 $cp, 98, tenp,1474, 1556 $cp, 99, tenp, 1476, 1555

cp, 1 00, teirp, 1 477, 1557 $cp, 1 01, teirp, 1 478, 1 54 I 9cp, 1 02, ter;p, 1 479, 1542
cp, 1 03, tenp, 1 181, 1576 $cp, 1 0/+, tenp, 1 483,'|.577 Scp, 1 05, tenp, 1 484, 1578
cp,'l 0ó, tenp, 1 485, 1579 $cp, 1 07, tenp, 1 486, 1580 $cp, 1 08, tetp, 1 187, 1581

cp, 1 09, tenp, 1 1æ, 1582 $cp, 1 1 0, tenp, 1 489, 1583 $cp, 1 1 1, te*p, 1 490, 1 584

cp, 1 1 2, terp, 1 491, 1585 $cp, 1 1 3, t enp, 1501, 1 649 $cp, 1 1 4, te*p, 1503,'l 656
cp, 1 1 5, ten'p, 1505, 1 657 $cp, 1 1ó, tarp, 1 50ó, 1ó58 $cp, ó0, teilp, 14óó
Isse,,ó37 $tsas,,ó23 9tsas,,464 $[sas,,4ó7 9tsas,,468 Stsas,,471 $tsas,,474
tsas,,479 $tsas,,482 $tsas,,485 $tsas,,455 9tsas,,4ó3 $tsas,,497 $1.sas,,50ó
Isas,,51ó $[sas,,588 $tsas,,590 $tsas,,ó83 $tsas,,634 $tsas,,ó33 $tsas,,ó47
iter,1,,1
tine,301.f $tcvsf,al t, 293, 13.0

ese[,mat, 9 $qe,att, 8ZJ3 $eatI
eset,mat, 8 $qe,atl, 7578 $eat[ $turite * 860729 / # 100

iter,4 9@isp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
time,302.0 $tcvsf,atl, 378, 9.3

eset,mat, 9 $qe,att, 48ó5 $eatI
eset,mat, 8 $qe,atL, 41u $eat[ $turite * 8ó0õ0 / # 101

iter ,4, ,4
time,303.0 $tcvsf,att, 240, 10.8

eset,mât, 9 $qe,att, 2540 9eaLl
eset,mat, 8 $qe,atL, ?163 geatl $turite * 860731 / # 10?

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

time,304.0 9tcvsf,aIt, 484, 13.8
eset,mat, 9 $qe,att, 132ó $eatI
esel,mat, I $qe,att, 1118 $eat[ $lurite * 8ó0801 / # 103

iter,4, ,4
time,305,0 Stcvsf,aIt, 599, 17.0

eset,mat, 9 $qe,at t, ó92 $eal. t
eset,mat, 8 $qe,att, 578 $eatt $tvrite * M0802 / # 104

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf , -l
tine,30ó.0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 293, 14.3
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eset,mat, 9 $qe,al't, 3ó1 $eaLt
eset,mat, I $qe,att, 299 $eatt $lwrite * 8ó0803 / # 105

iter ,4, ,4
time,307.0 $tcvsf,aIL, 336, 14.0

eset,mat,9 $qe,att, 189 $eatt
eset,roat, I $<¡e,att, 154 $eaL[ $tç¡ríte * 8ó0804 / # 106

time,308.0 $tcvsf,ett, æ3, 15.8
esel,mat, 9 $qe,att, 98 $eatt
eset,mat, I $qe,att, 80 $eal.[ 9twrite * 8ó0805 / # 107

sbcdete, Icvsf ,aIt $tsa[ [ $afwrite
finish
/inptt,27
finish
/aux1
copy,3ó,35 $copy, 12,35
finish
./detete,fite3ó,dat
/prep7
resun€ $krstrt,107
,/titte, (Nf921222.ñ) CASÊ STUDY - Lift 5 Pl.aced

ntdete,1243, tenp $cp,1 17, tenp ,1?43,1381 $cp,1 18, tenp,1245,1380
cp, 119, terp, 1?46,1382 $cp.120, tenp ,1247,1383 $cp, 121 ,taq,1251 ,1392
cp, 12?, tenp, 1 3l 4, 1 408 $cp, 1 23, tenp, 1 3 1 ó,'l 39ó $cp, I 2/r, tenp, 1317, 1409
cp, 1 25, tenp, 131 8, 141 0 $cp, 1 2ó, tenp, 1319, 141 1 $cp, 1 27, tenp, 1320, 1412
cp, 1 28, terp, 1321, 1 413 $cp, I 29, tenp, 1322, 1 41 1 $cp, 1 30, terp, 1 323, 1 4 1 5

cp, 1 31, tenp, 1 324, 1416 $cp, 1 32, terip, 1325, 1 417 $cp, I 33, tenp, 1356, 1 418
cp, 1 34, tenp, 1358, 1 452 $cp, 1 35, tenp, 136A, 1 453 $cp, 1 3ó, tenp, 1361, 1451
cp, 137, teirp, 1364,1397 $cp, 138, tenp ,1365 ,1398
Isse,,637 9tsas,,623 $tsas,,464 9tsas,,4ó7 $tsas,,371 $tsas,,3ó8 $tsas,,3ó5
Isas,,374 9[sas,,378 9tsas,,441 9tsas,,425 $tsas,,429 $tsas,,418 9tsas,,421
Isas,,424 $tsas,,455 9[sas,,4ó3 $tsas,,497 $tsas,,506 9tsas,,516 $tsas,,588
Isas,,590 $tsas,,ó83 $tsas,,ó34 9tsas,,ó33 $tsas,,ó47
i ter,1,,1
tinre,308.1 9tcvsf,a[[, Ð3, 15.8

eset,rnat,1l $qe,att, 8733 $eatt
eset,mat,10 $qe,att, 7578 $eatI
eset,mat, 9 $qe,att, 92 $eal.t
eset,mât, 8 $qe,aLl., 75 $eatt $twrite * 8ó0805 / # 108

iter ,4, ,4
tire,309.0 $tcvsf,alt, 378, 18.3

eset,mat,11 $qe,aIt, 48ó5 $eatL
eset,mat,10 $qe,att, 4184 $eatI
eset,måt,9 $qe,att, 51 $eatt
eset,mat, I $qe,att, /+1 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó080ó / # 109

podisp, -1 $postr,-l $porf ,-1
time,310.0 $tcvsf,atl, 121, 17.0

eset,mat,11 $qe,at 1., 2540 $eaL l.

eset,mat,l0 \e,att, 21ó3 $eatt
eset,mat, 9 $qe,a[t, 27 $ealt
eset,mat, 8 $qe,a[t, 21 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó0807 / # 110

iter r4, ,4
tinre,311.0 $[cvsf ,al L, 612, 11.5

eset,mat,11 $qe,att, 1326 $eatI
eset,måt,10 $qe,atl., 1118 9eal.t
eset,mat, 9 $qe,att, 14 $eatt
eset,mat, I $qe,at[, 11 $eatI st¡¡rite * 8ó0808 / # 111

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tirne,312.0 $[cvsf,atL, 675, 8.8

eset,rat,11 $qe,att, ó92 $eaLL

eset,mat,10 $qe,att, 578 $eal.t
eset,mat, 9 $qe,al[, 7 $eaLt
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eset,rÍr¿rt, I Sqe,alt, ó $eat[ $lw¡ite * 8ó0809 / # 112
iler ,4, ,4
time,313.0 $[cvsf,att, 590, 9.5

eset,mat,l1 $qe,aLL, 3ó1 $eatt
eset,mat,l0 $qe,aLt, 299 $eatt
eset,mat, 9 $qe,a[t, 4 $eal.L
eset,nat, 8 $qe,att, 3 $eatt $twrite * 8.60810 / # 113

podísp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,314.0 9tcvsf,alt, 357, 12.0

eset,mat,11 $qe,att, 189 9eatt
eset,mat,10 $qe,at[, 154 $eal.L
eset,mat, 9 $qerelt, 2 $eatI
eset,nat, I $qe,att, 2 $eat[ $twrite * 860811 / # 114

iter ,4, ,4
time,315.0 9tcvsf,att, 50ó, 20.0

eset,mat,ll $qe,att, 98 $eatI
eset,nnt,l0 $qe,a[[, 80 $eatL
esetrmat, 9 $qe,a[t, I $eatI
esel,mat, I$qe,att, I $eatt $lwrite*8ó0812 /#115

time,3ló.0 6tcvsf,atl, 442, 8.3
eset,nnt,ll $qe,att, 51 9eatt
eset,mat,l0 $qe,att, 41 $eatt
eset,mat, 9 $qe,alt, 1 $eatl.
esel,mat, I $qedete,att $eatt $twrite * 8ó0813 / # 116

sbcdete, tcvsf,aI t $tsat [ $afr¿rite
finish
/ inryt,27
finish
/auxl
copy,35,3ó $copy, 12,36
finish
/detete,fi Ie35,dat
/prep7
resuune $krstrtr l 1ó

/title,(NT921222.r¡)d) cAsE STUDY - Lift ó Ptaced
ntde I e, 1 1 04, tenp $cp, 1 39, tenp, 1 104, 1¿19 $cp, 1 /r0, tenp, 1 106, 1218
cp, l4 1, tenp,'1 107, 1220 $cp, 1 42, tenp, 1 108, 1221 $cp, 1 43, tenp, 1 1 12, 1234
cp,14/.,teirp, 1166,1253 9cp, 1/r5,tenp, 11ó8,1254 9cp,146,terp,1169,1255
cp, 1 47, telrp, 1 170, 1256 $cp, I 48, tenp, 1 17 1, 1257 $cp, 1 /r9, tanp, 1 172, 1258
cp, 150,terp, 1173,1?59 $cp, 15'l ,tanE,1174,12ó0 $cp, 152,tenp,1175,1261
cp, 1 53, tenp, 1 176, 1262 $cp, 1 54, terp, 1 177, 1263 $cp, 1 55, terp, 1 178, 1264
cp, 1 56, terp, 121 0, 1336 9cp, I 57, tenp, 121?, 1340 $cp, 1 58, telrp, 121 1, 1341
cp, 1 59, tenp, 1215, 1342
tsse,,637 $tsas,,ó23 $tsas,,4ólr $tsas,,4ó7 $tsas,,371 $tsas,,3ó8 $tsas,,3ó5
Isas,,354 9tsas,,351 $tsas,,348 $tsas,,357 $tsas,,3ó1 $[sas,,437 $tsas,,408
lsas,,/+12 $tsas,,401 $tsas,,404 $[sas,,407 $tsas,,/+18 $tsas,,421 $tsas,,424
Isas,,455 $tsas,,4ó3 9tsas,,497 9[sas,,50ó $tsas,,51ó 9tsas,,588 $tsas,,590
tsas,,683 $[sas,,ó34 $tsas,,ó35 $tsas,,ó47
iter,1,,1
time,31ó.1 $tcvsf,atl, 442, 8.3

eset,mat,13 $qe,at [, 8987 $ea[ [
eset,mat,12 $qe,aLt, 7847 $eatl
ese[,mat,11 $qe,att, 48 $eatL
eset,mat,10 $qe,alt, 39 $eal. l.

eset,mat, 9 $qedete,atL $eaL[ $tulrite * 8ó0813 / # 117

iter ,4, ,4
time,317.0 9tcvsf,aI l, 251, 9.0

eset,mat,13 $qe,alt, 5007 $eatI
eset,mat,12 $qe,att, 4332 $eatI
eset,mat,11 $qe,att, 27 $eal.L
esel,mat,10 $qe,a[[, 21 $eaLt $twrite * 8ó0814 / # 1'18
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podisp, -1 Spostr, -1 $ponf ,-1
tin¡e,318.0 9tcvsf,all, 357, 14.5

eset,nat,13 $qe,att, 2ó14 $eatt
ese[,rrnt,12 $qe,a[ 1., 2239 $eat t
eset,mat,ll $qe,att, 14 $eatt
esel,nrat,10 $qe,a[t, 11 $eat[ $t¡¿rite * 8ó0815 / # 119

i ter ,4 , ,l+
tinre,319.0 $tcvsf,att, 654, 11.8

eset,mat,13 $qe,aIt, f3ó5 $eal.t
eset,nat,12 $qe,att, 1157 $eatt
ese[,mat,11 $qe,att, 7 $ealt
eset,mat,10 $qe,ett, ó $eatt $lwríte * 86081ó / # 120

podisp, - 1 $postr', -1 $porf , -1

tirne,320.0 9tcvsf,alt, ó75, 10.3
ese[,mat,13 9qe,att, 712 $eaLl.
eset,mat,12 $qe,att, 598 $eatt
eset,mat,11 $qe,aIt, 4 $eatt
esel,nnt,10 $qe,att, 3 $eal.l. $twrite * 8ó0817 / # 121

iter ,4, ,to
tire,321.0 $tcvsf,att, 421, 11-B

esel,mat,13 $qe,att, 372 $eatt
eset,mat,l2 $qe,at[, 309 $ealI
eset,mat,1l $qe,att, 2 $eal.t
eset,mat,10 $qe,att, 2 $eatt $tw¡ite * 8ó0818 / # 1?2

podisp,-1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,322.0 $tcvsf ,a[ 1., 590, 16.8

eset,nrat,13 $qe,att, 194 $ea[[
ese[,mat,12 $qe,att, 1ó0 9eal. l.

eset,mat,11 $qe,att, 1 $eaIt
eset,mat,10 $qe,att, 1 $eat[ $tsrite * 8ó0819 / # 123

it.er ,4, ,4
time,323.0 $[cvsf,att, 802, 9.5

eset,nat,13 $qe,att, 101 $eatt
eset,mat,l2 $qe,at[, 83 $eatt
eset,nrat,ll $qe,ett, 1 $eatl.
eset,mat,10 $gede[e,at[ $eatl. $tcrite * 8ó0820 / # 124

sbcdele, Icvsf,at [ $[sa[ [ $afwrite
finish
/ inptl ,27
finish
/ auxl
copy,36,35 $copy, 12,35
finish
/detete,fi Ie3ó,dat
/PreP7
resLme $krst rt, '124

/titte,(NT921222.Irþd) cAsE sTl,JÐY - Lift 7 Pl,aced
ntdete, 979,tenp $cp,1ó0,tenp, 979,1080 $cp,161,tenp, 981,1079
cp, 1ó2, tenp, 982, 1 081 $cp, 1 ó3, tenp, 983, 1082 Scp, 1 64, tenp, 987, 1095

cp, 165, tenp, 1 031, 1 1 14 9cp, 16ó, tenp, 1 033, 1 1 15 9cp, 1 67, tenp, 1 034, 1 1 16

cp, 1 ó8, tenp, 1035, 1 117 $cp, 1ó9, tenp, 1 03ó, 1 1 18 $cp, 1 70, tenp, 1037, 1 1 19

cp, 17 1, tenp, 1 038, 1 1 20 $cp, 1 72, tenp, 1039, 1 121 $cp, 1 23, terp, 1 010, 1 12?
cp, 1 74, tenp, 1041, 1 123 9cp, 175, tenp, 1 071, 1 1 90 $cp, 17 6, tarp, 1073, 1 191

cp, 1 77, tenp, 1075, 1 195 $cp, 1 78, tenp, 1 07ó, 1 1 9ó

Isse,,ó37 $tsas,,ó23 $[sas,,/ró4 $[sas,,4ó7 $tsas,,371 9tsas,,3ó8 $tsas,,3ó5
Isas,,354 $tsas,,351 $tsas, r3l+8 $[sas,,337 $tsas,,33/r $tsas,,331 $tsasr,340
tsas,,344 $tsas,,433 $tsasr,391 $[sas,,395 $tsas,,38/+ $tsas,,387 $[sas,,390
Isas,,401 $tsas, ,404 $tsas, r/r07 $tsas,,/r18 $tsas,,421 $tsas,,424 $tsas,,455
tsas,,ó34 $tsas,,ó33 $tsas,,ó47
iter,1,,1
time,323.1 $tcvsf,att, 802, 9.5
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eset,mat,15 $qe,aIL, 8987 $eal'L
eset,måt,14 $qe,att, 78/+7 $eatI
ese[,mat,13 $qe,att, 95 $eatl.
eset,mat,12 $qe,a[[ , 77 $ealL
eset,nnt,11 $qedele,atL $eatt

iter,4 $podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

tine,324.0 9tcvsf,a[ 1, 527, 11.3
eset,mat,15 $qe,att, 5007 $eal,l.
eset,mat,14 $qe,at[, 4332 $eaLL

eset,nat,13 $qe,att, 53 9eatt
eset,nat,12 9qe,alt, 43 $eaLl.

itet ,4, ,4
tine,325.0 $tcvsf,att, 378, 10.5

eset,mat,15 $qe,att, 2614 $eal, l,

eset,nnt,14 $qe,att, 2239 $eatt
eset,n'nt,13 $qe, a[ [, 28 $eal. t
eset,mat,12 $qe,att, 22 $eatt

podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
tine,32ó.0 $lcvsf ,a[ l, 421, 11.5

eset,mat,15 $qe,att, 13ó5 $eatt
eset,mat,l4 $qe,aIt, 1157 $eatt
eset,n'rat,13 $qe,alt, 14 $eaLt
ese[,mat,12 $qe,att, 11 $eal.l.

iter ,1, ,1
time,327.0 $tcvsf ,at l, 633, 17.8

eset,mat,l5 $qeraIt,
eset,nnt,l4 9qe,att,
eset,matrlS $qe,att,
esetrmatrl2 $qeratt,

$twrite*8ó0820 /#125

$lwriteÈ8ó0821 /#126

$tsrite*860822/#127

$tw¡iteÈ8ó0823 /#1?8

712 $eatL
598 $eat t

I $eat t
6 $eal. l. $twrite * 860824 / # 129

9tHrite * u60825 / # 130

9turite*860826/#131

$tu¡ite*860827/#132

$lurite*M0828 /#133

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 9porf ,-1
time,328,0 $tcvsf,att, 612, 8.3

eset,mat,l5 $qe,a[[, 372 $eal, l,

eset,mat,14 $qe,att, 309 $eaLl.
eset,mat,13 $qe,att, ¿+ $eatI
eset,mat,12 $qe,att, 3 $eatI

iter,1, ,4
tinre,329,0 $tcvsf,atL, 442, 8,8

eset,nat,15 $qe,att, 194 $eaLl.
eset,nnt,14 $qe,att, 1ó0 $eatl.
eset,mat,13 $qe,att, 2 9eatl.
eset,mât,12 $qe,a[[, 2 $eatL

podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,'1
tine,330.0 9tcvsf,all, 612, 8.5

eset,nnt,15 $qe,a[[, 101 $eatt
eset,mat,14 $qe,aIt, 83 $eatt
eset,rnt,13 $qe,att, 1 $eatt
eset,nrat,12 9qe,aLt, 1 $eal.I

iter,4, ,4
tine,331.0 $tcvsf,att, 315, 13,5

eset,nat,15 $qe,att, 53 $eatt
eset,mât,14 $qe,at[, 43 $eal.L
eset,mat,lS $qe,att, 1 $eatI
eset,mat,12 $qedete,at[ $ea[[

podisp,-1 $postr,'l 9porf ,-1
time,332.0 $lcvsf ,at l, 463, 13.3

eset,nnt,15 $qe,att, 28 $eaLL

eset,mat,14 $qe,a[ [, 22 $eal. L

eset,mat,13 $qedete,at t $ea[ [
iter ,4, ,4
time,333.0 $(cvsf,att, 378, 13.8

eset,mat,l5 $qe,at[, 14 $eatt

$lwrite*860829 /#131
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eset,nìât,14 $qe,alt, 11 $eaLt $twrite * 8ó0830 / # 135

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,'1
time,334.0 9[cvsf,atl., 240, 10.0

eset,m€t,15 $qe,a[ [, 8 $ea[ [
eset,mat,14 $qe,att, 6 $eatl. $tut'ite * 8ó0831 / # 136

iter ,1, ,4
tirne,335.0 $[cvsf,all, 378, 5.8

eset,mat,15 $qe,att, 4 $eaLt
eset,mat,14 $qe,alt, 3 $eatt $[write * 8ó0901 / # 137

podisp, -1 9postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tire,33ó.0 $lcvsf,all, ?40, 9.8

esetrmatrl5 $qe,att, 2 $eaLl.
eset,rrat,14 $qe,att, 2 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó0902 / # 138

iter ,4, ,4
tine,337.0 $tcvsf,att, 336, 10.0

eset,mat,15 $qe,att, 1 $eatI
esel,mat,1/+ $qe,a[t, 1 geal.t $tsrite * 8ó0903 / # 139

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tine,338.0 9[cvsf,att, 802, 4.3

eset,nnt,15 $qe,at[, 1 $ea[[
eset,måt,14 $qede[e,at[ $eatl. $twrite * 8ó0904 / # 140

iter ,4, ,4
time,339.0 $tcvsf,a[ l, 675, 3.8

eset,nnt,15 9qedete,at[ $ealt $twrite * 8ó0905 / # 141
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
time,340.0 $tcvsf,at[, 4ó3, ó.0 $twrite * 8ó090ó / # 112
iter ,4, ,4
tirne,3/+1.0 $tcvsf,alt, 240, 5.0 $twrite * 8ó0907 / # 143
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 9porf ,-1
tirne,342.0 $tcvsf,atl, 240, 0-3 $turite * 860908 / # 111
iter ,4, ,4
tine,343.0 $lcvsf,att, 33ó, 2.8 $twrite * 8ó0909 / # 115
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,344.0 $tcvsf,atl, 293, 3.0 $twrite * 8ó0910 / # 116
iter ,4, ,4
tine,345.0 $tcvsf,atl, 357, 3.0 $t¡¿rite * 8ó0911 / # 147
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf,-1
tine,3/+ó.0 $tcvsf,at|, 633, 3.0 $twrite * 8ó0912 / # 148
íter,4, ,4
time,347.0 $[cvsf,att, 421, 2.8 $tsrite * 8ó0913 / # 149
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tirne,3/+8.0 $tcvsf,all, 399, 1.5 $lwrite * 860914 / # 150

iter,4, ,4
time,349.0 $tcvsf,att, 399, 5.5 $twrite * 860915 / # 151

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,350.0 $[cvsf,att, 315, ó.8 $twrite " 8ó091ó / # 15?
iter ,4, ,4
time,351.0 $tcvsf,all, 378, 7.0 $lu¡ite * 8ó0917 / # 153
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,352.0 $lcvsf,atl, 463, 3.3 $twrite * 8ó0918 / # 154
iter,1, ,1
time,353.0 $tcvsf,all, 463, 7.8 $lurite * 8ó0919 / # 155

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,354.0 $tcvsf,at[, 315, 7.0 $twrite * 8ó0920 / # 156
iter ,4, ,4
tìme,355.0 $tcvsf,atl,272, 10.8 $tr.¡rite * 860921 / # 157

podisp, -1 $postr,'1 $porf , -1

time,35ó.0 $lcvsf,attL, 293, 8.5 $twríte * 860922 / # 158
íter,1, ,4
tirne,357.0 $tcvsf,att, 421, 6.5 $l¡¡rite * 8ó0923 / # 159

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
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time,358-0 $tcvsf,all,399, 6.8 $twrite * 860924 / # 160

ìter ,1, ,4
time,359.0 $tcvsf,att, 5ó9, 4.3 $tsrite * 860925 / # 161
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 9porf ,-1
time,3ó0,0 $tcvsf,atL, 548, 4.8 $turite * 860926 / # 162

iter ,4, ,4
tine,361.0 $tcvsf,att, /+ó3, 3.8 $tç¡rite * 8609?7 I # 163
podísp, -1 $postr, -1 9porf ,-1
time,3ó2.0 $tcvsf,atl, 293, 3.5 $lurite * 860928 / # 164
iter ,4, ,4
tirne,3ó3.0 $tcvsf,atl, 251, 3.3 $turite ù fß0929 / # 165
podisp,-1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,364.0 $tcvsf,atL,399, 8.3 $lwrite " 8ó0930 / # 166
iter,4, ,1
tine,3ó5.0 gtcvsf,atl., 378, -1.3 $twrite * 861001 / # 167
podisp,-1 Spostr, -f $porf,-1
tine,3óó.o $lcvsf ,at l, 527, -2.3 $lwrite * 8ó1002 / # 1æ
tter,4, ,4
tire,367.0 gtcvsf,atl, 357, -3.0 $twrite * 8ó1003 / # 169
tire,3ó8.0 $tcvsf,att, 4ó3, -0.5 $tsrite * 8ó1004 | # 170
sbcdeIe, Icvsf ,aI l. 9l.saL [ $afHrite
finish
/in+rt,27
finish
/ attxl
copy,35,36 $copy, 12,3ó
finish
/delete,fi te35,dat
/prep7
¡esune $krstnt,170
/titte,(NT921222.nÐd) CASE STIJÐY - Lift 8a Placed
ntdete, 872,tenp $cp,179,tenp, 872, 955 $cp,180,tenp, 874, 954
cp,181,tenp, 875, 95ó $cp,182,terç, 876, 957 9cp,183,tenp, 880, 970

cp,184,tenp, 911, 989 $cp,185,tenp, 916, 9A $cp,186,tenp,917, 991

cp,187,tenp, 918, 99? $cp,188,terp, 919, 93 $cp,189,tenp, 920, 991
cp,190,terp, 921, 995 $cp, 191 ,terç, 922, 96 9cp,192,terp, 9/ró,1051
cp,193,te{-ìp, 948,1055 $cp, 194,tenp, 950,1056 9cp, 195,terp, 951,1057
tsse,,331 $[sas,,292 $tsas,,289 $[sas,,295 $tsas,,298 9[sas,,328 9tsas,,319
Isas,,322 9tsas,,315 $tsas,,318 $[sas,,38/+
iter,1,,1
time,3ó8.1 $tcvsf ,aI l, 463, -0.5

eset,mat,17 $qe,at[, 8987 $eat t
eset,mat,16 $.qe,alL, 7847 $ea[[ $t¡¡rite * 8ó1004 / # 171

iter ,1, ,4
time,3ó9.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 412, -0.8

eset,mat,17 $qe,att, 5007 $eatI
eset,mat,16 $qe,aLl, 4332 $eatl $[write * 8ó1005 / # 17¿

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,370.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 50ó, 0.8

eset,mat,17 $qe,att, 2614 $eatI
eset,mat,ló $qe,atl, 2239 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó1006 / # 173

iter ,4, ,4
tíme,371.0 $tcvsf,atL, ó9ó, -0.3

eset,mat,17 $qe,att, 13ó5 $eatl
esel,nnt,ló $qe,att, 1157 $eat[ $twrite * 8óí007 / # 174

time,372.0 9tcvsf,att, 802, -3.8
eset,mat,l7 $qe,att, 712 $eatl.
eset,mat,ló $qe,att, 598 $eaL[ $twnite * 8ó1008 I # 1n

sbcdete, tcvsf,at t $[saI t 9afwrite
finish
/ input,27
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finish
/aty1
copy,36,35 9copy, 12,35
finish
/deIete,fi Ie3ó,dat
/prep7
restEne $krstrt,175
/titte, (NT921222.ú) CASE STUDY - Lift 8b Ptaced
ntdele. I70,tenp $cp,19ó,tenp, 770, 853 $cp,197,tenp, 772, 852
cp, 198,terç, 773, 854 $cp, 199,terp, Tfl , 855 9cp,200,tenp,778, 868
cp,201,te*p, 81?, 882 9cp,202,tenp, 814, 883 $cp,203,tenp, 815, 884

cp,204,tenp, 81ó, 885 $cp,205,tenp, 817, 8ÍM $cp,20ó,terp, 818, 887
cp,207,teip, 819, 888 9cp,208,tenp, 820, 889 9cp,209,tenp, U4,930
cp,210,terç, 816,934 9cp,211,tenp, 848, 935 9cp,212,teirp, 849, 936
Isse,,280 $[sas,,277 $tsas,,283 $tsas,,28ó $1sas,,325 $tsas,,307 $tsas,,310
tsas,,503 $tsasr,30ó
iter,1,,'l
tine,372.1 $tcvsf,att, 802, -3.8

eset,mat,19 $qe,att, 8987 $eatt
eset,mat,18 $qe,att, 7847 $eatI
eset,mat,17 $qe,att, ó68 $eatl
eset,met,ló $qe,att, 5ó0 $eatt $tHrite É 8ó1008 / # 176

iler,1, ,1
tinre,3Z3.0 lâ[cvsf ,a[ [, 50ó, -3.0

eset,mât,19 $qe,att, 5007 $eatt
eset,mat,18 $qe,att, 4332 $eatI
eset,mât,17 9qe,att, 372 $ealI
eset,mat,ló $qe,att, 309 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó1009 / # 177

podisp,-l $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tire,374.0 $tcvsf,atl, 612, 3.3

eset,mat,19 $qe,att, 2ó14 $eatI
ese[,mat,18 $qe,att, 2239 $eal.L

eset,mat,17 $qe,aIt, 194 $eatl,
eset,måt,1ó $qe,att, 1ó0 $eat[ $lwrite * 861010 / # 178

iter,4, ,4
time,375.0 9lcvsf,att, 590, -5.8

ese[,mat,19 $qe,att, 13ó5 $eatt
ese[,mat,18 $qe,alt, 1157 $eatt
eset,mat,17 $qe,att, 101 $eatt
esel,rnt,1ó $qe,att, 83 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó1011 / # 179

podisp, -f $postr, -1 $porf , -1

tire,37ó.0 $lcvsf,a[ ], 61?, 1 ,5
eset,mât,19 $qe,att, 712 $eatt
eset,mat,18 $qe,aLL, 598 $eall
eset,mat,17 $qe,al.L, 53 $eatt
eset,nnt,ló $qe,att, 43 $eal.[ $twrite * 86101? / # '180

iter ,4, ,4
time,3Zl.0 9tcvsf,atl., 569, 0.3

eset,nnt,19 $qe,aIt, 372 $eaLt
eset,mat,18 $qe,att, 309 $eatt
eset,mat,17 $qe,att, 28 $eal. l.

eset,mat,'1ó $qe,att, 22 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó1013 / # 181

podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
tirne,378.0 $tcvsf ,at l, 1012, -2.0

eset,nnt,19 $qe,aIt, 194 $ea[[
ese[,mat,18 $qe,att, 1ó0 $eal.I
eset,mat,17 9qe,att, 14 $eal,I
eset,mat,ló $qe,att, 11 $eat[ $twrite * 861014 / # 182

iter ,4, ,4
time,379-0 $tcvsf,att, 548, 0.8

eset,mat,19 $qe,att, 101 $eatt
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eset,mât,18 $qe,att, 83 $ea[[
eset,mat,l7 $qe,att, 8 $eatI
esel,mat,1ó 9qe,aIt, ó $eat[ $twrite * 8ó1015 / # 183

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tinre,380.0 9tcvsf,at[, 53ó, 0,0

eset,mêt,19 $qe,att, 53 $eatt
eset,mât,18 $qe,att, 43 $eaLL

eset,mat,17 þe,att, 4 $eatl
eset,mat,ló $ge,att, 3 $eatI Sturíte ê 8ó101ó / # 18t*

iter,4,,4
tire,381.0 9tcvsf,att, 272, 8.0

eset,mat,19 $qe,att, 28 $eatt
eset,nnt,18 $qe,att, 22 $eaLl.

eset,mat,17 $qe,att, 2 9eatt
esel,nat,1ó $qe,att, 2 $eatt $twrite ù tt61017 / # 185

podisp, -l $postr,-1 $porf,-1
tire.382.0 $tcvsf,att, 33ó, 3.8

eset,nøt,19 $ge,att, 11 $eal. l.

eset,mat,18 $qe,att, 11 $eatt
eset,mat,17 $qe,at[, 1 $eatt
eset,nat,ló $qe,att, 1 $eatl $tçlrite Ê 861018 / # 186

iter ,4, ,4
tirne,385.0 9tcvsf,atl, 378, 2.,

eset,nnt,19 $qe,att, 8 $eatI
eset,mat,18 $qe,aIt, ó $eal.L
eset,mat,l7 $qe,att, 1 $eatl,
eset,mat,ló $qedete,at[ $eat[ $tsrite " 861019 / # 187

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf, -1

time,38/r.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 121, 3,0
eset,mat,19 $qe,att, 4 $eatI
eselrmat,18 $qe,aIt, 3 $eatt
eset,måt,17 $qedete,at[ $eat[ $twrite * 8ó1020 / # 188

iter ,4, ,4
time,385.0 $tcvsf,at[, 399, 1.5

eset,mat,19 $qe,att, 2 $eatl
esel,nnt,18 sqe,att, 2 $eatl. $twrite * 8ó1021 / # 189

podisp,-1 $postr, -1 $ponf ,-1
tine,38ó.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 357, 0.8

ese[,mat,19 $qe,a[[, 1 $ea[[
eset,mat,18 $qe,a[t, 1 $eat[ $twrite * M102?. / # 190

iter,4, ,4
time,387.0 $[cvsf,aIt, 315, 1.0

eset,mat,19 $qe,att, 1 $eatt
esel,måt,18 $qedete,at[ $eat[ $twrite * 861023 / # 19'l

sbcdete, Icvsf,aI L $l.sat I Safwnite
finish
/ inørt,27
finish
/avx1
copy ,35 ,36 9copy, 1 2,3ó
finish
/detete, fi Ie35,dat
/prep7
resule $knstrt,191
/titte,(ù¿T921222.rnod) cAsE STUDY ' Lift 9 Ptaced
ntdete, óólr,tenp $cp,213,tenp, 664, 751 $cp,214,tenp, óó6, 750

cp,215,teap, óó7, 75? 9cp,216,tenp, óó8, 753 9cp,217,tanp, 672, 766
cp,?19,tenp, 70ó, 780 9cp,2l9,terp, 708, 781 9cp,720,tarq, 709, 782
cp,221 ,tenp, 710, 783 $cp,222,tenp, 71 1 , 781 $cp,?Zj,tenp, 712, 785
cp,224,temp, 713, 78ó 9cp,225,terp, 711, 787 9cp,226,tetp, 712, 828
cp,227,tetrp, 744, 832 $cp,228,tetp, 746, 833 9cp,28,telp, 747, 834
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lsse, ,277 $tsas,,253 9tsas,,24ó $tsas,,239 $[sas,,242 $tsas, ,249 9tsas,,2ZJ
Isas, ,2óó $tsas,,259 $tsas,,258 $[sas,,2ó5 9lsas, ,272 $[sas, ,303
í ter,1, ,1
time,387.1 9tcvsf,att, 315, 1.0

eset,mat,22 $qe,al [, f 1879 $ea[ [

eset,nnt,21 $qe,att, 8987 $eatl
eset,mat,20 $qe,aIt, 7817 9eall
eset,mat,'19 $qe,at[, 1 $eat[ $turite * 861023 / # 192

iter,/r $podisp,-1 $postr,-1 9porf ,'1
tíme,388.0 9tcvsf,att, 506, 6.3

eset,mat,22 9qe,att, ó559 $eatt
eset,mat,2l $qe,at[, 5007 $eatt
eset,nrat,20 $qe,aI t, 4332 $eaL t

eset,mat,19 $qedete,atl. $eat[ $twrite * 861024 / # 193
i ter,4, ,4
time,389.0 9[cvsf,att, 4ó3, -1.0

eset,mat,22 $qe,aIt, 3390 $eaLt
eset,rrat,21 $qe,att, 2ó14 $eal.t
eset,mat,20 $qe,atl., 2239 $eatt $turite * 8ó1025 / # 191

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf , -1

tinre,390,0 $[cvsf ,aI L, 357, -1.0
eset,mat,22 Sqe,att, 1752 $eatt
eset,mat,21 $qe,att, 1365 $eatl.
eset,mat,20 $qe,att, 1157 $eat[ $twrite * 861026 / # 195

iter ,4 , ,4
time,391.0 $tcvsf,att, 357, '1.3

eset,nat,22 $qe,at[, 90ó $eatt
eset,mat,21 $qe,aIt, 712 $eaLl,

eset,rnat,2o $qe,att, 598 $eal.[ $twrite * 8610?7 / # 196
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
time,392.0 9tcvsf,atL, 760, -9.5

eset,nrat,22 9qe,att, /tó8 $ea[[
eset,mat,21 9qe,att, 372 $eatt
eset,mat,20 $qe,a[t, 309 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó1028 / # 197

iter,4, ,1
time,393.0 $tcvsf ,a[ [, 7ó0, - 10.0

eset,mat,22 $qe,att, 242 $eatL
eset,nnt,21 $qe,aIt, 19/+ $eaLl.

eset,mat,20 $qe,att, 160 $eat[ $tu¿rite * 8ó1029 / # 198
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,394.0 $[cvsf ,aI L, 184, -5.5

eset,nat,22 $qe,alt, 125 $eatt
eset,ret,21 $qe,att, 101 $eal.L

eset,nnt,20 $qe,att, 83 $eatl $twrite * 861030 / # 199

iter ,4, ,4
time,395.0 9tcvsf ,at l, 210,'11,0

eset,mat,22 $qe,aIt, ó5 $eal. l.

eset,nat,21 $qe,aL t, 53 $eaI I
eset,mat,20 $qe,att, 43 $eat[ $twrite * 8ó1031 / # 200

podisp,-1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

time,39ó,0 9tcvsf ,aI t, 908, - 16,8
eset,rnat,22 $qe,a[ [, 33 $eal. t
eset,mat,21 $qe,att, 28 $eatl.
esel,rrat,20 $qe,att, 22 $eal.[ $twrite * 8ó1101 / # 201

iter ,4, ,4
time,397.0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 612,'16.8

eset,mat,22 $qe,att, 17 $eatl
ese[,rat,21 $qe,att, l4 $eatt
eset,mat,20 $qe,atl, 11 $ea[[ $twrite * 861102 / # 202

podisp, -1 $postr, -f $porf ,-1
time,398.0 $tcvsf,at l, 163,'20.8
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eset,ßrat,22 9qe,att,
eset,net,21 $qe,aLt,
eset,mat,20 $qe,att,

iter ,1 , ,1
tine,399,0 9tcvsf,att, 315,-14.0

eset,mat,22 $qe,at [,
eset,nat,21 $qe,att,
esetrnatr20 $qe,att,

tire,400.0 9tcvsf ,aI L, 293, -6.3
eset,mat,22 $qe,alt,
ese[,clat,21 $qe,att,
eset,mtr20 $qera[[,

tine,401.0 $tcvsf,at L, 527,-18.5
eset,mtr22 9qeraI t,
esetrratr2l $qe,att,
eset,øat,20 $qe,att,

time,402. 0 9lcvsf ,at l, 272, -20.0
eset,nat,22 $qe,att,
eset.matr2l $qeralt,
ese[,mat,20 $qedete, aL L

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tine,/r03.0 $tcvsf ,at L, 612, -21.0

eset,æt, 22 $qedete,at t
eset,mat, 21 $qedete, a[ [

t ima,/+04. 0 lÈtcvsf , a[ 1., 5¿r8, -21.5
time,405.0 $tcvsf ,at l, 357,-21.8
tire,40ó.0 $lcvsf,at L, 121,-21.8
time,407.0 $tcvsf,a[ [, 548, -23.8
tine,408,0 $tcvsf,aI t, 357,-21.5
iter ,4, ,4
tire,409.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 421,-24.0
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tine,410.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 230, -21.5
tine,411.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 293,-?5.8
time,412.0 $[cvsf ,al l, 163,-21,3
tire,413.0 $lcvsf ,aI l, 463, -21.3
time,414.0 9tcvsf,aI L, ?09,-26.0
time,415,0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 209, -2r.3
iter,1,,1
tine,416.0 $[cvsf ,aI l, 251,-17.8
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf , -1

tinre,417.0 $tcvsf,att, 251,-13.8
time,418.0 $[cvsf,aIt, 293,-18.8
time,419.0 $tcvsf,atl, 378, -9.3
iter ,4, ,4
time,420,0 $tcvsf,att, 378, -9.3
podísp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tire,/+21 '0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 357,'15.3
tine,422.0 $[cvsf,aI t, 4ó3,-18.3
iter,4, ,4
time,423.0 $tcvsf ,al l, 251, -17.8
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-l
tirne,424.0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 357,-16.5
tire,425.0 $tcvsf,att, 590,-12.5
iter ,4, ,4
time,42ó.0 $tcvsf,att, 50ó, -7.0
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

rine,127.0 $tcvsf ,a[ L, 739, -7.8
time,/+28.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 696,-12.3
time,429.0 $tcvsf , at l, ?93, -17,0
iter,4, ,4

9

ö

6

5

1

3

2

2

2

$ea[ [
$ea[ [

$eat [ $[urite

$eat I

$ea[ [

$ea[[ 9twrite

$ea[ [
$eatt
9ea[ [ 9twrìte

$eat I
$eat I

$eat [ 9ts¡ite

$ea[ [
$eat I
$ea[ [ 9tsrite

$ea[ [
$ea[ [ 9tgrite

$tsri te
9turite
9t¡irite
9tHri te
$triri te

$twrite

$trrite
$txrite
$turite
$tr¡ri te
$turi te
$tw¡ite

$tcrite

$twrite
9turi te
$tcri te

$turite

$txrite
9trri te

9twrite

9tsrite
$twri te

$t$,rite

$turite
$tur i te
$twrite

*8ó1103/#203

8ó1104 / # 204

*8ó1105 /#205

*8ó110ó/#206

æ1107 / # 207

*
*
*
*

8ó1108 / # 208
8ó1109 / # 209
8ó1110 / # 210
861111 / # 211
'861112 / # 212
tt61113 / # ?13

8ó1114 / # 214

û 8ó1115 / #?.1'
*861116/#216
*861117/#217
*8ó1118/#218
*861119 l#2',19
*861120/#?20

*861121 /#221
* {361122
* 861123
* '861124

* 861125

* 8611?6
* 861127

* 861128

r 8ó1129
* 8ó1 130

* 8ó1201

* 86120?
* 8ó1203
* 861201

/#2?'

/#228

/#231

/#222
/ #223
/#224

/#226
/#227

/#229
/#230

/#23?
/#233
/#234
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time,430,0 9tcvsf , aI l, 272, -26.3
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $Porf ,-1
time,431.0 $tcvsf ,a[ [, 599, -30.5
tine,432.0 $tcvsf ,aI L, ?93,'31.8
tire,433.0 9tcvsf ,aI L, 378,-32.0
tine,434.0 9tcvsf ,at tL, 272,'27.3
tire,435.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 272, -26.0
time,43ó.0 9lcvsf ,at [, 315,-23.0
iter,4,,1
time,437.0 9tcvsf ,aI t, 106,-22.0
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
tinr,e,438.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 654,-17.8
tire,439.0 9[cvsf,atl., 53ó, -9.5
iter,4, ,4
time,440.0 9tcvsf,aIL, 421,-10.8
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,441.0 $[cvsf , a[ [, 50ó, -10.3
tíre,442.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 163,-12.5
tire,443.0 9tcvsf ,a[ [, 548, -1ó.8
iter,4,,4
time,444.0 $tcvsf , at l, 357, -22.0
podisp,-1 9postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tinre,/+45.0 9tcvsf ,a[ [, 230, - 1ó.8
time,44ó.0 $tcvsf ,a[ [, 187, -13.0
tire,447.0 9[cvsf ,at [, 590, -8.5
time,448.0 $tcvsf,aI L, 251,-17.5
tinle,449.0 9tcvsf ,a[ [, 506, -13.0
t irne,450. 0 $tcvsf , at l, 272, -25.5
time,451,0 9tcvsf,at l, 548,-14.5
tire,/r52.0 $[cvsf ,aI L, 442, -7.0
time,453.0 $tcvsf,att, 293,-10.0
time,454.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 4¿1,-10.5
tirire,455.0 $tcvsf ,al l, 527,'13.5
time,456.0 9tcvsf,aIt, 240,-23.0
t ime,457.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 336, -??.0
iter,4, ,1
tire,458.0 $tcvsf,at l, 421,-10.5
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf, -1

time,459.0 9tcvsf,aI l, 251 ,-17.5
iter,1, ,4
time,460.0 $tcvsf ,aI t, 442,-16.5
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

tinre,4ó1.0 $tcvsf ,a[ 1., 4ó3, -13.0
tire,4ó2.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 357,-15.5
time,4ó3.0 $[cvsf ,at l, 44?, -10.0
tine,/+ó/+.0 9tcvsf ,at L, 336, -7.3
iter,4, ,4
tirne,/+65.0 $tcvsf ,a[ [, 357, -18.8
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tirne,4óó.0 $tcvsf,att, ó33, -9,5
tire,4ó7.0 $tcvsf,at[, 484, -3.0
tine,4ó8.0 $tcvsf,att, 2/r0, -8.5
tine,/+ó9.0 9[cvsf ,aI L, 612,-14.3
time,470.0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 718,'26.3
tirne,471.0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 399,-26.8
time,472.0 $tcvsf,aI L, 315,-26.8
time,4Z3.0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 357, -22.0
time,474.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 399,-31.3
iter ,4, ,4
time,475.0 $tcvsf ,aI t, 336, -27.,
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $ponf ,-1

$lwrite*8ó1205 /#235

$twrite * 861206 / #236
$twrite * u61207 / #237
$twrite*861208 /#238
gtwrite * 861209 / #239
$twrite*8ó1210 /#240
$twrite * 861211 / #2t41

$tsrite*861212/#?42

gtsrite*8ó1213 /#243
$lurite * 861214 / #244

$twrite*8ó1215 /#?45

$twrite*861216/#246
$twrite ù 861217 / #247
$lsrite*Í361218/#248

$twrite*8ó1219/#219

$twrite * 861220 I #250
$twrite * 861221 / #251
$l¡¿rite * 8612?2 / #252
$t¡¿rite * 861?23 / #253
$twrite * 861224 / #254
$turite * 86122' / #255
$twrite * 861226 / #256
$twrite * 861227 / #257
$turite * tt61228 / #258
$tr¡ríte * 861229 / #259
$twrite * 8ó1230 / #260
$twrite * 8ó1231 / # 261
$lHrite*870101 /#262

$tprite*870102/#263

$tprite*870103 /#264

$twrite*870104/#265

$turite*870105 /#266
$twrite*87010ó/#267
$tr¡rite * 870107 / #?68
$tsrite*870108 /#269

$tsrite * 870109 / #270

$tsrite*870110 /#271
$twrite*870111 /#272
$twrite*87011?/#273
$turite*870113 /#274
$twrite * 870114 / #275
$twrite*870115 /#276
$twrite * 87011ó / #277
$lsrite*870117 /#278
$twrite*870118 /#279

$lwrite*870119/#280

260



tine,476.0 gtcvsf ,aI l, 336, -21.8
tinre,4Zl.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 527,'31.0
time,478.0 9tcvsf ,a[ [, 399, -35,8
iter ,1, ,4
tinre,479,0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 315, -36.5
tine,480.0 9tcvsf ,a[ 1., 33ó, -30.8
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -'l
time,481.0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 484,'26,0
tinre, 482"0 $tcvsf , aI l, 336, - 17.5
tíne,483.0 9tcvsf ,at l, 421, -¿3.0
time,484.0 9[cvsf ,aI l, 230, -21.5
time,485.0 $tcvsf ,a[ [, 399,-20.8
iter ,4, ,4
t inæ,486.0 $tcvsf , aI l, 230, -25.0
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
time,487.0 9tcvsf ,aI t, 240,-'18.3
time,488.0 9[cvsf ,aI l, 4U,'22.0
time,/.89,0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 187, -29.8
time,490.0 9tcvsf ,at l, 187, -25.5
tine,491 .0 $tcvsf ,att , 442,-19.0
time,492.0 $tcvsf ,at [, 336, -10.5
tire,493.0 9tcvsf ,a[ |, 4A,-16.5
time,494.0 9tcvsf ,aI t, 315, -25.3
tire,495.0 $tcvsf ,a[ [, 50ó, -15.0
iter,4,,4
tine,/r9ó.0 $[cvsf ,aI L, 378,-12.0
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,497.0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 272, -20.5
time,498.0 9tcvsf,aI l, 484,-16.5
tire,499.0 $tcvsf ,at l, 240,-30.3
itet ,4, ,4
tire,500,0 $tcvsf ,a[ [, 187, -28.3
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tine,501.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 357,-25.0
tine,502.0 $[cvsf,aI L, 412,-17.3
tine,503.0 $tcvsf,aI L, 293,'11.0
time,504.0 $tcvsf,al l, 293,-14.5
tir*e,505.0 $tcvsf ,a[ [, 515, -14.3
tire,50ó.0 $tcvsf,at [, 33ó,-f 1.8
iter ,4, ,4
time,507.0 $tcvsf,att, 33ó, -9.8
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tire,508.0 $tcvsf,a[1, 442,'8.8
tirne,509.0 $tcvsf ,att, 484,'12.8
tire,510.0 $tcvsf,aI L, 4?1,'19.3
tine,51 1.0 $tcvsf ,al l, 293, -19.0
time,512.0 9tcvsf,aI l, 230,'21.0
tine,513,0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 357,-'16.8
iter ,4, ,4
tirne,514.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 336, -14.3
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tire,515.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 421,-19.8
time,51ó.0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 463,-14.0
tine,517.0 9tcvsf,att, 33ó, -9.8
tine,518.0 9tcvsf,at L, 315,-1ó.5
time,519.0 9tcvsf,att, 209, -5.0
iter,1, ,4
tirne,520,0 $tcvsf,alt, 590, -5.8
time,521.0 $[cvsf ,at L, 163, -21.0
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,522.0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 240,- 16.3

$twrite " 870120 / #281
$[write"870121 /#282
$tsrite*870122/#283

$lwrite"870123/#284
$lurite * 870124 / #285

$twrite * 870125 / #2tß
$lwrite * 870126 / #287
$turite * 870127 / #2æ
$twrite * 870128 / #289
9twrite * 870129 / #290

$turite*870130 /#291

$lwrite*870131 /#292
$turite*870201 /#293
$lurite*870202/#294
9twrite"870203 /#295
$lwriteù870204/#296
$tcrite*870205/#297
$tsrite"870206/#298
l9turite * 870207 / #299
$tsrite * 870208 / #300

$tsrite " 870209 / #30'l

$tsrite * 870210 / #302
9[write * 870211 / #303
$ts/rite t 870212 / #304

$turite * 870213 / #305

:t[¡¡rite * 870214 / #306
$txrite * 870215 / #307
$lwrite * 870216 / #308
$tqrite * 870217 / #309
$tprite * 870?18 / #310
$twrite * 870219 / #311

$tu¡rite * 870?20 / #312

$tsrite * 870221 / f313
$twrite * 870?22 / #314
$tgrite * 870223 / #315
$twrite * 870224 / #316
$turite * 870¿25 / #317
$txrite * 870226 / #318

$twrite * 8702?7 / #319

$twrite ù 870228 / #320
$twrite*870301 /#321
$turiteÈ870302 /#3?2
$twrite*870303 /#323
$t¡rrite * 870304 / #324

$turite*870305 /#325
$txrite * 87030ó / #326

$tr¡rite * 870307 / #327
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time,523.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 240,'21.3
tine,524.0 9tcvsf,a[ [, 399, -18.0
tine,525.0 $tcvsf , aI l, 378,'14.3
tirne,52ó.0 $tcvsf ,atl, 210,-21 .8
tine,527.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 569,-16.0
itet,4, ,4
time,528.0 $[cvsf ,att, 230,-18.0
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 Sporf , -1

time,529.0 $tcvsf,aI t, 251, -10.3
tine,530.0 9tcvsf,atL, 463, -9.5
time,531.0 $tcvsf,aI l, ?10, 0,3
tire,532.0 $[cvsf,att, 53ó, -5.8
tine,533.0 9[cvsf,atl, 378, -2.0
tine,534.0 $tcvsf,atl, 315, 3.3
iter,4, ,4
time,535.0 9[cvsf,att, 33ó, 6.0
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $ponf , -1
tine,55ó.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 121, 3.3
tim€,537.0 9tcvsf,att, 484, -5.3
tíme,538.0 $tcvsf,all, 463, -9.8
tire,539.0 9tcvsf,atl, 421, -8.8
iter,4, ,4
time,540.0 $tcvsf ,at l, 336,-14.5
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 9porf,-1
time,5/r1.0 $tcvsf,atl, 654, -6.5
iter,4, ,4
tire,542.0 $tcvsf , at L, 696, -23.0
podisp, -1 $postr,-f 9porf ,-1
time,543.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 293,-19.5
time,544.0 $[cvsf,al l, 251,-16.8
tirne,545.0 $tcvsf ,al l, 272,-13.8
tine,54ó.0 $tcvsf ,alt, 240,-11.5
tine,547.0 $tcvsf ,att, 315,-13.5
tirne,548.0 $lcvsf ,aI l, 272, -6.3
i ter,4,,4
time,5/r9.0 Stcvsf ,at L, 675, -?.3
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 Sporf ,-1
tire,550.0 $[cvsf ,aI l, 357, -15.3
tire,551.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 1?1, -5.8
tine,552.0 $[cvsf,aIt, 357, -7.5
tire,553.0 $[cvsf ,aI L, 163, 3.8
tine,554.0 $tcvsf,alt, 50ó, -5.3
tire,555.0 $tcvsf ,att, 718,-11.3
iter ,4, ,4
tine,55ó.0 $[cvsf ,aI l, 696,'1?.5
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

tire,557.0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 44?, -9-5
tine,558.0 9lcvsf,att, 50ó, 0.0
tine,559.0 $tcvsf,atl., 590, -1.0
iter ,4, ,4
tire,5ó0.0 $tcvsf,alt, 50ó, -1.3
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
time,561.0 $[cvsf,all, 163, 9.0
tine,5ó2.0 $tcvsf,at l, 251, 7.0
iter,4, ,4
time,5ó3.0 9tcvsf,atL, 336, 8.3
sbcdete, Icvsf,at t $tsal. [ 9afwrite
finish
/ input,27
finish
/aux1

$twrite*870308/#
gtwrite"870309/#
$lwrite*870310/#
$twriteà870311/#
$lurite*870312/#

$twrite*870313/#

$turitev870314/#
$lurite*870315/#
$twrite*87a316/#
$[p¡ìte*870317/#
9turite*870318/#
$twrite*870319/#

$twrite È 870320 / #310

$twrite * 870321 /
$twrite * 870322 /
$twrite * 870323 /
$lgrite * 870324 /
gturite * 870325 /

$twrite * 870326 /

$tr¡rite * 870327 /

# 345

# 346

# 347

$twrite " 870328 / #348
$twrite * 870329 / #349
$tHrite È 870330 / #350
$lsrite*870331 /#351
$t¡¡rite*870401 /#35?
$t¡¿rite * 870402 / #353

$t¡,rrite * 870403 / #351

$twrite * 870404 / #355
gtsrite * 870405 / #356
$lurite * 870406 / #357
$twrite * 870107 / #358
$tw¡ite*870408 /#359
gturite " 870409 / #360

$twrite*870410 /#361

$[s¡ite * 870411
$t¡{rite * 870112
$tsrite * 870413

$lwrite ù 870111 / #365

$twrite * 870415
$tgrite ù 870416

$twrite * 870417 / #368

328
3?9
330
331
t5¿

353

334
335
336
337
338
339

# 341
# 342
# 313
# 344

/ #362
/ #363
/ #361

/ #366
/ #367
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copy,36,35 9copy, 12,35
f ini sh

/delete,fite3ó,dat
/PreP7
resLsne 9krstrt,3ó8
/titte, <Hf921222.trcd) cAsÊ sTtÐY - Lift 10-1 Ptaced
ntdete, 583,teap $cp,230,tenp, 583, 640 $cp,231,tenp, 58ó, 639
cp,232,terrp, 587, 641 9cp,233,terp, 5æ, 642 :âcp,234,teirp, 596, 65,
cp,Z35,tenp, 605, 674 9cp,23ó,terç, 608, 675 9cp,237,tenp, 609, 676
cp,238,tørp, 610, 677 9cp,239,terp, 611 , 678 9cp,210,terlp, 612, 679
cp,241 ,tenp, ó24, 7?2 $cp,242,tenp, ó30, 726 $cp,243,txrp, 633, 727
cp,244,tø'p, 634, 728
lsse,,27l 9[sas,,253 9tsas,,2/+6 $tsas,,239 9[sas,,214 $tsas,,217 $tsas, ,219
lsas,,257 9tsas,,231 9tsas,,ã3 $tsas,,230 $tsas,,258 $tsas,,2ó5 $|sas,,272
tsasr,303
i ter,1, ,'l
time,5ó3.1 $tcvsf,atl, 336, 8.3

eset,mat,25 $qe,at t,'12ó4ó $eaI L

esel,mat,24 $qe,a[ [, 9238 $eal. L

eset,mat,Z3 $qe,at[, 7847 $eatt $tw¡ite ù 870417 / # 369
iter,4 $podisp,-1 $postr, -l 9porf , -1
tine,564.0 9[cvsf,atL, 336, 7.0

esel,mat,25 Sqe,aL l., 6982 $eaL t

eset,nat,24 $qe,att, 5147 $eaLL
eset,mat,23 $qe,at[, 4333 $eaLt $twrite * 870118 / # 370

iter,4, ,4
tine,565.0 9tcvsf,atl, 675, ó.8

eset,mat,25 $qe,att, 3ó09 $eatt
eset,mat,2/r $qe,aIt, 2ó87 $eatt
eset,mat,23 $qe,att, 2239 $eaLt $twrite * 870419 / # 371

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-l
tire,56ó.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 718, 2.5

eset,mat,25 $qe,att, 18ó5 $eatl,
eset,mat,24 $qe,att, 1403 $eal.l.
eset,mat,23 9qe,att, 1157 $eal,[ $turite * 870420 / # 372

iter ,1, ,1
tiree,567.0 9tcvsf,at[, 548, 1.0

eset,mat,25 $qe,aI t, 964 $eaI t
eset,mat,24 $qe,att, 232 $eatt
eset,mat,23 $qe,att, 598 $eat[ $turite * 870121 / # 373

time,5ó8.0 $tcvsf,att, 527, 1.5
eset,mat,25 $qe,att, 498 $eatt
eset,mat,2/+ $qe,aIt, 382 $eatt
eset,nat,23 $qe,att, 309 $eat[ $Lurite * 870122 / # 374

sbcdeIe, Icvsf ,a[ [ $tsal t $afwrite
finish
/inryt,27
finish
/aux1
copy,35,36 $copy, 12,3ó
fínish
/detete,fiLe35,dat
/prep7
resune $krstrt,37l+
/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUÐY - Lift 10-2 Placed
ntdete, 523,terp $cp,245,tenp, 5ã, 580 $cp,24ó,tenp, 5?6, 579
cp,?47,telrrp, 527, 581 5cp,248,tanp, 528, 582 9cp,219,tenp, 536, 595

cp,250,tenp, 545, 599 $cp,251,teirp, 5/r8, 600 $cp,252,tenp, 549, ó01

cp,253,terp, 550, ó02 $cp,254,terp, 551, ó03 $cp,255,tenp, 552, ó04

cp,25ó,tenp, 564, 623 $cp,257,terp, 570, 627 9cp,258,tenp, 573, 628
cp,259,terp, 574, 629
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lsse,,?77 $tsas,,253 $tsas,,24ó 9tsas,,239 $tsas,,214 $tsas,,207 9tsas,,210
tsas,,212 9tsas,,235 $tsas,,224 9tsas,,22ó $tsas,,223 $tsas,,230 9tsas,,258
Isas,,2ó5 $tsas,,272 $tsas,,303
iter,1,,1
tinre,568,1 9[cvsf ,at L, 527, 4.5

ese[,mat,28 $qe,aL t,12ó4ó $ea[ [

eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 9238 $eatt
eset,nnt,26 $qe,att, 7847 $eal. l.

eset,mat,25 $qe,att, 4óó $eatL
eset,mat,2/+ $qe,aIt, 358 $eatt
eset,mat,23 $qe,att, 289 $eat[ $turite * 870422 / # 375

iter ,4, ,4
tine,5ó9,0 $tcvsf,atl, 240, 0.8

eset,rnt,28 $qe,at[, ó982 $eaLt
eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 5147 $eaLL

eset,mat,2ó $qe,aIt, 4333 $eaLl.
eset,nut,25 $qe,att, 258 $eaLl.
eset,rrat,24 $qe,att, 200 $eaLt
esel,mat,23 $qe,att, 1ó0 $eatl.

@isp,-1 9postr,-1 $porf ,-1
time,570.0 9tcvsf,all, 378, -2.0

eset,mat,28 $qe,att, 3ó09 9eal.t
eset.mat,27 $qe,att, 2ó87 $eal.t
eset,mat,2ó $qe,att, 2239 $eatL
eset,røt,25 $qe,att, 133 $eatL
eset,mat,24 $qe,at[, 104 $eatt
eset,mat,23 $qe,att, 83 $ea[t

iter ,4, ,4
tine,571.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 421, 3.3

eset,mat,28 $qe,at[, 18ó5 $eatL
eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 1403 $eatt
eset,nnt,2ó $qe,att, 1157 $eatt
eset,rnt,25 $qe,att, ó9 $eatt
eset,nnt,24 $qe,aIt, 54 $eaLl.

eset,mat,23 $qe,et t, 43 $eaL t
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tine,572.0 $[cvsf,atl, 27?, 3.0

eset,mat,28 $qe,aIt, 9ó4 $eatt
eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 732 $eal. l.

eset,rut,26 9qe,att, 598 $eaLt
esel,mat,25 $qe,aIt, 3ó $eatt
eset,mat,2/+ $qe,aIt, 28 $eatt
eset,mat,23 $qe,att, 22 $eal. l.

iler ,1, ,1
tine,5Z3.0 $tcvsf,atl, 378, 2.3

esel,mat,28 $qe,at[, 498 $eatl.
eset,mat,27 $qe,alt, 382 $eatl.
eset,mat,2ó $qe,att, 309 $eal.t
esel,mat,25 $qe,alt, 18 $eatI
eset,mat,24 $qe,a[[, 15 $eatt
ese[,mat,23 $qe,att, 11 Seal.t

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
time,574.0 $tcvsf,al[, 8ó6, 8.3

eset,mat,28 $qe,att, 258 $eatt
esel,mat,27 9qe,a[ [, 200 9eat L

eset,mat,26 $qe,att, 1ó0 $eal.L
eset,mat,25 $qeratt, 9 $eaLl.

esel,mat,24 $qe,att, 8 $eatI
eset,mat,23 $qe,aI t, 6 $ea[ [

iter,4,,4
time,575.0 $tcvsf,att, 50ó, 2.8

$twrite * 870423 / #376

$trdrite * 870424 / #377

$twrite*870125/#378

$twrite * 870426 / #379

$twrite * 870427 / #380

$tHrite * 870428 / #381
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eset,mêt,28 $qe,att, 133 Seal.L

eset,mat,27 9qe,atL, 104 $eatt
eset,mat,2ó $qe,aI t, 83 $ea[ [
eset,mat,25 $qe,att, 5 $eal.L
eset,mat,24 $qe,at [, 4 $eat t
eset,mat,23 $qe,att, 3 $eat[ $lwrite * 870429 / # 38?

sbcdete, Icvsf ,at t 9tsal. [ 9afwrite
finish
/i^put,27
fini sh

I auxl
cryy,36,35 $copy, 12,35
finish
/deLete,fi Ie36,dat
/prep7
resune $krstrt,382
/titte, (N1921222.ñ) CASE STUDY - Lift l0-3 Ptaced
ntdete, 449,terp 9cp,2ó0,tenp, 449, 5?0 $cp,261,tenp, 451, 519
cp,262,terp, 45?, 5?1 $cp,263,tenp, 453, 5ZZ 9cp,2&l+,tenp, 457, 535
cp,265,terp, 483, 539 $cp,2óó,teirp, 485, 540 $cp,2ó7,tenp, 4tjl6,541
cp,268,tenp, 487, 517 $cp,269,tenp, 4æ, 5{+3 9cp,270,tenp, 489, 544
cp,271,tenp, 511 , 563 9cp,272,tenp, 513, 567 8cp,2T3,tenp, 515, 5ó8
cp,274,tanp, 516, 569
lsse, ,277 $tsas,,253 $tsas,,24ó 9tsas,,239 $tsas,,214 $[sas,,207 $tsas,,189
Isas,,180 9tsas,,f83 $[sas,,18ó $[sas,,20lr $[sas,,195 9tsas,,198 9tsas,,194
tsas,,203 $tsas,,223 $tsas,,230 $tsas,,258 $tsas,,2ó5 $tsas,,272 9tsas,,303
iter,1,,1
time,575.1 $tcvsf,att, 50ó, 2.8

eset,mat,3l $qe,a[[, 1264ó $eat L

ese[,mat,30 $qe,att, 9238 $eal. l.

eset,n'nt,29 $qe,a[[, 7847 $eal,L
eset,rrat,28 $qe,att, 125 $eatl.
eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 98 $eaLL
ese[,mat,2ó $qe,att, Z7 $eat
eset,mat,25 $qe,a[ [, 5 $eal
esel,mat,24 $qe,att, 4 $eat
eset,mat,23 $qe,att, 3 $eatt $twrite * 8704¿9 / # 383

iter,4 9podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tine,57ó.0 $tcvsf,at L, 484, -1.0

eset,nnt,31 $qe,att, ó982 $eatl.
eset,mat,30 $qe,atL, 5147 $eaLL

eset,nnt,29 $qe,att, /1333 $eatI
eset,mat,28 $qe,att, ó9 $eall.
eset,mat,27 $qe,al.L, 54 $eal.t
esel,mat,2ó $qe,all, 43 $eal.L
eset,mat,25 $qe,at[, 3 9eaLI
eset,mat,24 $qe,att, 2 $eatt
eset,rrat,23 $qe,a[ [, 2 $ea[ [

íter ,4, ,4
time,57l.0 $tcvsf,att, 33ó, -5.8

eset,mat,3l $qe,a[ [, 3ó09 9eaI t
eset,nnt,30 9qe,att, 2ó87 $eal.t
eset,mat,29 $qe,att, 2239 $eatt
eset,mat,28 $qe,att, 3ó $eatl.
eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 28 $eatL
eset,mat,2ó $qe,at[, 22 SeaLL
eset,mat,25 $qe,a[t, 1 $eaLl.
eset,mat,24 $qe,at L, 1 $ea[ [
eset,mat,23 $qe,att, I $eatL

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 Sporf ,-1
time,578.0 $tcvsf,a[4, 378, 2.0

$th¡rite " 870430 / #3U

$lwrite*870501 /#385
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eset,mat,31 $qe,att, 18ó5 $eatI
ese[,mat,30 $qe,att, 1403 $eaLL

eset,mat,29 9qe,att, 1157 9eal.l.
ese[,mat,28 $qe,atL, 18 $eal.t
eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 15 $eatI
eset,mat,2ó $qe,att, 11 $eatt
ese[,mat,25 $qe,att, 1 $eatl
eset,mat,24 $qe,att, 1 $eatI
eset,mat,23 9qedete,att $ea[[

iter ,4, ,4
time,579.0 9tcvsf,all., 612, 10.5

eset,mat,31 Sqe,att, 9ó4 $eatL
eset,mat,30 $qe,att, I32 $eal. l,

eset,mat,29 :Bqe,at[, 598 $eatt
eset,mat,28 $qe,att, 9 $eal, l.

eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 8 $eatt
eset,mat,2ó $qe,att, ó $eaLL
eset,rnat,25 $qedeIe,at[ $eatl.
esel,rnat,24 $qedete,a[ [ $ea[ [

podisp,-1 9postr,-1 $porf , -1

time,580.0 9tcvsf,ett, 590, 16.3
eset,mat,31 $qe,att, 498 $eatt
esel,mat.30 $qe,a[ [, 382 $ea[ [
eset,mat,29 $qe,a[ [, 309 $eal L

eset,mat,28 $qe,att, 5 9eatt
eset,mat,27 lÈqe,att, 4 $eatl.
eset,net,2ó $qe,att, 3 $eatt

iter ,4, ,4
time,581.0 $[cvsf,atL, 1U, 9.8

eset,mat,31 $qe,att, 258 $eatL
ese[,nnt,30 $qe,att, 200 $eatt
eset,mat,29 $qe,att, 1ó0 9eatt
eset,mat,28 $qe,att, 3 $eatt
eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 2 $eaLL
esel,,mat,2ó Sqe,a[ [, 2 $ea[ [

podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf , -1

time,582.0 $tcvsf,at[, 399, 3.5
eset,mat,31 9qe,att, 133 $eatt
ese[,nnt,30 9qe,att, 104 $eaLl.
eset,mat,29 $qe,att, 83 $eatt
eset,mat,28 $qe,at[, 1 $eatt
eset,mat,27 $qe,a[[, 1 $eal.L

eset,nnt,2ó $qe,att, 1 $eatI
iter,4,,4
tíme,583.0 9tcvsf,att, 378, 2.0

eset,mat,31 $qe,att, ó9 $eatL
eset,mat,30 $qe,att, 54 $eatl.
eset,mat,29 $qe,att, 43 $eatL
esetrmatr2S $qeratt, 1 $eal. l.

eset,mat,27 $qe,att, 1 $eatt
eset,nat,2ó $qedete,at[ $eatI

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 9porf ,-1
tirne,584-0 9tcvsf,atL,651 , 5.0

eset,mat,31 $qe,att, 3ó $eatl.
eset,mat,30 $qe,at [, 28 $eat t
eset,mat,29 Sqe,att, 22 $eatI
eset,mat,28 $qedete,at [ $eaI t
eset,mat,27 $qedete,atl. $eal. l.

iter ,1 , ,1
time,585.0 $tcvsf,att, 484, -0.8

ese[,mat,31 $qe,a[[, 18 $eatt

$lurite*870502 /#386

$tsríte É 87û503 / #387

9tsrite * 870504 / #388

$tsrite*870505 /#389

$t¡¿rite * 87050ó I #390

$twrite * 870507 / #391

$twrite * 870508 / #392
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eset,rnat,30 þe,aIt, 15 $eatL
esel,mat,29 $qe,att, 11 $eat[ $twríte ú 870509 / # 393

podisp, -1 9postr,-1 $porf , -1

time,58ó-0 9tcvsf,aI L, 251 , 3,3
eset,nrat,31 $qe,aLt, 9 $eatt
eset,mat,30 $qe,at[, I $eaLI
eset,mat,29 $qe,att, ó $eat[ $twríte * 870510 / # 394

iter ,4, ,to
time,587.0 $tcvsf,at l, 357, 6.5

eset,måt,31 $qe,a[ [, 5 $eat L

eset,mat,30 $qe,a[ [, 4 $ea[ [
eset,mat,29 $qe,at[. 3 $eatt $twrite ú 870511 / # 395

time,588.0 $tcvsf,atl, 4?1, 8.3
eset,nat,31 $qe,att, 3 $eatI
eset,mat,30 $qe,a[ [, 2 $ea[ [
eset,mat,29 9qe,a[t, 2 $eatL $lurite * 870512 / # 396

sbcdele, Icvsf ,aI t $tsat [ $aft,lrite
f ini sh

/inryt,27
finish
/auxl
copy,35,36 $copy, 12,3ó
finish
/detete, fi Ie35,dat
/prep7
¡esLrfte $krstrt,39ó
,/titte,(HT9212Z2.rrÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 11 Ptaced
ntdete, 353,terp 9cp,275,tenp, 353, 130 $cp,27ó,tenp, 355, 429

cp,277,tæp, 356, 431 $cp,278,terp, 357, 43? $cp,279,tenp, 361 , 445

cp,280,tery, 389, 459 9cp,281 ,terp, 391 , 460 5cp,282,terip, 392, 4ó1

cp,283,teø,p, 393, 46? $cp,284,tenp, 394, 463 $cp,285,terp, 395, 464
cp,28ó,terç, 4?1, 495 $cp,287,terp, 123, 499 $cp,288,teÍp, 425, 500

cp,289, tetrp, 4¿6, 501

lsse, ,277 $tsas,,253 $tsas,,24ó $[sas,,239 9tsas,,214 $tsas,,207 $tsas, ,189
lsas,,180 $tsas,, 85 $[sas,, 82 $tsas,, 79 $[sas,, 88 $tsas,, 92 $tsas,,17ó
Isas,,15ó $[sas,,160 $tsas,,149 $tsas,,152 91sas,,155 9[sas,,194 $[sas,,203
Isas,,223 $[sas,,230 $tsas,,258 $tsas,,2ó5 $tsas,,272 $tsas,,303
iter,1,,1
tir¡e,588.1 $tcvsf,all, 421, 8.3

eset,mat,34 $qe,a[ [,1264ó $ea[ [
eset,mât,33 $qe,a[[, 9238 $eal.t
eset,nnt,32 $qe,at[, 7847 9eatt
eset,mat,3l $qe,ett, 2 Sea[[
eset,mat,30 $qe,att, 2 $eatl,
eset,nnt,29 $qe,att, 1 $eatl. $twrite * 870512 / # 397

iter ,4, ,to
time,589,0 $tcvsf,a[], 675, -2.8

eset,nrat,34 $qe,at[, ó982 $eal,t
eset,nrat,33 $qe,aIt, 5147 $eal.L
eset,mat,32 $qe,att, 4333 $eall.
eset,mat,31 $qe,att, I $eatl.
eset,mat,30 $qe,att, 1 $eatI
eset,nrat,29 $qe,at[, 1 geatt $twrite * 870513 / # 398

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf , -1
tine,590.0 $tcvsf,att, 357, '2.0

eset,mât,34 $qe,att, 3ó09 $eatt
eset,rnt,33 $qe,at[, 2ó87 $eatl.
eset,mat,32 $qe,aLL, 2239 $ea[[
esetrrnat,3l $qe,att, 1 $eatl
eset,mat,30 $qe,aIt, 1 $eatl.
eset,mat,29 $qedete,at[ $eail. $l.urite * 870514 / # 399
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iter ,l+, ,4
time,591,0 $tcvsf,atL, 4?1, 0.0

eset,mat,34 $qe,att, 18ó5 $eatt
eset,mat,33 $qe,at[, 1403 $eaLt
eset,mat,32 $qe,att, 1157 $eal.L

eset,raat,31 $'qedete,aI l. $eat t
eset,nrat,30 $qedete,at[ $eatt $turite * 870515 / # 400

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $prf ,-l
tíre,592.0 $tcvsf,att, 518, -?.5

eset,mat,34 $qe,att, 9ó4 $eatt
eset,net,33 $qe,a[[, 732 $eaLl
eset,nat,32 $qe,al.t, 598 $eat[ $twrite * 87051ó / # 401

iter ,l+, ,4
tire,593,0 9tcvsf,atl.,251 , 1.0

eset,ret,34 9qe,att, 498 $eal. l.

eset,aet,33 $qe,att, 382 $eatL
esel,mat,32 $qe,att, 309 $eat[ $twrÍte * 870517 / # 40?

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tire,594.0 9tcvsf,at[, 590, 10.3

esel,røt,34 $qe,att, 258 $eatt
eset,net,33 $qe,att, 200 $eatt
eset,mat,32 $qe,alt, 1ó0 $eat[ $lwríte * 870518 / # 403

il.er ,1, ,4
tirne,595,0 $tcvsf,a[ [, 50ó, 1,3

ese[,mat,34 $qe,att, 133 $eatl.
eset,rnat,33 $qe,att, 104 $eaLt
eset,mat,32 gqe,atl, 83 $ealt $twrite * 870519 / # 404

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,596.0 $tcvsf,att, 654, -2.3

eset,nrat,34 $qe,at[, 69 $eatl.
eset,mat,33 $qe,att, 5/r $ealt
eset,mat,32 $qe,att, 43 $eat[ $twríte * 870520 / # 105

iter,4, ,4
tine,597.0 $tcvsf,att, 336, -1.0

eset,ret,34 9qe,at [, 3ó $eal. t

eset,nrat,33 $qe,att, 28 $eatL
eset,mat,32 $qe,att, 22 $eat[ $lxrite * 870521 / # 106

sbcdete, Icvsf,at t 9tsat [ $afwrite
f ini sh

/inryt,27
finish
/ au¡<'l

copy,36,35 $copy, 12,35
finish
/detete,fi Ie36,dat
/prep7
restrne $krstrt,4M
/titte,(NT9212?2.d) CASE STIÐY - Lift 12 Ptaced
ntdete, 259,terp 9cp,290,tenp, 259, 3?9 $cp,291,tenp, 2ó1, 328
cp,292,teÍp, ?62, 330 $cp,293,tenp, 2ó3, 331 9cp,294,tanp, ?67, 344
cp,Z95,tenp, 290, 363 $cp,29ó,terp, ?92, 364 9cp,297,tenp, 293, 3ó5
cp,298,tenp, 294, 36ó $cp,299,tenp, 295, 3ó7 9cp,300,tenp, 320, 401
cp,301,tenp, 322, 405 $cp,302,tenp, 32lr, z+0ó $cp,303,tenp, 325, 407
Isse,,277 $tsas,,253 $tsas,,24ó 9tsas,,239 $tsas,,214 $tsas,,207 $tsas,,189
[sas,,180 $[sas,, 85 $tsas,, 82 $tsas,, 79 $tsas,, ó8 $tsas,, ó5 $tsas,, ó2
Isas,, 71 $tsas,, 75 $tsas,,172 9lsas,,139 9tsas,,143 $tsas,,l32 $tsas,,135
tsas,,138 9tsas,,149 $tsas,,152 $tsas,,155 9tsas,,19/+ $tsas,,203 $[sas,,223
tsas,,230 $[sas,,258 $tsas,,2ó5 $tsas,,272 $[sas,,303
iter,1,,1
time,597,1 $tcvsf,att. 33ó, -1.0

ese[,nøt,37 $qe,al t,12616 9eall
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ese[,mat,36 $qe,a[ [, 9238 $eat I'

eset,nrat,35 9qe,al. 1., 7817 $eaLl
esel,næt,34 $qe,al. l., 33 $eatI
eset,mt,33 $Qe,att, 27 9eall
ese[,mat,32 $qe,att, 21 6eat[ $twrite * 870521 / # 107

iter,4 9podisp, -'[ $postr, -1 $porf,-1
time,598.0 $tcvsf,at[, 590, 15,8

eset,ræt,37 $qe,att, ó982 $eatt
eset,ret,36 $qe,att, 5147 $eatt
eset,mat,35 $qe,att, 4333 9eatt
eset,mt,34 $ge,a[[, 18 $eaLL

eset,rat,33 $qe,att, 15 $eatt
eset,nrat,Sz $qe,att, 11 Seal[ $turite * 870522 / # 408

iter,4, ,4
tire,599.0 9tcvsf,atl, 357, 4.8

eset,mat,37 $qe,at l,, 3ó09 $ea[ [
eset,nat,36 $qe,at [, 2ó87 $ea[ [
eset,rmt,35 $qe,att, 2239 $eatl.
esel,mat,34 9qe,att, 9 $eatt
eset,nat,33 $qe,att, 8 $eatt
eset,nat,32 $qe,att, ó $eatI

podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tine,ó00.0 9tcvsf,att, 378, 4.3

eset,mat,37 $qe,at[, 18ó5 $eal. l.

eset,mt,5ó 9qe,att, 1403 $eal.t
eset,nrat,35 $qe,att, 1157 $eatt
eset,nat,34 $qe,at[, 5 $eatI
eset,net,33 $qe,att, 4 $eal.L
eset,nrat,32 $qe,att, 3 $ealt

iter,1, ,4
time,ó01.0 9tcvsf,att, 399, 12.0

eset,mat,37 $qe,at [, 9ó4 $eat I
eset,mat,3ó $qe,at t, 732 $ea[ [
eset,mat,35 $qe,att, 598 $eatt
eset,net,34 $qe,at[, 3 $eatt
eset,mat,35 $qe,aIt, 2 $eatt

$twrite*870523/#409

$twrite*870524/#410

*870525/#411

$twrite*870526/#412

esel,Rat,32 $qe,at [, 2 $ea[ L $twrite
podisp,-1 $postr,-l $ponf ,-1
time,602.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 357, 1ó.0

eset,n¡at,37 $qe,att, /+98 $eal.t
eset,firat,56 $qe,aIt, 382 $eatl,
eset,rmt,35 $qe,at l', 309 $eal. t
esel,rat,34 $qe,aL L, 1 $eat t
eset,mat,33 $qe,at[, 1 $eatt
eset,ret,32 $qe,at[, 1 $eatt

iter ,4, ,4
tinre,ó03.0 9[cvsf ,aI l, 463, 2.8

eset,ret,37 $qe,att, 258 $eatt
eset,mat,3ó $qe,att, 200 $eal. l.

eset,mat,35 $qe,aIt, 160 $eatt
eseIrmat,34 $qe,aIt, 1 $eatl.
eset,mat,33 $qe,a[ [, 1 $eaI t
ese[,mat,32 $qedete,aI I $ea[ [

podisp, - I $postr,-1 $porf , -1

time,ó04.0 9tcvsf,atl, 569, 5.0

$twrite*8705?7/#413

eset,mat,37 $qe,att, 133 $eatI
eset,mat,3ó $qe,a[ [, 104 $ea[ [

eset,rirat,35 $qe,att, 83 $eal.I
eset,mat,34 $qedete,a[ [ $eat I
esel,mat,33 $qedete,a[[ $eatt $twrite * 870528 / # 111

iter,4,,4
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tinre,ó05.0 9tcvsf,atl, 240, 4.0
eset,mat,37 9qe,a[ [, ó9 $ea[ [
eset,mat,3ó $qe,aLL, 54 $eatt
eset,mat,35 $qe,att, 43 $eat[ $turite * 870529 / # 415

sbcdete, Icvsf,a[ [ $Lsa[ [ $afwrite
finish
/ inolt,27
finish
/ auxl
copy,35,36 $copy, 12,3ó
finish
/detete,fi te35,dat
/prep7
resLsne $krstrt,415
/titte, (l{T921222.rr}od) CASE STUDY - Lif t 13 Pl.aced

ntdete, 172,tenp $cp,304,tenp, 172, 235 $cp,305,tarp, 174, 234
cp,30ó,terp, 175, ?36 9cp,307,tenp, 176,737 $cp,308,terp, 180, ?50
cp,309,te*p, 207, 300 9cp,310,tenp, 209, 269 9cp,311,te{qr, 211, 30/r

cp,312,terp, 213, 305 $cp,313,terp, 214, 306 $cp,314,terp, 228, 270
cp,315,te*'p, 2?9, 271 9cp,31ó,terp, 230, 272

lsse, ,277 9tsas,,253 $tsas,,2/+6 $tsas,,239 $tsas,,21lr 9tsas,,207 $tsas,,189
Isas,,180 9tsas,, 85 $tsas,, 82 $tsas,, 79 $[sas,, ó8 $tsas,, 65 $[sas,, ó2
Isas,, 51 9tsasr,48 9tsas,, /+5 9tsas,, 54 $tsas,, 58 9lsas,r168 $tsas,,122
Isas,,12ó 9tsas,,1 15 $tsas,,1 18 $tsas,,121 9tsas,,132 $tsas,,135 $tsas,,138
lsas,,1/*9 9tsas,,152 9tsas,,155 $tsas,,194 $tsas,,203 9tsas,,223 9tsas,,230
Isas,,258 $[sas,,265 9tsas,,272 $tsas,,303
iter,1,,f
tine,ó05.1 9tcvsf,atl, 240, 4.0

eset,mat,39 $qe,at [,12987 $eat t
eset,mat,38 $qe,att, 8089 $eatl
eset,mat,37 $qe,aIt, 6/+ $eatt
eset,mat,36 $qe,att, 51 $eatI
eset,mat,35 $qe,att, 40 $eatt $twrite * 870529 / # 416

iter,4 $podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tire,ó06.0 $[cvsf,atL, 484, 1.0

ese[,mat,39 9qe,at[, 7235 Seal. l.

eset,nat,38 $qe,at[ , 4166 9ealL
eset,mat,57 $qe,att, 3ó $eal.t
eset,nnt,3ó $qe,att, 28 $eatt
eset,nnt,35 $qe,alt, 22 $eatt $lwrite * 870530 / # 417

iter ,4, ,4
tine,ó07-0 $tcvsf,atl, 240, 11.5

eset,mat,39 $qe,att, 3ZIl $eaLl.

eset,mat,38 $qe,a[ [, 2308 $eaI t
eset,mat,37 $qe,att, 18 $eatt
eset,nat,3ó Sqe,att, 15 $eal.t
eset,nnt,35 9qe,att, 11 $eal.[ $tprite * 870531 / # 418

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,ó08.0 $tcvsf,atl, 569, 19.9

eset,rrat,39 $qe,att, 1972 $eatt
eset,mat,38 $qe,att, 1193 $eatt
eset,mat,37 $qe,at[, 9 $eatI
eset,mat,56 $qe,aL l., I $ea[ [
eset,mat,35 $qe,att, 6 $eat[ $twrite * 870ó01 / # 419

iler ,4, ,t+
time,ó09.0 $tcvsf,att, ó54, 13.8

eset,mat,39 $qe,aIt, 1029 $eatt
eset,mat,38 $qe,at[, ó17 $eatt
eset,mat,37 $qe,att, 5 $eatI
ese[,mat,3ó $qe,att, 4 $eaLl
esel,mat,35 $qe,at[, 3 $ea[t $tprite * 870602 / # 420
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time,ó10-0 $tcvsf,all, 760, 0.4
eset,mat,39 $qe,att, 537 $eatI
ese[,mat,38 $qe,a[ [, 319 $eal. L

eset,mat,37 $qe,att, 3 $eal.L
eset,nat,3ó $qe,att, 2 $eatI
eset,mat,35 $qe,att, 2 $eat[ $twrite É 870ó03 / # ¿r21

sbcdele. Icvsf ,at [ $tsa[ [ $afwrite
finish
/inryt,27
finish
/aux1
copy,3ó,35 9copy,12,35
finish
/detete,fi te3ó,dat
/prep7
resrrne $krstrt,421
,/titte,(HT921222.nød) CASE STUDY - Lift 14 Placed
ntdete, l23,tenp $cp,317,tenp, 123, 148 $cp.318,te*p, 125, 117
cp,319,te*rp, 12ó, 149 $cp,320,tanp, 127, 150 $cp,321,tenp, 131, 1ó3
cp,322,tøip, 133, 182 $cp,323, terp, 135, 217 9cp,321 ,tenp, 13ó, 218
cp,325,tanp, 139, 183 $cp,32ó,tenp, 141, 190 $cp,327,tenp, 143, 191
cp,328,tenp, 144, 192
Lsse, ,277 $tsas,,253 9tsas,,24ó 9tsas,,239 $tsas,,21l+ $tsas,,207 $tsas,,189
tsas,,180 $tsas,, 85 $tsas,, 82 $[sas,, 79 $tsas,, ó8 $tsas,, ó5 $tsas,, ó2
Isasr, 51 $tsasr, /r8 9tsas,, 45 $tsas,, 34 9tsas,, 31 $tsas,, 28 $[sas,, 37
Isas,, 41 $tsas,,164 $tsas,,105 $tsas,,109 9tsas,, 98 $tsas,,101 $tsas,,104
Isas,,115 $[sas,,118 $1sas,,121 lôtsas,,132 $tsas,,135 $tsas,,138 9tsas,,149
tsas,r152 9tsesrrl55 $tsas,,19/+ $tsasr,203 $tsas,,223 9tsas,,230 9tsas,,258
Isas,,265 $tsas,,272 $[sas,,303
i ter,1, ,1
tire,610.1 $tcvsf,atl, 760, 0.4

eset,nnt,40 $qe,a[ [, 12987 $ea[ [
eset,nat,39 $qe,att, 501 $eatt
esel,mat,38 $qe,att, 298 $eatI
eset,mat,37 $qe,att, 2 $eatI
eset,mat,3ó $qe,att, 2 $eatI
eset,nnt,35 $qe,att, 1 9eatt $twrite * 870603 / # 422

iter ,4, ,4
tirne,ó11.0 $tcvsf,atl, 739, 4.9

eset,nat,40 \e,att, 7235 $eatl.
eset,nnt,39 9qe,att, 281 $eatI
eset,mat,38 $'qe,att, 165 $eatl.
ese[,mat,37 9qe,at t, 1 $ea[ [
eset,mat,3ó $qe,a[ [, 1 $ea[ [

eset,mat,35 $qe,att, 1 $eaLL $twríte * 870604 / # 123
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1
time,ó12.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 506, 9.8

eset,mat,40 $qe,aLL, 3I7 $eal.I
eset,mat,39 $qe,alt, 14ó $eaLt
eset,mat,38 $qe,at [, 85 $eat I
eset,mat,37 $qeratt, 1 $eal. l.

eset,nrat,3ó $qerat [, 1 $ea[ [
eset,mat,35 gqedete,atl' $eatt $twrite " 870ó05 / # 121

iter ,4, ,4
tine,ó13.0 $tcvsf,atl, 399, 8.ó

eset,mat,40 $qe,a[ [, 1922 $ea[ [
eset,nat,39 $qe,att, 7ó $eatI
eset,mat,38 $qe,att, 44 $eatl.
eset,mat,37 $qedete,atl. $eatL
eset,mat,3ó 9qedete,at[ geall $l.Hrite * 870ó0ó / # 425

podisp,-l $postr,-1 $porf,-1
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time,ó14-0 9tcvsf,atl, 442, 8.6
eset,nrat,40 $qe,att, 1029 $eat
eset,nrat,39 $qe,at t, 40 $eat
eset,nút,38 $qe,a[ [, 23 $eaI $lwrite*870607/#426

iter,4, ,4
time,ó15.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 357, 11.1

eset,mat,40 $qe,aIt, 537 $eatt
ese[,mat,39 $qe,att, 21 $eatl.
eset,mat,38 9qe,att, 12 $eat[ $twrite * 870ó08 / # 427

podisp, -1 $postr,-l $porf ,-1
tirna,61ó.0 $tcvsf,atl, 421, 14.3

eset,mat,40 fie,a[[, 281 $eatl.
eset,ret,39 9qe,att, 11 $eatI
eset,mat,38 $qe,att, 6 9eat[ $turite * 870ó09 / # 428

iter rl, ,4
tinre,ó17.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 399, 18.0

eset,net,40 $qe,att, 14ó $ea[[
eset,mat,39 $qe,att, ó $eatt
eset,rmt,38 $qe,a[t, 3 geatt $twrite * 870ó10 / # 429

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tine,ó18.0 9tcvsf,att, 378, 19.8

eset,rat,40 $qe,att, 76 SeatI
eset,mat,39 $qe,att, 3 $eatI
eset,mat,38 $qe,atl., 2 $eat[ $twrite * 870ó11 / # 430

iter,4, ,4
tine,ó19.0 9tcvsf ,aI I, 378, 14.9

eset,mat,40 $qe,att, 40 $eatI
esel,rnat,39 $qe,aLt, 2 $ea[[
eset,rnat,38 $qe,a[t, 1 9ealt $twrite * 870612 / # 431

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tirne,ó20.0 $tcvsf,at l, 675, 21.1

eset,nrat,/+0 $qe,att, 21 $eatI
eset,mat,39 $qe,att, 1 $eatI
eset,nat,38 gqedete,at[ $eat[ $twrite * 870ó13 / # 132

iter ,1, ,4
tinre,621.0 $tcvsf,aIt, ó33, 19.0

eset,nrat,/+0 $qe,aIt, 11 $eatI
eset,ret,39 $qedeLe,al.[ $eat[ $turite * 870614 / # 433

podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
time,ó22.0 9tcvsf,at[, 484, 18.1

eset,mat,40 $qe,att, ó $eatL $twrite * 870ó15 / # 434
i ter,4, ,4
time,ó23.0 $tcvsf,atl, l+12, 11.8

ese[,mat,/+0 $qe,att, 3 $eat[ $turite * 870616 / # 135

time,624.0 $lcvsf,atL, 527, 20.1
eset,mat,40 $qe,a[t, 2 $eatI stwrite * 870617 / # 436

sbcdete, tcvsf,at [ 9tsa[ [ $afwrite
finish
/ingtt,27
finish
/ auxl
copy,35,36 9copy, 12,36
finish
/detete,fi Ie35,dat
/prep7
resLr'ne $krst rt ,436
,/titte,(NÍ921222.nød) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 PLaced

ntdete, 45,terp $cp,329,tenp, 15, ó8 $cp,330,tenp, 47, 67
cp,331,temp, 18, ó9 $cp,332,terp, 49, 70 $cp,333,ternp, 53, 83
cp,334,tenp, 55, 87 $cp,335,tenp, 57, 88 $cp,33ó,tenrp, 59, 95

cp,337,temp, 61, 99 $cp,338,tenrp, ó3, 100 $cp,339,tenp, 61, 101
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Isse,,24ó $tsas,,239 $tsas,,214 $tsas,,207 $[sas,,189 9tsas,,180 $tsas,, 85
lsas,, 82 9tsas,, 79 $tsas,, ó8 9tsas,, ó5 $[sas,, ó2 $tsas,, 51 9[sas,, 48
Isas,, 45 $[sas,, 34 $[sas,, 31 $tsas,, 28 9tsas,, 7 $tsas,, 1 $tsas,, 13

Isas,, 14 $tsas,, 25 9tsasr, 15 9[sas,, 1ó $tsas,, 6 $[sas,, 12 9[sas,, 98
Isas,,101 $tsas,,104 9tsas,,115 $tsas,,118 9tsas,,121 $tsas,,132 9tsas,,135
Isas,,138 9tsas,,149 $tsas,,152 $tsas,,155 9tsas,,194 9tsas,,203 9tsas,,223
Isas,,230 9tsas,,258 $[sas,,2ó5
i ter,1, ,1
tine,624.1 $tcvsf ,aI I, 527, 20.4

eset,n-et,42 $qe,at [, 15554 $eal. t
eset,net,/+1 $qe,a[ [, 12822 $eat I

eset,mat,4o $qe,al. l., 1$eat[ $tç¡rite * 870617 / # 437
iter ,4, ,4
tine,ó25,0 $tcvsf,atL, 67r, 15.3

esetrnratr/+2 $qera[ [, 8588 $eal' L

eset,nat,41 $qe,att, 7111 $ealI
eset,nrat,4O $qe,att, 1 $eatt $twrite * 870ó18 / # 438

podisp, -1 $postr,-f gporf,-1
tirne,ó2ó,0 9tcvsf,att, 506, 15.7

eset,mat,42 9qe,att, 4439 $eatt
eset,mat,41 $qe,att, 3ó9/+ $eatt
eset,mat,40 $qedele,att $eat[ $tw¡ite * 870619 / # 439

iter ,4, ,4
tine,627.0 $fcvsf,atl, 442, 16.8

eset,mat,42 $qe,att, 2294 $eatl.
eset,mat,/+1 $qe,a[[, 1919 geaL[ $twrite " 870620 / # 140

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 9porf ,-1
time,ó28.0 $tcvsf,atl, 506, 11.5

eset,mat,42 $qe,att, 118ó $eaLt
eset,mat,41 $qe,atl, 997 $eatt $tp¡ite * 870621 / # 441

iter,4, ,1
tine,ó29,0 $tcvsf,atl, 4U, 13.9

eset,nat,42 $qe,att, ó13 $eatl.
eset,nrat,41 $qe,at[, 518 $eat[ $tw¡ite * 870622 / # 442

podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,ó30.0 9tcvsf,att, 590, 14.ó

ese[,mat,42 $qe,att, 317 $eatt
eset,nrat,41 $qe,a[t, 2ó9 $eat[ $twrite * 870623 I # 443

iter ,4 , ,4
time,ó31.0 $tcvsf,at l, 421, 18.3

eset,nat,/+2 $qe,att, 1ó4 $eatI
eset,mat,41 $qe,att, 140 $eatt $twrite * 870621 / # 441

podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf,-1
time,ó32.0 $[cvsf,att, 548, 10.4

eset,nat,/+2 $qeratt, 85 $eall'
eset,mat,41 $qe,at[, ZJ $eatt $twrite * 870625 / # 445

i ter,4, ,4
time,ó33.0 9tcvsf,att, 5ó9, 9.5

eset,mat,42 $qe,att, 44 $eal. l,

ese[,mat,41 $qe,att, 38 $eat[ $t¡¿rite * 870626 / # 146
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
tine,ó34.0 $tcvsf,atl, 654, 9.9

eset,mat,42 $qe,aI t, 23 $eal, I
eset,n'at,41 $qe,att, 20 $eatt $twrite * 870627 / # 447

time,ó35,0 $tcvsf,atl, 718, 11.6
eset,mat,42 $qe,att, 12 $eal.t
eset,rnat,41 $qe,att, 10 $eal.[ $twrite * 870628 / # 448

time,ó3ó.0 9tcvsf ,aI L, 612, 12.1
ese[,nnt,42 $qe,att, ó $eal. l.

eset,rnat,41 $qe,at[, 5 $eaLt $lwrite * 8706?9 / # 119

time,637.0 $tcvsf,atL, 412, 13.1
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eset,mât,42 $qe,att,
eset,Dat,4l $qe,att,

time,ó38.0 9[cvsf,att, 315, 14.0' eset,mât,42 $q€,att,
eset,mat,4l $qe,aIt,

time,639.0 9tcvsf,atl, 315, 12.4
esetrmat,42 $qe,at[,
eset,mat,41 $qe,att,

iter,4, ,4
time,ó40.0 9tcvsf,at[, 548, 18.9

eset,nnt,42 $qedete, aI I

eset,mat,41 $qedete,at t
podisp, -1 Spostr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,ó41.0 $tcvsf,atL, 378, 16.6
tine,ó42.0 $[cvsf,aIl, 357, 12.5
time,643,0 $tcvsf,atl, 272, 12.6
tine,ó44.0 9tcvsf,atl, 612, 11.4
tine,ó45,0 9tcvsf,att, 50ó, 13.8
tine,ó4ó.0 9tcvsf,att, 50ó, 15.0
tine,647.0 9tcvsf,aIt, 548, 10.4
tine,ó48.0 $tcvsf,a[1., 336, 9.6
tirne,ó49,0 $lcvsf,att, 315, 11.5
time,650.0 9tcvsf,atl, 293, 14.8
tine,ó51.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 315, 15.6
time,ó52.0 9tcvsf,atl, 412, 17.3
time,653.0 9[cvsf,aI l, 527, 17.5
iter ,4, ,4
tine,654.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 50ó, 12.1
podisp, -1 9postr,-1 9porf ,-1
time,655.0 9lcvsf ,aI l, 272, 15.3
tirne,ó5ó.0 9tcvsf,a[ L, 357, 17.0
time,657,0 $tcvsf,att, 33ó, 16,0
tine,ó58,0 $[cvsf,at[, 548, 15.3
tinla,ó59.0 $tcvsf,att, 163, 18.8
iter,1, ,4
tine,óó0.0 9[cvsf,atl, 675, 13.1
tire,6ó1.0 $tcvsf,att, 5ó9, 15.8
podisp, -1 9postr,-1 $porf ,-1
tire,ó62.0 $[cvsf,atl, 421, 15.6
tire,ó63.0 9tcvsf,a[[, 336, 1r],8
tire,óó4.0 9tcvsf,at L, 399, 14.1
tine,óó5.0 $tcvsf,att, 357, 20.5
tinre,6óó,0 $tcvsf,a[], 163, 15.5
time,óó7.0 $tcvsf,atl, 357, 16.5
iter,4, ,4
tinre,óó8-0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 240, 23.3
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf , -1

tirne,óó9,0 $tcvsf,att, 50ó, 23,5
time,ó70.0 $tcvsf,atl, 760, ó.8
tirna,671 .0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 121 , '10.0

tire,ó72,0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 463, 15.6
time,ó23.0 $tcvsf,at l, 399, 17,6
time,674.0 9tcvsf,at L, 121 , 17.0
iter ,4, ,1
tine,675.0 $[cvsf,atl, 121, 15.0
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf , -1

tíme,ó7ó.0 $tcvsf,alL, 463, 14.6
time,ó7.0 9tcvsf ,aI l, 5t*8, 12.9
tÍme,ó78.0 9lcvsf,att, 315, 13.0
time,ó79.0 $tcvsf,aIt, 590, 11.2
iter ,4, ,4

$ea[ [
$eat[ $twrite * 870703 / # 453

$tHrite*870704/#454
$twrite*870705/#t55
$tu¡ite*870706/#456
$twrite*870707/#457
$lu¡rite*870708 /#458
$twrite*870709 /#459
$twrite"870710 /#460
$twrite*870711/#461
$twrite*870712/#462
$t¡¡rite*870713/#163
$lwrite*870714/#164
$tu¡ite*870715 /#465
$ts¡rite*870716/#166

$twrite*870717/#467

$tnrite*870718 /#168
$t¡¡rite*870719/#469
$lgrite*870720/#470
$twrite*8707?1/#471
$twríte*870722/#472

$twrite*870723/#473
$twrite*870724/#471

$twrite*870725/#175
$twrite*870726/#476
$tr¡rite*8707?7/#477
$lwrite*870728/#478
$twríte*870729/#479
$twrite*870730/#180

$tnrite*870731/#181

$twrite*870801 /#482
$twrite*870802 /#183
$tgrite*870803 /#IU
$tç¿rite*870801 /#485
$lprite*870805 /#186
$tHrite*87080ó /#187

$t¡¡rite*870807/#t88

$t¡¡rite*870808 /#489
$lwrite*870809 /#490
$twrite*870810 /#491
$twrite*870811 /#492

3

3

2

1

$ea[ [

$eat[ $[write

$ea[ [

$eat[ $twrite

$eatI
$ea[ [ 9twrite

"870630/#450

*870701 /#t+51

*870702/#452
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time,ó80.0 $tcvsf ,al L, 61?, 13.8
podisp, -1 Spostr,'1 $porf, -1

time,ó81.0 $tcvsf,atl, 61¿, 11-q
time,ó82.0 $tcvsf ,aI L, 4&, 12.9
tirne,ó83-0 9tcvsf ,at L, 421 , 13.4
iter,1, ,4
time,684.0 $tcvsf,alL, 251, 12.5
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,685.0 $tcvsf,atl, 399, 12.5
tinre,686.0 $[cvsf,att, 50ó, 9.9
tine,ó87.0 $tcvsf,aI l, 527, 9.8
tine,ó88.0 9tcvsf,atl, 463, 9.9
time,689,0 $tcvsf,att, 5ó9, 9,3
tine,ó90.0 9tcvsf,atl, 739, 8.7
tire,ó91.0 9tcvsf,att, 4ó3, 10.0
tine,ó92,0 $tcvsf,at L, 527, 10.2
tíme,ó93.0 9tcvsf,atl, 3780 9.1
tine,ó94.0 $tcvsf ,at l, 61?, 14.3
time,695,0 $tcvsf,att, 357, 10.3
iter,4, ,4
time,ó9ó.0 $tcvsf ,aI l, 4?1 , '14.0
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 $porf ,-1
time,ó97.0 9tcvsf,atl, 518, 1?.0
tine,ó98.0 9tcvsf,att, 930, 4.5
time,ó99.0 $tcvsf,atL, 240, 7.2
iter,4, ,4
tire,700.0 $tcvsf,alt, ó33, 5.5
podisp,-1 $postr,-1 9porf,-l
tine,701.0 9tcvsf,atl, 412, 5.8
time,702.0 9tcvsf,atl, 527, 10.3
i ter,4, ,4
tinrc,703.0 $tcvsf,atlL, 696, 7.5
podisp, -1 $postr, -1 $porf ,-1
time,704.0 $tcvsf,att, 33ó, 7.3
tirne,705.0 $tcvsf,atL,421 , 12.3
tire,70ó.0 $tcvsf,alL, 293, 13.2
tirne,707.0 $tcvsf,alt, 315, 13.0
time,708.0 9tcvsf,atL, 484, 11.8
time,709,0 $[cvsf,aIa, 675, 8.1
tire,710.0 9tcvsf,att, 378, 7.5
tinre,711.0 $tcvsf,atL, 378, 8.0
iter ,4, ,1
tirne,712.0 $tcvsf,atl.,421 , 9.3
podisp, -1 $postr,-1 $porf . -1

tire,713.0 $tcvsf,atl., 548, 13,8
tirne,714.0 $tcvsf,att, 5ó9, 7.8
time,715.0 9tcvsf,atl, 293, 8.1
tine,71ó.0 $tcvsf,atl, ?93, 14.0
time,717.0 9tcvsf,aI l, 421, 11.6
tine,718.0 $lcvsf,aI l, ?51, 11.5
iler,1, ,1
tirre,719.0 $tcvsf,all, 272, 10.5
time,720.0 $tcvsf,att, 590, 14.0
podísp, -1 $postr,-l $porf , -l
tirne,721.0 $tcvsf ,at l, 527, 13.9
tine,722.0 $tcvsf ,al l, 718, 8.3
tìre,723.0 9tcvsf,atL, 696, 7.9
iter,4, ,4
tíne,72l+.0 $tcvsf,al t, 506, 7.7
tine,725,0 $tcvsf,aI L, 399, 3.8
sbcdete, Icvsf ,aI t $lsaI I 9afurite

$[write*870812 /#493

$twrite*870813 /#194
$twrite"870814/#495
$tsrire*870815 /#496

$twrite*87081ó /#497

$twrite*870817/#498
$tsrite*870818/#49
$twrite*870819 /#500
$twrite * 870820 / #501
$tsríte " 870821 / #502
$tsrite * 8708¿2 / #503
slwrite*870823 /#501
$twrite * 870824 / #505
$tprite " 870825 / #506
$tcrite * 870826 / #507
$twrite * 8708?7 / #5O8

$twrite * 870828 / #509

$turite*870829/#51O
Stwrite*870830 /#511
$twrite*870831 /#512

$twrite*870901 /#5',13

$turite * 870902 / #514
$twrite * 870903 / #5'15

gturite * 870904 / #516

$twrite*870905 /#5'17
$twrite*87090ó/#518
$lwrite*870907/#519
$lxrite * 870908 / #520
$txrite * 870909 / #5?1
$twrite*870910 /#522
$t¡¡rite*870911 /#523
$turite * 870917 / #521

glwrite*870913/#525

$lHrite " 870914 / #526
$tsrite*870915 /#527
$twrite " 870916 / #528
$tc¡ite * 870917 / #529
$turite * 870918 / #530
$twrÍte * 870919 / #531

$twrite * 870920 / #532
$turite * 870921 / #533

$twrite * 870922 / #534
$turite * 870923 / #535
$twrite * 870921 / #536

$twrite * 870925 / #537
$lr¡ríte * 870926 / #538
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finish
/ inD-rt,27
finish
/ auxl
copy,36,35 9copy,12,35
finish
/delete, fi Ie3ó,dat
/ get ,12 ,f i I e35 , dat

* ----------
*c reate, out I i nes
Isat[ $tsser, 7 $tsas,, 1 9tsas,, 13 $tsas,. 1/r $tsas,, 25 $tsas,, 15

tsas,, 1ó $tsas,, 6 9tsas,, 12 $tsas,, 34 $tsas,, 31 9[sas,, 28 $tsas,, 37
Isas,, 41 $tsas,,1ó4 $[sas,,105 9tsas,,109 $tsas,, 98 $tsas,,101 9tsas,,104
Isas,, 51 $tsas,, /r8 9tsas,, 45 $[sas,, 54 $tsas,, 58 $tsas,,1ó8 $tsas,,122
Isas,,12ó 9tsas,,115 $tsas,,118 Stsas,,121 $tsas,, ó8 $tsas,,65 $tsas,, ó2
tsas,, 71 $lsas,, 75 $tsas,,172 9tsas,,139 9[sas,,143 $tsas,,132 9[sas, ,135
Isas,,138 9tsas,,85 $tsas,, 82 $tsas,, 79 $tsas,,88 $tsas,, 92 $tsas,,17ó
Isas,,15ó $tsas,,1ó0 $tsas,,149 $tsas,,152 $[sas,,155 $tsas,,189 $tsas,,180
Isas,,183 $[sas,,18ó 9tsas,,204 9tsas,,195 $tsas,,198 $tsas,,194 9tsas,,203
Isas,,207 $tsas,,210 9tsas,,212 $tsas,,235 $tsas,,224 $tsas,,22ó 9tsas,,223
Isas,,214 $tsas,,217 $tsas,,219 $tsas,,237 9tsas,,231 $tsas,,233 91sas,,230
tsas,,253 Slsas,,24ó 9[sas,,239 $tsas,,242 $tsas,,249 9[sas,,2õ 9tsas,,2óó
Isas,,259 $tsas,,258 9tsas,,265 9tsas,,272 $[sas,,280 $tsas,,27 $tsas,,283
Isas,,286 9tsas,,325 $tsas,,307 $tsas,,310 $tsas,,303 $lsas,,30ó $tsas,,292
tsas,,289 9tsas,,295 $[sas,,298 9tsas,,328 9tsas,,519 $tsas,,322 9tsas,,315
Isas,,318 $tsas,,337 $tsas,,334 $tsas,,331 $tsas,,340 $tsas,,344 9[sas,,433
Isas,,391 $tsas,,395 $tsas,,384 $tsas,,387 $[sas,,390 $tsas,,354 $tsas, ,351
Isas,,348 $tsas,,357 9tsas,,3ó1 $tsas,,457 $[sas,,/+08 $tsas,,412 9tsas,,401
tsas,,404 9tsas,,/r07 9[sas,,371 $tsas,,3ó8 $tsas,,3ó5 $tsas,,3Z' 9tsas,,378
tsas,,441 $tsas,,425 $tsas,,429 9tsas,,418 $[sas,,421 $tsas,,424 9tsas, ,4ó4
Isas,,467 9tsas,,/ró8 $tsas,,471 $tsas,,474 9tsas,,479 9tsas,,482 9tsas,,/+85
tsas,,455 $tsas,,4ó3 $tsas,,47Z 9[sas,,517 $tsas,,521 $tsas,,525 9tsas,,527
Isas,,492 $tsas,,501 $1sas,,510 $tsas,,511 $[sas,,502 9tsas,,493 9tsas,,531
Isas,,535 91sas,,541 $tsas,,545 $tsas,,497 $tsas,,50ó $tsas,,51ó 9[sas,,5óó
tsas,,5ó9 $tsas,,571 9tsas,,575 $tsas,,5Z3 !btsas,,578 $tsas,,581 $tsas,,585
tsas,,58ó $tsas,,588 $tsas,,590 $lsas,,ó08 $tsas,,ó11 $tsas,,ó14 $tsas,,ó17
Isas,,ó20 $tsas,,ó37 $tsas,,ó23 $tsas,,ó50 $[sas,,ó51 9[sas,,ó54 $tsas, ,ó55
Isas,,ó5ó $tsas,,ó59 9[sas,,6ó0 $[sas,,óó1 $tsas,,óó2 $tsas, ,óó5 $tsas, ,óó8
Isas,,óó9 $tsas,,ó72 $tsas,,ó75 9[sas, ,ó7ó $tsas,,ó77 $tsas,,ó78 $[sas, ,ó79
Isas,,ó80 $tsas,,ó83 $tsas, ,ó34 $tsas,,ó33 $tsas,,ó47
*end

/shou,ptots,f33
/post1
/gI ine, 1, -1 $/contourr,, -10,5,55
/titte, (i¡T921222.mcd) CASE STUDY

eset,mat, 1, 2, 1 $ptnstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
tesune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1,1,1 9tplot S/erase 9l.sat l. $/pl.of f
finish
/post1
/gtine, 1, -1 $/contourr,, -10,5,55
/titte, (NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY

eset,mat, 1, 2,1 $ptnstr,teÍp
finish
/preP7
resure $/noerase

POST -PROCESS I NG CO&IHA}¿DS

$setr r, , 1258.0
- Lift I Ptaced,860ó1ó

Ssetrrr r1259.0
- Lift 1 Ptaced, 860617
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*use,outtines
/p|off,1,1,1,1 9tptot 9/erase $tsat t $/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 9/contour,,,-10,5,55 9set,,,,,261.0
/titte,(N'f921222.nod) CASE STIJÐY - Lift 1 Ptaced, 860ó19
eset,mat, 1, 2,1 $ptnstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
resLgne $/noerase
*use, out t ines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 9tplot $/erase $tsal.t $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,263.0
/tirte,(Nf921222.tftod) CASE STUDY - Lift 1 Placed, 860ó21
eset,mât, 1, 2,1 $ptnstr,teÍp
finish
/preP7
resur¡e $/noerase
*userouttines
lpLoff,1,1 ,1,1 9[ptot $/erase $tsat t 9/ptoff
finish
/postf
,/gt ine,1, -1 $/contour,,, -10,5,55 $set, , , ,,?67.0
/titte,(HT921222.rnod) cAsE sTuÐY - Lift 2 PLaced, 8ó0ó25
eset,mat,l, 5, 1 9ptnstr, terp
finish
/preP7
reswe 9/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploÍl ,1,1,1 ,1 $tpIot $/erase $l.sal. l. $/pl.of f
finish
/post1
/gtine,f ,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,269.0
/title,(NT921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 2 Ptaced, 860627
eset rmat,l, 5, 1 9ptnstr,tenp
finish
/prep7
resure $/noerase
*use,outlines
/ploff ,1 ,1,1 ,1 $tptot $,/erase $[saI t $/pLoff
finish
/Post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $setr, r,,Z71.0
/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUÐY - Lift 2 Placed, 860629
eset,mat, 1, 5,1 $ptnstrrtefip
finish
/preP7
resure $/noerase
*userouttines
/ploîf,1,'l,1,1 $[ptot 9/erase $tsaI t $/pLoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,273.0
/titl.e,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 2 Pl.aced, 8ó0701
eset,mat,1, 5,1 $plnstr,teflp
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*userouttines
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lploff,1,1,1,1 $tplot 9/erase $Lsat t 9/ptoff
finish
,¿post 1

/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,?79.0
/titte, (NT921222.tnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 3alb Ptaced, 860707
ese[,m4t,1, 7,1 $plnstr,tenp
finish
/PreP7
resLene $/noerase
*userouttines
lpLoff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $[saI t S/ptoff
finish
,/pos t 1

,/91.ine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,281.0
/titte,(NT921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 3alb Placed, 860709
esetrmatrl, 7,1 $ptnstr,tenp
finish
/prep7
resuBe $/noerase
*use,outtines
lploff,1,1,1,1 $[ptot $/erase 9tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
^/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,283.0
/titte,(NT921222¡þd) CASE STUDY - Lift 3alb ptaced, 8ó0711
eset,mat,l, 7,1 $ptnstr,tenp
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
Éuse,outtines

/ploff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $Lsatt $/ptoff
finish
/post1
,/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,285.0
./titte,(N1921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 3a,¡b Ptaced, 8ó0713
esetrmatrl, 711 9ptnstr,terp
finish
/PreP7
resLme $/noerase
*userouttines
lploff,1 ,1 ,1,1 $[ptot $,rerase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
,/pos t 1

/gline,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,293.0
/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 3a,/b Pl,aced, 8ó0721
eset,mât,1, 7,1 $ptnstr,tenp
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1, f ,1,1 9tptot S/erase $l.sal. L $/pLof f
finish
,/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,301.0
/titte,(NT921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 4 Ptaced, 860729
eset,mat,1, 9, 1 $ptnstr,tenp
finish
/PreP7
reslfiT]e $/noerase
*use, outt ines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 $lpIot $/erase $l'saI L $/ptoff
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finish
,tpost 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,303,0
/title,(N1921222.¡rÐd) CASE STUÐY - Lift 4 Placed, 8ó0231
eset,mat, 1, 9, 1 9ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resLgle $/noerase
*userouttines
lploff,1,1,1 ,1 9lpl.ot $/erase 9[sat t 9/ptotf
finish
/post1
./gtine,1,-1 $./contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,305.0
/titte,(À1T921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 4 Ptaced, 8ó0802
eset,mat, 1, 9, 1 $ptnstr,teÍp
finish
/prep7
FesLEne $/noerase
*use,outIines
/ploff,1,1,1 ,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
,/post 1

/9[ ine, 1, -1 $/contour,,, -10,5,55 Sset,,,,,307.0
/titte,(N1921?2?.ntod) CASE STUDY - Lift 4 Ptaced, 8ó0801
esel,mat, 1, 9,1 $ptnstr,teflp
finish
/prep7
resLfiìe $/noerase
*useroutIines
/plof f ,1 ,1,1,1 $l.pLot 9/erase $Lsat l. $/pl.of f
finish
/postl
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,308,0
/titte,(¡¡T921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Líft 5 Ptaced, 8ó0805
ese[,mat, 1, 11, 1 $ptnstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
resLfiìe $/noerase
*use,outt ines
/plof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $l.pl.ot $/enâse 9tsat t $,/ptof f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,309.0
,/titte,(NT921222.mod) cAsE STUDY - Lift 5 Ptaced, 8ó0806
eset,mat, 1, 1 1, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
nesLøne $/noerase
*use,outI ines
lploff ,1,1,1,1 $tpl.ot $/enase $tsat t $/ptoff
finish
,/post 1

/gI ine,1, -1 $/contour,,, -10,5,55 $set, ,, ,,311.0
/titte,(Nf921222.nod) cAsE STUDY - Lift 5 Ptaced, 8ó0808
eset,mat, 1, 1 1,1 9ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resLme $/noerase
*useroutIines
/plof 1,'l ,1,'l ,1 $tptot $,/erase $[saI L $/ptof f
finish
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/post1
,/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,313.0
/titte,(N1921222.¡rød) CASE STUDY - Lift 5 Ptaced, 8ó0810
eset,mat, 1, 1 1, 1 $ptnstr, terp
finish
/PreP7
reswne $/noerase
*use,outlines
/plof f ,1,1,1,1 $tptot S/erase $l.sal. l. $/pl.of f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,316.0
/titte,(HT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift ó Placed, 8ó0813
eset,nnt, 1. 13, 1 $ptnstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
tes{..rrìe $/noerase
*userouttines
lpLoff ,1,1,1,1 9tptot $/erase $tsal.L 9/pl.off
finish
/post1
/gline,1.-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,317.0
/titte,(NT9212?2.t¡tod) CASE STUDY - Líft ó Ptaced, 8ó0814
ese[,mat, 1, 13, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/PreP7
resulp $,/noerase
*use,outIines
/plof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 9tptot $,/erase $tsaI l. $/pl.of f
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,319.0
/titte,(H1921222.nod) CÁSE STUDY - Lift ó Ptaced, 8ó081ó
eset,nat, 1, 13, 1 $ptnstr, teflp
finish
/prep7
resLme g,/noerase
*use, out I ines
/plotf ,1,1,1,1 9tpIot $/erase 9Lsal.t $/pLoff
finish
./post 1

/g[íne,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,321.0
/titte,(H1921222.¡ød) CASE STUDY - Lift ó Ptaced, 8ó0818
eset,rat, 1, 13, 1 $ptnstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outlines
/ploff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t $/pLoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,323.0
/titte,(HT921222.wod) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Ptaced, 8ó0820
ese[,mat, 1, 15, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $Lsal.t $/pl.off
finísh
,/post 1
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/gl.ine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,325.0
/tirte, (È¿19?1222.rîod) cAsE STUDY - Lif t 7 Ptaced, æÐ822
eset,ÍËt, 1, 15, 1 $pInstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
tesLfiÌe $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,'1,1,1,1 $tptot 9/erase $tsal. l. 9,/pLof f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,327.0
/titte.(HT921222.nþd) CASE STUDY - Lifr 7 Ptaced, æA524
eset rnrat, 1,'15, 1 $ptnstr, telp
finish
/prep7
resLåfte $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLof f ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $l.sal. t S/ptof f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,329.0
/titte, (wI92122?.1r d) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Ptaced, 8ó082ó
eset,mat, 1, 15, I $ptnstr, teÍp
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use, out I ines
/plof f ,1 ,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase gtsal. l. $,tptof f
finish
/postl
/gtine,'1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,335.0
/tit[e,(NT921222.ñ) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Ptaced, 860901
eseI rmat, l, 15, 1 9ptnstr, ter¡p
finish
/prep7
resLfiìe 9/noerase
*use, out I ines
/ploff ,1 ,1,1,1 $tpIot $/erase $[saI t $/ptoff
finish
/postl
/gline,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,313.0
/titte,(N1921222.1rþd) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Placed, 8ó0909
eset,nnt, 1,15,1 $ptnstr, teffp
finish
/prep7
resLme 9/noerase
*userouttines
lplofÍ ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $,/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gI ine,1, -1 $/contour,,, -10,5,55 $set, , , ,,351.0
/titte,(NT921222.¡wd) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Pl.aced, 86Ð917
eset,mat, 1, 15, 1 $ptnstr,terp
finish
,/prep7
resLme $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 9tptot 9/erase $tsat t $/ptoff
finish
,/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,359.0
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/tirte,(N1921222-ffÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Ptaced, 8ó0925
eset,mat, 1, 15, 1 $ptnstr,tefip
finish
/$eP7
rest¡ne S/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof 1 ,1,1,1,1 $Lptot $/erase 9l.sal. l, $/pl.of f
finish
,/post 1

/gtine,1,-l $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,365.0
/titte,(N'r921222.rrwd) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Ptaced, 8ó1001
eset,mat,'1, 15, 1 9ptnstr, teflp
finish
/preP7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 $tptot 9/erase $tsaLl. 9/ptoff
finish
/postl
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,3ó8.0
/titte,(NT921222.npd) CASE STUDY - Lift 8a Ptaced, 8ó1004
eset,mat, 1, 17, 1 $plnstr, te{Ìp
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLof f ,1 ,1,1 ,1 9l.pl.ot S/erase 9l.sal.t $/pl.of f
finish
,/post 1

/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,369.0
/titte,(NT921222.mod) cAsE STUDY - Lift 8a Ptaced, Só1005
eset,mat,1, 17, 1 $ptnstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
resLfiÌe $/noerase
*use,outIines
/pLof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $l.pl.ot S/erase $l.sal. L 9/ptof f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,371.0
/title, (N1921222.¡td) CASE STUDY - Lif t 8a Ptaced, 8ó1007
eset,mat, 1, 17, 1 9ptnstr,teÍp
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1 ,1 ,1 $Lptot $/erase $l.sal. t $/ptof f
finish
,/pos t 1

/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,372-0
/titte,(Nf921222.nþd) CASE STUDY - Lift 8b Placed, 8ó1008
eset,net, 1, 19, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resule $/noerase
*use,outIines
/plof 't ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $tpl.ot $/erase $l.saL l. 9/pl.of f
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10r5r55 $set,,,,,373.0
,/tit[e,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 8b Ptaced, Bó1009
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eset,rnat, 1, 19, 1 þtnstr,tefiP
finísh
/prep7
resu¡e $/noerase
*use,outIines
/ploÍf ,1,1 ,1,1 9l.pl.ot g/erâse $l.sal. l. 9/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/conto..rr,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,375.0
/titte, (Nl9?1222.M) CASE STUDY - Lift 8b Ptaced, 8ó1011
eset,rnt, 1, 19, 1 þtnstr,tenp
finish
/PreP7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLoÍf ,1,1 ,1,1 $l.ptot S/erase $Lsal, l. 9/ptoff
finish
/Post1
,/gline.1,-1 $/contour, rr-10,5,55 $set,,,,,377.0
/titl.e, (Nt921222.d) cÂsE sTUDy - Lif t 8b ptaced, 8ó1013
eset,mât, 1, 19, 1 þtnstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
lpLoff,1,1,1,1 9[ptot $/erase $tsaLL $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,385.0
/titte,(¡¡T921222.r¡Ðd) CASE STUDY - Lift 8b Ptaced, 8ó1021
ese[,matr 1,19, 1 þtnstr, teÍp
finish
/prep7
resure $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $l.ptot $/erase $Lsal. l. $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,387.0
/titte,(NT921222.d) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Placed, 861023
eset,nrat, 1, 22, 1 $ptnstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
resurne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1,1 ,1 9l.pLot $,/erase $l.sal. l. $/pLof f
finish
/post 1

/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,389.0
/titte, (N't9?1222.ñ) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 ptaced, 8ó1025
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr, terp
finish
/prep7
resurne $/noerase
*use,outlines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $l.saLl. 9/pLoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-'l $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,391.0
/titte, (N1921222.tú) CASE STUDY - Lifr 9 Ptaced, 861027
eset,mat, 1, 22, 1 9pl.nstr, terrtrr
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finish
/PreP7
resLãne 9/noerase
*use,outtines
/p|off,1,1,1,1 $tptot $'/erase $tsat t 9/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,393,0
/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 ptaced, 861029
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 9plnstr, teflp
finish
/prep7
resLÀ¡E 9/noerase
*userouttines
lploff ,1,1,1,1 9tptot $/erase 9Lsat L $/pl.off
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,397.0
/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 861102
eset,mat, 1, 22, 1 $ptnstr, teJq)
finish
/prep7
¡eswe $/noerase
*userouttines
/ploff,1 ,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t S/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,409.0
,/title,(NT921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 861114
eset,nnt, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff,1,1,1,1 9[ptot $/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
,/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,416.0
/tittê,(NT921222.rîod) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 8ó1121
eset,mat, 1, 22, 1 $ptnstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
resusne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff,1,1,1 ,1 $[ptot $/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,423.0
,/titte,(Nl9?1?2?-rfþd) cAsE STUDY - Lift 9 ptaced,8ó1128
eset,nat, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
resLEne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLoff ,1,1 ,1,1 $[ptot $/erase 9[saI t $/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine, 1,-1 $,/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,126.0
/titte,(Hf921222.nod) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 8ó1201
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
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/prep7
nesurre $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1,1 ,1 $tptot $/erase 9tsaI l. $/pl.of f
finish
/Post 1

,/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,437.0
./títte,(Nf921222.nþd) CASE STUÐY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 86121?
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 9ptnstr, terp
finish
/prep7
restÆte $,/noerase
*use,outtines
lploff ,1 ,1,1 ,1 9lptot $/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
,/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,444.0
/titte, (NT921222.ñ) cAsE STUÐY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 861219
eset,mat, 1, 22, 1 9ptnstn, teñp
finísh
/prep7
resLsìe $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t $/pLoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,458.0
/titte,(N'1921222.rød) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 870102
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr, teflp
finish
/prep7
resuîe $/noerase
*use,outlines
/plof f ,1 ,1 ,1,1 $tptot $,/erase 9tsaI L $,rptof f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1, -1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,465.0
/titte,(NT921222.rrþd) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 870109
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 9pInstr, terrp
finish
/prep7
¡esule $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploÍf,1,1 ,1 ,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t 9,/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 S/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,475.0
/title,(NT921222.rrþd) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 870'119
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 9ptnstn, tefip
fi ni sh

/prepl
resune $/noerase
ùuse,outtines
/plo'if ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $tptot $,/erase $tsat t $,/ptof f
finish
/post1
/9line,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,186.0
/titte,(NT921222.rrìod) cAsE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 870130
eset,nãt, 1, 22, 1 $ptnstr, teÍp
finish
/prep7
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resLme $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLo'ff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $[sat t $/ptoff
finish
,/postl
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set.,,,,496.0
/titte,(NT921222.rnod) CASE ST|JÐY - Lift 9 ptaced, 870209
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/preP7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
lpLof 1 ,1,1 ,1,1 $LpLot $/erase $tsaI t $,/pl.of f
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,507.0
/titte,(N1921?2?.ÍÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 870220
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outIines
lploff ,1,1 ,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI L 9/pLoff
finish
,/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contourr,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,514.0
/titte, (HT92122?.rrßd) CASE STIJDY - Lif t 9 Ptaced, 870?27
eset,mat,'l ,22,1 9ptnstr, terrp
finish
/prep7
reswne 9/noerase
*userouttines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 9[ptot $/erase $l.sat l, 9/pLof f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contout,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,520.0
/titte,(NÍ9?1222.¡tÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 pl.aced, 870305
eset rmat, 1, 22, 1 9ptnstr, teflp
finish
/prep7
tesurne $/noerase
*use,outIines
/pLoff ,1,1 ,1,1 $tplot 9/erase $tsaI l. $/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,528.0
/titte,(t1T92122?.rr d) CASE STIJoY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 870313
eset,mat, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr, te[p
finish
/prep7
rest-Fne $/noerase
*use,outlines
/plof f ,1 ,1,1 ,1 $tpl.ot $,/erase 9tsaI t $/ptof f
finish
,/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,535.0
/title,(NT921222.rrìod) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 870320
eset,mat, 1 r22, 1 $ptnstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
nesLsne $/noerase
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*use,outtines
/pLoff ,1,1,1,1 $tptot 9/erase 9Lsal. l.9/pl.off
fínish
,/post 1

/gI ine,1, -1 $/contour,,, -10,5,55 $set, , , , ,54?.0
/title,(N1921222.rrÐd) CASE STIÐY - Lift 9 Ptaced, 8703?7
eset rmat, 1, 22, 1 9ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
FesLEIre $/noerase
*userouttines
/ploff,'1,1,1,1 $[ptot $/erase $tsat t $/ptoff
fínish
/post I
/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,549.0
/titte, (N'r921222.Íþd) cÂsE sTl..ÐY - Lif t 9 ptaced, 870403
eset,nnt, 1,22, 1 $ptnstr, teflp
finish
/prep7
resur€ $,/noerase
*use,outlines
lploff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
./pos t 1

/gline,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,556.0
./titte, (NÏ921222.rîod) cAsE sTt.ÐY - Lif t 9 Ptaced, 870410
eset,mat, 1, 22, I $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/PreP7
resune $/noe¡ase
*use,outtines
/ploff ,1,1,1 ,1 $tptot 9/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,563.0
./titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STLÐY - Lift 10-1 Ptaced, 870417
eset,mat, 1, 25, 1 $ptnstr, terrp
finish
/preP7
resLsne $/noerase
*use, out I ines
lploff ,1 ,1,1,1 $tPtot $,/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,565.0
/titte,(NT921222.rûod) CASE STIÐY - Lift 10-1 Ptaced, 870119
eset,mat, 1, 25. 1 $ptnstr, tenp
finish
/PreP7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLoÍf ,1,1,1,1 $[ptot $/erase $tsaI l. $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gline,1,-1 $/contour,,,-'10,5,55 $set,,,,,567.0
/titte,(HT9?1222.nod) CASE STIÐY - Lift 10-1 Placed,870421
eset, rnat, 1, 25, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resLme $/noerase
*use, out I ines
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/plof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $[ptot $/erase $tsaI l. $,rptof f
finish
/postl
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,568.0
,/títte,(Nf921222.ÍÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 10-1 Ptaced, 870422
eset,nnt, 1,25, 1 9ptnstr,teÍp
finish
/prep7
FesLsne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plolÍ ,1,1,1,1 $[pIot S/erase $LsaL l. 5/pl.of f
finish
,/post I
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,5ó8.0
,/titte,(N1921222.trÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 10-2 ptaced, BZO4ZT
eset,mât, 1, 28, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resLÃÌìe $/noerase
*userouttines
/ploif ,1,1 ,1,1 $tptot $,/erase 9tsaI t $,lpl.off
finish
/post1
/gIine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,569.0
./titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 10-2 ptaced, 8704¿3
eset,mat, 1, 28, 1 $ptnstr, teÍp
finish
/prep7
resLflle $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $,/erase $tsaI t 9/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gLine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,571.0
/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lifr 10-2 placed, 870425
ese[,mat, 1,28, 1 9ptnstr, temp
finish
/PreP7
resurle $/noerase
*userouttines
/ploff,1,1,1 ,1 9tptot $/e¡ase 9[saI t $/pl.off
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-1015,55 $set,.,,,573.0
,/titte, (¡1T921222.rrìod) CASE STUDY - Lif t 10-2 PIaced, 870427
eset,nrat, 1, 28, 1 9ptnstr, tenp
finísh
/prep7
resusne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLoff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase 9tsat[ 9/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,575.0
/titte, (11921222.ñ) cAsE STUDY - Lift 10-3 ptaced, 870429
eset rmat, 1,31, 1 $ptnstr,tetrp
finish
/prep7
reswne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLof f ,1 ,1,1,1 9tpIot $/erase $tsaI l. $,rpLof f
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finish
./post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,577.0
./titte,(Nf921222.nod) CASE STUDY - Lift 10-3 Placed, 870501
eset,mat, 1,31,1 9ptnstr, teÍp
finish
/prep7
FesLEne $/noerase
Êuse,outtines
lplof f ,1 ,1 ,1,1 9LpLot $/erase $Lsat l. 9/pl.of f
finish
,/pos t 1

/gIine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,579.0
/title,(HT92122?.nßd) CASE STUDY - Líft 10-3 Ptaced, 870503
eset,mat, 1,31, 1 9ptnstr,teflp
finish
/prep7
resL{r}e $/noerase
*use,outtines
lplof f ,1 ,1,1 ,1 $tpl.ot $/erase $l.sal. l. $,/ptof f
finish
/postl
/gI ine, 1, -1 $/contour,,, -10,5,55 $set,,,,,581.0
/titte,(ùtl921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 10-3 Ptaced,870505
eset,mat, 1 r31,1 9ptnstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
resLårls $/noerase
*use,outtines
/p|o1f,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsat t $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,588,0
/title,(¡¡T921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 11 ptaced, 870512
eset,mat, 1,34, 1 9ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resLrfte $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploÍf ,1 ,1,1 ,1 $tpLot $/erase $tsaI t $,rptoff
finish
/post1
,/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,589.0
/titLe,(N'r921222-t¡ød) CASE STUDY - Lift 11 Ptaced, 870513
ese[,mat, 1 r34, 1 9ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resurne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/p|off,1,1,1,1 9lptot $/erase $tsat t $,/ptoff
finish
/post1
,/gIinerlr-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $setr,,,,591.0
/titte,(N1921222.rød) CASE STUDY - Lift 11 Placed, 870515
eset,mat, 1, 34, 1 $ptnstr, terrp
finish
/prep7
resuûe $/noerase
*use,outIines
/plof'f ,1 ,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsall. $/pl.off
finich
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,/post 1

/gI ine,1, -1 $/contour,,, -10,5,55 $set, , , , ,593.0
/titte,(Nr921222.nød) CASE STUDY - Lift 11 Ptaced, 870517
eset,nìêt, 1,34, 1 9ptnstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
resLErE $/noenase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1,1,1 9tptot S/eFase $Lsal. l. $/pl.of f
finish
/post1
,/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,597.0
,/titte,(HT921222.Ítod) cAsE sTUDy - Lift 12 pLaced, B7OSZ1
eset,mat, 1 r37, 1 $plnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resLfiÌe $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $Lptot $/erase $LsaL l. $,rpl.off
finish
/postl
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,599.0
,/titte,(!¡T921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 1Z ptaced, ïZOSZ3
eset,mat, 1,37, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resLme $/noerase
*use,outlines
lploff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,601.0
/titte,(HT9212?2.¡rpd) CASE STUDY - Lift 12 ptaced, 870525
eset,rnt, 1,37, 1 $pInstr, tertp
finish
/prep7
resLfiÌe $/noerase
*use,outI ines
lpLof f ,1,1 ,1,1 9Lpl.ot $/erase $tsat l. $/ptof f
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,603.0
/titLe,(N1921222.îþd) CASE STUDY - Lift 12 pLaced, 870527
eset,mat, 1,37, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*userouttines
/pLoff,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
,/post1
/gI ine, 1, -1 $/contour,,, - 10,5,55 $set,,,,,ó05.0
/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 13 ptaced, B7OSZ9
eset,nat, 1,39, 1 9plnstr, tetp
finish
/prep7
res[.Erì€ $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1,'l ,1 $tptot $/erase $l.sat l. 9/pl.of f
finish
/post1
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/gLine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,607.0
/titLe, (N1921222.tnod) CASE STUDY - Líft 13 pLaced, 870531
eset,nrat, 1,39, 1 Sptnstr, tefip
finísh
/prep7
resune 9/noerase
*use,outtines
/ptoff,1,'l,1,1 $tplot 9/erêse $LsaLl. $/pLoff
finish
/postl
/gline,1,-1 9/contour,,,-10,5,55 gset,,,,,609.O
/titte,(N1921222.trþd) CÂSE STUDY - Lift 1j ptaced, 8Z0601
ese[,net, 1,39, 1 $ptnstr, terlp
finish
/prep7
res[.ErE $,/noerase
*use,orrttines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 9tptot $/erase $tsaI t $/pl.off
finish
/postl
/Stine,1,-1 S/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,610.0
/titte,(N1921222.ÍÐd) CÂSE STUDY - Lifr 13 pl.aced, 870603
eset,mat, 1,39, 1 $plnstr, teirp
finish
/prq7
FesLfite $/noerase
*use,outtines
/pLof f ,1,1 ,1,1 $tptot g/erase gtsat L $,¿pl.of f
finish
/postl
/gtíne,'1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,610.0
/titte, (Nr921222.ÍÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 14 ptaced, BZ0ó03
eset,mat, 1 r40, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resur€ $/noerase
ùuse,otrttines
/pLoff ,1,1 ,1,1 $tptot $/erase $[saI t $/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gLine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,611.0
/titte,(Hl9212?2.¡tpd) cAsE STUDY - Lift 14 ptaced, 870604
eset,inat, 1,40, 1 9ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
iesLrrìe $/noerase
*use,otrtI ines
/plof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 9tpIot $,/erase $tsaI l. $/pl.of f
finish
/posti
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,613.0
/titte,(NT921222.rîod) CÂSE STUDY - Lift 14 ptaced, 820ó0ó
eset,mat, 1,40, 1 $ptnstr, ternp
finish
/prep7
tesune $/noerase
*use, out I ines
/pLoff ,1 ,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsat t $/ptoff
finish
/post 1

/gline,1, -1 $,/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,61j.0
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/titte, (N1921222.rrÐd) cAsE STUDY - Lift 14 Ptaced, 870ó08
eset,mat, 1,40, 1 9ptnstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
resLÍne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof I ,1 ,1 ,1,1 9Lptot $/e¡ase $l.sal. t 9/ptof f
fínish
,/pos t 1

/9[ine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 Sset,,,,,623.0
/titte,(NÏ921222.trÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 14 Ptaced, 870616
eset,mat, 1,40, I þ[nstr,tefip
finish
/prep7
cesune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1 ,1 ,1 $tptot $/e¡ase $tsal. l. $/ptof f
finish
,/pos t 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,6?4.0
/title, (HT92122?.rd) CASE STUDY - Lif t 15 Ptaced, 870617
eset rmat, 1,42, 1 $ptnstr, teÍp
f ini sh

/prep7
nesune $/noerase
*use,outlines
/pLof I ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 9tpLot $/erase $tsal. l. $/pl.of f
finish
/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,625.0
/titl,e,(NT921222.n d) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 Placed, 870ó18
eset,mat, 1,42, 1 þl.nstr¡ tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
lplof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $l.pl.ot $/erase $l.saL t $/pl.of f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,627.0
,/titLe,(NT921?2?.npd) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 Ptaced, 8706?0
eset,mat, 1,42, 1 9ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff,1 ,1 ,1,1 SLpl.ot 9/erase 9tsaL t S/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,629.0
/titte,(NT921222.rrlod) cAsE STUDY - Lift 15 Ptaced, 870622
eset,mat, 1 r/+2, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/ploff ,1,1,1,1 9tptot $/erase $Lsat t $/ptoff
finish
,/post 1

/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,640.0
/titte,l{ï921222.t¡rd) CASE STUDY - Lifr 15 Ptaced, 870703
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eset,mât, 1,42, 1 9pl.nstr, terrp
finish
/PreP7
resuæ $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1,1 ,1 9tpl.ot $/erase 9tsat l. 9/pl.of f
finish
,/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,654.0
/títte,(NT921222.rlod) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 Ptaced, 870711
eset,mat, 1,42, 1 þtnstt,tenp
finÍsh
/prep7
res¡øe $/noerase
*userouttines
lp|of f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $l.ptot $/erase $l.sat t $/pl.of f
finish
./pos t 1

/9[ine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,661.0
/titte, (N'r9UZ22.nÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 ptaced, B7OZZ4
eset,mât, 1,42, 1 $ptnstr, tenp
finish
lprepT
resure $/noerase
*use,outtines
lpLof f ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsat l. $/pl.of f
finish
./pos t 1

/gIine,1,-l $/contout,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,668.0
,/titte,(NT921222.nod) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 pl,aced, B70ZJ1
eset rmat, 1,/+2, 1 lÈptnstr, teflp
finish
/prep7
resLcT€ $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plolf ,1,1,1,1 9l.ptot $/erase $Lsal. l. $,zptoff
f ini sh

/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,675.0
/titte,(NT921222..rßd) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 ptaced, BZOBO7

eset,mât, 1 r/+2, 1 $ptnstr, tenp
finish
/prep7
resL8Tle $/noerase
*userouttines
/ploff ,1, 1,1,1 9tptot $/erase $tsal.t $,/pLoff
finish
,/pos t 1

/gtinerlr-1 $/contour,,r-10,5,55 $set,,,,,684.0
/titl.e,(NT921222.n'þd) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 Ptaced, 870816
eset,mat, 1,42, 1 $ptnstr, terTp
fínish
/prep7
rest¡le $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 $tpLot S/erase $tsal. l. $/pl.of f
finish
/post1
/gtíne,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,696.0
/titte,(NT921222.rød) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 Ptaced, 870828
eset,mat, 1,42, 1 9ptnstr,teÍp
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finish
/prep7
res!.fiìe $/noerase
*use,outtines
/p|off,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
/Post1
/gIine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,7OO.O
/titLe,(NT92122?.îÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 pl.aced, 97090i
eset,mât, 1,42, 1 $ptnstr, teflq)
finish
/prep7
resLðne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plofÍ ,1 ,1,1 ,1 $tplot $/erase $tsaI t 9/ptoff
finish
,/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,712.0
/titte,(NT921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 ptaced, BlO913
eset,mat, 1,/+2, 1 9ptnstr, ts¡p
finish
/prep7
resLgûe $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof'Í,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase 9l.satl. $,rptoff
finish
,/pos t 1

/9tine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,719.0
,/titte,(NT921222.rrlod) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 ptaced, BZO?ZO
eset,mât, 1,42, 1 $ptnstr, te{rp
finish
/PreP7
resune $/noenase
*use,outtines
/pLof f ,1, 1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $Lsat l. $,rptof f
finish
/pos t 1

/9tine,1,-1 l$/contour,,,-10,5,55 Sset,,,,,725.0
/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 pl.aced, 8Z0726
eset,måt, 1,42, 1 9ptnstr, teíp
finish
/prep7
resLflìe $/noerase
*use,outI ines
/pLof f ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $,/erase $tsaI t $/pl.of f
finish
* Create a handful of cotor ptots -----------

/show,cotptots,f33
/post 1

/9tíne,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,319.0
,/títte,(Nf921222.Ítod) CASE STUDY - Lift ó ptaced, 8ó081ó
eset,mat, 1, 13, 1 $ptnstr,tenp
finish
/prep7
resLEIìe $/noerase
*use,outtines
/p|off,1,1,1,1 9tptot 9/erase $tsaI t $/ptoff
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,3?7.0
,/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Ptaced, 860824
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eset,mat, 1,15, 1 9ptnstr, terp
finish
/PreP7
rescsne $/noerase
*use,outtines
/p|off,1,1,1,1 9tptot $/erase 9[saI t $/pLoff
finish
,/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,391.0
/títte,(N1921222.îÐd) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 ptaced, 861027
eset,mat, 1, 22, 1 9ptnstr, tefi'p
f ini sh

/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1, 1,1,1 9tptot $/erase $l.sal. L $/pLof f
f ini sh

,/post 1

/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 9set,,,,,591.0
/title,0¿T921222.ñ) CASE STUDY - Lift 11 ptaced, BZO515
eset,mat, 1,34, 1 $ptnstr, tefip
finish
/prep7
resune $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof f ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $,/erase $[sal. t S/ptotf
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,601.0
/tìtte,(N19212?2.nod) CASE STUDY - Lift 12 ptaced, 870525
eset,nat, 1,37, 1 $ptnstr, terrp
f ini sh

/prep7
nestre $/noerase
*use,outIines
/plof I ,1 ,1,1,1 $lptot $/erase $tsaI t $/pl.of f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1, -1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,609,O
/titte,(NT921222.rrcd) CASE STUDY - Lift 13 ptaced, 870602
ese[,mat, 1,39, 1 9ptnstr, terTp
f i nish
/prep7
tesu-rp $/noerase
*use,outtines
/plof Í,1,1,1 ,1 $tptot $/erase $Lsal. l. 9/pl.of f
finish
/post1
/gtine,1,-1 $/contour,,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,62Z.O
/titte, (Nî92122?.¡rad) CASE STUDY - Lift 15 ptaced. A70620
eset,mât, 1,42, 1 $ptnstr, teflp
finish
lprepT
resune $/noerase
*use,outlines
/ploff ,'1,1 ,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsaI t S/ptoff
finish
/post26
I i nes, 200
time, 253 , 725 9disp,2,18B8,temp,NODE $disp,3, l904,tenp,NODE
disp,4, 191 0, tenrp, N@E
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/out,trash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, 4
,/titte,(NT921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift 1 InternaI TeÍperatu¡es
/out,NT921222,001 $prvar, 2, 3, /* $/out,ó
tine, 262, 725 9disp,2,1740,teTp,NmE $disp,3,1B08,tenp,N@E
d i sp, /t, I 82ó, tenp, HoÐE $di sp, 5, 1 830, te{Tp, N@E

/out,trashrdat $prva¡, 2, 3, t+, 5

/titte,(N1921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift A InternaI Tenperarures
/out,NT921222,002 $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5 $/out,ó
tine, 274, 725 $disp,2,1590,tenp,N@E gdisp,3,1619,tenp,NOÐE
di sp, 4, 1 656, te{Tp, HCÐE 9di sp, 5, 1 óó5, terp, !læE
/out,trash,dat $prvar, ¿, 3, 4, 5

/titte,(NT92f222.mod) CASE STUÐY - t_ift 3a,¿b tnternaI Tenper-atures
/out,N'1921222,3ab $prvar, 2 ,3 , 4 ,5 g/out,6
tine, 296, 725 $disp,2,1440,tenp,l¿@E Sdisp,J,14ZZ,tenp,N@E
di sp, 4, 1 15?,terp, ì¡@E $d i sp, 5, 1 461, tenp, N@E
/outrtrash,dat 9prvar, ?, 3, 4, 5

,/titte,(NT9212?2.¡rød) CASE STUDY - Lift /r InternaI Ternperatures
/out,N1921222,004 $prvar,2 ,3 , 4 ,5 $/out,6
tirle, 303, 725 Èdisp,?,1272,tarp,N@E $disp,3,i304,tenp,NOÐE
di sp, 4,'l 218, tenp, N@E $di sp, 5, 1 230, teÍ.p, N@E
/out,trash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STtÐy - Lift 5 tnternal Tenperâtures
/out,NT921222,005 $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5 g/out,6
time, 311, 725 9disp,2,1132,tenp,!i@E $disp,3,11ó1,tenp,N@E
di sp,4, 1079, tefip, l¿OÐE $di sp,5 , 1091 , tenp, N@E
/out,tnash,dåt gprvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

/titte,(!,1T921222.aod) CASE STUDy - Lift 6 InternaI Tenìperatures
/out,NT921222,00ó $prvar, 2 ,3 , 4 ,5 $/out,ó
time, 318, 725 $disp,2,1003,tenp,ilOÐE $disp,3,l025,tenp,NODE
disp,4, 954,tenp,NOÐE $disp,5, 966, tefip,NmE
/out,trash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, 1, 5

/titte,(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 Internat Tenperatunes
/out,NT921222,007 9prvar, ?, 3, 4, 5 $,/out,ó
tire, 3ó3, 725 $disp,2, 910,tenp,H@E $disp,3, 89ó,tenp,N@E
disp,4, 852,terip,NOÐE 9disp,5, gó(, tenp,N@E
/out,trash,dat 9prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

/titte,(NT9?1222.Íød) CASE STUDY - Lift 8a InternaI Tenperatures
/out,Nf9?1222,08a $prvar, 2 ,3 , 4 ,5 g/out,6
tine- , 367 , 725 $disp,2, 805,tenp,NOÐE $disp,3, 791,tenp,NODE
disp,/r, 750, teflp,¡l@E $disp,5, 762, tenp,N@E
/outrtrash,dat $pnvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

/title,(NT921222.rnod) CASE STUDY - Lift Bb InternaI Temperatures
/oul,Nf9?1222,08b $prvar, 2 ,3 , 1 ,5 $/out,ó
tine- , 382, 725 $disp,2, ó99,tenp,N@E $disp,3, 723,ternp,NOOE
disp,4, 238, tenp,NæE $disp,5, ó39, tenp,NæE $dísp,ó, ó5i, rernp,NoDE
/out,trash,dat Sprvar, 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6
/titte,(NT921222.nþd) CASE STUDy - Lift 9 Internal Tenpe¡êtures
/out,NT921222,009 $prvar,2 ,3 ,4 , S ,6 $/out,ó
tinle, 558 , 725 $disp,2, ó13, tenp,NODE $disp,3, ó18, tenp,u@Ê
disp,4, 579,terp,NcÐE $dísp,5, 591,tenp,N@E
/out,trash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

/titte, (NT9212?2.¡rød) CASE STUDY - Lift 1O-1 Internal Terperarures
/out,N1921?22,101 9prvar, 2 ,3 , 1 ,5 $/out,ó
tirle, 563, 725 $dísp,2, 55ó,tenp,NODE 9disp,3, 5ó1,tenp,N@E
disp,4, 519,tenp,N@Ê $disp,5, 531,tenp,NODE
/out,trash,dat Sprvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

,/titte,(NT921222.npd) CASE STUDY - Lift 10-2 InternaI Tefl.peratures
/out,NT921222,102 $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5 $/out,6
tine, 570 , 725 $disp,2, 479,tenp,NOÐE $disp,3, 4ó9,temp,NODE
disp,4, 429,tenp,N@E 9disp,5, 441,tenp,NODE
/out,trash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5
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/titte,(NT921222.rÐd) CASE STLÐY - Lift 10-3 InternaI Tenperatures
/out,NT921222,103 $prvar, 2, 3, 1, 5 $/out,ó
time, 583 , 725 $disp,2, 371,tenp,NOÐE $disp,3, 384,tenp,N@E
disp,4, 328,tetp,i{@E $disp,5, 3/+0,tefip,¡J@E
/out,trash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

/tìtte, (N'f921222.¡r d) CASE STLÐY - Lif t 11 lnternaI Tenperatures
/out,NT921222,011 $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5 $/out,6
titße, 592, 725 $disp,2, 27ó,tenp,l{@E $disp,3, 286,tenp,¡,@Ê
disp,4, 234,tefip,N@E $disp,5, 2/16,tefip,N@E
/out,trash,dst $prvår, 2, 3, l+,,
/titte, (Nf9?122?.M) CASE STIÐY - Lift 12 Inte¡nal Tenp€ratures
/out,NT9212?2,012 $prvar, 2 ,3 , 4 ,5 $/out,6
tine, ó00, 725 $disp,2, 219,terp,NOÐE $disp,3, 225,te{rp,l,¡@E
disp,4, 147,tenp,N@E $dísp,5, 159,tenp,NOÐE
/out,trash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, t+, 5

,/titte, (NT921222.M) CASE STLÐY - Lif t 13 Inte¡nal Teflperatures
/out,NT9?1222,013 $prvar,2 ,3 , 1 ,5 $/out,ó
tine, 605 , 725 $disp,2, 92,tsrp,NOÐE $disp,3, 117,tenp,NoOE
disp,4, ó7,tenp,NODE 9disp,5, 79,tenp,N00E
/outrtrash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

,/titte,(NT921222.rnod) CASE STUÐY - Líft 14 Internat Teriperatures
/out,HT921222,014 $prvar,2 ,3 , 4 ,5 $/out,6
tinre, ó19, 725 $disp,2, 2ó,teirp,H@E $disp,3, 58,tenp,H@E
disp,4, 1,tefip,.NÐE 9disp,5, 13,tenp,N@E
/out,trash,dat $prvar, 2, 3, 4, 5

/titte,(NT921222.rîod) CASE STLÐY - Lift 15 Internal TeÍperatures
/out,NT9212?2,015 $prvar, 2 ,3 , 4 ,5 $/out,6
finish
/detete, t¡ash,dat
/eoÍ
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G GEÞdERATTON OF'CASE ST{.JÐV ,ENAÌ,VSXS PROGR.AM COÐE

The steps of the analysis algorithm shown in Figure 2 form the basis for a pattern of

finite element commands that define and execute an incremental analysis of a mæs concrete dam.

For the case study, a computer program in QuickBASIC@ (Qts) was written to generate an ASCII

fiJe of ANSYS commands that executes the analysis and post-processes the results. The benefits

of this approach are thatmodifications to details of the model loading could be made conveniently

and efFrciently, command syntaxes could be corrected uniformly throughout the analysis file, and

the ultimate size of the command file was unimportant. The following paragraphs are a very

brief description of the process involved.

G.l Finite Ðlement Model Ðefinition Commands

Commands for the finite element model were def,rned "by hand" in a separate file as the

first step of the procedure. This allowed the mesh to be refrned and proper node, line and

material property data set numbers to be determined for use in the rest of the analysis command

specifications. After the mesh wæ final:z;ú., nodal temperarure commands for the isothermal

plane in the foundation and the placing temperature boundary conditions for the concrete lifts

were added to the end of the file.

The QB program begins execution by initializing a series of variables and carrying out

some preliminary input and output file openings. Following this, the finite element model and

nodal temperature specification commands are copied over to an output file that ultimately

becomes the file of commands that carries out tlìe case study.
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1.

2.

J.

4.

G.2 Analysis Comrnands

The commands that define the thermal loading on the dam and submit the model for

solution follow a consistent pattern beginning with the loading on the foundation portion of the

model. A series of load steps is defrned for each period of time that the geometry of the model

remains constant. Between each load step series, comma¡ds to add a new lift of concrete to the

model are specified. The general process of defining each series of load steps is:

A unique analysis title for the current series of load steps is issued for reference
purposes.

Beginning with the first series of load steps on the model with concrete in place, delete
the nodal temperature boundary condition on the new concrete lift, and specify the
coupling commands to add the lift to the active portion of the model.

Issue commands to flag the set of line numbers that make up the exposed surface of the
dam for this series of load steps.

Open an input frle containing weather data. Each record of the file contains data for one
day, with a chronological date number (days since the start of the analysis, 851@1), a
date label, the low, high and median temperatures for that day, and the value of wind
speed. Read through the file until the date one day before that of the first load step for
this series is encountered.

Issue commands for the load steps making up this series. Begin on either the first day
of the analysis (for the foundation loading series) or the day a new lift of concrete is
placed, and end with the day the next lift of concrete is placed or the last day of the
analysis. For each load step:
a. Read a record from the weather data file.
b. Calculate the convection coefficient for this day according to the wind data. If

the data is listed as missing, adopt a default value.
c. Determine how many iterations to solve this load step for, and whether this date

is one that the solution of model temperatures should be recorded on.
d. Write the appropriate iteration and postdata control commands for this load step.
e. Issue the comma¡d to apply the convective boundary condition on the set of

selected lines for this load step series. Utilize the chronologic value of time for
this load step, the calculated value of ft" and the median temperature for the day.

f. Starting with the frrst series of load steps on the model with concrete in place,
calculate internal heat generation rates and issue the necessary commands. For
each concrete type in the model:

5.
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Ð If the concrete has been placed at this time in the analysis and it is still
generating heat according to the heat generation rate equation for that
concrete, calculate the rate for this load step.

ii) If the rate is greater than a limiting value below which it is considered
to be zero, issue commands to select the elements of the concrete, assign
the rate, and then un-select the elements. Otherwise, select the elements,
delete the internal heat rate for subsequent load steps, and un-select the
elements. FIag the concrefe as no longer generating any heat.

iii) Issue commands to end this load step. Add a comment to identify the
date and load step number for reference purposes.

g. For the series of load steps on the foundation, skip ahead a few days in the
weather data file according to a pre{etermined pattern of time intervals between
load steps. This is a means of reducing the total number of load steps to be
executed in this portion of the analysis.

A'fter all load steps for this series are defi¡ed, close the weather data file and issue a
command to delete the convective boundary condition so that definition of the next series
of load steps can begin without any rem¡ant convective boundary conditions on the
model.

Issue commands that end this series of load steps and submit the analysis for solution
over the time period covered by these load steps.

Issue file handling commands to accumulate the postdata results frles from each load step
series on a single file for later post-processing.

G.3 FosÉ-processing Commands

Concurrent with writing analysis commands for each load step of the case study, post-

processing comma¡ds to create thermal contour plots are written to a separate temporary file.

Additional commands to create temperature listings for certain nodes are added to this file, and

then the file contents are appended to the analysis commands to create the final executed form

of the case study analysis file. The general steps to this portion of the code generation a¡e as

follows.

1. During the preliminary input and ouþut file openings, open a temporary file for post-
processing comma¡ds and write sorne comments as headings for this part of the code.

6.

7.

8.
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An ANSYS macro of model line selection commands is wriÍten to the file to be used as
part of the thermal contour plotting process.

While writing comma¡ds for each load step of the analysis, check to see if a thermal
contour plot should be created for the date of the load step. Contour plots are created
generally on the day a lift is placed, on or about the third, fifth and seventh days after
placement of a lift, a¡d then approximately every week after that if a new lift has not yet
been added to the model.

If a plot is to be creâted for this day, write a series of commands to the post-processing
file:
a. Issue comma¡ds to call the f,rnite element program post-processor and retrieve the

temperature distribution for this particular point in time in the analysis.
b. Specify a title for the plot that reflects tbe date and most recent lift of concrete

placed in the model.
c. Issue a command for the algorithm to plot thermal contours for those segments

of the model that a¡e active at that point in time in the analysis.
d. Exit the post-processor and enter the finite element program's pre-processor.
e. Utilize the previously defined line selection macro to create an overlay on the

contour plot that outlines the different lifts of the dam.
f. Exit the pre-processor.

After all commands for contour plots are written to the post-processing file, issue
comma¡ds that create listings of nodal temperatures through time for particular nodes in
the model. Nodes for these listings a¡e selected as being those reasonably near to the
Iocations of the thermocouple wires embedded in each lift of concrete. The steps are as
follows:
a. Enter the finite element program's time-history post-processor.
b. For each lift of concrete in the model:

i) Issue a command to designate a time frame beginning just prior to the
placing time for the lift and ending at the end time of the analysis.

ii) Specify the node numbers to be listed for this concrete lift and send a
dummy listing to å trash file. This is done so that the title for the listing
can be revised from that defined during execution of the analysis.

iii) Specify a revised title a¡d send the temperature listing to a frle for later
reference.

c. Write commands to exit the time-history post-processor and tlre ANSYS
program.

Append the temporary file
commands.

of post-processing commands to the file of analysis

This final form of the f,ile then defines the finite element model, specifies the sets of

series of load steps and submits them for solution, and post-processes the analysis results.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.
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G.4 Qts Frogram l,isting

The code for the QB program that generates the file of ANSYS commands to carry out

the case study is shown below.

ANSYS THERMAL AhIALYSIS FILE GEHERATION PROGRAH

, REVISION: Decenóer 22, 1992

' Initiatize assorted variabtes ard defíne outtrrt formât strings:

CLEAR:dt$=DATE$
version$ - rNTí + HID$(dt$, 9, 2¡ + HID$(dt$, 1, ?, + HID$(dt$, 4, Z) + r.flìodil
i nput. di rS = t'c : \terry\i npr.¡t\rt : node. inp.rt. di rg = rrc : \terry\irput\nodes\"
I i ne. i nput.di r$ = Itc : \terry\i nFjt\t ínes\tr : outFrt.di rg = lrc : \terry\outF.¡t\rt
no.runs = 19: no.materiats = 42: Cp = .225= mininx¡n.e = .51
[OadStep = 0: node.Set.no = 0: al$ = rr*r. c9 = t'rttt d¡ = rr-n. pS = rr#r: slD = I/rrkrstrt$ = r¡ 9krstrt,###r': tytle$ =rrltitte¡(&) CASE STUDY - &¡¡
ntdeteS = trntdele,####&tetç',,
cpt$ = frcp,###&tetç,ffi&Wtt : cFþ€ß = trcp,#*Hl&terp,####tr
Isset$ = tttsse,,gtr6gtt' Isaset9 = rrtsas,,#*Ê#": DIH iter$(44)
iter$(10) = iliter,1tt: iter$(11) =rrite¡,1,,1rr: iter$(/r0) - I'iter,4rr
iter$(44) = rriter,4,,4n: suppress$ = r'podisp,-1 $postr,-1 gporf,-1r'
Icvsf$ = I'tifiE,¡f##.# $tcvsf ,atL,ffi&ffi.# t,

qe$ = lr

Qedete$ = tt
eset,mat,## $qe, a[ [,##### $ea[ ["

eset,nat,## $qedele,a[[ $eattt'
l¡¡rite$ = r $tsrite & #*#### &&#ll#x
a"35 = ttlgtine,1,-1 S/contourr,,-10,5,55 $set,,,,,#W.#tt
ptnstr$ = Itese[,rnt, 1&##&1 $ptnstr,terprt
di sp$ = ttdí sp&#&{###&tenp, N@Etr : postzó. out$ = trlout, &&&rl

9et$ = tt/1et,12, f i te##&dattt: xrange$ = trxrange,l#&áË¡## $ptvar"

' Dimension anC initiatize data arrays (arrays identified at DATA Iistings):

CLS : LOCATE 13,252 PRINT "Dirnensioning and reading arrays. . .rl
D I I'l t i t Le9(no. runs), nt. node(no. runs ), coupt ed.nodes$(no. rwrs )
D Ill I oaded. I i nes$( no. runs), start. t inre(no. runs), erd. t inre(no. runs)
DIM max.active.mat(no.runs), activel$(no.materiats), Q.data(no.materiats, 5)
DII'l post,nodes(no. runs, 10), post26.ext$(no. runs), time AS DüJBLE

/ trtitle$()t, - partiat tittes for use in various places:
FOR i = I T0 no.runs: READ titte$(i): }¡EXT i
DATArrExcavated Bedrocktr,rrLift 1r¡rrtLift 2rr,rrLift 3albtl,rrLift 4rr,¡rLift 5rr
DATA "Lift 6rt,rrLift 7",t'Lift Sarr,trLift 8btr,r'Lift 9'r,rrLift f0-1tt,r'Lift 10-2tt
DATA trLift 10-5't,"Lift 11tr,ilLift l2rr,rrLift l3rr,rrLift 14t',rrLift 15[

FOR i
DATA

DATA

FOR i

rrnt.node()r' - node nurùers that initíaLized each Lift to the ptacing
tefiperature; note that nt.node(1) is the secord node inítial.izing Iift
3alb,' each nt is deteted inrnediatel.y prior to the [oading of its run:
= 1 T0 no.Funs: READ nt.node(i): NEXT i

1555 ,1832,1677 ,1509 ,1178,1213,1104,979 ,972,770,661,593,5?3,449 ,353,259
172,123 ,15rrcoupted.nodes$()r'- fite narnes of node pair lists for- coupting, and
r'toaded.tínes$()" - fiIe names of convective tine Iists for Ioading:
= 1 TO no.Funs
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READ coupted.nodes$(i): Ioaded.tines$(í) = coupted.nodes$(i)
NÊXT i
DATA rBedrockr',rLift001",rrLift002r¡,rrLift3abr,rLift004","Lift005r,rLift00ó"
DATA t'Lift007'r,t'Lift08a","Lift08b'¡,"1ift009'¡,"1ift101¡',"Lift102r¡,rrLift103"
DATA "L i f t0l l rr, rrLi f t012rt, rrLi f t013rr, rrLi f t014", ttL i f t01 5"

' rtstant.timel¡', - sta¡t times for each run (days since 851001):
FOR i = 1 T0 no.runs: READ stâFt.tirne(i): NEXT i
DATA 0,258,267,279,301 ,308,316,323,369,372,387,563,568,575,588,597,605,610,621

, rrend.time()t' - end tines for each run (days since 851001):
FOR i = 1 T0 no.runs: READ e¡d.tirre(i): NEXI i
DAf A 258,267 ,279 ,301 ,308,316,323,369,372,397 ,563,569,575 ,589,597 ,605 ,610,624,725

, r¡max.active.mat()r' - the maxinnsn active m.ateriaI nr-.Er6er for each run:
FOR i : 1 T0 no.runs: READ rxax.active.mst(i): NEXT i
DATA 1,2,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,22,25,29,31,31,37,39,40,42

' rractive$()t'- indicator of uhether a concrete is stítI generating heat:
FoR i = 1 T0 no,måteriats: active$(i) =rryeprt: NEXT i

, r¡Q,data()tt - parareters for catcutation of intennaI heat generated, by each concrete at any age (mat #, density, K, a[fa, active time):
FoR i = 1 T0 no.måteriats: FOR j = 1 To 5: READ Ldata(i, i): NEXT i, i
DATA 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2,2319,23.5,0.660,259, 3,2319,23.5,0.6æ,267
DATA 4,2324,28.2,0.650,267 , 5 ,2299,3?.4,0.660,267 , 6,?319 ,?3.5,0.660,279
DATA 7,2324,28.?,0,650,279, 8,2262,24.1,0.óó0,301 , 9,2?94,?7.9,0.650,301
D^TA 10,2?62,24.1 ,0.660,308, 11 ,2?94,27.9,0.650,309, 12,2276,24.9,0.660,316
DATA 13,2285,28.7,0.650,316, 14,2276,21.8,0.660,323, 15,2?95,29.7,0.650,323
DAlA'16,2276,24.8,0.660,3æ, 17,2285,28,7,0.610,3æ, 19,2?76,24.9,0.660,372
DATA 19,2285,28.7,0.650,372, 20,2?76,24.9,0.660,397, 21 ,2285,29.7,0,650,397
DAîA 22,2291 ,37.3,0.660,387, 23,2258,25.0,0.660,563, 24,2285,29.5,0.650,5ó3
DATA 25,2303,39.5,0.660,563, ?6,?259,25.0,0.660,568, ?7,2295,29.5,0.ó50,5ó8
DATA 28,2303,39.5,0.ó60,5æ,29,2259,25.0,0.660,575,30,229r,29.5,0.650,575
DATA 3'l ,2303,39.5,0.660,575, 32,?259,25.0,0.óó0,588, 33,?285,29.5,0.650,588
DATA 34,2303,39.5,0.óó0,588,35,2259,25.0,0.óó0,597,36,2295,29.5,0.650,597
DATA 37,2303,39.5,0.660,597,39,2264,?5,7,0.660,605,39,2317,40.9,0.650,605
DArA 40,2317,40.9,0.ó50,ó10, 41 ,?305,40.3,0.655,624,42,2331 ,48.0,0.660,624

, rrPost.nodes()tt - node rN¡rËers for post2ó tefiperature ptots and Iistings
' (run nunber, no. of nodes for post-processing this runn, node nuarùers):
FoR i = 1 T0 no.runs: READ runn, n

post.nodes(runn, 1) = n: FoR j = 2 TO n + 1: READ post,nodes(runn, j)
NEXT J, i
DATA 1,0, 2,3,1888,1904,1910, 3,4,1740,1808,182ó,1830
DArA 4,4,1590,1619,1656,1665, 5,4,1440,1122,1152,1161
DArA 6,4,1272,1304,12',18,1230, 7,4,1132,1161,1079,1091
DATA 8,4,1003,1025,954,9#, 9,4,910,896,852,864
DATA 10,4,805,791,750,762, 11,5,699,723,739,639,651
DATA 12,1,613,618,579,591, 13,1,556,561,519,531
ÐA',ÍA 14,1,479,169,429,441, 15,1,371,3U,328,340
DAlA 16,4,276,286,234,?16, 17,1,219,225,147,159
DATA 18,4,92,117,67,79, 19,4,26,58,1,13

' I'post2ó.ext$(¡rt - file extensions for names of output fites containingt temperature Iistings frøn post26:
FOR i = 2 T0 no,runs: READ post2ó.ext$(i): NEXT i
DATA ¡'001r¡rt¡002rrrrr3abrrrrr004rrrrr005rrrrr00ólrrrr007rrrrr08arrrtr08brrrrr009t'rrtl01rr

DATA ¡r 
1 02tr, r' 

1 03rt, tt01 
1 
t', ttgl 2r¡, il013rr, rr014r¡ 

r 
tr015lr

' Preliminary fite openÍngs and initiatizations:

CLS : LOCATE 13, 18: PRINT "Preliminary fite openings ard initiatizationsl

' Open the fite of dates to Hríte fi[e12 on and read the first one:
oPEN input.dirg + "fl2dates.datrrFoR ItlPul AS *ß: II'IPUT #3, ref.date

t Open the fite of dates that cotor ptots are going to be created on:
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oPEN input.dir$ + I'cotptots.datrrFOR INPUT AS #8: IIIPUT #8, color.date

, Open a fite to tørporarity List comnards for postl ard post2ó ptots,
, beginning xith a n¡acro to outtine Iifts for thermaI contour p[ots:

oPEN outut,dir$ + rrtenp.datrr FoR dJTPUT AS #4
PR I NT #4, x *rt
PRINT #4, tt * -------- PoST-PRoCESSIHG Co&{F{ANDS ------------tt
PRINT #4, rr *rr' PRINT #4, ¡!*create,outtinest'
oPEN Iine.input.dir$ + 'rF]osttine.dat" FoR l?{PUT AS #7: PRIt{T #4,rrtsat[ 9";
INPUT #7, Iine.no: PRIHT #4, USING tsset9; Iine.no; : counter = 1

WHILE NOT EOF(7)
INPUT #7, [ine.no: coLrrìter = counter + 1

lF counter ß4@ 7 = 0 THEH PRINT #4, ELSE PRINT l+1 ,,'9,,ì
PRIt¿T #4, USII{G Isaset9; Iine.no;

HEND

CLOSE #7: PRINT #4, : PRINT #4, tt*s¡6tt' PRINT #4,rllshou,plots,f33rl

, 0pen a fite for cqnrlards to create cotor ptots (sepârate from/ the file for btack ard shite ptots):
OPEN outut,dir$ + "tsrpz.datn FoR CX.JTPUT AS #9
PRINT #9, rr * Create a har¡6|ful of cotor ptots -----------t'
PRINT #9, rtlshow,cotptots, f33"

, Open fite for cccrrnârds that define the n¡¡det, carry out the incren¡ental, thermat anatysis, anC do the post-processing. The fitenanre reftectst the date this program 9¿as run. Print a header as â coffilìent.
oPEN output.dir$ + version$ FoR oulPUT AS #1
PRINI #1 , tt lt ------- CASE STUDY INCRE¡4ENTAL THERI{AL ANALYSIS ---------------I
PRINT #1 , rt *t¡' PRINT #1 , tt * Versíon Natne = r'; version$
PRINT #1 , t' * Date =tt,'DATE$;rr Time = t'; TIME$: PRINT #1 , t'*rr

, Open the file of comnands that define the gecmetry of the model ard, copy thefi over into the master cofimanJ fite:
OPEN input.dirg + rrnt2.rlodtr FoR INPUT AS #ó: LINE Il,lPUT ff6, xS
DO: PRINT #1, x$: LI¡|E IHPUT 116, x9: LOOP U¡lTlL x$ = I'finish": CLOSE #ó
PRINT #1 , rr *rr
PR¡NT #1 , tt * ------- ANALYS¡S C0{41{AI{DS -----tt
PRINT #1 , t' *tt

, Loop through each of the thermat runs writing the anatysis anrC

' post-processÍng cørnurds:

FOR runn = 1 T0 no.runs

SCIJND 1500,5: CLS: LOCATE 13,25: PRINI'rHriting corrnands fo¡ runrt; runn
IFrunn=1THEN

PRINT #1, USING tytte$; version$,' titte$(runn)
ELSE

PRINT #1, "/prep7": PRINT #1, rrresLrnert; : PRIHT #1, USINc krstrt$,' Ioadstep
t$ = titte$(runn) + I'Ptacedrr: PRINT #1, USING tytl.e$; versíon$; t$

END IF

, For second and subseq.,¡ent runs, detete nt bourdaly condition for the, nes tift, and corçte bottom nodes of the new Lift to the modet:

IFrunn>1THEN
IF rr.¡nn = 4 THEN PRIHT #1, USING ntdete$; nt,node(l); c$; : PRINT #1, ,'$";
PRINT #1, USING ntdete$; nt.node(runn); c$; : counter = 0

oPEÈl node.ingrt.dirS + coupted.nodesg(runn) + tr.rìclsr¡ FoR IHPUT AS #2
IJHI LE NOT EOF(z)

INPUT #2, nodel, rode2: counter = counter + 1

lF counter H00 3 = 0 THEN PRINT #1, ELSE PRINT #1, rr$'r;
IF runn = 3 AND nodel = 1803 ÎHEN

PRI¡¡T #1 , USIHG cpno6; nset1904; c9; 1803; : GOTO next.pai r:
ELSEIF runn = 3 AHD nodel = 171ó THEN

PRINT #1, Usll¿c cpnod$; nset1832; c$; 1716¡ : G0T0 next.paìr:
ELSEIF runn = 4 Al{D nodel = 1535 THEN
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PRINT #1 , USING cpnoó; nsetlóT7; c9; 1535; : G0T0 next.paír:
ELSEIF runn = 5 AND nodel = 146ó THEN

PRINT #1 , USIIIG cpnó; nset1509; c$¡ 1466; : G0T0 next.pair:
END IF
node,set.no = node.set.no + 1

PRINT #1, UslÈlG cpt9,'node.set.no; c9; nodel; c9; node2;
IF nodel = 1904 THEN nset190/+ = no'de,set.no
lF nodel = 1832 THEN nset1832 = node.set.no
IF nodel = 16V THEN nsetlóZ/ = node-set.no
IF nodel = 1509 THEH nset1509 = node,set.no

next.pair:
WEND

PR I ¡¡T #1 , : CLOSE #2
END IF

' Hrite convective Iine setection csmnands:

oPEN tine.input.dir9 + [oaded.tines$(runn) + 'r.lnsrr FoR INPUT AS #2
I¡¿PUT #2, Iine.no: PRINT #1, USINc Isset9; Iine.no; : counter = 0

UHILE NOT EOF(2)
INPUT #2, [ine.no: counter = counter + 1

lF counter H@ 7 = 0 THEN PRIHT #1, ELSE PRINT #1, 't 5r.
PRINT #1, USING Isaset$; tine.no,'

WEND

PRIIIT #1 , : CLOSE #2

, Open Heather data fite ard fird the start of data for current run:

oPEt¡ input.dirS +rrHeãther.datrrFOR INPUT AS #2: tinre = 0
HHILE time < (start.tirne(runn) - 1)

INPUT #2, tirne, date, Io, high, median, wird
HEND

, Hrite load steps for this runr beginning with convective toad, but, onty Hrite fite12 ç¿hen required ard suppress it otherrise:

tast.it.str.no = 99: ptot.no = 0
HHILE time < erd,time(runn)

¡NPUT #2, time, date, to, hi, median, wird
loadstep = loadsteP + l: Ptot$ = rrno'r

IF tilre = 0 THEN nedian = 0 'Speciat case at time = 0

, Catcutate Hc according to daity average xind speed, or
' adopt a defautt vatue if data is míssing:

IF wind <> -999 THEN

H = 20.ó33 * (6 + 3.7 * (wírd * f000,/ 60 / 60)'
ELSE

H=240
END IF

, Determine which iter conrnard to use for this load step:

SELECT CASE tiffE
CASE start.time(runn)

IF date = ref,date THEN

IF NOT E0F(3) THEN INPUT f3, ref.date ELSE ¡ef.date = 999999= CLOSE #3
END IF
IF runn = 1 THEN it.str.no = 10 ELSE it.str,no = 11: tine = time + .1

cAsE start.tire(runn) + 1 T0 erd.tir€(runn) - 1

IF date = ref.date THEH

it.str.no = 44
IF NOT E0F(3) THEN II{PUT #3, ref.date ELSE ref.date = 999999: CLoSE l4ß

ELSEIF (runn = 11 0R rurÐ = 19) AHD time 14@ 20 = 0 THEN it,str.no = 44
ELSE ít.str.no = 40
END IF

CASE ELSE
IF date = ref.date THEN
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It NoT E0F(3) THEN IHPUT f3, ref.date ELSE ref.date = 999999= CLoSE #3
END IF
it,str.no = 44

END SELECT

' Decide whether to Hrite the fíte12 suppress corrnards or not:

IF it.str.no <> [ast.it.str.no THE]¡

Iast.it.str.no = it.str.no
SELECT CASE it.str.no

CASE 10: PRINT #1 , iter$(f 0),. ¡'$rr; suppress$
CASE 40

SELECT CASE runn
CASE 1: PRINT #1, iter$(40); rr $tr; suppress$
CASE ELSE

IF time = start.time(runn) + 1 THEN

PRINT #1, iter$(40); r $rr; suppress$
EISE PRINT #1, suppress$
END IF

E¡JD SELECT

CASE ELSE: PRINT #1, iter$(it.str.no)
END SELECT

E}¡D I F

PRINT #1 , USING lcvsf$; tin'e; H; c9,' medían,'

, If appticabte, calcutate ard write internaI heat generation loading:

IF runn > 1 THEI¡

FOR mat.no = max.active.nrat(runn) To 2 STEP -1
IF active$(nnt.no) = NyepttTHEN

Q = Ldata(rlat.no, 4) * Q.dâta(måt.no, 3) * Cp * Q.data(mât.no, 2)
Q = 0 * EXP(-a.data(måt.no, 4) * (time - Q.data(mat.no, 5)))
IF I >= minim¡n.Q THE!{

PRINT #1, : PRINT #1, USING qe$; mat.no; 8;
ELSE

PRINT #1, : PRIHT #1, USING qedete$; rnât.no;
activeg(måt.no) = ttnoPerl

END IF
END IF

NEXT mât.no
E}ID I F

PRINT #1, USI¡¿G Iwrite$; a$; date; s$; p$; Ioadstep

' Decide whether or not to gerierate a thermal contour ptot:

IFrunn>1THEN
IF tinp = (start,tine(n-rvr) +.1) THEN

plot.no = 1: plot$ ='ryeptt: ptot.time = time - .1: ptot.date = date
ELSEIF time >= (sta¡t,tiFle(runn) + 1) AND tire < (start.time(runn) + 3) THEN

IF ptot.no = 1 AllD it.str.no = 44 THEH

ptot.no = 2: ptot$ = tryeprt: plot.time = tine: ptot,date = date
END IF

ELSEIF tir¡e >= (start,tirne(runn) + 3) AHD time < (start.time(runn) + 5) THEN

IF plot.no = 2 AND it.str.no = 44 THEN
ptot.no = 3: ptots = rryeprr: ptot.time = time: ptot.date = date

END ¡F
ELSEIF time >= (start.tisle(runn) + 5) AND tin¡e < (star-t.time(runn) + 7) THEN

IF ptot.no = 3 AND it.str,no = 4/+ THEN
plot.no = 4: ptot$ = tryeprt: pl.ot.time = tire: ptot.date = date

END IF
ELSEIF tirne >= (start.tiriìe(Funn) + 7) AND time < end.tÍme(runn) THEI{

It plot.no <> 3 AND it-str.no = 44 AND date - ptot.date >= 7 TfIEN
ptot$ = rryeprr: ptot.tire = time: ptot.date = date

END IT
ELSEIF tinE = end.time(rw!-r) AND runn = 19 THEN

ptot$ = rryeprt: ptot.tirre = time: ptot.date = date
END IF
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END IF

, wríte cofimânds to generate postl ptots with Iine overtay from prepT:

IF pLot$ = ttysprr THEN

IF runn = 1 THEII

t$ = titte$(runn) + c$ + sTR$(ptot.date)
ELSÊ

t9 = titte$(runn) + rr Ptaced,r' + STR$(ptot.date)
END IF
PRii¡T #4, rrlpostlrr: PRIHT #4, USING set$; ptot.time
PRINT #4, USING tytte$; version$; t$
PRINT #4, USI¡lG ptnstr$; c9,'max.active.mât(runn); c$
PRINT #4, Itfinishtt' PRINT #4, tt/prep7"
PRINT #4, rrresLÍne 9/noeraser': PRIHT #/+, rr*use,outlinesrl
PRIHT #4, tt/plof f ,1 ,1 ,1 ,'l 9tpIot $,/erase 9tsa[ [ 9/ptof f ,'

PRINT #4, 'rfinishI
END IF

, lf ê cotor ptot is catted for, print cofirnârds to send ptot to, a separate fite that Hitt get converted to cotor postscript:

IF date >= cotor.date AND it.str.no = /+4 THEN

IF NOT EOF(8) THEN

MPUT #8, cotor.date
ELSE

color.date = 9999992 CLOSE #8
END IF
ptot.time = tírne: ptot.date = date
IFrunn=llHEll

t$ = titte$(runn) + c$ + STR$(ptot.date)
ELSE

t$ = titte$(runn) + tr Ptaced,rr + STR$(ptot.date)
ÊND IF
PRINT #9,rrlpostlrr: PRII¡T #9, USING set$; ptot.tirne
PRINT #9, USI!{G tytLe$; version$; t$
PRII¿T #9, USING ptnstr$,' c9,' max.active.mat(runn),' c$
PRINT *|9, rtfinish": PRINT #9, "/prep7"
PRINT *f9, rtresLrne $/noerase'r: PRINT #9, rr*use,outtinesrt
PRI|¡T #9, tt/plof f ,1,1,1,1 $tptot $/erase $tsa[ [ $,/plof f 'l
PRINT #9, rrfinish'r

END IF

, Skíp ahead a few days at a time for the bedrock loading:

IF runn = 1 THEN

time.teft = erd.time(1) - tine
IF time.teft >= ó0 THEN

FOR i = 1 T0 ó: INPUÌ #2, tifte, dête, [o, hi, median, wínd: NEXT i
ELSEIF time,teft >= 28 THEN

FOR i = 1 T0 3: IHPUT #2, tirne, dâte, [o, hi, median, wind: NEXT i
ELSEIF time.teft >= 7 THEil

INPUT #2, time, date, to, hi, fiedian, sind
END IF

END IF

HEND

CLOSE #2

, Detete convective loading, print wrap-up and sotution comnands for, this run, and go into auxl to apperd fite12 to the bottom of
, a cLãT Iative post-data fite (atternate between fil.e35 and fil.e3ó):

PRINT #1, ,,sbcdete,Icvsf,atl. $l.sat[ $afHrite": PRINT #1, r'finish"
PRINT #1 , t'/inryt,?7": PRINT #1 , I'f inish'l

IF runn = 1 THEiI

PRINT #1 , tt/aux1tt. PR¡HT #1 , ttcopy, 12,35tt: PRIi{T #1, ¡'f inish'l
ELSEIF runn FIOÐ 2 = O THEN
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PRINT #1 , ttlauxltti PRINT #1 , "copy,35,36 $copy,12,36tl
pRINT #1' r'finish"' pRI¡¡T #1, "/detete,fiteS5,dat'r: Last.fitel2.no = 3ó

ELSE
PRINT #1, rrlauxlrr: PRINT #1, t'copy,3ó,35 $copy,12,35"
PRINT #1, t'fini.h", PRINT #1, [/detete,fite3ó,dattt: Iast.fite12.no = 35

END IF

HEXT nunn

' Ptace coLor plot conrnards on bottorn of tæporary fi[e:

cLoSE #9: oPEH outut.dir$ + t'tenP2.dat" F@ IÈ{PUT AS #9
HHILE NoT EOF(9): LINE II{PUT #9, x$: PRINT #4, x$: HEND: CLOSE #9
KI LL outptrt . di r$ + Ittefipz . datrl

, Wríte con,nards for post2ó Post-processing to the terporary file:

PRIHT #4, ttTpost2ó'r: PRINT #4, rttines,200t'

'PRINT l#r, r't ines,200 9/sraÉI, taby,TEl{P $yrarge,-15,55r1

F@. runn = 2 T0 no,runs

PRINT #4,rttime,r¡; sta¡t.time(runn) - 5; c$; erd.time(no.runs);
FOR i = 2 TO post.nodes(runn, 1) + 1

IF i H@ 4 = 0 THEII PRINT #4, ELSE PR.IHT #4, " $"i
PRINT #4, USIl,lc disp$; c$; i; c9; Post.nodes(runn, i); c$;

ÀIEXT i
PRINT #4, : PRINT #4,rtlout,trash,dat þrvarrr;
FoR i = 2 T0 post.nodes(runn, 1¡ + 1: PRIIIT #4, c$; i; : NEXT i: PRIi{T #4,
t$ = titte$(runn) + I'lnternat Tenrpe|-aturesrl
PRINT #4, USING tytl.e$,'version$; t$
PRINT #4, USING post2ó,out$; HID9(versiør9, 1, 8); c$; post2ó.ext$(runn);
PRINT #4,rr$prvarrr;
tOR i = 2 TO post.nodes(runn, 1¡ + 1: PRIHT #4, c$; i; : NEXT i
PRINT #4, rt $/out,órl

¡¡E

PR

'PRtNT #4, USING xrange$; start'tinre(rurn) - 10; c$; start'ti[ìe(runn) + 110;
,FOR i = 2 To post.nodes(runn, 1) + 1: PRIIIT #4, c$; i; : NEXT i: PRINT #4,

XT runn

INT #4, rrfinishrr. PRI!,lT á14,rtldetete,trash,dat": PRII¡T #4, tt/eoftt: CLOSE #4

' Tack the Post-Pnocessing con¡nards onto the erd of the mâster
, fite of conrnands to make one monster fite for atl purposes:

PRINT #1, UStl¡G get$; tast.fitel2'no; c$
OPEN output.dir$ + tttefip.datl FoR INPUT AS #4

HHILE i¿oT EOF(4): LINE INPUT #4, x$: PRINT #1, x$: HEND: cLoSE #4
KILL outut.dir$ + I'tefiP,dat[

CLOSE : FoR i = 180 TO 1 STEP -1: SCUND 100 * i, .15: NEXT i

EHD
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FIGURE I.5 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860808 (3 Days after Placement of Lift
NT2-5)
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FIGURE I.6 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860810 (5 Days after Placement of Lift
Nr2-s)
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FIGURE I.7 - Thermal Contour plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860813 @ay of Placement of Lift NT2-6)
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FIGURE I.8 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860814 (1 Day after Placement of Lift
NT2-6)
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FIGURE I.9 - Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860816 (3 Days after Placement of Lift
NT2-6)
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(N1.92I222.mod) CÀSE STUDY - LIft 6 Placed, 860818
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860818 (5 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-6)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860820 (Day of placement of Lift
NT2-7)
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lN"t92I222.mod) CASE STUDY - Líft 7

FIGURE I.i2.
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FIGURE I.13 -
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860824 (4 Days after Placement

of Lift NT2-7)
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(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 7 PIaced, 860826
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 860826 (6 Days after Placement
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Thermal contour Plot of case Study Dam at Analysis Time corresponding to g61001 (42 Days after placement
of Lift NT2-7)
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(NT921222.mod) CASE STUDY
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 861011 (3 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-8b)
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CASE STUDY - Ll.fL 9 ptäced. 861023

Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 861023 (Day of Placement of Lift
NT2-9)
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INT92I222.rnod) CÀSE STUDY - Lifr 9 placed, 861025
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 861025 (2 Days after placement
of Lift NT2-9)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 861102 (10 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-9)
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(N192L222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lifr 9 ptaced, 861114

FIGURE 1.22.
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(N't92L222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lift 9 placed, 870102
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870102 (71 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-9)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870i30 (99 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-9)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870419 (2 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-10-1)
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(NT92I222.mod) CASE STUDY - r,ifr 10-2 placed, 870423
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870423 (1 Day after Placement
of Lift NT2-10-2)
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(N"r92I222.mod) CASE STUDY - Lifr 10-3 placed, 870501
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870501 (2 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-10-3)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870515 (3 Days after placement
of Lift NT2-11)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870523 (2 Days after placement
of Lift NT2-12)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870525 (4 Days after placemenr
of Lift NT2-12)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870531 (2 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-13)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870603 @ay of Placemenr of Lift
NT2-14)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870606 (3 Days after Placement
of Lift NT2-14)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870608 (5 Days after Placement

of Lift NT2-14)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870703 (16 Days after Placement

of Lift NT2-15)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870816 (60 Days after Placement

of Lift NT2-15)
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Thermal Contour Plot of Case Study Dam at Analysis Time Corresponding to 870926 (101 Days after Flacement

of Lift NT2-15)
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